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The Injàncy Gospel of Thomas: 

The Text, its Origias, and its Transmission 

by Tony Chartrand-Burke, Ph.D. 200 1 

Department of Religious Studies, University of Toronto 

The Infancy Gospel of Thomas (IGT), an early apocryphal *ting about Jesus' 

childhooci, has been known in the West for centuries-IGT  vas first published in the 

seventeenth centuxy-yet, &er al1 this time, scholars interested in the text remain 

focused on recovering its earliest form and on situating it in the spectrum benveen heresy 

and orthodoxy. Such efforts have overshadowed the need to situate this text in the history 

of literature. Oniy by identifjmg its literary affinities can IGT mily be understood. 

Upon IGT's discovery scholars imrnediately identified the text as the "Gospel of 

Thomas" mentioned by a number of early Church \Miters and fiequently associated with 

gnostics. The absence of anything remotely gnostic in the text led to the creation of an 

expurgation theory which holds that gnostic discomes must have been removed from the 

text by a Cathoiic reviser. With the publication of the ûue Gospel of' Thornus from Nag 

Hammadi in 1956 bath the association with Gnosticism and the expurgation theory 

should have come to an end; yet rnany scholars continue to clairn that gnostic sayings 

have teen removed fiom the text. 

Tbis dissertation seeks to correct these ideas. Recent work on ET has shown that 

the text tias been lengthened over the centuries, not shortened, with material having been 

added to the text in order to harmonize its portraya1 of Jesus with that of the NT gospels. 

New Greek manuscripts of the gospel, edited and published here for the first the ,  heIp tu 

bolster this shorter text theory and aid in tracing the text7s transmission They also set 

ii 



IGT on a firm text-critical foundation for the study of its contents- A cntical analysis of 

these contents reveais that IGT was never more gnostic at all. In fact, the conventions 

employed in ancient biographical literature dictate that childhood portrayals of eminent 

adults are inteaded to foreshadow their later career. IGT's irascible wondenvorker, 

therefore, is based not on gnostic cantempt for the wodd but fiom the author's belief that 

the aduit Jesus was just as likely to curse as to bless. These conventions reveal also that 

IGT's Jesus is wise and mature not because he is meant ro be understood as a gnostic 

Redeemer figure but because, in antiquity, these qualities often were celebrated in 

praiseworthy children. The ancien6 vaIued their offspring onty when they approached 

aduIthood, for in adulthood thcy were needed to care for their parents and carry on the 

family name. It was in aduithood too that a peson attained reason, the requisite vittue for 

becoming tmly human. 

The Jesus of IGT, therefore, is far more ordinary than previously thought, He is 

temperamentai, not because he represents gnostic contempt of the world, but because the 

author believes his young Jesus is consistent with the Jesus, and the apodes, of the NT. 

He is mature and wise not because he is not really human-neither gnostic Redeemer nor 

god-child-but because in the eyes of the te& author and audience, these things make 

him human. 
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Introduction 

Over three centuries ago, when Enlightenrnem New Testament scholars were 

searching for new Biblical manuscripts, a fragment of a text was found that promised to 

soIve sume of the enduring riddies of early Christian times. The text bore the title "Book 

on the childhood deeds of our Lord and Saviour lesus Christ" and was attributed to 

"Thomas the Tsraelite." It seerned at the time that the "Gospel of Thomas" associateci 

long ago with heretical gnostic Christians had ken recovered But this was a "Gospel of 

Thomas" far different fiom what scholars had expected 

Instead of the elaborate cosmologica~ myths. corn plicated chnstology, and 

ambiguous Jesus-sayings that were expefted of gnostic gospels, this "Gospel of Thomasn 

offered oniy stories of a prmcious young wondenvorker. Even a longer, apparently 

complete telct published in the nghteenth century failed to meet scholius' expectations. 

The gospet, according to the still-pcevalent reading of the text, begins with Jesus in 

Nazareth at five years old using his divine powers to puri@ min water. He then forms 

birds out of clay and animates them with a command to "FIy away." When another boy, 

the son of AQMS the scnk, distubs the water faus had cleansed, Jesus curses the boy 

and immediately his arm wittierç. Any others who dare to anger Jesus meet similar ends. 

A boy who accidentaily knocks against ksus' a m  fàils dead, and when the townspeople 

cornplain about this to Joseph, they are stmck Win& Even Joseph is warned, "Don't d e  

me upset!" Nevertfiekss, a teacher, Zacckus, endeavom to teach the boy some respect, 



though he is humiliated by Jesus' superior knowledge. Zacchaeus' public display of 

shame and admission that the boy is "something great" pleases Jesus. From there on, he 

uses his abilities for the bene& of his neighbours-he restores the sight of hi accuses, 

he muscitates a boy who falls h m  a roof, and heals a young man of a life-threatening 

wound. At the age of six, he fetches water for his mothet using only his cloak; and then, 

at eight years of age, he sows a measure of grain and reaps a miraculous harvest. Next, 

the boy helps his father build a bed by making two pieces of wood equal in length. Seeing 

his son's clevemess, Joseph takes him tu a second teacher; but when Jesus refuses !O 

cecite the alphabet, the teacher strikes him on the head and then collapses as a result of 

the boy's curse. A third teacher then takes up the challenge of instmcting Jesus, but this 

time the boy simply takes up a book and teaches the Law to al1 those present. Like 

Zacchaeus before him, this third teacher admits that Jesus needs no instruction, and sends 

him home with his father. Thereafler, Jesus resumes his benevolent miracles, saving his 

brother James fiom a snake bite and resuscitating both a baby and a housebuilder. The 

story concludes with the familiar tale of Jesus at twelve in the Temple, though where 

Luke has Jesus listen to the reachers and ask them questions, IGT has him also explain 

the Law and the parables. 

These are not the ody stories of jesus' chiIdhood. A nurnber of other tales weave 

in and out of the IGT manuscript tradition. There is the story of Jesus and the Dyer in 

which the young wondeworker dunks several articles of clothiig into a single dye and 

puils them out in various colours. In Jesus Rides the Sunbeam, Jesus laps h m  a 

window and siides down to the ground on a beam of Iight. Statues of foreign gods bow 

to the young Jesus in J i  and the Temple of Idois, and in Jesus T m  Jmiih ChiMn 



into Swine Jesus' playmates are transfo& inro pigs for d&g to hide h m  him. 

Additional tales are told of the infant Jesus and his fàmily in Egypt in certain witnesses to 

IGT and in the later infancy gospels of PL-Mi,, Arab. Gos. Inf., and Am. Cos, In$ Then 

in the Middle Ages the corpus of stories was expanded even fiirther with the 

transformation of European folktales into deeds of the young Jesus. 

There is much in the childhood tales to excite both ancient and modem teaders. In 

them the aii-wise Jesus acts like a petulant child, lashing out in anger at al1 who cross 

hirn; this child's tantrums, however, have devastating consequences. At first glance, 

IGT1s Jesus bears Iittle similarity to either gnostic portrayais of Jesus or the farniliar Jesus 

of the canonical gospels. Its unusual characterization of the Christian leader has elicited 

fiery emotional responses h m  ceaders of the text. The miracles have beea called 

"ridiculous" and "immoral,'" "puerile, or malevolent and cruel,'? "anstossige und 

abstossende1"3 or just plain "crude." IGT's Jesus has k e n  called a "hero of ridiculous 

and shabby pranks,"5 and "an enfant terrible who seldom acts in a Christian way."6 And 

the text in general has been deemed ïitterly worthless7 and "lacking in good taste, 

C. E. Stowe, Orign and History of the Books of the Bible, Both the Canonicai and the 
Apoqphul (Hartford, Conn.: Hartford Publkhing Company, 1868), 206; and similady, 
Adam F. Findlay, Byways in Early Chrhtiim Literuture (Edinburgh: T .  & T. Cl* 
1923)- 173. 
2 B. Harris Cowper, The Apocryphai GospeIs and Other Documents Relating to the 
Hktory of Christ (4th ed.; London: Frederic Norgaîe, l874), 129. 
3 AdoIf Harnack, Geschichre a b  aItctcrrstIic/ren Literatur bis Euebius (2 vols.; 1893- 
1897; repr., Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1958), 2593, 
Osw Cullmann, "Intàacy Gospeis" (='cInfancy ~os~els'") N m  Testument 

Apocrypha, Vol. 1, Gospek and Related Wiitings (ed, Wühelm Schneemelcher; tram. R 
McL. Wilson; rev. ed.; Louisville, Ky.: W John Knox, 199 i), 442; 1. K- Eiiioü, 
The Apocrjphai New Testament (Oxford: CIarendon Ress, 1993), 68. 

Jacques Herviewr, The New Testament Apcryphcr (m. Dom Wuhm Hibberd; New 
York: Hawthom Books, 1960), 106. 
Eiüott, ïïze Apocryphai New Tesfament, 68. 
Cowper, The Apocryphal Gospeik, 129. 



restraint and di~cretion."~ Only through some clever mental ambatics could such a text 

be reconciled with the ptesumably more cerebral gnostic work mentioned in the citations. 

Most scholars accounted for the discrepancy in the evidence with appeal to an 

"expurgation theory." Accordmg to the hypothesis, the gospel was once a much longer 

text but its offensive gnostic material has been subsequently removed by an orthodox 

reviser. It rarely occurred to champions of the theory that the citations could refer to a 

completely different text. 

When the "tcue" Gospel of nomm was recovered most scholars lost interest in 

IGT. In the fi@ years since the publication of Gos. Thom., hundreds of books and 

articles have been published on the Nag Hammadi text; in the same period, there have 

been only five significant w o h  on IGT. These works are notable for their efforts at 

integrating al1 of the witnesses to the text in a comprehensive theory of ocigin. Most 

instrumental in this process has been the work of Sever J. Voicu. In two articles for the 

journal Apocrypha: Voicu effectively demonstrated that IGT is pceserved best in severai 

early versions of the text-the Swac, Georgian, Ethiopic, and Old Latin translations- 

and not the published Greek manuscripts. In his view, the text was actually once shorrer 

than the nineteen-chapter texm receptus, not longer, and ociginally did not even bear the 

name of Thomas. In fact the ûue title is Tà rrai&~a TOÛ nqiou'lquoû, or "The 

Childhood Deeds of the Lord Jesus." Voicu also brought attention to a new Greek 

manuscript of the text: the eteventh-century Sab4 259. In a chart of correspondences 

between the various witnesses, he demonstrated that Saba 259 occupies an intemediate 

Wulimann, "Infancy ~ospels'," 442. 
9 Sever I. Voicu, "Notes sur l'histoire du texte de L'Histoire de l'Entànce de Jésus," 
Apocryphu 2 (1991): 119-32; idem, "Verso il testo primitive dei nar61Kà TOÛ 
Kupiou ' IqooÛ 'Racconti dell' h f k i a  del Signore Gesù,'" Apocrypha 9 (1998): 7-95. 



position between the early versions and the later Greek MSS. Unfortunately, his lack of 

confidence in the Greek tradition prevented him h m  pubtishing a full collation of the 

MS. Up to now, al1 that has been revealed about &bu 259 are its general structure and 

the readings which Voicu translated into Italian-and many of these readings are 

erroneous. 

Voicu's work has yet to make much of an impact on those scholars only 

peripherally interested in the text. The majority of scholmhip on the gospel still suffers 

from problems separating IGT 6om the pre-Nag Hammadi theories. Scholars continue to 

grapple with the "Gospel of Thomas" citations, to associate IGT with unrelateci Thomas 

literanire, and to search for signs of gnostic a f i t i e s  within the text. As for the recovery 

of the text itself, there is much work that remains to be done: several of the early versions 

requue new critical editions, and no-one has made an effort to publish the important Saba 

259, nor to examine fully a number of other unpublished Greek MSS, one of which has 

been known to scholars for over a century. IGT is now left in an unenviable position: few 

scholars arc willing to deal extensively with the text because of its complex MS history, 

and those knowledgeabie in the languages of the important early versions do not care to 

work with the Greek text. Three centuries have passed since the gospel's recovery and its 

study is practically at a sîandstiii. 

This dissertation is an atternpt to advance the study of IGT by redressing previous 

assessments of the text, The emneous association of the gospel with the apode Thomas 

and gnostic Christianity has interfered with establishing its origins and christological 

aff?nities. So too have the expurgation theory and the neglect of text-criticaI issues 

hindered the recovery of the original text of IGT. Foiiowing Voicu, IGT is consided 
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here to be represented inadequately in the published Greek MSS. Conirary to Voicu, 

however, Subu 259, published now for the first t he ,  is show here to be a wimess of at 

least equal value to the early versions. Given that IGT likely was composed in Greek, 

&ba 259 is extremely valuable for recovering the original text of the gospel and for 

determinhg its aims and literary affinities. Indeed, when compared to other 

miracleworkers in Christian literature, IGT's Jesus looks less like an enfant terrible, and 

more like such eschatological adult holy men as Elijah, the apostles, and the NT Jesus 

himselE And when compared to other idealized presentations of children in antiquity, 

IGT's Jesus looks less like an dl-wise divine child or young gnostic, and more like other 

venerated figures and praiseworthy children who display adultlike wisdom and rnaturity 

in their youth, Placed in their appropriate context, the childhood tales do not look so 

hereticai atter all. 

The dissertation is comprised of three sections. The fmt is a comprehensive 

overview of al1 previous scholarship on IGT. No summary of the secondary literature has 

ever been performed for this text. As a result, numerous early treatments of the gospel 

have ken  neglected in the more recent discussions. The failure to integrate fiilIy both the 

mistakes and the achievements of the past has led IGT scholarship to its present 

deplorable state. Section n i r ~  is essentially a critical edition of the text- ïhe  first chapter 

entails an analysis of al1 the published and unpublished Greek MSS as well as a detailed 

description of the versions. Readings from a l  the known Greek wiinesses are then 

presented in a synopsis which aiiows for cornparison of the four recensions of the text. 

This is followed by an English translation of IGT based on Saba 259 and incorporating 

variants fiom the other Greek MSS and the versions. The fmal chapter of the section 



features an analysis of the relationships between the various wiînesses, a discussion of the 

text's theme and origins, and a description of its subsequent transmission history. The 

third section of the dissertation evaluates and elminates fiom consideration any 

association of IGT with Gnosticism, and establishes a comection between the tales of the 

young wonderworker and the powerfiil and often irascible popular figure of the 

eschatological prophet. Then foliows an extensive examination of notions about children 

and childhood in antiquity. IGT's charactecization of Jesus is shown to be influenced by 

the stereotypical rnanner in which venerated figures were portrayed in the literature of the 

Mediterranean world. The sarne qualities valued in these figures filtered down to the 

lower classes and appeac in funerary reliefs and epitaphs to deceased children. In al1 

levels of Mediterranean society, childhood was seen as such an ignoble stage in human 

development that biographers and moumers were unwilling to remember their heroes or 

Ioved ones as having suffered its indignities. The ideal child, therefore, was not a child at 

all, but an adult in a child's form. Writing in an era when various philosophical, religious, 

and political groups argued the ments of their beliefs through tales of the lives of their 

leaders, the author of IGT could do no l e s  than present Jesus in a way that is competitive 

with the subjects of non-Christian chiIdhwd tales-with every word and deed an 

indication of his tiiture greatness. 

Today, scholars of early Chtianity are h more willing than their ptedecesçors 

CO study without judgement so-called "heretical" portrayals of Jesus. Except, that is, for 

IGT. This gospel remains the most vilifid of ail the NT Apocrypba For that reason, it is 

also the most neglected of the early noncanonid gospels. My hope is that this 



dissertation wiii put an end to anachronistic assessments and subsequent dismissals of 

IGT, Then, perhaps, fair analysis of iis contents tnily can begin. 

Explanatory Note 

The four recensions of IGT-Ga, Gb, Gc, and Cs-ach differ at times in thek 

chapter numbering. To ceduce confusion, refermes to seclions of the text will include 

the recension name (e,g. Ga 5:2 ratber than K T  5:2). Rcaders are cautioned to pay 

carefùl attention to which version of the text is king cited. For the most part, however, 

Ga is used throughout the discussion of previous scholarship, and Gs for the discussion 

of the original text. 



This first secam of the dissertation is dedicated to a comprebensive overview of 

previous scholarship on the text. The summary is intended to acquaint readers with the 

substantial amber of studies on IGT-uictuding MS discoveries, brief treatments in NT 

Apocrypha coIlectians. and ment efforts at g a t h e ~ g  together the various witnesses to 

the text-;i3 wetl as to ceproduce, for the fm tirne in over a century, al1 the ancient 

testimonies which mention either cbildhood stories of Jesus or a "Gospel of Thomas." No 

survey of this magninide has ever been undertaken for IGT. A knowfedge of ail the 

previous scholarship-its strengtks and its weaknesses-is essential for deteminhg the 

origins, devetupment, and transmission of the text. 



î l e  Infancy Gospel of Thontas Through the Centuries 

IGT ranks as one of the most neglected texts of the Christian Apocrypha It has 

rarely been the sole subject of an entire book, even of an entire article. Its cornplex MS 

tradition, in Greek and other langmges. has yet to be unraveled; indeed, many MSS 

remain unpublished and, in several cases, the published MSS are poor representatives of 

their individual branch of the tradition, The reasons for this neglect are simple: few have 

the requisite language skills to synthesize al1 of this material into an adequate critical 

edition, and most tind the childhood stories so puerile and repugnant that they refuse to 

investigate them in any detail. 

However, scholars have not complerely ignored this text. iGT scholarship takes 

three basic forms: an eàition of a new MS (typicdly accompanied by a daim for the 

discovery's pre-eminence as a wimess to the original text), a text-critical analysis of the 

entire tradition, and, most frequently, a brief cornmentary on the gospel which does little 

more than ridicule its contents and, by extension, its putative audience. The text-critical 

works represent the peaks of IGT research But while the most capable of the IGT 

scholars occupied themselves with plotting and replotting the transmission history of the 

text, other aspects of the gospel, including its literary affkities and socio-historical 

background, were left unexamined 
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Doubtless these lacunae in scholarship have led to the many poorly-infomed 

treatments of IGT found in the dictionark and NT Apocrypha collections. It will be 

apparent fiom the following overview of research that much of the discussion on the text 

has been infiuenced by the enoneous identification of IGT with the "Gospel of Thomas" 

known to writers of the early church, an identification which, in some scholarly circles, 

did not end with the publication of the m e  Gm. Thom. in 1956. As a result, nurnerous 

witers continue to believe without basis that [GT was once a longer work filled with 

gnostic elements later purged by an orthodox reviset. The past fifty years of scholarship 

have been marked by efforts to quash this "expurgation" theory once and for al1 and 

replace it with a hypothesis of "augmentation" better supported by the MS evidence. 

Slowly the original forrn of IGT is finally coming into view. With it should corne new 

assessments of the t ee  that tvdl push mide attempts at comecting it to Gnosticism and 

that wvill put an end to anachronistic judgements of its controvenial contents. 

2.1 From Antiquity to the Middle Ages. 

Al1 of the testirnonies cited by modem authors are reproduced here, for the 

moment, without much comment; evaluations of their relevance and significance, will 

follow in the pages to corne. 

2.1.1 Eady Parallefs in Christian Literature 

2.1.1.1 Ep. -4pn.r. 4 (C.4.W 22: 2d c.?: Egypt? Asia Minor?: transIated fiom Ethiopic by 
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This is what our Lord Jesus Christ did, who was delivered by Joseph and 
Mary his mother to where he might leam letters. And he who taught him 
said to him as he taught him, 'Say Alpha.' He answered and said to him, 
'First you tell me what Beta is.' And ûuly (it was) a real thing which was 
done (cf Ga 6:4, 142). 

2.1-1.2 Acts Thom 79 ( C M  245; 3d c.?; Syria; text: Lipsius and Bonnet, Acta 
apostolomrn apocrypha, 99-29 1 ) :  

Believe in Christ, who was born that the born may live through his life, 
who also was raised up through infancy so that the full maturity may be 
manifest through his adulthood. He taught his own disciples (Latin text: 
his own teacher [magismm suum]), for he is the teacher of truth and the 
wisest of the wise (cf Gu 6:4, 142). 

3.1.1.3 Gus. Bort. 2: 1 1 (C.4V 63; 4th c.?; Egypt?; text: Vassiliev, rlnecdutct graeco- 
bdvzuntina 1 ,  1 &Z): 

Mary said to them (the apodes): "in your likeness God formed the 
sparrows and sent them to the four corners of the worId" (cf Ga 2). 

2.1.1.4 Hisr, Jos. Curp. 17 ( C M  60; 4th c,?; Egypt?; translated from Coptic by Elliotî, 

The Apocryphut New Testament, 1 14-1 7): 

Do not for this cause wish me evii, O Lord! for 1 was ignorant of the 
mystery of your birh I caii to mind ah, my Lord, that day when the boy 
died of the bite of the serpent. And his relations wished to deliver you to 
Herod, saying that you had killed him; but you raised him fiom the dead, 
and restored him to them. Then 1 went up to yoy and took hold of your 
hand. saying, "My soc  take care of yourself" But you said to me in reply, 
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"Are you not my father afier the flesh? I shall teach you who I am" (cf, Ga 
5,9, 16). 

2.1.2 Early Testimony 

2.1.2.1 Irenaeus, Huer. 1.20.1 (ante 180 CE; Lyons; text: Rousseau and Doutreleau): 

Besides those passages, they adduce an untold multitude of apocryphal 
and spurious writings, which they have composed to bewilder foolish men 
and such as do not understand the letters of the Truth. For this purpose 
they adduce this falsification: When the Lord was a child and was Iearning 
the alphabet, his teacher said to him-as is customary-"Pronounce 
alpha." He answered: "Alpha." Again the teacher ordered him to 
pronounce "Beta." Then the Lord answered: "You tell me first what alpha 
is, and then 1 shall tell you what beta is." This they explain in the sense 
that he alone understood the Unknowable, which he revealed in the figure 
of 'alpha' as in a type (cf Ga 6, 14). 

2.1.2.2 Justin Martyr, Dia!. 88 (ca 150; Rome; text: Archambault): 

Kai QA~OVTOS TOÛ ' Iqaoû ;ni TOU ' lopôdvqv, rai vopi<opÉvov ' Io44 
r - . r  

roû t i r t ~ v o s  UIOV UTIQ~XEIV,  ai a~i&oûq, Cjp ai ypa~ la i  imjpwuovt 

And d e n  lesus came to the Jordan, and was said to be the son of Joseph 
the carpenter, he was without beauty, as the scriptures have foretold, and 
was called a carpenter, for he worked, when he was among humanity, at 
the carpenter's trade, making ploughs and yokes; thus teaching a pattern 
of righteousness, and an active Iife (cf Ga 13). 
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2.1.2.6 Decreîum Gelashum (6th c.; of South Gallic origin but perhaps in part reflecting 

4th c. Roman tradition;' text: Dobschntz) lists as apacryphal: "Liber de infantia 

d 1 3 (ca. S6W 70; Nameth; text: Geyer): 

At uero de Tyro uenimus in ciuitatem Nazareth, in qua sunt multe virtutes. 
Ibi etiam pendit thornus, in quo Dominus a b c habuit impositum. in qua 
etiam synagoga posita est trauis, ubi cum aliis sedebat infantibus. Quae 
trauis a christianis agitatur et subIeuatur, h&ei uero nul10 modo possunt 
eam agitare, sed nec pemittit se foras tolli. 

Thence h m  Tyre we came to the city of Nazareth, in which there are 
many m e l s .  Also there lies the book in which the Lord had put A.B.C. 
In the synagogue &O there is the beam where he sat wiih other cfiildren. 
This beam is moved and raised by Chnstians, but Iews cm in no way 
move it, nor does it allow itseif to be carrieci out (cf. Ga 6,14). 

' For a m l a t i o n  and discussion of the text see W a e h  Schneemelcher, "Gened 
Introduction," in New Testament Apocrypha, Vol, 1, Gospels and Reiated Wntings (ed. 
W i e h  Schneemetcher, tram. R McL- Wilson; rev. ed, Louisville, Ky.: Wesbninster 
John Knox, 199 1), 38. 
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De Iordane usque Hiericho milia VI..,Et ante basilica (of St. Mary) 
campus ager Domini, in quo Dominus manu propria seminauit ferens 
satum quasi modia tria Qui etiam colligitur et numquam seritur, sed ex se 
profert semen Colligitur autem mense Februario et inde communicantur 
in pascha Curn collectum fiierit, aratur et iterum cum reliquas messes 
colligitur, 

It is six miles from the Jordan to Jericho ... and before the church (of S t  
Mary) is the sacred field of the Lord, in which the Lord sowed with his 
own hand, producing as much as three maures  of corn, which aiso is 
gathered and never sown, but fiom the seed it produces itself, Then it is 
gathered in the month of February that it may be u s d  at the communion at 
Easter. When it has been gathereb it is ploughed, and gathered again with 
the rest of the harvest (cf. Go 12). 

2.1.3.2 A sixth-tseventh-century list of apocrypha interpolated into Tirnothy of 

Constantinople, Rec. huer. (PG 86:22C), includes: 

The soîalled Childhood deeds of the Lord, which those drew up who 
wish to proclaim his incarnation in the flesh an illusion, and not reality. 

2. L.3.3 Anastasius Sinaita, Hociegos 13 (ca. late 7th c.; Sinai; PG 89:229C) lists as "false 

("the so-called marvelous childhood deeds of Christ"). 

2.1.3.4 Muhammad, Qur'an 3:49 (see also 511 1) (ktween 611 and 632; Arabia; 

translated from Arabic by ~rberry}? 

' Additional Musiim cb i l dhd  stories of Jesus (including variants of Jesur und the Dyer, 
Jesus Turns Jewish Chifdren into Swine, Ga 6/14, and Ga 9) are discussed in Samuel M. 
Zwemer, The Mosfem Chrnt: An Essay on rhe.Lfe, Charucter, and Teachings of J e w  
Christ according ro the Koran and ûrthodox Tradition (Edinbwgix Oliphant, Anderson 
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And he will teach him the Book, the Wisdom, the Torah, the Gospel, to be a 
Messenger to the Children of lsrael saying, '7 have corne to you with a sign ftom 
your Lord 1 will create for you out of clay as the Iikenes of a buci; then 1 wiIl 
breathe into it, and it will be a bird, by the leave of God" (cf. Ga 2). 

2.1.3.5 Georgius Syncellus, Chronographia a. 5505 (between the 8th and 9th c.; 

Constantinople; text: Dindorf): 

Know that various gospels have been wrinen, of wfiich four alone have 
been judged by the apostles to be admissible by the Church, and childhood 
stories of our Saviour have been cornposed, in which there are braught 
into açcount the miracles up to the twelfth year of age açcording to the 
ffesh of the Creator of these ages. 

2.1.3.6 Sefer Toledoth Yeshu ch. 4 5  (9th c.; Palestine; text: translatecf From the 
Strasbourg University Library Hebrew MS by ~rauss).' The text features a vague paralle1 
to the Teacher stories in an episode in which the boy Jesus walks in front of the Sages 
with his head uncovered. He then gives an impudent interpretation of the law and in an 
ensuing debate he daims Moses could not be the greatest of prophets if he had to receive 
cowsel from Jethro. Later, the adult Jesus is in Upper Gaiilee ptodaiming hirnself Son 
of God and proving his power by using the name of God: 

Die Leute von Galilaea machten Viigel aus Lehm, er sprach die 
Buchstaben des erkiarten Namens aus, da flogen die Vsgel au. (cf Ga 2). 

2.1.3.7 Euthymius Zigabenus, in Joannem 2.1 I (Fi. ca. 1 t 00; Constantinople; PG 

- - - -- - 

& Ferrier, 1911), 59-76 and James Robson, "Stories of Jesus and Mary,," Mmiim Worfd 
40 (1950): 23-3. 
' S, Krauss, Dm Leben Jernr nach jüdischen Quelien (1902; repr., Hildesheim: Georg 
O h ,  1977), 5M2, 
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because [the Cana miracle] had b e n  passed over in silence by others, he 
gave this account as king usefiil to the end of not putting our trust in the 
so-called childhood miracles of Christ. 

2.1.4 Early Testimony to the "Gospel of Thomas" 

2.1.4.1 Hippolytus, Haer. 5-7-20 (222-235; Rome; text Wendlaad): 

They (the Naassenes) Say that not oniy the mystenes of the Assyrians and 
the Phrygians, but aiso those of the Egyptians support their account of the 
blessed nature of the things which were, are, and are yet to be, a nature 
which is both hidden and revealed at the same time, and which he cails the 
sought-for kingdom of heaven which is within the human. They transmit a 
tradition concerning this in the Gospel entitled According to Thomas, 
which States expressly, "the one who seeks me will find me in children 
fiom seven years of age and onwards. For there, hichg in the fourteenth 
acon, I am revealed" (cf. GO.L Thom. 4). 

3.1.4.2 The following early writers Iist a "Gospel of Thomas'' in their discussions of 

spwious tacts:' ûrigen, Horniiilie in Lucm 1 (233 C.E.); Eusebius, Hisr. eccl. 3.25.6 

(early 4th c.); Jerome, Commentarionmr in Mattheum ProIogue (late 4th c.; PL 

26: I7A)-and after Jerome by Arnbrose, EXpositio Evmgelii secundm Lucarn 1.2 (late 

4th c.; text: Schenkl, p. 10-1 1); and the Venerable Bede, In Lucae evangelii expositio 1, 

Prologue (late 7thIearly 8th c.; PL 92:307C+Philip of Side, a ûagment of his history 

' Listed in HarroId Attridge, "The Greek Fragments: htroduction," in Nag Hammadi 
Codex II, 2-7 (ed Bentley Layton; 2 vols-; NfIS 20; Leiden: E. J. Brili, 1989), 1:95-117. 
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(text: de Boor, Abfmsungszeit der Schr$en TertuIIim, 169, no. 4; ca 430); Ps.- 

Athanasius, Synopsis (5th c.; PG 28:432B); Stichometry of Nicephorous (9th c.; text: 

Dindorf, Georgeus Sjncellus et Nicephom, 735-38) lists a "Gospel of Thomas" of 1300 

lines. A second set of writers identa the Manicheans (some add specifically Mani's 

disciple Thomas) as the originators of the ''Gospel of Thomas": Cyril of Jenisalem, 

Catechesis 4.36 (PG 33:500), 6.31 (PG 33593) (ca 348); Decretum Gelasianum (4th 

c.?; text: Dobschütz); Ps.-Leontius of Byzantium (Theodore of Raithu), De secris 3 2 (late 

6th c.; PG 86/1:1213C); Timothy of Constantinople, Haer. (late 6th c.; PG 86/1:21C); 

Jets of the Second Council of Nicaea 6.5 (787; text: Mansi, Sucrorum C'onciliorum Nova, 

13:293B); Peter of Sicily, Historia Manichaeom 16 (9th or 1 Ith c.; PG 104:1265C); 

Ps.-Photius, Conna Manichaeos 1-14 (1 l th c.; PG I O U  1B). Finally, Innocent 1, Epistula 

6 ad exsuperio episcopo Toiosane 7 (r .  402-17; PL 2050 IA) rejects books "sub nomine 

Thomae" 

2.2 IGT Rediscovered: 1675-1 852. 

IGT scholarship began with the rediscovery of the text d e r  the Renaissance. This 

was a time when scholars searched out noncanonical MSS principally to serve polemical 

interests. On one side, the te- were used to trace the origins of certain dopas .  Along 

the way, claims oflen were made for the great antiquity of some apocryphal material, 

sometimes even for their primacy over the NT gospels, On the other side, dissenthg 

scholars affumed the superiority of the canonid texts by pointing out the oftea- 
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disturbing contents of the NT Apocrypha. It was a dynamic age and one in which IGT 

figured prominently. 

Gospels attniuted to the apostle Thomas have been discussed in Christian 

literature since the second century. However, bibfical scholars did not get their first look 

at one of these texts until the seventeenth century. In a 1675 catalogue of Viennese MSS, 

Peter Lambeck excerpted several lines of IGT fiom a Greek MS (Phil. Gr 162 [134]; 

15th c.; =o).~ Lambeck revealed that the US is mutilated and tom, and provided IGT's 

title and much of the first two chapten. His comments on the text itself were disparaging. 

Citing Chrysostom and Epiphanius (see 2.1.2.33 above), he remarked that the text was 

rightly rejected, for according to the NT gospels Jesus performed no miracles before his 

baptism. Lambeck also mentioned a second copy "eiusdem libri" in a Paris MS 

(Bibliotheque nationale, Ancien fond grec 239 [2908 22 791; 15th c.; =P) noted earlier in 

Philippe Labbe's Nova Bibliorhecu Itfmuscrrpronun ~rbronrm.' No further details of this 

MS were provided Shortly after Lambeck's discovery, the pages featuring IGT were 

removed fiom the Vienna MS and have never been recovered Lambeck's colleague A. F. 

Kollk revealed that the MS was complete prior to its use by Jacob ~ o l l i u s ~ v h o  

mentioned the MS in a 1697 study of the NT Apocrypha. In it Tollius made passing 

Peter Lambeck, Comrnentariorum de augusfa bzblzotheca caesarea vindobenenst (8 
vols; Vienna: Typis M. Cosmerovii, 1665-1679), 7270-73. 
' The MS details are said to be found on p. 306 of LabE's text but attempts to verifjr 
Lambeck's reference have met no success. 
* See Ioannis Caroti Thilo, Codex A p q p h u s  hbvi Tesrumenti (Lipsius: Vogel, 1832), 
Lxxv, Tischendorf, EA2, xliii. 
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reference to IGT and added to the discussion some sirnilm chil&& taies fiom German 

folkt~re.~ Since Tollius al1 that mains of O is Lambeck's excerpt. 

Fortunately, scholars did not have to wait very long for the publication of a more 

substantial portion of the text Richard Simon's NouvefIes observatiom sur le texte et les 

versions du ~Vouveau Tkstamenr from 1695 begins with an overview of the early 

testirnonies to NT apacryphal writuig.~.'~ When mentionhg tem atûi3uted to the apode 

Thomas, Simon provided the titk and chs. 1 and 6 of the Paris MS known to Labbé, His 

brief discussion of the text anticipated the parameters of the debate on IGT for the next 

two-and-a-half centuries-namely, its connection to Gnosticism (through Erenaeuç' 

association of Jesus and rhe Teucher with the Marcosians; see above 2.1.2.1) andlor 

Manicheism (through Cyril of J e d e m ,  Peter of Sicily, and Timothy of Constantinople; 

see above 2.1.4.2). For his part, Simon concluded that IGT was cornposed by the 

Marcosians and that the Manichean "Gospel of Thomas" is reaily Acts Thom The entire 

text of P finally saw publication three years later in a footnote to Jean Baptiste Cotelier's 

second edition of the Aposioftc ~onrrirurions." The fhgmentary M S  was revealed to 

contain Ga 1-6 and the bepinning of the story of Jesw d t h e  mer. 

-- 

Jacob Tollius, hdomliche Unrerredungen einiger Guten Freunde von allerhand 
Büchern unà andem annehmlichen Geschichten, July (eâ W. E. TeatzeI; Leipzig: T. 
Fritsch, 1697),539-54. 
Io See Ricbard Simon, Nouvelles observationr sur le texte et les versions du Nouveau 
Testament (1695; repr., Fmnidkt am Main: Minerva, 1973), 5-9- Simon mentioaed the 
titie of IGT from the Paris MS a few years earlier in a discussion of apocryphai books 
known to John Chrysostom (Histoire critique desprincipatrr commentamus riir Nouveau 
Testament [1693; repr., FrankfiIct am Main: Minewa, 1969],194), 
" Jean Baptiste Cotelier, S. Pumm qui temporibus upostoficisjloruerun~ ( 2  vols.; 2d 
ed; Antwerp: Huguetanorum surntibus, 1698), 1:345-346. Mer Cotelier, the MS was 
mentioued briefly by Domni Renati Massiaet in his L710 edition of Irenaeus (Delecfionis 
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Cotelier's MS would have looked very familiar to those who closely followed the 

steady publication of the noncanoaicd gospels. Its stories had been pubiished a year 

earlier in Henry Sike's edition of Arab. Gos. ~ n f '  This text, ultimately derived h m  the 

Syrïac translation of IGT, features al1 of the stories found in the Paris MS and more. The 

enduring value of Sike's work for IGT lies in his notes on the fater treatment of ihe 

childhood tales in Arabic literaîure, a topic to which few scholars renuned over the 

following centuries. A few IGT episodes (Ga 6,9 and 13) also found their way into Jean 

Chardin's Voyages en perse.') The multi-volume work, published between 1686 and 

171 1, excerpts childhood tales of Jesus told to Chardin by Armenian Chstians. These 

tales likely derive from Am. Gos. Infi, a text that would not be published in the West 

until 1914. 

IGT soon reached a broad audience through its inclusion in the first critical 

edition of the NT Apocrypha- Johann Fabricius' Codex Apocryphw Novi Testamenri 

from 1703." Though no new MSS had been found to collate agdinst P, Fabricius 

advanced the study of IGT in several ways: he divided the text into chapters and verses, 

compareci P with readings fiom Larnbeck's excerpts, translated the text into Latin, and 

er eversiones: faso cognominate agnitionis;..- [Paris: Typis & Sumptibus Joannr-s 
Baptiste Colgnard], 9 1). 
l2 Henry Sike, Evangeliwn I#antiae; vel, Liber Apocryphw de Infntia Salvatoris; ex 
manuscripro edidit, ac Latina versione et notis illustravit Henricus Sike (Trajecti ad 
Rhenum: W a n ,  1697). 
l3 The tales are reporteci in vol. 9 p. 124 and vol. 10 p. 26 ofchardin's 181 1 edi t io~  They 
can be seen more readily in RudoIph A. Hofinann, Dm Leben Jesu nach den Apokryphen 
im Zwammenhang aus den Quellen erzihft und wissenschaftIich untersuchr (Leipzig: 
Friedrich Voigt, 1851), 219,249. 
'' Johann Albert Fabricius, Co& Apocryphus Novi Testamenfi (2 vols.; Hamburg 
Schilter, t7O3), 1: 128-58 (introduction), 1: 15967 (Greek text and Latin translation with 
notes), 
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prefaced his edition with a comprehensive collection of ancient testirnonies and notes by 

previous scholars. Fabricius' text was widely reprinted and translated, first into Engiish 

by Jeremiah Jones (1726)~" then French by Voltaire (1769),16 and h a n  by I. 0. 

Bartholrnii (1832).17 Debate on IGT's orighs then began in eamest with Isaac de 

Beausobre arguing for a Marcosian (via Msh-Christian gnostic) composition'8 and 

Nathaniel Lardner and Antonio Georgi for Manichean ~ r i ~ i n . ' ~  Georgi's work is 

particularly notable, not for its enidition, but for inspiring G. L. Mingarelli to search for 

new MSS of the text in order to prove the details, though not the core, of Georgi's 

argument wrong. In a Ietter to Thom. August. Ricchiniurn published in 1764, Mingarelli 

dismissed de Beausobre's position, and used a new MS fiom Bologna (Biblioteca 

IJ Jeremiah Jones, A New and Full Merhod of Setrfing the Canonical Aurhority of the New 
Testament (3 vols.; 1726; repr., Odord: Clarendon Press, l827), 2: 187-9 1 (Greek text 
and English translation). Jones' translation was later used by William Hone, The 
Apocryphal New Testament (4th ed; London, 1820; repr., Philadelphia, Gebbie & Co., 
1890), 60-62. 
l6 Voltaire (Simon Bigex), Collection d'anciens Évangiles, ou monuments du premier 
siècle du chrisrianisme. etrraits de Fabricius, Grabtus er autres savanrs (Amsterdam: M. 
M. Rey, 1769)- 10 1-6. 
l7 J. G. Bartholm& Die Apogryphen (sic) des neuen Testamentes (Dinkelsbiihl, 1832), 
152-54. 
'* Isaac de Beausobre, Hisroire critique de manichée et drc manichéisme (Amsterdam: J. 
Frederic Becnard, 1734), 366-68. De Beausobre accounted for the Manichean citations 
by suggesting Tiothy of Constantinople's identification of the text with the Manicheans 
is an error meant to refer to the Monophysites. 
l9 Nathaniel Lardner, CredibiIity of the Gospel History, repr. in vols. 1 4  of The Worh of 
Nathaniel Lurdner (London: Joseph Ogle Robinson, 42, Poultry, 1829), 3:435; Antonio 
Agostino Georgi, Alphabetm Thibetanum (1762; repr., Kdin: Editiones Una Voce, 
1987), 383-92. As part of his daim, Georgi beIieved the age of Jesus reported in Ga 2:1 
should be seven (as in Arab. Gus. Inf:26), an auspicious age m the biographies of Mani. 



univenitaria, Univ. 2702; 15th c.; =B) to correct ~eor~i!' This Bologna MS was 

scholars' first look at the now-standard 19chapter version of IGT. 

Mingarelli's discovery was fiilly integrated into text-criticai work on IGT with 

Ioannis Caroli Thilo's Codex Apocryph Novi Temmenti in 1832." Here IGT was 

presented using B as its base and with variant readings from the Paris and Vienna MSS 

(the latter via Larnbeck's excerpt) as weli as a new discovery fiom Dresden (Sachsische 

Landesbïbliothek, A 187; 16th c.; =DI. This last MS is a virtual nvin of B but it lacks 

many of B's errors and omissions. Thilo provided also a detailed introduction to the text 

adding to Fabricius' list of testimonies severd medieval references to ra rra16iua 

~upiou, a text identified by Thilo with both IGT and the "Gospel of Thomas" of the 

testimonies." 

Thilo's collection quickly became standard for the study of al1 the noncanonical 

gospels; his texts formed the basis of a number of banslations, and provided the raw 

material for polemicai discussion on the "value" of these texts. The translations-one in 

French by Pierre Gustav Brunet (1 848): one in English by L A. Giles (1 852): and two 

G. L. MingarelIi, 'De Apocryphe Thomae EvangeIio ..,epist~l&~ in Nuova Raccolta 
d 'opurcoli scientifici e ftlologici (ed. A Caiogiera; Venice, 1764), 12:73-155. 
Mingarelli's published letter could not be obtained for examination The discussion here 
is based on the summary in Thilo, Codex Apoyphus, Ixxv-vii. 
" Thilo, Codex Apocryphus, kii-xci (introduction), 277-315 (text with Latin 
translation and notes). 

%id, Lex-lxxxviii. 
Pierre Gustav Brunet, Les évangiles apocrypcies: Traduits et annotés d'après I 'édition 

de J. C. Thilo (Paris: Franck, 1848), 1 3 H 0  (introduction), 141-54 (French text). 
" J. A. Giles, Coder Apcqphirr Novi Tesfamenti: The U'ncanonical Gospel. and Other 
Kritings (London: D. Nutt, 1852), 48-56. 



in Guman by Richard Clemens ( 1 8 5 0 ) ~  and Karl Friedrich Borberg (1841):~ the latter 

with detailed notes and commentary-added very little to the study of IGT beyond 

further speculation about its connection to the ancient testirnonies. But the greater 

accessibility of the text provided by these translations ailowed for its controversial 

contents to be seen by writen eager to denigrate the NT ~ ~ r y p h a ~ ~  Andrews Norton, 

for example, cited both IGT and Arab. Gos. In$ when insisting that the noncanonical 

texts make no attempt to conttadict the NT gospel accounts of Jesus. "Both works," he 

wrote, "imply a very low state of intellect and morals in those by whom and for whom 

they were written."'g Joseph Pons was no less harsh in his assessment. Cornparing the 

features of the miracles found in the infancy gospels with those in the NT gospels, he 

found the apocryphal miracles to have neithet the benevoience nor the rnodesty that 

" Richard Clemens, Die geheimgehdtenen oder sogenannten Apokryphen Evangeiten 
(Stuttgart: J. Scheible, 1850), 59-88. 
f6 Karl Friedrich Bohr& Bibliothek der neutestamentlichen Apokryphen. gesammelt. 
Übersetzt, und erlüutert (Stuttgart: Literatur-Comptoir, 184 1 ), 6 1-65 (introduction), 66- 
83 (German text). 

Key monographs in the debate include: Carolus h a n u e l  Niztsch, De apocrylphorum 
evungeliorum in explicandis canonicis usu et abrrsu (Vitebergae: Fnbericus Irnmanuel 
Seibt, 1808) and Fridericus Jdius Arens, De Evangeliorum apocryphorum in cononicis 
mu historico. critico, exegetico (Gsttingen: Typis Dieterichianis, 1835). Anton 
Tappehorn's Ausserbibiische N a c h r i c h  oder die Apohphen über die Gebm, 
Kindheit und d m  Lebensende Jssu und M d  (Münster Ferdinand SchUningh, 1 885) is a 
Iater example of this scholarship. Of course none of the defenders of the NT Apocrypha 
saw in IGT much for fiilhg in historiai details in the Jesus story. Niztsch, for example, 
never mentioned the text, and both k n s  and Tappehom discussed it ody in passing, and 
even then oniy to illustrate the superiority of the more modest miracles found in the 
canonical gospels (see Arens, De Evangelionmt apocryphorum, 37; Tappehom, 
Aui~serbiblische Nachrichten, 33). 
'' Andrews Norton, The Evidences ofrhe Gemtrneness of the Gospels (9th abndged eb; 
1848; Boston: American Unitarian Association, IS90), 375. 
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characterizes the wonders performed by the adult   es us.'^ In the course of his argument 

he excerpted several cursing episodes fiom IGT (Ga 3.4 and 6). These stories led to his 

characterization of the text as "le plus extraordinaire" of the childhood gospels, and iîs 

miracles as "bizarres et parfois méchants."* In addition, the Jesus of the NT, he stated, 

cannot be recognized in these  tone es.^ Similar sentiments were voiced by C. E. Stowe in 

his 185 1 comprison of the noncanonical and canonical gospels?' 

Commentary of a much different flavour distinguishes J. A. Moehler's 1843 study 

La ptro/ogie3' fiom these other works. Moehler suggested that iGT should be 

understood allegorically. The miracles, he wrote, are allegories of Jesus' future intended 

to show that, just as his childhood enemies die, his future enemies will die spiritually. 

Moehler's reading of the text is notable because it was the first assessment of ET to set 

aside emotional and anachronistic assessments of the stories and to recognize in them a 

greater sophistication than the majority of scholars were willing to see. A century would 

pass before such receptivity was seen in the scholarship again. 

Twenty years after the publication of Thilo's edition a new hT Apocrypha 

collection was published that surpassed al1 of its predecessors. This collection, 

Constantin Tischendorfs Evangelia Apooypha, instantly became the key reference wock 

Joseph Pons (de Négrépelisse), Recherches sur les apocryphes du Nouveau Testament: 
Thèse historique et critique (Montaubaa, 1850), 3-3. 
'O Ibid, 24. Pons' disdain for the text was matched by de Beausobre, who cailed it "un 
misérable Roman" which "décrit un jeune Enfant violent & Gndicatif' (Histoire cririque, 
366). Most other writers of this time were more reserved in their comments on the 
content of the text. 
" Pons, Recherches, 48. 
32 C .  E. Stowe, "The Four Gospels: Sbte of the Question in 185 1 ," JSL Jan. (1 866): 284- 
85,297-98; see also idem Origilr and H ï s m y  of the Books of the Bible, 206. 
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for al1 the noncawnical gospels IGT included" The superiority of EA lies in its wider 

and better selection of MSS, many of which were found during the author's travels. For 

IGT this meant a significant expansion in the nurnber of witnesses to the text 

Tischendorfs editiou features four distinct versions of the Greek A (GU)? 

Thilo's I9-chapter fonn of the text (but based here on D not B); Greek B ( ~ b ) , "  a shorter 

recension of the text based on a single fourteenth-lfifieentkentury Sinai MS (M. Ag. 

Ekaterines, Cod Sinuiticus Gr 453; =S); a late Latin translation of IGT featuring a 

prologue of miracles prformed during the young Jesus' stay in E~@;" and a second 

J. A Moehler, La patrologie (2 vols.; tram. Jean Cohen; Paris: Debécourt, 1843)' 
2:56!W 1. 
J4 The second edition of EA, used for the present study, was published posthumousty in 
1876. It differs fiom the first edition in its incorporation of the "Additamenta" fiom 
Tischendorfs Apocalypses Apocryphae ([1866; repr., Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 19661, 
liii-lvi, xli), an update which features readings from Wright's Syriac text and a full 
collation of the Paris MS. EA' adds the translated excerpts from SyrW to the apparatus of 
Ga and readings fiorn the PS.-LMI, MS B (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Lauredana, 
Gaddi 208) and the mixed text of Ps.-Mt. MS D (Paris, Bib. nat., lut. 1652) to the 
apparatus of Lt. 
's A11 of Tischendorfs new IGT MSS were first described in the appendix to his earlier 
work on the NT Apocrypha De evangeliorum apocryphom origine et usu (The Hague: 
Thierry & Mensing, 1851, repr. in Synopsis Evungelica [Lipsiae: Avenan'us & 
Mendelssohn, 18541). 
36 Tischendorf, EA', 14û-57. 

Ibid, 158-63. Gb first saw light five years earlier in Constantin Tischendorf, 
"Rechenschaft über meine handschriftlichen Studien auf meiner wissenschaftlichen 
Reise von 1840 bis 1844," in JahrbYcher der Literatur (Vienna: Car1 Gemld 
Anzeigeblatt, 1846), 1451-53. Soon &er it wvas reprïnted and used in Hofmann, Das 
Leben Jesu, xii-xiv. See also the discussion in Tischendofs De evangeliorum 
apocryphonmt (2  10-1 2). 
" Tischendorf, EA: 16480. The MS is not identified in EA2 but it is likely the 14th- 
century Vat. lut. 4578 and not, as P. Albert Siegmund (Die Überfi#emg der 
griechischen christlichen Literutur in der luteinischen Kirche bis a m  -wôlfien 
Jahthundert Munich: Filser-Verlag, 19491, 36) h t  ciaïmed, Vatican, Regin. fut. 648 
(I2/13th c.), in De evangelioncnr apocryphorum (p. 213) Tischendorf mentioaed a new 
Ps.-Mt. MS (Vat. lut- 4578) and then tumeci to discussing Lt, a text found "in eodem 
codice." Another MS of this text was excerpted in full a century eattier by J. R Sinner, 
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Latin translation found in a fifth-ce- palhpsest (Vienna, Osterreichische 

Nationalbibliothek, Vindobonensis 563; =LV)?' This important early witness, which 

Tischendorf enoneously related ro his late Latin version, is the ancestor of IGT material 

(=Lm) incorpocated into some MSS o€Ps.-Mt. This material alro made its debut in EA? 

Tischendorf's arrangement of the various IGT witnesses had an enduring effect on 

subsequent scholarship on the iext indeed, al1 the editions and translations of IGT which 

followed were based either directly on Tischendorfs edition or on his selection of MSS. 

The collection's impact was even feit before its publication Rudolph Hotinam was 

ailowed use of Tischendorf s new material for his 1851 work Dus Leben Jesu nach den 

rlpokryphen. This finely-detailed study is notable for its extensive discussion of parallels 

(Jewish, Buddhist, and Arabic) to the IGT episodes and its lengthy analysis of the 

troublesome letter speculation section of Ga 6:4." Tischendorf s own discussion of the 

text, on the other hanci, did little more than reproduce his eadier notes from De 

evungelionim apocryphorum in which he listed the MSS, reviewed previous scholarship, 

and speculated on the tes's onginsa One part of that earlier treatment, however, is 

conspicuously absent. In the 1851 book, the author provided a List of reasons for his 

CataIogus Codicum MSS Bibliofhecae Bernemis (3 vols; Berne: ex Officina 
typographica iilustr. Republicae, 176&1772), 1245-58. Sinner's excerpt, however, does 
not ïnclude the Egyptian Prologue. This h t  publication of Lr has been totaily neglecteà 
in IGT scholarship. Not even Tischendorf seems to have been aware of i t  
'' Tischendorf, EA2, xiiv-xlvi. Most of the text of Lv was previewed in De evangeliorum 
upocryphonun, 2 14-1 5. 
" Tischendorf, fi2, 93- 112, &-Mt. was puMished previously, though without the IGT 
appendix, by Thilo, Codex Apocryphics, 337400. He believed the IGT matenal to be a 
secondary addition to the text and therefore chose not to include it in his edition. 
'' Hohanu, Das Leben Jesu, 213-226 

Tischendorf, De evangeiiortrm a p q p h o m i ,  35-43 and 210-12; idem, EA2, xxx+ 
xiviii. 



belief ihat Gb best represetlts the earliest form of IGT:~ a position ihst prec"is few 

subsequent sctiolars wouId ados and one that even Tischendorf appears to have 

Eumgeiia Apocrypha closes the first phase of scholarship on IGT. By the t h e  of 

Tischendorf's edition the MS base for the text had grown considerably and work was 

begitming on determinhg the gospel's original form. The study of the text's contents, 

however, had progressed very little. Scholarship was stalled over the issue of which 

hereticd group, the Marcosians or the Manicheans, composed the text. Scholars more 

favourable to the NT Apocrypha tended to argue for an auly  origin. Citing both the 

Irenaeus citation and Origen's mention of a "Gospel of Thomas," they placed the text 

arnong the Marcosians sometime prior CO 1 8 0 . ~  The more conservative schotars, on the 

other hand, favoured the testimony of Cyril of Jenisalem and advcicated a theory of 

fourth-centuy composition by the followers of ~ a n i . "  Al1 were in agreement, however, 

on the significance of one ancient citation in particular. The Stichomeny of Nicephortcs 

lists a "Gospel of Thomas" of 1300 lines (see above 2.1.4.2), which is far longer than 

either IGT or Gos. Thom Usùig the stolometric information, the early scholars 

According to Tischendorf, Gb is to be preferred to Gu because it agrees better with the 
citatioas (it has rrat6i~d in the title, places the events in Nazareth, and its single Teacher 
episode reads closer to that of Irenaeus) and because it is more coherent (wculatiy in 
its clear separation of the two miracles of Gu 2 and 3). See De evungeliurum 
apocryphom, 2 1&2 12. 

Simon, Nouvelles observuiions, 9; de Beausobre, Hisroire critique, 366-68; Borberg, 
Bibliathek der n~es~antenrfichen Apokryphen, 62-63; Bruuet, Les hangiles 
apocryphes, 139; Pons, Recherches, 25; Thilo, Codex Apocvph, Tischendoe 
E4'. dvi-xiviü. These authors typicaiIy explaioed the ManÏchean 'Gospel of Thomas" 
as a revision of IGT. 
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constructed an "expurgation theory" of IGT's ongins. EssentiaIIy, their position was that 

IGT was originaily a much larger text later expqated of most of the contents found 

offensive to orthodoxy.* Such confusion over the identification of the "Gospel of 

Thomas" known in antiquity continued into the subsequent stages of schoIarship, 

interferhg at many points wiîh attempts at both reconstnicting the original extent of the 

text and with identifiing the context for its composition. 

2.3 From Wright to Budge: Five Decades of Slow Progress. 

The fi@ years of scholarship which followed Tischendorf's EA were a "dark 

age" for IGT. A few new MSS were discovered but otheMise Iittle substantial progress 

was made on the study of the text. Only the question of ongins saw any signtficant 

discussion, with connections between individual episodes and Hindu and Buddhist 

literature pdling the text to the East. The text as a whole, however, received little 

anention beyond the typicaI disparaging assessments. Scholars' complacency may have 

been due to IGT's failure to match the evidence of the citations. Instead of wocking with 

the availabIe MS evidence, scholars preferted to wait for discoveries more representative 

of the ancient testimony. As it turneci out, they waited in vain. 

When discoverïes did corne, scholars were so distractcd by the expectations of the 

expurgation theory that they failed to recugaize the discoverïes' me importance. The 

" See the discussion above regarding the views of Georgi, Lardner, and Mngarelli Jones 
(A New rmd Fulf Methmi¶ 1:376) distiaguished IGT fiom the "GospeI of Thomas," 
believing the former to be a "forgery" cornposed long afier the second century. 

See Tischendorf, &i2, dviii. 
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first of these new witnesses was published in 1865 by William Wright. He presented a 

sixth-ceniury Syriac MS (London, Br- Libr.. Add 14484; =s'H~~' wwhh contains 

striking ciifferences from the previously published versions. The introduction with its 

attribution to Thomas is lacking, as are Ga 10, 17 and 18. in general, the individuai 

chapters are shorter, except for Ga 6 which is considerably expanded and approaches in 

places the texts of Lt, Lv, and Lm. Most significantly, the date of the MS makes SjrW the 

second earliest witness to the text after Lv. Unlike Lv, however, SyrW is far more 

complete. The antiquity aione of SyrW should have earned it a place of primary 

importance in the study of IGT. But that was not the case. Tischendorf's edition was so 

entrenched in the field that few scholars were ready to set it aside, particularly for a 

version in a tanguage of which few scholars had a command. Furthemore, scholars were 

still convinced that IGT was originally much larger, so few saw any significance in the 

discovery of an early, shorter text fonn. That said, Wright's MS still was quickly 

assimilated into scholarship. Tischendorf, for his part, uicorporated its readings into the 

apparatus of the second edition of LX. Many later editors followed suit, 

The existence of a Syriac text inevitably boistered theories of Syrian ongin. The 

first scholar to advance such a theory was Michel Nicolas. in Études sur les évangiles 

upoc~phes, published only a year after Wright, Nicolas outiined his belief that al1 the 

infancy gospels were written by Syrian ~ewish-~hnstians." As proof he listed the te-' 

esteem of lames, certain geogmphical hints (cg. playing on rooftops as in Ga 9), the 

afinities between IGT's letter speculation section and similar practices in Kabbalah, and 

'' William Wright, Contributions to the Apocryphal Literaiure of the New Testumen& 
(London: Williams & Norgate, 1865), 11-16 (Syriac text), 6-1 1 (English translation). 
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the popularity of the infancy gospels in the ~ a s t ' ~  Tuming to IGT in particular, Nicolas 

saw evidence of Syriac composition in the text's attn'bution to ~horna8 '  and the low 

quality of its Greek which, he claimed, owes itself to slavish translation fiom ~yriac.'~ 

Nicolas' study is most notable for its assessrnent of the literary background of the text. In 

a significant departure from previous discussions, Nicolas traced IGT's beginnings not to 

intellectual sects like the Marcosians or the Manicheas but to common people.5' 

Indifferent to crafling polernjcal statement. about Jesus' origins or purpose, the 

cornmoners, he wrote, merely wanted to show that Jesus performed miracles in his 

infancy, "à croire que ce qui avait dû être, avait éellement été.'" Nicolas expanded this 

hypothesis with a two-stage theory of IGT's composition. Identifjing two types of stories 

in the gospel-those which portray Jesus as merely huma with Joseph as his tme father, 

and those which depict Jesus as superhuman-Nicolas claimed IGT is the product of a 

union betsveen an early collection of Jewish-Christian tales and a group of docetic 

episodes added at a time when the community had embraced ~nost ic ism.~~ 

Many of Nicolas' ideas about IGT were revisited by Jean Variot in his 

comprehensive 1878 study Les évangiIes apocryphes? A Syrian origin was again 

postdate& though Variot was able to support his daim with Wright's Syriac text, a text 

Michel Nicolas, Études sur l a  évungiles apocryphes (Paris: Michel Lévy Frères, 1866). 
" Ibid, 290-94. 

Ibid, 199. 
Ibid, 33 1. Nicolas does not seem to have been aware, however, of Wright's publication 

of the Syriac MS. 
* Ibid, 295-99, 

ibid, 26667. 
" Ibid, 333-35. 
'' Jean Vanof Les évungiks apocryphes: Histoire littéraire, forme primitive, 
transformutions (Park: Berche & Traiin, 1878). 
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which he felt demonstrated signs of an eulier traditio-it has fewer enors than the 

Grak and shows a concem for the Law (see Gs 6:4).% Like Nicolas tm, Variot placed 

the origin of the text among commonenS7 and believed it once to bave had &inities wïth 

the more innocent marvels found in hagiographical litemturc.' The penilaot ùehaviour of 

Jesus now evident in ET, he claimeci, is due to Manichean reda~tion.~~ Variot noted also 

a connection between the ch i l dhd  stones of Jesus and other taIes of minent Iewish 

figures; in both cases the stories are meant to foreshadow the subjects' adult careersm 

Variot's discussion of IGT concluded with an indictnient o f  German scholarship on the 

text. The author's Protestant pers were characterized as eager to attribute the origin of 

superhuman portrayais of Jesus to heretics.6' 00th Variot's and Nicolas' views on IGT, 

radicaily different from those of the schoiars who came before hem, were due to a bold 

determination to move beyond the extemal evidence for the text and closely examine the 

interna1 evidence. Their views were also ahead of their time; a "popular" origia for IGT 

!vas not considered again until the work of Meyer in 1904, and atfinities with Judaism 

have been reexarnined only in the past few decades. Variot's and NicoIas' influence is 

most evident, however, in efforts to prove Syriac composition by tater French scholars. 

Of course, the attention paid to SyrW was not purely a preoccupation of French 

scholarç. The text made an impact also on English witers as early as Iû67 in the first 

edition of B. H- Cowper's f i e  Apocryphd Gospels. Cowper's was the fkt NT 

'"id, 4647. 
j7 ibid, 214-1s. 
58 Ibid, 232-34. 
" ibid, 44. 
" Ibid, 222. 

Ibid, 223-34, 
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Apocrypha collection to make a contribution to scholarship on IGT, however ininor, 

since Tischendorf; its immediate predecessor, $.-P. Migae's Dictionnaire des 

~~cryphes,6' merely excerpted and summarirai the work of earlier scholars, reprinted 

Brunet's French translation of Thilo's text, and presented the first French translation of 

Lt. Cowper, however, offered a discussion of the text, English translations of 

Tischendorf's Gb, and Lt, and lis own translation of SyrW, a text he believed 

important due to its antiquity and its agreements with Lv. Udortimately, Cowper's 

introductory essay, heavily influenced by an earlier article by C. J. ~ l l i c o t t , ~  is less than 

erudite. Writing shortly after Tischendorfs EA, Ellicott presented mmaries of the 

noncanonical texts with the intention of introducing them to a popular audience. His 

delivery, however, is far fiom dispassionate. Ellicott believed the noncanonical gospels 

have no merit and are undeseMng of the attention being paid to them in his day. IGT 

presented a prime target for his argument. "The miracle-mongering is so gross," he 

wrote, "and the dogrnatical propensions of the writer are so obvious, that it may be 

reasonably doubted, whether, even at the time it appeaced, it was regarded as a regular 

hinoncal compilation at dl."' Ellicott's assessrnent of the text was reproduced by 

Cowper who added further disparaging comments of his own. Some energy wa; spared, 

however, to make brief comments on IGT's ongins. Cowper noted the text's allusions to 

" Jacques-Paul Migne, Dictionnaire d a  Apocryphes (2  vols; 1856; repr., Turnhout: 
Brepols, 1989), 1: 1 137-42 (introduction), 1:L 141-56 (text). 
a Cowper's Ga translation was later reptinted in B. Hams Cowper, trans., "The Gospel 
of Thomas," in The Sacred Books and Eariy Literature of the Easî, Vol. 14, The Great 
Rejected Books of the Biblical Apocrypha (eb CharIes F- Home; New York, London- 
Park, Austin & Lipscomb, Inc, 1917), 253-60. 
a Charles John Ellicott, "Apocryphal Gospels," in Cambridge Essays (4 vols; London: 
John W. Parker & Son, 1855-1 858),2:153-208. 
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the Gospel of John, speculating fiom these a connection to docetism, and tbrough 

docetism to the possibility that IGT is the lost Gospel of  asi il id es.^ Like Nicoias, 

Cowper believed IGT may have been cornposed in ~yriac?' And lastiy, Cowper 

suggested that the journey episodes unique to Ps.-Mt. once belonged to the original, 

longer version of IGT allegediy listed in the St ichome~ of Nicephorw. Such extravagant 

claims did little to advance the study of IGT, but they were not unusual for an era in 

schoiarship in which many heretical texts were known by little more than their titles. 

Faced with gaping holes in their knowledge, scholars whed to fil1 in the details. 

It is to Cowper also that we owe the publication of an accessible translation of an 

important ancient witness to the childhood stories. In 1866 he translated Titus Tobler's 

editiod8 of The Pilgrimage of Antoninus of Piacentia (see above 1.1.3.1):~ a text which 

features the pilgrim's descriptions of the synagogue where Jesus is said to have learned 

his letters (Ga 6, 14) and the fieId in Jesw and the iMiraculotts Harvest (Ga 12). ?lie 

brief introduction to Cowper's translation makes no comment on the text's connections 

to IGT, a fact that may have contn'buted to its near-neglect in subsequent scho~anhi~. '~ 

" 'id, 193. 
66 Cowper, The ApocryphaI Gospels, lxx-lxxi. 
67 %id, t28; cf. Mi. 
68 Ti& Tobler, De locis smctis quae perambuIavit Antoninus Martyr [St Gallen: Huber 
& Comp., 1863). 
69 B. Harris Cowper, tram., "The Pilgrimage of Antoninus of Placena AD 570," JSL 
Jan. (1866): 404-22. A second English translation, this time by Aubrey Stewart (Of the 
Ho& Places Visited by Antontnur Mmtp [ca 560-570 AD] [London: Palestine Pilgrirn's 
Society, 1887]), foUowed shortly after Cowper's. The most recent criticai edition is that 
of Geyer, Itinera Hierosolymitana Saecuii III-UII, 157-218. 
" Only James DeQuincey Donehoo (The Apoc'yphd and Legendary Life of Christ 11903; 
repr., New York Hodder & Stoughton, 191 11, 118 n. 2) and Belmino Bagam ("Nota 
su1 Vangelo di Tommaso Israelita," Emtes Docete 29 [197q: 487) mention the teld 
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Extravagant theories about the ongins of IGT did not cease with Cowper, Indeed, 

this p e r d  of scholarship saw the publication of several bizarre discussions of the 

childhood stories. The first of these was J. M- Cotterill's forgery theory. Cn his 1879 book 

Peregrinus proteus," Cotterill claimed ihat a nurnber of recently-recovered ancient tem. 

including I and 2 Clement, the Epistle to Diognetus, and IGT, are al1 part of a fourteenth- 

cenhiry fabrication of manuscripts committed by Henry Stephens. The forgeries, he 

wrote, are an attempt at satire. According to the theory, IGT was written as a parody of 

verses from the OT, particularly the 1st  three chapters of ~cclesiastes.'~ Cottenli's OT 

parallels are extremely tenuous and amount to mere words or phrases. Cotterill, however, 

regarded them as a "nenvork of coincidences." Not surprisingly, Peregrinus Proteus has 

received littlt notice in subsequent scholarship,73 though it did inspire Charles Taylor to 

look for simiiar OT connections. In The Oxyrhynchus Logia and the Apocryphl Gospels, 

an 1899 study of the recently discovered but as yet unidentified fragments of Gos. Thom, 

Taylor included a translation of Gb and a cornparison of the Gos. Thom hgments with 

both Ga and ~6 . '"  He noted connections between log. 28 and 29 ("blind in their heartn) 

and Ga 8iPs.-Mr. 31, and bebveen log. 30 and Ga lOlGb 4. In the course of his argument 

Taylor acknowledged the same vague OT parallels as Cottenll. Taylor differed fiom his 

1. U Cotterill, Peregrinus Proteus: An Investigation into Certain Relations Subsisting 
Between De Morte Peregrini, the Two Epistles ofC1ement to the Corinthiens, the Epistle 
to Diognetus, the Bibliotheca of Photius, and Other IVritings (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1 879). 

ibid, 39-45. 
" Jmes Moffatt ("Gospels [vncanonical]," in Dictionury of the Apostolic Church [eds. 
3. Hastings, J. A Selbie, and J. C- Lamben; 2 vols.; Edhburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1915- 
19181, 1:48S) is the only scholar besides Taylor who discussed the book, albeit not with 
favour. 
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predecessor, however, in believing the verses to have inspired an uncient author, not a 

fourteenth-century counterfeiter. 

M e r  than CotteriIl, the most widely disregardecl nineteenth-centuxy IGT scholar 

has to be Ludwig Conrady. in the oniy lengthy study of the text to date, now almost a 

century old, Conrady advanced an elaborate theory that the IGT episodes are in fact 

allegories of the Hom myth7' If true, this co~ect ion would place the text's origins in 

Egypt UnfortunateIy for Conrady, the few scholars who actually noted his work did so 

only to dismiss it as wayward and unconvincing. Conrady did, however, make an 

important point regarding the Indian parallels to the childhood stories. The author was 

one among many scholars influenced by the religionsgeschichtliche Schule of the late 

nineteenth ~entury?'~ who saw in IGT an opportunity to add another to the growing 

7 V h a r l e ~  Taylor, The Oxy~ynchus Logia and the Apocyphul Gospels (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1899), 85-99. 
7s Ludwig Conrady, "Das Thomasevangelium: Ein wissenschafilicher kritischer 
Versuch," TSK 76 (1903): 377459. For scathirig critiques of Conrady's work see Otto 
Bardenhewer, Geschichte der ahkirchlichen Literam (4 vols.; 19 12-1 924; repr., 
Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1962), 1533; FeIix Haase, Literarische 
Untersuchmgen -ur orientalisch-upokryphen Evangelienliteratur (Leipzig: H i ~ c h s ,  
1913), 47; Moffat, "Gospels (Uncanonical)," 486; and A Meyer, "Kindheitsedung 
des Thomas" (=cLKindheitsertablung des  hom mas'"), in Handbuch ,u Neutesiamentfichen 
apokryphen in deuscher Berset-wg (ed Edgar Hennecke; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
1904), 142. Conrady is most well known for claiming, dong with Alfied Resch (Dar 
Kindheitsevangelium nach Lucas und hfatthaeus unter Herbeziehung der 
aussercanonischen Paraileltexte [TRipzig, 1897]), that the NT infancy narratives are 
based on a lost Hebrew source best represented by Prot. Jas, See tiirther Ludwig 
Conrady, Die Quelle der kanonzschen Kindheitsgeschichre Jesuri: Ein wissenschqtilchet 
Versuch (Gôttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1900). 
76 Alfied Resche, Ausswcananische Paralleltexte zu den Evangelien (TVGAL 10.14; 
Leipzig. Hïnrichs, 189S1896) is a noteworthy example of this scholarship. For a list of 
additional earIy scholarship see Iohannes B. Aufhauser, Bua'dha unà Jesus in ihren 
Puralielterren (KIeine Texte fiir Vorlesuogen und Übungen 157; Bonn: A Marcus & E. 
Webers Verlag, 1926), 2-7; for a brief overview of the issues see G. Rosenkranz, 
"Buddhismus und Chn'stentum, gescbichtlich,'' RGG 1:148445; and Zacharias P. 
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nurnber of correspondences between canonical and noncanonical Sesus s t o k  and tales 

of Krishna and the Buddha Emst Kuhn was the h t  to note a comection between the 

three episodes of Jesus a d  the Teacher (Ga 6,14, 15) and a remarkably similar story in 

Buddhist literature (Lulitavistara, ch 1 0 ) . ~  The correspondences between the two were 

convùicing enough for Kuhn to cIaim the author of E T  dtew upon the Buddhist tale. 

Kuhn7s claim soon was countered by E. von ~obschütz.'~ Noting the uncertainties behind 

the dating of the texts, von DobschQtz argued for independent generation of the stories. 

Later scholars who contributed to the discussion pIaced their support behind either Kuhn 

or Dobschütz, with ~~singa," ~arbe.$o and Thundy8' siding with the f m e r ,  and ~auer?' 

~aase ,8~ and ~osenkranz~ with the latter. Al1 of these scholars and the majority of 

subsequent cornmentators have used the Buddhist paraIIels to IGT to claim an eastem- 

i.e., Syrian+irigin for the gospel. Conrady's particular contniution to the debate makes 

for an ided corrective to this notion. ln attempting to bolster his theory of Egyptian 

provenance, Conrady claimed the lndian stories reached the author of IGT dong the trade 

Thundy, Buddha and Christ: Nativity Stories and Inàian Traditions (SHR 60; Leiden: E. 
J. Brill, IW),  1-9. 

Ernst Kuhn, "Buddhistisches in den apoiayphen Evangelien," in Gurup~akuumudi: 
Fesrgabe, zum 5Ojührigen Doktor~~Übilarmi A. Weber dargebracht von seinem Frcunden 
und Schülern (Leipzig: Otto Harassowiu, 1896), 11619. 
ft Emst von Dobschüiz, review of Gtatlpujakatmnrdi: Festgabe, ,ran 50jührigen 
Doktorjubilüum A. Weber dargebrachr von seinem Freunden und Schûlern, TLZ 17 
( 1  896): 44245. 
5P G. A. van den Bergh van Eysinga, lndische Einftfisse agfevangelische ErxihIungen 
(GBttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1909), 81-84. 
SQ Richard Garbe, India and Christendom (1914; repr., La Salle, nl.: Open Court, 1959), 
72-73. 
'' Thundy, Buddho and Christ, 147. 
" Walter Bauer, Dar Leben Jesu im Zéitaher der neutestamentlichen '4pok1yphen 
(Tübingen: I. C .  B. Mohr, 1909),97. 
" Haase, Literarische U~tersuchungen, 47-48. 
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routes which met in the port city of ~lexandria" If Clement (Shoin. 1.15) and Philo 

(Ab.  182; Dream 2.56) were aware of Buddhist and Hindu beliefs, he reasoned, why not 

the author of IGT? Weak though Conrady's argument for Egyptian composition of IGT 

is, his point regarding the Indian parallels is worth noting. Clearly, proximity to India is 

not a rquirement for oral or literary transmission of the shared childhood story motifs. 

Another influentid area of nineteenth-centuy NT scholarship in which IGT 

played a part was the effort to constnict scholarly biographies of Jesus. Strauss, Farrar, 

and ~enan86 each made semind contributions to this field, particularly in regard to 

determining what sources were relevant and reiiable for reconstructing Jesus' life. Few 

noncanonical gospels, however, were included among them." B. Pick noted this "gap in 

lesus-literature7* in his 1903 English counterpart to Hoham's Dus Leben Jesu nach 

den iipohyphen. Pick's excerpts of apocryphd stories certainly filled the gaps lefl by the 

other Jesus biographers, but Pick was no Hofmann. Both the 1903 collection and his 

earher work, The Lfe of Jesus according to rhe E-~fru-Cnnonical Sources published in 

Rosenkranz, "Buddhismus und Christenturn," 1484. 
Conrady, "Das Thornasevangelium," 4034. 

" David Friedrich Strauss, Dus Lebsn Jem: Kritisch bearbeitet (2  vols.; Tübingen: C. F. 
Osiander, 1835-1836); Emest Renan, Vie de J é w  (Paris: Levy, 1863); Frederic W. 
Farrar, The Life of Christ (New York: Hum & Company, 1874). 
" Farrar, for his part, recounted only the stoy of the Children Who Make Jesus King 
ftom Arab. Gos. inf: 41 (The Life of Christ, 6243). Al1 other childhood tales were 
subjected to harsh condemation, and he praised the NT infancy narratives both for their 
dence on this period in Jesus' tife and for their simplicity-if there was anything 
remarkable about Jesus' chiIdhood, he wrote, the evangelists wouid have mentioned i t  
" Bernhard Pick, 17te Ertra-Canonical Lfe of Christ. Being a Record of the Acts and 
Suyings of Jesw of Nicureth Drawn fiom Uninspired Sources (New York: Funk & 
Wagnalls, L903), 5-6. 
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1887,89 lack the copious notes which accompany the material in Hofmann's book James 

DeQuincey Donehoo's similar treatment fiom 1903T though wmewhat short on 

academic rigour, follows closer Hohann's mode1 by dravwing attention to non-textual 

evidence for the transmission of the childhood tales. Donehoo's notes refer to an lslamic 

legend tbat Jesus was a dyer, and reveal that the dyers of Persia honour Jesus as their 

ptroiwpparenîly, the dyer's shop is there called "Shop of christ."" Despite both 

Pick's and Donehoo's efforts, however, the two scholars were unable to deliver an 

English study of apocryphal Jesus traditions equal to Hohann's work. 

In the meantirne, the turu of the nineteenth century saw another product of the 

intersection between the infancy gospels and the reconstnicted life of Jesus: the forgery. 

In L 'Évangile de ia jeunesse de Nofre-Seignein Jdsus-Christ dDapr2s S. Pierre, Catulle 

Mendes published a Latin text containing stories from Prot. Jas., IGT (Ga 1,4,6,9, 1 1, 

13, 19), PL-Mt., Arab. Cos. In$, and several additional ta~es.~' An English version by 

Henry Copley Greene followed in 1904.~~ The MS for the text was reportedly a medieval 

harmony discovered in the monasteq of Saint Wolfgang in the ~alzkamrner~ut" Echoes 

of phrases from Silre's Latin translation of Ara&. Gos. however, proved it to be a 

89 Bernhard Pick, The Lijë of Jesus according to the Erlra-Canonical Sources (New 
York: John B. Alden, 1887)- 

Donehoo, The ApocryphaZ and Legendary L# of Christ. 
9t kid, 1 16 n. 1 and 2. 
* Catulle Mendès, L %vangile de la jeunesse de NotreSeignew Jém-Chrür dVaprès S 
Pierre (Paris: Armand Colin, 1894). 
" Henry Copley Greene, The Gospel of the Childhood of ow LordJesw Christ (London: 
Burns & Oates, 1904). 
See Alice Meynell, introduction to Greene, The Gospel of the ChiIcthood, 13-2 1. 

9' See the discussion in M. R. James, The Apocryphnl New Testumeni (1924; repr-, 
Odord: Clarendon Press, 1953), 89. Greene's and Mendès' books were discussed also by 
James H Chariesworth ("Research on the New Testament Apocrypha and 
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composition of the Renaissance, not medieval times. Another harmony, pubiished at a 

slightly Iater tirne but relevant to the present discussion, is Will Hayes' The Gospel 

Accordhg IO Thomas (192 1).% Unlike Mendès and Greene, however, Hayes made no 

claims of antiquity for his gospel; it is merely a modem NT gospel hannony shom of the 

texts' supernatural aspects (i.e., without the infancy and resunection nanatives). Hayes' 

book is worth mentioning only because its choice of Thomas as the harmony's "author" 

(perhaps due to the apostle's reputation as a skeptic) led several unwittiting writers to list 

the book under IGT scholarship when it quite intentionally contains no childhood 

material whats~ever.~~ 

Though much of the scholarship on IGT in the late nineteenth-century can be 

chiuacterized legitimately as eccentric, three scholars closed this period on a high point 

with some important discoveries. The first of these was mereIy the mention of a new 

Greek MS. In the 1890 supplement to Die Apokryphen Apostefgeschichten und 

Apostellegenden, R A. Lipsius included a brief note about an unpublished MS fiom 

Mount Athos (Cod Varopedi 37; 14th c.; =V) which, according to his report, includes the 

Pseudepigrapha," ANRW 2.25.2 [1988]: 3930 n. 17), Per Beskow (Smnge Turles about 
Jesus= A Szuvey of Unfamiliar Gospds philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983],6), and Edgar 
J. Goodspeed (S~ange  New Gospels [Chicago: Chicago University Press, 193 1],97-98). 
% Will Hayes, The Gospel According to Thomas (London: C. W .  Daniel, Ltd 192 1). 
97 See the bibliographies of Marica Starowieysky, Apokryf Nowego Testmentu, Vol. 1: 
Ewangelie upokryfic=ne (2 vols; Lublin: Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego 
Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego, 1980), 1:674; Fridericus Stegmiiller, Repertorim biblicm 
Medit Ami  ( 1 1  VOIS.; Madrid, 1950-1961), 1:147; Oscar Cullmann, "Infàncy GospeIs" 
(-Infancy ~ o s ~ e l s ' 3 ,  in Nau Testament Apocrypha, Vol. 1, Gospels and Reluted 
Writings (eds. Edgar Hemecke and Wilhelm Schneemelcher, tram. R McL. Wilson; 3d 
ed; London Lutterswoth Press, 1963), 390; de Santos, Los Evangelios ~po'crifod, 284; 
Mario Erbetta, Gli apocr$ del Nuovo Testament0 (2 vols.; Itdy Uarietti, 1975-1981), 
1.2:78; James H Charieswortb, The New Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha: A 



additional material fiom Ga 6 p d e l e d  in SyW, Lt, and LM? The decails of Lipsius' 

discovery have ban repeated often in subsequent scholarshiPy but the MS, thou& 

clearly important for the Greek tradition of the text, has not been published before now. 

Fominately, such hesitancy did not impair the publication of the second IGT-relatai 

breakthrough of the the :  The Gospel of Bartholomew. The text, published fiom a Greek 

MS of Vienna by A. Vassiliev in 1893,1m featws anoher version of Jesw and the 

Spamws (Ga 2; Cos. Bart. 2: 1 1 ;  see above 2.1.1.3). ïhe third, and most significant, 

jiscovery to note is E. A. W. Budge's 1899 publication of an additional Syriac source,10' 

Budge found much of IGT embedded in a MS of The Llfe of bhy  (from AlqoS; 13/14th 

c.; =SyrB), a compilation of various noncanonical texts that prominentiy feature stories 

of Jesus' mother. Along with IGT, the MS contains childhood tales featured also in Arab. 

Gos. Inf: It is quite tikely, therefore, that SyrB is a text one step closer to Arab. Gos. Infs 

long-suspected Syriac original. 

These few discoveries, dong with SyrW, were but a srnatl ray of light in an 

othenvise dark fivedecade period of investigation into IGT. New NT Apocrypha 

Guide IO Publications, wwirh Excurses on Apocalypses (Chicago: American Theological 
Library Association, 1987), 405. 
" Richard Adelberi Lipsius, Die apohyphen Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegenden (2 
vols.; 1883-1890; repr., Amsterdam: MA-Philo Press, 1976), Ergiimmgskd, 24. 
" In this period by Hamac4 Geschichte, 1 :  17; Conrady, "Das Thomasevangelium," 379; 
and Meyer, "Kindheitsenahlung des Thomas1," 133. 
lW A Vassiliev, Anecdora graeco-byrrunti~ 1 (Moscow: Universtitatis Caesateae, 1893), 
vii-xii, 10-22. Additionai Greek, Latin and Slavic MSS scmn followed For fiuther 
detaiis see J. -D. Kaestli aud P .  Cherix, L *Évangile de Barthélemy d'après dewr écrits 
apocryphhes- 1. Questions de Butthélemy: IL LiMe de la Résivreciion de JésuF-îhrtktp 
I 'apôtre Barthélemy (Turnhout Brepols, 1993),29-37. 
'O' E. A. WalIis Budge, ïk H i s t q  of the Blessed Vïrgin M i  mid the History of the 
Likeness of Christ (2 vols.; London: Luzac & Co., 18991, 2:71-82 (ET materiai in 
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collections came and went, offering, for the most part, the text(s) of Tischendorf 

combined with unrestrained, judgrnental assessments of the contents.'02 And the period's 

numemus dictiomy articles,'03 e s ~ a ~ s , ' ~  and ovewiews of early Christian literature did 

litîle more than summarize the conclusions of the Apocrypha collections. The 

expurgation theory continued to cany weight, despite the more peculiar hypotheses 

suggested by Nicolas and Cottenll and the mounting evidence for a shorter, early 

recension. Questions were raised on IGT's ongins, with Indian parallels, the Syriac MSS, 

and hints of Jewish-Christian composition leading many to consider Syrian provenance. 

Again, gnostic composition generally was assurned but Nicolas' and Variot's suggestions 

regarding the shaping of the text among cornmon folk, in hindsight, is a theory that better 

English), 1:67-76 (in Syriac). Budge also reprinted the Syriac text of SyrW for 
cornparison (1 :217-222). 
'Oz A. Watker, Apocryphal Gospels, Acts and Revelations (Edinburgh: T .  & T. Clark, 
1870); ix-x (intro), 78-99 (text); repr. in ANF 16:78-99; James Orr, New Testament 
ripocryphal Writings (London: J. M. Dent & Co., 1903), 2 1-3 1. 
'O3 F. K. Movers, "Apokryphe (écrit)," in Dictionnaire encyclopédique de la théologie 
catholique (ed Heinrich J. Wetzer, 26 vols.; Paris: Gaume fieres, 186&1869), 1:434; F. 
K. Movers and F. Kaulen, "Apokryphen und Apokryphen-Literatur," in Wefzer urul 
Welfe 's Kirchenle~icon oder Encyklopiidie der Ratholischen Theologie und ihrer 
Hülfswissensch~ten (ed. Heinrich J .  Wetzer, 12 vols; 2d ed.; Freiburg: Herder, 1882- 
189 l), 1: 1073; Rudolph A. Hohann, "Apokryphen des Neuen Testaments," RE 1 :657; J. 
G, Tasker, "Apocryphal Gospels," in Dictiorzary of the Bible (ed. James Hastings; 5 vols.; 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901-1904), 5431-33. An article by Richard 
Adelbert Lipsius ("Gospels Apocryphal," DCB 2703-5) is noteworthy for its detail; 
nevertheless, it added nothing new to the study of the text. 
'04 Stowe, Origin, 206; B. F. Westcott, Introduction to the Shrdy of the Gospels (1881; 
Amencan ed; New York: Macmillan & Co.. 1887), 455-56; Theodor Zahn, Geschichte 
des Neutestamentlichen Kanons (2 vois.; Erlangen und Leipzig: A. Deichert, 1899-1 8W), 
2: 76G73; Keinrich J. Holtzmann, Lehrbucli der historisch-bitischen Einleiiung in dm 
Neue Testament (Freiburg J. C.  B. Mohr, 1892), 491; Charles Thomas Cruttwell, A 
Literuv Histoy of Eariy Christianiy (2 vols.; 1893; repr., New York: AMS Press, 
1971), 1: 173; Joliaunes Evangelist Belser, Einleitung m lias Neue Testument (Frieburg: 
Herder, 1905), 83&34. The most detailed survey of the evidence and issues was that of 
Harnack (Geschichte, 1 : lM7,2:592-9S). 
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fits the evidence. As overlooked as the work of these two French scholars has ken, it 

was their ideas which were adopted by some of the leading scholars on the text when IGT 

scholmhip moved into the twentieth century. 

2.4 Meyer to James: New Sources, New Theocies. 

The fitst quartet of the twentieth centwy saw several important and influential 

studies on IGT, as well as a number of new MS discoveries. The literary rernains of the 

gospel were growing increasingly complex Nevertheless, several scholars of this period 

confionted the evidence resolute in their determination to make a contribution to solving 

the mysteries of IGT's origin and transmission. 

The first of these significant contributions came in 1904 with the publication of 

Edgar Hennecke's two volumes: Neutestamentlichen Apokryphen in deutscher 

iibersetzng, and the more comprehensive fiandbuch ,u Neutestamentlichen rljmkryphen 

in deutscher ilaersetzung Both featured d&ussions of IGT by A. ~e~er. ' ' '  Building on 

the discoveries and theories of Tischendorf, Wright, Nicolas, Variot, and the 

religionsgeschichtliche Schz.de, Meyer contnbuted a comprehensive theory of 

composition for IGT which combined the b a t  ideas of his predecessors. At its earhest 

stage of development, Meyer stated, IGT was not a gnostic or docetic text but a 

collection of folk taies similac to the stories told of Knshna and Buddha. Gnostics, having 

contact with Orientai thought, found these tales attractive for tfieir purposes and added to 
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them speculative materid, much of which was later removed by orthodox redactors. This 

shortening of IGT was performed rather crudely, leawig a text with three variants of the 

same story ( J em and the Teacher in Ga 6, 14 and 15). In a second major departure fiom 

previous scholars, Meyer praised the gospel for its cbarming portraya1 of everyday life. 

As for text-critical probiems, Meyer treated these in some detail in the more 

comprehensive Hundbuch. Here the author noted the correspondences between the Latin 

and Syriac traditions, professed their superiority over the Greek MSS, and concluded that 

the original te* "ohne Zweifel," stood nearer to these translations. Meyer's support of 

the versions is apparent in his text which generally follows Ga but adds the Syriac and 

Latin translations in paraIlel columns where Meyer believed Ga to be deficient (Ga 5-8). 

In addition, Meyer brought attention to a further non-lhn'stian parallei to Jesus und the 

Sparrows (Ga 2): a story in which the Egyptian high priest Neneferkaptah anirnates clay 

models using magic words.'07 

Meyer's work on IGT had significant impact on subsequent scholarship. The tirst 

study to reflect this influence was Walter Bauer's Dm Leben Jesu im Zeitalter der 

neutestamentlichen Apokryphen. This 1909 monograph provided the kind of detailed 

discussion of the apocryphal Jesus material that was Iacking in Pick's and Donehoo's 

books. Unlike his predecessors, Bauer eschewed leagthy excerpts in favour of 

comprehensive analysis of how the noncanonical texts both inftuenced and were 

'O' See A Meyer, "Kindbeitserzahlung des Thomas'," and idem,'Edung des Thomas," 
in Neutestamentfiche Apobyphen in deutscher @ersehmg (ed Edgar Hennecke; 
Tübingen: J. C. B. Moh, 1904), 63-67. 
'" Meyer, cXindheitsenahlmg des %ornas1," 133. 
'O7 bid, 135. The tale is featured in Francis L. Griffith, Sfories of the High Priests of 
Memphis (Oxford: Clarendon Press, Mû), 24. 
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infiuenced by the people and places with which they came into contact, Much of his 

discussion on IGT,"' however, was little more than a presentation of the issues then 

surrounding the text-i-e., its relationstrip to the ancient testimonies, to the New 

Testament, to Gnosticism, and to stories fiom Egyptian and indian legends. 

Meyer's influence mir reflected du, in articles by James Moffait and F e h  

Haase. Moffatt, for his part, contributeci a considerably detailed encyclopedia article on 

the NT ~ ~ o c r ~ ~ h a ' ~  The section on IGT featured an extensive discussion of the known 

witnesses to the text with a synoptic chart of readings fiom çhs. 4 and 5 of Gu, Gb, Lr, 

and S y W  to allow readers to make their own cornparison of the various text fonns. Like 

Meyer, Moffatt was restrained in his assessrnent of the gospel's content; indeed, in 

Moffatt's view, none of the noncanonical gospels should be evaluated according to 

modem moral or literary criteria: "their ends and motives," he wrote, "however little they 

may appeal to a modem mind, were not always He also exhibited great 

caution in refusing to assign ail citations of the "Gospel of Thomas" to IGT, and saw 

little in the text that supports gnostic or docetic interests. Both Moffatt's and Meyer's 

efforts at examining IGT in al1 its known forrns were surpassai by Felix Haase's 

treatment of the text in his 1913 study of the NT ~ ~ t y p h a , " '  the author examined 

some key episodes in the gospel (Ga 3, 5)  and considered directions of dependency 

between the various MSS. He concluded that the versions, shown to be narrowly 

connected to one another, are based not on Ga, but on a non-extant source. The 

'O8 Bauer, Dus Leben Jesu, 87-100. 
'O9 Moffatt, "Gospe1s (Uncanonid)." The discussion on IGT is found on pp. 485-88. 
"Qid, 482. 
" ' Haase, Literarische Untersuchungen, 3 8-48. 
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considerable variation between the known witnesses, he wrote, is due to numerous efforts 

at revision of an early compilation of tales ascn'bed to Thomas. The "Gospel of Thomas" 

lisîed in the Stichometry, he claimeci, is one such expansion"' Haase's conclusions, 

similar in some ways to those of Meyer and Moffatt, represented a subtle change in the 

wideIy held theory of expurgation. Ail ihree believed IGT to be originally a shorter and 

not ciearly heretical text, but the need to integrate al1 of the evidence fiom the ancient 

testirnonies, including the Stichomeoy, required them to altow for subsequent exps ion  

(and then reduction for Meyer and Moffatt) of the corpus of taIes. It was a creative 

sotution to the problem that bid farewell to the expurgation-oniy theory of the nineteenth 

century and paved the way for the expansionsnly theory that was to corne. 

But not every scholar agreed with Meyer and his forebears. Everything that was 

believed about IGT, from its original length to its original language to its date and place 

of composition, was challenged by Paul Peeters. In 191 1 Peeters and his parmer Charles 

Michel edited the fint volume of the collection Évangiles apocryphes. It featured Ga in 

both Greek and French, and an unremarkable introduction by Michel which essentially 

presented the prevailing opinions on the text.'13 But the in&oductory essay in the second 

volume fiom 1914 was something completely new."' Here Peeters drew on several 

childhood texts-including Arab. Gos. In$, Budge's SyrE, and a new seventeenth- 

century MS (Vat. S'y. 159; dated 162211623; =SyrP) faturing Arab. Gos. Inf: with IGT 

-- - - 

Il2 Ibid, 4647- 
LU ChiuIes Michel, "Évangile de Thomas." in Évungiles apocryphes (2 vols; Textes et 
documents pour L'étude historique du Christianisme 13 and 18; Paris: Librairie Aiphonse 
Picard et FiIs, 19 1 1 and 19 l4), 1 x ü i i - k i  (introduction), and 1 :I6 1-89 (text). 
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appended in Syriac-to propose an expansive Syro-Arabian heory of ongin for the 

various uifancy gospel traditions. This theory holds that al1 of the childhood stories found 

in these texts derive h m  a larger collection of legends assemblai in Syriac in the fifüi 

century. The IGT materid, he claimed, was soon detached fiom the Iarger text and ihen 

translated into Gr& to fonn Ga and Gb, and into Latin to form Lv, Lm, and Lt. An 

intermediate Greek text between the Latin and Syriac texts was considered a possibility 

by Peeters but not a necessity. This last ingreclient of the theory in itself is ciifficult to 

swallow, and Peeters admitted the unlikelihood of such a transmission process, but the 

greatest weakness in his argument is his failure to offer any proof for his assertion of 

Syriac composition. He declared only that an inverse relationship from Greek to Syriac 

would not work.'" It is dominate also that Paten did not provide the text of his new 

Syriac MS; he did, however, provide an excerpt of Ga 5-8, translated into French with 

notes on van'ant readings fiom S'W, the Greek and Latin MSS, and an edition of fow 

Slavonic MSS stilI Iargely unknown in the West at this time (see m e r  below). Now 

almost a century since Peeten' work, the full text of S y P ,  more complete than SJTCY,"~ 

remains unpublished As for the question of IGT's language of composition, the majority 

of scholars stilI believe it to be Greek, but Peetets' Syro-Arabian theory coatinued to be 

"' Paul Peeten, "Introduction," in ~vun~ites  apocryphes (eds. Charles Michel and Paul 
Peeters; 2 vols.; Textes et documents pour l'étude historique du Christianisme, 13 and 
18; Paris: Librairie Alphonse Picard et Fils, 19 1 1 and 19 l4), 2:i-lix 

ibid, xvii-xx. For an eady aitique of Peeters' theory see M. R James, review of 
Charles Michel and Paul Peetecs, Évangiles apctyphes, VOL 2, J7S 16 (1915): 26û-73. 
"6 Peeters reveakd ("Introductioa," xvi) that SyTP inchdes material fiom Ga 6-8 and 15 
niissing in SyrK 
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entertaincd by French scholarn for some time,"' and a Syriac original has been 

mentioned at least as a possibility by English, American, and German scholars. "' 
Along with SyrP, Michel and Peeters' second volume uitroduced Western readers 

to NO additional sources for the reconstruction of IGT: a Georgian MS, and Arm Gos. 

Inf: Ln the case of the Georgian MS (Tblisi, Cod A 95; 10th c.; +eo), Peeters was made 

aware of the existence of the text from an 1897 summary by A ~hakhanov."~ The MS 

was Iater published in two independent editions, one in Georgian by K. Kekelidze in 

1918 and the other in Rusrian by L. Melikset-Bek in a journal article dated 1917-1920-'~ 

IGT is found at the end of the Georgian MS which, unfortmately, ends prematurely aller 

Gu 7. Peeters noted the existence of ~ e o " '  but could not provide the text itself. Western 

scholars had to wait until Garitte's Latin translation of the text in 1956 for their first took 

IL' See   mile Amann, "Apocryphes du Nouveau Testament," DBSup 1:485-86; P. 
Saintyves, "De la nature des évangiles apocryphes et de leur valeur hagiographique," 
RHR 106 (1932): 436; Christian Bigaré, "L'achèvement des Écritures," in fntroducfion à 
la Bible (eds. Pierre Grelot and Christian Bigaré; 5 vols.; Tournai: Desclée, 1977),5:195. 
C. H Henkey ("Bible, Apocrypha of the New Testament," NCE 2:405) mentioned 
Peeters' work as a counter theory to second-century composition. 
'la See Stephen Gero, "The infancy Gospel of Thomas: A Study of the Textual and 
Literary Problem," NovT 13 (1971): 79; Elliott, The Apocryphai New Testament, 69; 
Gerfiard Schneider, Apokryphe Kindhcirswangelien (New York: Herder, 1995). 38-9. M. 
R James ("The Gospel of Thomas," JTS 30 [1928]: 54) hoped the cecovery of additionai 
lines fiom Lv would determine whether or not Peeters is correct. 
I l 9  k Khakhanov, Ocerki po istorii gncinskoi slovenosti (Ovewiew of the History of 
ûeorgian Literature) (Moscow, 1897), 2:319-21. For an ovewiew of work by Russian 
scholars see the discussion in G. Garitte, "Le bgment géorgien de l'Évangile de 
Thomas," M E 5 1  (1956): 513-15. 
ln K Kekelidze, Monumenta Hagiographica Georgica, pars prima, Keimena, Vol. 1, 
JanmIcantmt, Febmrium. Morttun, Aprilem et Majum menses continens (Tiflis, 1918), 
115-17; L. Melikset-Bek, "Fragment gnisinskoi versii 'Djetsiva Hrista' (A Fragment of 
the Georgian Version of the 'Infiiil~y of Christ')," Hristianskii Vostok 6.3 (1917-1920): 
3 15-20. 
"' Peeters, "Introduction," xix-xh 
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at ~ e o . ' ~  in the meantirne, scholars had to content themselves with the several chapters 

of IGT (Ga 6, 9, 13 and Jesus and the mer)  preserved in A m  Gos. In$, a text which, 

dong with Geo, may derive fiom a lost Armenian version of IGT.'~ Michel and Peeted 

second volume contains a French translation of A m  Gos. In$ based on the two MSS 

used in the edition of E. ~a~cc'i, '" as well as two additional MSS, and several 

fragments."' Peeters' text remah the only fut1 tmnslation of this lengthy gospel. 

A third source for IGT known to ~eeters,"~ the Slavonic farnily of MSS (Sl), had 

been noted in the West on two previous occasions.'" In a brief survey essay from 1893 

on Slavic Christian traditions, D. Bonwetsch listed two Serbian MSS:"~ X (Moscow, 

Russian State Historical Museum, Xudov Cod 162) edited by A. Popov in 1872,'" and 

N (Sreckovic Cod 637, fomedy in the Narodna Bibhoteka in Belgrade but destroyed by 

G. Gariae, "Le fragment géorgien," 516-20. 
So Voicu ("Verso," 1û-19) against Peeters who believed that Geo was based on a 

Greek original ("Introduction," xx) and tbat Arm. Gos. Inf: derived From his putative 
fifth-century Syriac collection of tales (ibid, du-Ivi). 
12' E. TayecLi, Ankanon girk' nor ktakaranac' (Libri spurii Noui Testamenti) (2 vois.; 
Venetiis, 1898), 21-126 (recension A), 2: 137-236 (recension B). 

Mchel and Peeters, Évangiles upoctyphes 2:69-286. 
Peeters, "htroduction," xviii-xix, 289. 
The following discussion draws u p n  the surveys of W. Lüdtke ("Die davischen Texte 

des Thomas-Evangeliums," &antinisch-neugriechische Jahrbucher 6 [1927J: 490-93) 
and Thomas Rosén (The Slmonic Translation of the Apocyphal Infancy Gospel of 
T h o m  [Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Slavica Upsaliensia 39; Uppsala: 
Almqvist & W h 1 1  International, 19971, 1%45). 

D. Bonwetsch, "Die christliche vomiciinische Literatur in altslavischen 
Handschriften,'* in Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur (ed Adolf Harnack; 2 vols.; 
1893; repr., Leipzig Hinnchs, 1958), 1.B 10. 

A POPOV, An Account of Mamrrcripts and CataIogue of the Booh of the Church Seal 
of the Library of A. L Xludov (in Russian) (Moscow, 1872)- 32û-25. For titles of this and 
other SI-related books in their original laquages see the bibliography in Rosén, The 
Sfavonic Translation. 
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fire) by S. Novakovic in 1876.'~' A third SI MS, the sixteenth-century Russian MS S 

(Moscow, Russian State Library, Cod 1253), was mentioned around the same tirne in a 

similar article by Eugen KO&'~' Neither Bonwetsch nor Kozak offered any excerpts 

fiom the MSS. The few readings provided by Peeters, therefore, were the k t  to be 

translated into a Western langage. For his work, Peeters employed an edition of the SI 

MSS published by M. N. Speranskij in 189~.'~' In it Speranskij collated Popov's and 

Novakovic's MSS against S and an eighteenth-century ükrainian MS (Moscow, Russian 

State Library Codex No. 1244 [162]; =Clk R). Speranskij believed, however cautiously, 

that the four SI witnesses ultimately denve from a single translation from Greek made, 

likely, in fourteenth-century ~ u l ~ a r i a ' ~ ~  This lost Greek Voriage corresponded to the 

form of Ga but included also an indeterminate number of additional episodes, some of 

which had been seen previously by scholars in Arab. Cos. Ir$ and other sources: Jesus 

Rides the Sunbeam (in Ok R), Jesus in the Temple of Idols (,Y, I /k R), Jesw Heals a Blind 

Man (Xi'), Jesus Turns Jewish Chilhen mto Swine (N), and Jesus and the Dyer (Ilk R). 

It seemed to Speranskij that the Slavonic tradition preserved more of the material original 

"O S. Novakovic, 'The Apocrypha of a Serbian-Cyrillic Collection of the Fourteenth 
Cenhuy" (in Serbo-Croatian), Stmin 8 ( 1876): 48-55, 

Eugen Kozak, '73ibliographische Uebersicht der biblisch-apokryphen Literatur bei den 
Slaven," in Jahrbiicher fia Protestantische Theologie, Vol. 18 (eds. D. Lipsius, D. 
Pfleiderer, and D. Schrader, Braunschweig: C. A. Schwetschke & Sohn, 1892), 142-43. 
Mer Bonwetsch and Kozak the Slavonic MSS were next mentioned in Western 
scholarship in 1913 by Haase ("Die slavischen Texte," 39) who referred ceaders to 
Bonwetsch, and by A. Meyer ("Kindheitsedung des Thomas" [="Kindheitsenahlung 
des Thoma~~'~], in Nerrtestamendichen Apohyphen [ed Edgar Hemecice; 2d ed; 
Tiitiingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1924],94) who mentioned oniy that Slavonic MSS exist. 
Ln M. N. Speranskij, "Slavic Apocryphai Gospels," in The CQork of the Eighth 
Archaeological Confrence in Moscow, 2890 (in Russian) (Moscow, 1895), 23-92, 
13743. 
ln %id, 86. 
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to the text than did any previously known version.'" Additional Slavonic witnesses were 

published in 1899: a Middle BuIgarïan MS dated to 1337-55 (St. Petersburg, Libraq of 

the Russian Academy of Sciences, A. 1. Jacimirsk~ Cod No. 15; =ai3' another Settiian 

MS of the sixteenth century (Sofia, Narodna Biblioteca "Kiril i Metodij," Cod 309 [68]; 

=L) , '~~  and three eighteenth-century ükrainian MSS (Kyjiv, Institute of Literature of the 

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, I. Frunko Cod No. 472; =ük I; and Cod No. 476; 

=cl3' and Public Library of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Cou! No. 577).13' By 

1910, additional discoverïes had increased the corpus of Ukrainian MSS to ten, two of 

which are now l o ~ t . ' ~ ~  The various Ukrainian MSS again feature some of the additionai 

- 

13' ibid, 75,80,89. 
''' A. 1. Jacimirskij, From Slmic ~\.lanwcriprs.-. (in Russian) (Moscow, l899), 93-1 43. 
" Published separately by k S. Arxangel'skij ("On South Slavic History ..." [in 
Russian], I=vesr&a Ordelenïja Ausskogo Jaych i siovenosfi Imp. Akagemii Nauk 4 
[1900]: 103-10) and P. A Lavrov ("Apclçryphal Texts" [in Russian], Sbornik otdelen@ 
russkago ja,yka i siovenosfi Impersrorskoj Akademii Nuuk 67 [1899]: 1 1 1- 1 8). 
IJ7 1. Franko, Apocrypha and LegenJs (in Russian) (5 vols; L'vov, 1899-1910), 2:159-63, 
169-72. 
''' M. N. Speranskij, South Russian Terts of the Apocryphal Gospel of Thomas (in 
Russian) (Kiev, 1899), 186-90. Rosén provided no siglurn for this MS, which is helieved 
to be a late copy of a branch better represented by I /k B. See Rosén, The Slavonic 
Trans lation, 3 5. 
'39 Two more eighteenth-century MSS (Kyjiv, Central Scientific Library of the Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences, Coda  No. YlIl209d20; =G; and Codex No. E. A. 9019; =B) 
were published in a study of the Ukrainian tradition by V. P. Adrianova, "The Gospel of 
Thomas in Ancient Ukraiian Literaturen (in Russian), I'estija Otdelenija Rmskogo 
Jizych i Slovesnosti Imp. Akagemiz Nuuk 14.2 (1909): 147. She also anaiyzed the two 
now-Iost MSS: one donated by U G. Baskg (18th centwy) and one by O. A. Fotimkq 
(dated 1805). Adrianova believed ail the Ukrainian MSS reflect a hyparchetype related to 
the Serbian MS L. The remaining two MSS (Kyjiv State University, Sbomik Vaski 
Kvasnikova; =K; and a MS in the collection of AS. Peüuszewicq L'viv, Cod 195 which 
is close to UR G), again of the eighteenth century, were published by J u  k Javorskij, 
'Two Remackable Carparho-Russian Miscellanies of the 18th Century" (in Russian), 
Universify Tidings 50.1 (19 10): 1-36; 50265-95. 
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stories mentioned above;'" G and Cod. Permevic 19.5, however, also contain an 

othenvise unattested story of Jesw and the BIachmith which, therefore, may derive fiom 

a Minian  popuiac ~e~end" '  

Of ail the scholars noted above the most important for the transmission history of 

IGT was Jacimirskij. Countering the single-translation theory of Speranskij, Jacimirskij 

claimed there were several Slavonic translations of [GT made from different Greek 

originals at different times. He also compared the Slavonic MSS known to him with 

Lambeck's excerpt fiom 0, and the unpublished Athos MS V mentioned by Lipsius 

(identified erroneously here as Cod. Vatopedi 36, not 37). Jacimirskij concluded that the 

Slavonic text stands closer to these two MSS than the two used as the base for 

Tischendorfs Ga (DB).'"' 

Western scholars had their fint look at both Jacimirskij's and Speranskij's 

arguments in W. Lüdtke's 1927 German-pemed ovewiew of scholarship on SI. 

ültimately, Liidtke placed his support behind Speranskij's theory of a single Greek 

hyparchetype, but ais0 supporteci Jacimirskij on the relationship behveen the original 

Greek Vorluge and the Greek MSS O and Y.'" In addition, his article provideci Western 

scholars with their first extended look at SI in a Lann translation of a section 

'* The complete list is as follows: Jesus Rides the Sunbeom (L,  ad Ilk IGBRFK), Jesus 
and the Pagan Temple (JXL, and ük GBRFK), Jesus Heals a Blimi Man (JIYNL). Jesis 
Turns Jewish ChiIdren into Swine (a), and Jesus and the Dyer (ük IGBRK). For more 
information see the chart in Rosén, The Simonie Trandation, 3 9 4 4 .  

Ibid, 44. 
'" For an oveMew of Jacimirskij's study see ibid, 21 and Ludtke, "Die slavischen 
Texte," 505. 
lu Lüdtke, '"Die slavischen Texte," 505-6. 



corresponding to Ga's misshg chapter six material.'" Mer  Lüdtke most subsequent 

research on SI has been conducted in the West 

Yet another version of IGT, one not known to Peters, debuted in 191 1 in the first 

part of Sylvain Grébaut's extended work on the Ta 'anira 'lyasus, the Ethiopic Miracles 

of ~esur."~ This first contribution to the publication of the text featured only a complete 

list of the text's contents, with Miracle Eight (Eh) corresponding to Ga 2-9, 11-16 and 

19; ch 12, however, is inserted, following Jesu Rides the Sunbeam, fier ch. 19. Before 

Grébaut could publish rnuch of his edition, Adolf Grohmann wrote an article on the 

Miracles in 1914 which had direct bearing on the childhood material,'16 In it he noted 

E~h's alteration to the order of IGT. suggesting that ch. 12 may be a late addition to Eth, 

and that the missing chapters ( f O, 17, 18) were perhaps not available to the 

The majority of the article, however, was dedicated to exarnining two childhood stories 

found in a Vienna MS (Cod Vind ileth. 12; 17th c.). These stories, similar to Gu 2 and a 

combination of Ga 6 and Jesu and rhe Dyer, were shown to have affinities with their 

parallel versions in ilrub. Gos. In$ (chs. 36, 37, 48) and likely arose ffom contact with 

this text.'" The complete text of E I ~ ,  in Ethiopic and French, saw publication in 1919.'" 

At the tirne, Grébaut was aware of 25 MSS of the Ta'amra 'Iyams, five of which were 

used for his edition. A late MS of the Bibliothèque Nationale (dAbbadÏe 168; 19th c.) 

lu Ibid, 495-97. The translation is bas& on J and L. 
'* Sylvain Grébaut, "Aperçu sur Ies miracles de N- S.," ROC (2ème série) 16 (191 1): 
25545,35667. 
'* Adolf Grohmann, "Reste einer neuen Rezension der Kindheitsgeschichte Jesu in der 
Ta'amra 'Iyasus," WZKM28 (1914): 1-15. 
'" Ibid, 3-4- 
'" Ibiâ, 15. 
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served as his base. Of the ongin of the larger work, Grébaut and Grohman knew little, but 

assumed that the IGT materid was translateci fiom an Arabic version of the text.'% Eth 

was received in IGT scholanhip with Iittle fanfare. For decades it was believed to be a 

"secondary" witness to the tradition. ûniy recently have scholars turned to Eth as an 

important source for reconstructing the earliest form of the gospel. 

Grébaut was instrumental also in the publication of another early witness to IGT: 

the Ethiopic translation of Ep. Apos. The text had been hown in an incomplete Latin MS 

since 1908, but only the Ethiopic version, published by Grébaut and Guemer in 1913,'~' 

features an introductoq miracle lis& which includes the story of Jesw und ihe Teacher 

(see above 2.1.1.1). Scholanhip on Ep. Apos. has piaced the text in second-century 

Egypt. If me, the text represents an additional eariy witness to at least one of the IGT 

tales, if not the entire text. 

One M e r  discovery of the early twentieth century remains IO k ikxussed: a 

fourth Syciac MS. For the second edition of Hennecke's Mutestamentlichen Apokstphen 

in 1924, A. Meyer supplemented his readings fiom SyrFG'with a MS from Gottingen 

(Univerçitatsbibliothek, $vr. IO; 516th c . ; ' ~ ~  =SJ&).'~~ The full extent of the new MS was 

- -- - 

14' Sylvain Grébaut, "Les miracles de Jésus: Texte éthiopien pubhé et traduit," PO 12-4 
(19 19): 625-42. 
IB Grébaut, "Aperçu," 255; Grohman, "Reste einer neuen Rezension," 4. 
lS1 Louis Guerrier and Sylvain Grébaut, "Le Testament en Galilée de Notre-Seigneur 
Jésus-Christ," PO 9 6 19 13): 14 1-236. 
lS2 W. Baan and J. HeIdermann ("'Neue Materielen zurn Text und zur Interpretation des 
Kindheitsevangeliums des Pseudo-Thomas," OrChr 77 [1993]: 193) however assigned to 
it a seventh-century daie 
la See Meyer ccKindheiisenahlung des ThomasZ," 93-94 for a description of the new MS. 
In Meyer's telling, the MS came fiom Sinai and was donated to Giittingen by H. 
Duensing who amounceâ the discovery in "Mtteilungen 58," T L 2  36 (19 1 1): 637. It was 
then noted by Anton Baumstark (Geschichte der syrbchen Lireram mit Atcsschluss der 
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not revealed at the t he ,  but readers wodd have seen fiom Meyer's text that it inchdes 

matenal tiom Ga 6 8  missing in SyrW. ûther than the mention of SyrG, Meyer's second 

treatment of IGT changed very littie fiorn his first. SyrG di4 however, reaffirm his belief 

that the Syriac text represents an older text fonn than the Greek recensions.'5s 

Unfortunately, it would be many years before a full colIation of SyrG would see 

publication. 

The monograph that closed this period demonstrates how little the emerging new 

discoveries had k e n  absorbed into IGT scholarship. The Apocryphal New Testament by 

M .  R. James, first published in 1924, includes a bare introduction to the gospel and 

translates only Tischendorfs Ga, Gb, and Lt without notes, additionai readings, or 

c ~ m m e n t ~ . ' ~ ~  The Syriac text, alone of the versions to be mentioned by James, is 

described as a "much abbreviated" version.'" To his credit, James included additional 

infancy tales in an appendix (Soph Jes. Chr. 6 1, Jesus and the Dyer, Jesur T u m  Jewish 

Children into Swine, and an Old English tale of The Boy in the Tower) and even proposed 

that the Dyer and Swine episodes once belonged to IGT.''~ But no attention was paid to 

Erh, Geo, and SI, and no attempt was made to determine the form of the original text, nor 

to grapple with its contents. Of ail the scholars noted to this point, ody Peeters, much- 

- - - 

christfich-palüstinensischen Tate POM: A Marcus & E. Webers VerIag, I922],69 n 
12) dong with another unpublished MS (Umta 43; dated 1863), apparently now lost (see 
Baars and Heldermann, Weue Matenalien," 194 n 17). Meyer credited A Rahl& with 
describing to him the contents of S '  This admission led Baars and Heldermann to 
suppose Meyer was neither hlly aware of the contents of the MS nor that he used it for 
his translation (ibid, 193 n. 10). A compaxison with Meyer's 1904 translation makes it 
cIear that this is not the case. 
* Meyer, LLKindheitserzahlung des   ho mas'," 94. 
'" James, The Apocryphai New Testament, 49-65 
'" Ibid, 49. 
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criticized and oftendismissed, truly made an effort to embrace the full range of available 

evidence for IGT. 

James' comments on the Dyer and Swine episodes doubtless stemmed frorn the 

enduring and pervasive theov of the existence of a once-larger version of IGT. Only one 

thing could break the hold of this expurgation theory a dismissal of the evidence 

provided by the Sfichometry and by Hippolytus (see above 2.1.4.1-2). Most of the 

scholars reviewed to this point denied the possibility that these testirnonies could refer to 

a completely different text- And the remaining minor survey literature of the period only 

reaffirmed this position,'S8 with Findlay going so fat as to state: "if the two Gospels were 

entirely independent, it would be nothing less than rnarvelo~s."'~~ it twk another new 

discovery, of another "Gospel of Thomas," to place ET scholarship on the right course. 

2.5 From Delatte to Gero: "Gospel" No More. 

The fifth period in IGT scholarship was marked by two major discoveries. The 

first was a new Greek MS of IGT which, surprisingly, has made little impact on 

subsequent scholarship. The discovery of the Coptic version of Cos. Thom, on the other 

l" ibid, 6670. 
IS8 Encyclopedia articles: Adam F. Findiay, "Gospels (Apocryphal)," DCG 1:68&83; and 
George J. Reid, "Apocrypha," in Catholic Encyclopedia ((ed Charles G. Herbemann et 
al.; 16 vols. New York: The Universai Knowledge Foundation, hc., 1913-1914), 1:60& 
9. Historicai ove~ews: Bardenhewer, Geschichre, 1530-33. Essays: J. Geffcken, 
Christliche rlpobyphen (Religionsgeschichtliche Volksbücher 1 ,  15; Tiibingen: H 
Laupir, 1908), 19-21; A Plummer, "The Apocryphal Gospels," ErpTim 34 (1922-1923): 
47S-74; A. M. Vitti, "Evangelia Apocrypha," VD 3 (1923): 2&25; and Findiay, Bywqs,  
171-78. Apocrypha coUectiom: K Bakels, Niernu Testamentische cipocriefen (2 vols.; 
Amsterdam: Gedrukî ter dnikkerij van de Wereldbbliothek, 1922-1923), 1213-34. 
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hand, dramaticaily transformed the way scholars assessed IGT. With the true "Gospel of 

Thomas" now recovered, the expurgation theory had been stripped of its supporting 

evidence. By di rights, the hypothesis of gnostic composition sbould have faded 

completely from IGT scholarship. Unfominately, it has not. IGT continues to be confùsed 

with the "Gospel of Thomas" citations, thereby leaving much of the research on the 

infancy gospel in disanay. 

Armand Deiatte published the new version of IGT fiom a fifieenth-century 

Athens MS (Athens, Ethnike Bibliotheke, Cod Ath. Gr 355; =A) in 1927.'60 Several 

important differences between this new MS and the previously published Greek 

recensions help to sketch the later transmission history of IGT. First, A is clearly related 

to Lr-they both contain the Egyptian Prologue, and share many variant readings 

including additional chapter six material absent in Tischendorfs Gu MSS. The 

vocabulary and qntau of A, however, are sufficiently distinct fiom Ga to earn the MS the 

designation GC.'~' Second, Gc attributes the stories not to Thomas but to lames. It is 

precisely this detail that M. R. James investigated in a brief 1928 article on the new MS. 

Looking at the Prologue and its transition section, the latter reproduced almost verbatim 

fiom Prof. Jas. (251-3), James characterized Gc as an attempt "to make a single book 

out of the Protevangelium and the Gospel of Thomas," a ptocess which dtimately led to 

'j9 Findlay, "Gospels (Apocryphai)," 680. 
Armand Delatte, "Évangile de l'enfance de Jacques: Manuscrit No. 355 de la 

Bibliothèque Nationale," Anecdota Atheniensia, Vol. 1, Textes grecs inédits relatifs à 
1 'histoire des religions (Paris: Edouard Champion, 1927). 26671. 
16' Following Malcolm Lowe, 'bIOYAAIOI of the Apocrypha- A Fresh Approach to the 
Gospls of James, Pseudo-Thomas, Peter and Nicodemus," NovT23.1(1981): 56-90, and 
Paul Man Mirecki, 'Thomas, Infancy Gospel of," ABD 654044. Voicu ("Notes," and 
"Verso") called it Gd 
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the creation of PX-M~.'~' A. therefore, represents a copy of Gc that has becorne detached 

from the newly-compiled texts. James made no comment, however, on how this affects 

our understanding of the relationship between the three Greek recensions. A solution to 

that puzzle, James wrote, awaits further decipherment of Lu, at which point, he hoped, 

the question of IGT-s language of composition wodd be answered once-and-f~r-all.'~~ 

Aside fiom its treatment in James' article, Gc has been virtually ignored in scholarship. 

P. G. Bonnacorsi, for one, had ample opportun@ to evaluate the text before publishing 

Vungeli apucrrfi in 1948; 165 yet the edition featured only Ga, Gb, and the first tbree 

chapters of Lt. Neither the aparatti nor the introduction made any mention of Gc. The MS 

was given more attention in the first edition of Aurelio de Santos Otero's Los Evungelios 

Apbcrrfs in 1956.'~' Here readings fiom Ge were noted in the excerpt of Lr's Egyptian 

Prologue. Since the publication of A, however, it wouId be more appropriate to use Gc, 

not Lr, as the base test for this rnateria~.'~~ Gc fared IittIe better in more recent editions. 

This situation is particuiarly surprishg gven that it is the only Greek MS pubiished to 

date that feanires the additional material h m  chapter six. Granted, Gc is likely a late 

16' James, 'The Gospel of Thomas," 53. See aIso Lowe, "IOYAAIOI," 73-74. 
la James, 'The Gospel of Thomas," 54. 
'61 P. G. Bonaccorsi, Vangeli apocrrfi (Florence: Libreria Editrice Fiorentina, 19481, 
.uxiii-.xxiv (introduction), 1:I 10-5 1 (Greek and Mian texts). 
16' De Santos, Los Evangelios .4p&rifos, 299-301 (introduction), 302-324 (Greek and 
Spaaish text). 
16' TWO other apocrypha collections of the tirne do not feature IGT at ail. The text is 
excluded fiom I. B. Lightfoot's ErcIuded Bo& of the Nw Testament (London: 
Eveleigh, Nash & Grayson, Ltd, 1927) and F- Amiot's La Bible Apocryphe, VOL 2: 
Évangiles Apocryphes (series ed K DanieLSops; 2 vols.; Paris: Librairie Arthéme 
Fayad, 195-1953) (4. Nostiz and J- Tyciak, tram., Die apokryphen Evangelien des 
Neuen Testamentes [Zurich: Peter Scbifferli, 19561). 
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recasting of IGT, but neither this nor any other explanation has ever been offered as  

justification for neglecting the text. 

The intemenhg years between the discoveries of Gc and Gos. Thom were quiet 

ones for IGT. Survey Iiterature was plentifid-including encyclopedia articles, essays, 

and a popular collection of excerpts fiom the NT Apocrypha by Johs Walterscheid 167- 

but with no major studies devoted to the text, scholarship on IGT progressed very little. 

Arnong the minor studies, works by J. Quasten, Morton Enslin, Hugh Schonfield, Émile 

Amann, Karl Schmidt, and P. Saintyws continued lo champion the expurgation theory,'" 

though Quasten, apparently unaware of the f i f i -  and sixth-century evidence, believeâ the 

now-expurgated version of the text to be later than the sixth ~en tu ry . ' ~~  Commentary on 

the tes's contents was unifody negative. Of dl these scholars, Enslin was the rnost 

verbose, characterizing IGT as a colIection of "savorless and inartistic tales" which 

"depict the arrogant young wonder-worker, destitute of al1 Save a hi& opinion of himseif, 

the miraculous power to wreak vengeance on al1 who oppose hm, and the ability to 

escape the consequences of his deeds."'" Yet, at the same time, Enslin realized that 

Johs Walterscheid, Dus Leben Jesu nach den neutestamentlichen Apokryphen 
(Düsseldorf: Patmos-Verlag, 1953). 
''' J. Quasten, Patrology (3 vols.; Utrecht-Bmsels: Spectrum, 195&1960), I:L23; 
Morton S. Enslin, "Along Highways and Byways," NTR 44 (1951): 83; Hugh J. 
Schonfield, Readings fiom the ApocryphaI Gospels (London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 
I940), 85; Karl Ludwig Schmidt, Kanonische und apokryphe Evangelien und 
Apostelgeschichten ( A T M  5; Basel: Heinrich Majer, 1944), 84. Émile Amann 
("Évangiles apocryphes," DTC 5.2:485), however, lent support to Peeters' theory though 
he still believed the individual stories, once gnostic, were "'dépouillées de Leur 
malfaisûnce" before k ing  pIaced Uito the later collection of childhood tales. Saintyve's 
views were quite similar (''De la nature," 436,450). 
L69 Quasten, Patrologv, 1: 1%. 
lm Enslin, "Along Highways and Byways," 84. Similar assessments were offered by 
Schonfield (Readings fiom the Apoayphal Gospels, 118-19) and Walterscheid (Das 
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second-century Chnstians must have seen something in the childhood taies consistent 

with who îhey believed Jesus to be: "the several auhors wodd have k e n  scandaiized at 

the thought that they were guilty of introducing anything alien, even anything new. 

Mead they were merely making ciear and re~og~zable  what was buly there."17' 

Detailed discussion of IGT fiom this time is found only in Car10 Cecchelli's Ahter 

~hristi."~ Writing in 1954, just prior to the publication of Gos. Thom, CeccheIli 

presented a sustained argument for gnostic composition of the text. Two years Iater, 

however, much of his argument wodd becorne superfiuous. 

Another issue revisited by scholars at this tirne is the question of a Jewish 

dimension to IGT's origins. Robert Wilde looked to the text for signs of Jewish-Christian 

cunflict in The Treament of the Jews in the Greek Christian Wri&ers of the Firsr T h e  

Cénl~ries.''~ Noting in the stories a separation between the Jewish Leaders, who aie uflen 

cursed, and the general Jewivish pople, he saw evidence in IGT of the early Christian 

view that the general populace were less cuipable in Jesus' dearh. Schonfield, on the 

other hand, feIt the text's antiSemitism was aimed more generally, but his comments 

were influenced by a theory of Jewish-Christian composition for al1 of the NT 

~ p o c r ~ ~ h a . ' ~ ~  "The loss of judgement and of moral distinction" displayed by Jems in the 

Leben Jesu, 25). Quasten (Patrology, 1:124) was more reserved, commenting only that 
"'the author seems to have had a queer concept of divinity." 
17' Enslin, "Along Highways and Byways," 92. See dso Saintyves, "De la nature," 437- 
39; Schonfielà, Readingsfrom the Apoqphol  Gospeis, 15-18; and Walterscheid, D m  
Leben Jesu, 24-25. 
ln Carlo Cecchetli, Mater Christr: La Lata di Maria nella storia nella Iegenda nelZa 
commmorn=ione Lihagica (3 vols-; Rome: Fr. Fem-,  1954), 3:35 1-62. 
in Robert Wilde, The Tret7f~ent of the Jews in the Greek Christian CVri~s  of ïhe Firsr 
Three Cenruries (Washington: Catholic Universie of America Press, 1949), 220. 
17* See SchontieId, Readingsjïom the Apcryphui Gospels, 13-14,1&19. 
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text is considered by Schonfield to be intelligibte given the animosity that existed 

between Jews and Christians at the time.I7' Alas, the theory of Jewish-Christian 

composition of the gospel has not found many supporters. But the discovery of a 

Garshûni version of a Jeremiah ilpocryphon published by A. Mingana in 1 9 2 7 ' ~ ~  offered 

the first hint at the possibility of a Jewish prehistory of at least one tale fiom IGT. The 

text, extant also in Greek, Ethiopic, and Arabie,"' Features a story of the young Ezra 

similar to Jesus Carries Wafer in his Cloak (Ga 1 1). This connection was noted by 

Rendel Harris in his introduction to Mingana's te.C Hams saw in the apocryphon 

unequivocal signs of later Christian redaction, signs wkch led him to believe, though on 

rather shaky grounds, that IGT was the source of the tale.ln More recent discussion on 

the apocryphon, however, has argued othenvise, and, in the process, has aided in 

challenging the widespread notion that IGT is of non-Jewish provenance. 

AI! previous theories about IGT's origins were called into question when scholars 

had their fim look at the Coptic Gos. Thom. in ~ 9 5 6 . " ~  This new "Gospel of Thomas" 

fits far better the patnstic testimony ofien used to sketch the origins and transmission 

history of IGT. Scholars were forced, therefore, to pull away fiom the early citations and 

start to take seriousty the idea that IGT is not an expurgated text at ail. As a result, the 

shorter non-Greek wirnesses grew increasingIy important. Two of these shorter witnesses 

"' hid, 18-19. 
n6 A. Mingana and Rendel Hams, "Woodbrooke Studies 2: (i) A New Jeremiah 
Apocryphon," B/RL 1 1 (1927): 3294l7. 
ln See the discussion in L- Leroy and P, Dib, Wn apocqphe carchouni sur la captivité de 
babylone," ROC 15 (19 IO): 398-409, 

Mingana and Harris, "Woodbrwke Studies 2," 335. 
L'9 U1 a photographie facsimile edition by Pahor Labib, Coptic Gnostic Papyri in lire 
Coptic ~bhseurn as Old Cairo (Cairo: Govenunent Press, 1956). 
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reached scholars just as the new tem fiom Nag Hamrnadi were beginning their long 

domination of scholarship on the NT Apocsrpha in 1956 G. Garitte presented his Latin 

translation of Geo, bringing the text to the West almost forty years afkr its initial 

publication.'80 Before Gantte, Geo was sorely neglected by Western scholan; besides 

~eeten,"' only Amann had even mentioned itn exi~tence.'~~ Gantte's translation was 

based on a definitive edition of the MS made in 1941 by A. Sanidze who emended some 

of Geo's difficult passages and noted its correspondences to s ~ w . ' * ~  

The other new witness to the shorter text is a Gaelic MS featuring a poetic 

paraphrase of tGT (Dublin, National Library of ireland MS G 50; 17th c.; =Ir). Ir 

appeared first in a preliminary edition by James Camey in 1958 and then in a definitive 

edition in 1964. '~  Camey dated the translation of the text (from Latin) on philological 

grounds to around 700, making Ir one of the earliest witnesses to ET.!" This realization 

led Camey to speculate on the orïgins of the gospeI. Noting formal correspondences 

Ia0 Garitte, "Le fragment géorgien," 5 13-16 (introduction), 51620 (Latin text). 
18' Besides his initial mention of Geo in 1914, Peeten noted also the publication of the 
two editions by Kekelidze and Melikset-Bek in a review of K. Kekelidze, Monunienta 
Hagiographica Georgica, AnBo1143 (1925): 379-83. 
Inz Amann, "Apocryphes," col. 486. 
lg3 A. Sanidze, "A Fragment of the Georgian Version of the Apocryphal 'Gospel of 
Thomas' and its Incomprehensible Passages" (in Russian), Stafinis sahelobis T'ibrfisis 
sah Universititis Sromebi 18 (194 1): 2940. 
I M  James Carney, 'Two Old irish Poems," Eriu 18 (1958): 143.  Much of the 
introduction and the text itself were reproduced in Carney's critical ediiion in The Poems 
ofBlathmac, Son of Cu Brettan: Together with the Irish Gospl of Thomas und a Poem on 
the Virgin Mary (Dublin: Educational Co. of Ireland, 1964), xv-xix, 89-105. An English 
translation of the Irish IGT can be found also in Maire Herbert and Martin McNarnara, 
Irish Bibkcaf Apocrypha (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1989), 4447, and a new translation 
is king prepared by Herbert for Apocrypha Hiberniae, Vol. 1, Evangelia infantiue (ed. 
Irish Bhlical Association and Martin McNamara. Corpus Christimonun Series 
Apocryphonim; Turnhout: Brepols, forthcoming). 
'85 Carney, Poems of Blathmac, xviii. 
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between Ir and G&Ir features Ga 2-9, 11-13 while Gb has Ga 1-1 1, 13-he concluded 

that the two share a common stock of eight episodes, with each eliminating one story. Ga 

and Lt, with their additional teacher stories and the more benign miracles, he claimed, are 

the product of later additions made in "an effort to improve the character of Jesus as 

presented in the primitive text."lS6 Needing to account for the vastly different readings of 

Ir from Gb (and Ga, for that matter), Camey specified that Ir's distance (through 

multiple translations) fiom the Greek original renders it valuable only for recovering the 

fom of the text.18' 

The cornparison of Ir with other extant witnesses to IGT was given a more 

thorough treatment by Martin McNamara in 1971." Though in agreement with Carney 

on the shared form of Ir and Gb, McNamara found that the content of Gb follows Gri 

while that of Ir, Syr, LI, and Lm "form a class apart."'89 Regrettably, McNarnara did not 

explain how such a phenomenon could occur. He concluded Fwzher that the translator of 

Ir may have combined h o  early versions of the text-in Ir the teacher strikes Jesus with 

"a fist or a stick," whereas in Syr it is a hand, and in Lm (f?~.-iW. 3 1: 1) it is a stick.'% In a 

critique of Carney's and McNamara's work, D. N. Dumville considered this last point 

Is6 ibid, xvi-m*i. 
'" Ibid, xvii-xviii. 
'* Martin McNamara, "Notes on the Insh Gospei of Thomas," iTQ 38 (1971): 4246Xs 
conclusions are summarized in idem, "New Testament Apocrypha in the irish Churcb," 
in SE 6:335-36. McNamara's detaiied ovemew of the various evidence ('Notes," 43- 
a), which inchdes mention of Geo, Eh,  but not Gc, erroneously identifies de Santos' 
(Los Evangelios Apbcrifos) publication of Lt  1-3 as Lv. 
IS9 McNamara, "Notes on the Irish Gospel of Thomas," 47. 
'" ibid, 55. 



"an unjustifiable a ~ s u m ~ t i o n . " ~ ~ ~  As for Camey's concIwions regarding the relationship 

between Ir and Gb, Dumville rightly afirmed that Ir has the ieast in common with Gb; 

instead Ir represents an early Latin text doser to Syr than the Greek or Latin MSS,'" 

Voicu Iater determined that Ir is a translation of the full text of LV"~ and is therefore 

instnimentd for reconstnicting this early source. Udortunately, most scholars have 

ignored Ir ~ o r n ~ l e t e l ~ ; ' ~  the few who brought the text into their discussions considered it 

of little value for recovering IGT's original t e ~ t . ' ~ '  

The thee important new IGT discoveries took some time to be assimilated into 

subsequent editions and translations of the text. This regrettable situation is apparent in 

Oscar Cullmann's entry in the updated edition of Hemecke's NT Apocrypha 

collection.'% [n the decades following Meyer's 1924 introduction ta the text, Gc, Geo, 

and Ir had been made available, Lüdtke had published his overview of Si schoiarship, and 

Cos. Thom had been recovered; yet Cullmann's 1959 update (with an English translation 

I9l D. N. DumviIIe, "Biblical Apocrypha and the Early Irish: A Preliminary 
Investigation," Proceedings of the Royal Irish Rcademy 73C.8 (1973): 304 n, 32. 
lQL Ibid, 304. Lowe ("10YAAI01," 77 n. 82) agreed with some of D u . t l e 7 s  criticism of 
Carney. He questioned whether Camey was even aware of the existence of Eth, Si, Geo, 
and SyrW. 
'" Voicy "Verso," 45-53. 
lW Gero, 'The Infancy Gospel of Thomas," and Cullrnann, ''nfancy ~os~els ' ,"  made no 
mention of the text, iikely because Ir was published so close to the publication of their 
discussions that they may not have been aware of it. For "Infancy Gospels2," CulImann 
did not include Ir in his survey of the versions but he listed Camey ('Two Old Irish 
Poems") and McNamara ("Notes on the irish Gospel of Thomas") in his section 
bibliography. Elliott (The Apoctyphaf New Testament) Iisted Herbert and McNamara in 
his bbiiography but otherwise ignored the text. Lowe and Mirecki are the oniy non-lnsh 
scholars who have shown interest in the MS. Lowe feaîured Ir promuiently in 
"IOYAAIOI" and Mirecici's encydopedia article followed Camey and McNarnara in 
identimg Ir as a representative of the Gb text ('"ïhomas," 541). 
19' Even Voicu ("Notes," 123; "Verso," 27-28) thougtit Ir unimportant except as a 
wituess to the fom of its exemplar. 
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in 1963) failed to take full account of the new developments and, indeed, represents a 

step backward in the study of the text. With the number and variety of witnesses 

mounting, Cullmann chose not to attempt a reconstruction of the original tex6 instead 

preferring to wait until "dl the material bas been critically assessed."l" Most of the MSS 

were listed in his introduction but for bis text Cdtmann translated only Ga and placed 

Syriac variants alone in the notes. Chapter six from SyrW and Jesus und the Dyer were 

relegated to the appendices. The recovery of Cos. Thom, though potentially devastating 

to theories of 1GT's origins, seems initially to have had little effect on Geman 

scholarship's association of the text with Gnosticisrn. Cullmam clairned Jesus' manuity 

is evidence for docetic christology, and his wisdom is characteristic of the belief in Jesus 

as the all-knowing gnostic revealer. Much of Cullmann's remaining discussion merely 

repeated Meyer's suggestion that IGT hails Rom Syria (due to the Thomas attribution and 

the Indian parallels) and his praise for the author's flair for vivid s t ~ r ~ - t e l l i n ~ . ' ~ ~  

Cullmam was not the only scholar of tü's time slow to set aside earlier theories. In 

his 1956 collection, Die Apocryphen ~ c h r i f e n , ' ~ ~  Wilhelm Michaelis essentially restated 

Meyer's theory that the present IGT is the result of gnostic expansion of a collection of 

tales similar to those told of other important men. Morton Enslin re-evaluated IGT in 

light of the Nag Hammadi discovery in a 1962 dictionary article. He concluded that 

neither Gos. Thorn nor IGT are the on'@ "Gospel of Thomas" noted by the fathers; 

ppppp - - -pp - - - 

Cuiimann, "~nfancy ~ospeis'." 
'"Ibid, 391. 
""id, 39 1-92. 
'99 Wilhelm MichaeIis, Die Apocryphen Schr@en ,unr Neuen Testament (2d ed; Bremen: 
Car1 Schunemann, 1958 [195qL), 9 H 7  (introduction), 99-111 (German transtation of 
Ga with notes). 
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rather, both derive From an originally longer work, as do other tales of lesus' in fan^^.^ 

And in a short, error-ridden, non-academic piece fiom 1966 on the noncanonical infancy 

gospels, J. C. Marsh-Edwards offered the familias identification of IGT as a text known 

to Origen and later expurgated of gnostic material by orîhodox rev i~en .~~ '  

By the middle of the sixties theories of gnostic composition or revision were 

beginning to wane leaving room for the consideration of other influences on the text. in a 

short 1964 article by J. B. Bauer-much of which was reproduced in his discussion of 

[GT in his Die neutestamentlichen ,4pokryphen fiorn 1968-no mention is made of 

gnostic ~ r i ~ i n s . ~  instead, IGT is described as the product of a need to fil1 in Jesus' 

"hidden years" by those who felt alienated by more intellec~ôl treatments of Jesus' 

message.'03 A Jewish provenance for at least some of the tales was proposed in articles 

by Jacob Neusner and K. H. ~ u h n . ~  Though the majority of scholars at the tirne 

continued to c l a h  that IGT contains no intimate knowledge of ~udaisrn,"~ Neusner 

challenged their position by suggesting that Zacchaeus from the Teacher episode may 

have been inspired by real-life Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai who lived in Galilee ca. 2 M O  

C.E. He m e r  speculated that the story arose in a post 70 C.E. Jewish-Christian 

'W Morton S. Enslib "Apocrypha, NT," IDB 4: 634-35. 
J. C. hkmh-Edwards, "Our Debt to the Apoçryphai infancy Gospels," Irish 

Ecclesiastical Record 105 (1966): 366,371. 
Johannes Baptist Bauer, "Die Entsehung apokrypher Evangelien," BL 38 (1964): 268- 

71; idem, Die neutestamentlichen Apokryphen (Die Welt der Bibel 21; Dusseldofi 
Patrnos, 1968), 52-55. 

J. B. Bauer, "Die Entstehung apohypher Evangelien," 269-70, and idem, Die 
neutestamentlichen Apokryphen, 7. 
" Jacob Neusner, "Zacchaeus/Zakkai," HTR 57 (1964): 57-59; K. H Kuhn, "A Coptic 
Jeremiah Apocryphon." Le hfwéon 83 (1970): 95-135,29 1-350. 
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community as an effort to liberate the comunity from the authorïty of Yohanan's 

academy at Yavneh. Kuhn focused his discussion on the relationship between the story of 

Jesw Carries Wuter in his Chk (Ga 11) and the Jererniuh Apocryphon. Responding to 

Harris' daim that the author, or Chn'stian redactor, of the apocryphon drew upon ZGT for 

the story, Kuhn asked: 

Would a Christian transfer a miracle, the performance of which was 
attributed to Jesus, to Ezra? And if the work is of Jewish origin, would a 
Sew read and use the apocryphal gospel? 1s it not, after all, more likely 
that this miracle story had been in existence for some time and was 
associated freely with the names of famous men to enhance their  tat tus?'^ 

Kuhn's final question could be asked of any who wodd try to draw too linear a 

relationship between IGT and its numerous paralleIs. 

Much of the remainder of the literature for this period, other than bief 

descriptions of the textT7 discussed IGT oniy to hurl insuits at its author and audience. 

Sparing no invective, Jacques Hervieux described IGT in his 1960 polemical work on the 

NT Apocrypha as "a setection of tales altogether beyond the bounds of common sense, in 

=O5 See Michaelis, Die Apocryphen Schrijen, 97; Cuilmann, "Mancy ~os~e l s ' , "  39 1; J. 
B. Bauer* Die neutestamentlichen ApokrVphen, 52. Nicolas, Varioî, and Schonfield (see 
above) are exceptions. 
'O6 Kuhn, "A Coptic Jeremiah Apocryophon," 10 1-2. 
'* H.-W. Bartsch, "Kindheitsevangelien," RGG 3: 1294-95; Alfied Stuiber, "Die 
Christlichen Apolayphen S~hriften,*~ in Pailologie (eds. Bertrold Aitaner and Alfred 
Stuikr (7th ed; Freiburg: Herder, 1966), 126; Henkey, "Bible, Apocrypba," 405; Jack 
Finegan, Hidden Recordr of the Life of Jesu (Philadelphia: Pilgrim Press, 19691, 238. 
Two NT Apocrypha collections h m  this period by Marcello Craveri ( I  Vangeli Apocrfr 
[Torino: Giulio Einardi, 19693, 29-31 ~mtroduction], 32-61 [text]) and Lui@ Morddi 
(Rpocrtji del Nuovo Testamento [2 vols.; Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Tonnese, 
197II, 1247-52 [introduction], 1953-79 [texts]) offered littie in the way of fiesh 
insights on IGT. For his text Craveri merely translatai Ga, Gb, and Lr, and used SyrW in 
the notes to Ga. Moraldi's collection added to these the oniy vernacular translation of 
Geo (fiom Garitte's Latin). 
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which the Child Jesus becomes the hem of ridiculous and shabby pranks."208 Then, 

echoing the words of many writers before him, he added: "that is not the picture of Christ 

which the hzired Gospel gives us."209 Two of Hervieux's contemporaries, Charles 

Pfeiffer and R J.  ost ter;'' made essentially the same remark. This sentiment, so much a 

part of eighteenth- and nineteenth-cenlury attitudes toward apocryphal literature, seems 

to have retained a stronger hold on IGT than on any other noncanonical text. 

The period finally came to a close with the work of two scholars, Aurelio de 

Santos Otero and Stephen Gero, who differed h m  each other on virtually every issue 

surrounding IGT. In his ambitious Das ktrchenslavi.whe Evangelium des Thomas, 

published in 1967."' de Santos attempied a reconstruction of the Greek Vorfage behind 

Si. For his base de Santos used the fourteenth-centwy Bulgarian hB J, presented, with 

variants, in Gennan translation. He then compared its readings with Gc, the individual 

Ga MSS P and O,?'' and the versions Li, Geo. and SyrW, and constnicted a Greek 

retroversion of the single source from which Si is believed to have been translated. The 

entry of the Greek text into the Slavonic milieu he dated to the tenth or eleventh 

century-the height of the Bogomil here~y?'~ This Greek text, ~vhich includes the 

Hervieux, The New Testament Apcrypha, i06. 
=" ibid, 1 12. 

Charles F. Pfeiffer, An Introduction to the ApocryphaI Books of the OId and New 
Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Books, 1964), 123; R. J. Foster, "The Apocrypha 
of the Old and New Testaments," in A New Carliolic Commentaty on Hoiy Scripture (ed. 
R. C. Fuller et ai.; London: Nelson, 1969), 1 13. 
"' Aurelio de Santos ûiero, Das kirchemImische Evangelium des Thomas (PTS 6; 
Berlin: De Gruyter, 1967). 
"2 V (Cod Vatopedi 3 7), known to Jacùnirs kij, is conspicuously absent 

De Santos, KirchensIoyische, 35. This position had been countered already in 1950 by 
Émil Turdeanu ("Apocryphes bogomiles et apocryphes pseudo-bogomiles," RELU 138 
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missing chapter six material and less of the corruptions evident in B and D, was believed 

by de Santos to represent an exemplar superior to that of Ga. KirchemImische's 

retroversion, however, is so influenced by the style of Gc that the book presents liîtie 

more than a reconstruction of an aiready extant source. in the final chapter of his work, 

de Santos argued that the Greek Vorlage contaias more gnostic elements thm other 

versions of the tes These elements include such terms as "the chosen one" (Ga l), 

"living ones" (Gu 2:4), LLamazement" in connection with seeking and finding (Ga 5:3), 

and "bearing fruit" (Gu 32; 8:l). AIso considered significant are the echoes of such 

themes as the roie of the alphabet in creation and cosmology, the child Jesus as 

Redeemer (in the wRtings of Valentinus and the '@ostic" Apocryphal Acts), and docetic 

chnstology."' As hrther proof of gnostic composition, de Santos cited IGTs apparent 

popularity among gnostic groups4renaeus places the text among the Marcosians, and 

the Hippoiytus citation (see above 2.1.4.11, which contains a saying from a *'Gospel of 

Thomas" used by the Naasenes, was considered by de Santos to be a teference to, but not 

a quotation tom, IGT.'" 

De Santos' work was heavily crïticized on two main fronts: for his jack of 

expertise in SlavÎstics, and for his nearsighted view of gnostic inf~uence."~ Horace Lunt, 

(1950): 176, 199-204). Finding nothing especia!ly hereticd in ET, Turdeanu saw no 
need for a sect to spread the material in the Orthodox Slavonic area. 
"* De Santos, Kirchenslavische, 172-78, 

Ibid, 177-84. 
=16 See the reviews by Horace G. Lunt (SIavic and East European Review 12 [1968]: 
386-90; and his article "Oo the Apocryphal Gospel of Thomas," in Proceedings of the 
Macedoniun Acudemy of Sciences and Arts [ed. Macedonian Academy of Sciences and 
Arts; Skopje: Macedonian Academy of Sciences and A%, 1970],99-IOS), J- Shiitz (&Z 
62 [1%9]: 9&95), Biserka Grabar (Slovo 18-19 [1%9]: 3-90], Rudolf Aitzetmdler 
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who contributed both a review of Kirchenslavische and a 1970 article on Si, noted de 

Santos' failure to make fiil1 use of the important fourteenth-century Sehian MS X, 

"Ignomce of this text," he wrote, "has repeatedly led to dubious or clearly false 

conclusions.""' Seved reviewers, including Lut, questioned de Santos7 theory of a 

single Greek prototype.218 In addition, de Santos was repeatedly criticized for not 

incIuding in his work an edition of the text in ~lavonic; '~~ the retroversion, Lunt wrote, is 

"premature" given the complexities of the variant~.?'~ Western scholars not versed in 

Slavonic Focused their assessments of Kirchenslavische on the claim of gnostic 

provenance for the text. Their resemations were expressed best by Gero: "De Santos does 

not betray an acquaintance with the curent debate on the definition and meaning of 

Gnosticism. Though words like 'elect one,' 'matter,' 'fniitful' may be suggestive in the 

contertt of a full Gnostic myth, in isolation they are not necessarily ~i~nificant.""' 

Despite the many charges leveled against Kirchensimische, the study was 

valuable for its several noteworthy insights on the transmission history of IGT. De Santos 

used Sf and Gc to elucidate several compt readings in Ga, and illustrated just how 

(Arxeigerfür sfavische Philologie 3 [1969]: 14249), Michel van Esbroeck (AnBoil 87 
[ 19691: 26 M 3 ) ,  and J.-E. Ménard (RHR 175 [1969]: 218-2 1). 

L u t ,  "On the Apocryphal Gospel of Thomas," 101 n. 1. De Santos \vas unable to 
obtain a copy of the MS and used instead extracts quoted by Speranskij, Jacimirskij, and 
Ivanov. See Kirchemlavische, v. 
"' L u t ,  "On the Apocryphai Gospel of Thomas," 101; Aizetm~iller, review of de Santos, 
Kirchenstauische, 144-45; Rosén, The Slavonic Translation, 24, 
'19 See the reviews of de Santos, Kirchensfuvische, by Lunt, Auetmüller, and Grabar, 

Luut, "On the Apocryphal Gospel of Thomas," 10 1. 
"' Gero, 'The uifancy Gospel of Thomas," 75 n. 3. See the reviews of de Santos, 
Kirchenslauische, by Ménard, George MacRae (CBQ 30 [1968]: 635-36), and Birger 
Pearson (JBL 89 [1970]: 258). Van Esbroeck (review of de Santos, Kirchens~~ische, 
251), for his part, praised de Santos for placing the origin of IGT firmly amoog the 
gnostics. 
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poorly B and D (Tischendorf's base MSS) represent the original textm B and D, he 

stated, are the results of both intentional and accidentai alterations made to IGT afîer the 

eleventh century- De Santos also made a valiant attempt to dismiss Peeters' theory of 

Syriac composition. He claimed that a Greek Voriage is observable beiùnd SyrWs 

comptions. Unfortunately, however, the one exarnple he cited as proof is rather 

w i c ~ n v i n c i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  Kirchensimische also inadvertently introduced scholars to two new 

Greek MSS of the text. In his review of de Santos' work, Michel van Esbroeck noted two 

Greek sources apparently unknown to de Santos: H (Jenisalem, Bibliotheke tou 

Pamarcheiou, Cod Suba 259; 1089190) and R (Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 

Palatinu Gr 364; 15th c.).''~ It was some timq however, before these MSS were fully 

evaluated. 

üitimately, de Santos' work had M e  lasting effect on the study of IGT. Only hvo 

scholars had enough faith in his retroversion to employ it in their reconstmctions- 

Cullrnann u e d  it in 1991 to supply Ga's deficient chapter six and Hock included its 

readings in the apparatus to his editione3 Wone still, Kirchensfmische quickly became 

outdated Only hvo years afier its publication, Biserka Grabar pubIished the last of the 

known Medieval MSS: a fi fieenth-century Croatian Glagolitic fragment (Zagreb, 

Archives of the Croatian Academy of Sciences, Fragm giag. br. 99. "Jedm list malog 

fomta7'; -* related to the important J M S . ? ~ ~  

De Santos, Kirchensiavische, 15657. 
See section 5.1.1 below. 

" Van Esbroeck, review of de Santos, Kirchensimische, 262. 
Cuilmann, ''nffancy ~ o s ~ e l s ~ , " ;  Ronald F. Hock, The Infmcy GospeIs of James and 

T h o m  (The SchoIars Bible 2; Santa Rosa, Calif: Polebridge Press, 1995). 
f?6 Biserka Grabar, "Glagoijski odlomak Pseudo-Tomina Evandelja" Siovo 1 8-19 (1969): 
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Of al1 de Santos' critics none have contributed more to the study of IGT than 

Stephen Gero. His first work on the text came in a comprehensive text-critical study for 

N o m  Testamentwn in 1971." The article's primaiy intent, Gero wrote, was "to @y to 

correlate the literary versions with the different stages of the oral tradition.""' Along the 

way, Gero assessed al1 of the witnesses (except for Ir) to both the Full text and to the 

individual stories, he conducted form-critical anaiyses of key episodes, and constructed a 

detailed sternma of transmission. Gero's concentration on material evidence for the text 

led him to an overly cautious conclusion on IGT's date of composition. The early literary 

fixation of individual episodes (the Alpha-Beta logion quoted by Irenaeus, for exarnple) 

are admittedly not proof for the existence of the full text; and so, he wote, "uniess 

further finds are forthcoming we must assume that the first versions of our present TE 

VGT] were not written d o m  before the fifth centu~y.""~ As for the later transmission 

history of the text, Gero believed that oral material weaved in and out of the tradition 

over the centuries, with the less well-attested stories entering the cycle at a later stage, 

and that stories were variously added or removed based on dogmatic or moral criteria 

Ga, therefore, is not an adequate wimess to the early fonn of the text. instead, Gero 

thought SyrW should be taken as the base text, especially where it is supported by ~ e o . ~ '  

Gero's analysis did not stop there. Over the course of his discussion none of the 

prevailing opinions on fGT were lefi untouched Countering de Santos, Gnostic 

connections, particularIy to the Gos. Ttiom logia, were examined and dismissed as 

213-33, 
" Gero, 'The Infaucy Gospel of Thomas," 
" fiid, 47, 

fiid, 56 n. 1. 
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unc~nvincin~,"' as is the text's association, via the Thomas attribution, with Syria Gero 

pointed out that the evidence indicates that the apostolic authorship is a late addition to 

the text and that it arose in a non-Syrian milieu. Perhaps most important of dl, Gero's 

fomçriticai analysis suggested that IGT may contain once-independent units of sayings 

material, which, presumably, codd be traced back to early traditi~n.~-~his is 

particuiarly the case for the "revelation discoutse" of chapter six which Gero felt 

"illustrates well that there is more theological sophistication in the infancy gospei 

material than commonly s ~ ~ ~ o s e d . ' ' ~ ~  

Gero's article quickly became a valuable resource for subsequent scholarship on 

IGT. Yet, it was not the much-needed final few nails in the cofin for such notions as 

gnostic composition, connections with Thomas-associated Christianity, and the 

expurgation theory, nor did its criticism of Ga lead to wholesale abandonment of this 

flawed version of the text Al1 of these outdated scholarly institutions continued in use 

throughout the most recent p e n d  of research on the text. Nevertheless, Gero's efforts 

did help the study of IGT grow in sophistication, but tme progress would not be made 

until scholars embraced his concIusions and opened themselves up to the growing 

evidence for the shorter text. And they were slow to do so. 

"O Ibid, 55-57. 
"' Ibid, 77-79, 
"' This suggestion received support fkom Guy Davenport and Benjamin Urrutia, the 
editors of a recent collection of the sayïngs of Jesus (The Logia of Yeshua [Washington, 
D.C.: Counterpoint, 19961, 3, 49)- They included as their fïrst entry the Alpha-Beta 
logion (Ga 6:3, 14:2) believing it to be so consistent with Jesus' adult style that %e 
twelve-year-old Yeshua just rnight have said it" (xiii). 
n3 Gero, "The Mancy Gospel of Thomas," 69. 
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2.6 Noret to Voicu: A Critical Edition in Sight. 

This latest period in IGT scholarship began with the long-awaited announcement 

of a critical edition, Unfortunately, the edition never materiaiized, but by the turn of the 

new millennium, the original text of IGT was well on its way to being recovered. The 

plans for the edition were reported in a short note by Jacques Noret in a 1972 issue of 

Analecru ~o l land iana .~~  Here Noret listed al1 the Greek MSS of the text known to him 

and requested information on additional unpublished Greek MSS. His list included the 

first mention of two witnesses: one fiom Athos (M. Megistes Lauras, Cod. Luvra 8 222 

15th c.; =L) and another fiom V i e ~ a  (Osteneichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. l~tst. Gr 

91; 14/1Sth c,; =W). 

Almost thirty years later, a complete critical edition of al1 the IGT evidence has 

yet to surface, but Noret's announcement provided the stimulus for important preliminary 

work on hvo branches of the text's tradition. The first of these was a study of the Old 

Latin palimpsest (Lv) by Guy ~ h i l i ~ ~ a r t . ~ ~  His article, found in the sarne volume as 

Noret's note, featured a thorough codicological analysis of the MS, and a complete 

edition of al1 the decipherable materiai. New technology allowed Philippart to recover 

some additional lines of IGT but not enough to make a significant contribution to the 

study of the text Peeters' and James' hopes that the MS would help determine once and 

for aii the original language of IGT, therefore, wiil never be realized 

Jacques Noret, "Pour une edition de l'Évangile de l'enfance selon Thomas," AnBoLi 90 
(1972): 412- 
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The second study, a 1975 artide on Erh, yielded more plentiful resulku6 V. 

Arras and Lucas van Rompay listed aII the known MSS of the Miracles of Jesus, now 

numbering eighty, noting which of hem include IGT and where it is placed in the text- 

either tagged on at the end, or placed in or close to appropriate chronological 

sequence." MSS containhg the "second recension" of infancy material discussed by 

Grohman are also i n d i ~ a t e d . ~ ~  [n addition, Arras and van Rompay built upon work on 

the Arabic source of the A4racle.s of Jesu, now identified as an apocryphal "Gospel of 

~ohn,""~ But this Arabic John is not the source of the Ethiopic IGT, for it contains no 

childhood matenal whatsoever. This fact, coupled with the varizty of placements of IGT 

in the Ethiopic MSS, led Arras and van Rompay to conclude that IGT was a late addition 

to the Miracles of  esu us.'^ Van Rompay continued his work on .&th in a Dutch article in 

1980.'" His aim this time was to prove wrong Gero's assessrnent of E h  as a 

.'paraphrase" and therefore a '*secondaiy" wimess to IGT."' Ey comparing the readings 

35 Guy Philippart, "Fragments palimpsestes latins du Vindobonensis 563 (V siècle?): 
~ v a n ~ i l e  selon S. Matthieu, ~vangile de Nicodéme, ~vangile de l'Enfance selon 
Thomas,"AnBoll90 (1972): 39131 LThe IGT section of the MS is found on pp. 4068. 
U6 V. Arras and Lucas van Rompay, "Les manuscrits éthiopiens des 'Miracles de Jesus,"' 
AnBotl93 (1975): 13346. 

Ibid, 137-43. 
ibid, 14546. 
A portion of the text was published first by W. Scott Watson, "A Syriac-Arabic 

Narrative of Miracles of Jesus," tWSL 16 (1899i1900): 3746- Oscar Lafgren discovered 
an additional MS fiom the twelM century and identified it as the Urtext of the Miractes 
(see "Fakta och dokument angAende det apokryfiska JohannesvangeIiet," Svensk 
exegetisk arsbok 7 [L9421: 30)- The full text was published by J. Galbiati, tohannis 
evangefium apocryphorum arabice (2 vols.; Milan, 1957). 
'* Arras and van Rompay, "Les Manuscrits éthiopiens," 14343. 
"' Lucas van Rompay, "De ethiopische versie van het Kindsheidsevangelie volgens 
Thomas de Israi?lieî,*' in Enfant dans les civifisu~ions orientafes (eds. k Théodocidès, P. 
Naster, and J. Riesl; Leuven: Editions Peeters, 1980), 119-32, 
'.'' fiid, 120-2 1. See Gero, 'The uifancy Gospel of Thomas," 55. 



of IGT 5 and 6 in Ga with their parallels in Eth, SyrK Geo, and Lu, van Rompay 

demonstrated that the four versions derive fiom a common recension distinct from the 

Greek Eth, therefore, is not so "secondasr" d e r  al], as it appears to have been "weinig 

gewijzigde" ("little changed) in the procers o ~ ~ r n i s s i o a ~ ~ ~  On the onginai language 

of Erh, van Rompay discouated Gero7s theory of transmission hom Syrïac via Coptic but 

hesitated to propose a theory of his own. The possibility of translation directly Eiom 

Greek (ca. m e  700 C.E.), however, was not discounted.lJJ Gero later returned to Eth in a 

1988 survey article on the Miracles of~esur?~ Now repentant, Gero essentially repeated 

the conclusions of van Rompay, though he was more firm about the possibility of a Greek 

original for the text, The presence of Greek leuers ("alpha ... beta") in Erh's alphabet 

rpeculation section may point in that direch~n."~ important also \vas Gero's 

characterization of Grébaut7s base MS as a "deviant textl' infen'or to other MSS closer to 

the Arabic Vorluge of the apofryphal "Gospel of lohn."" Since Gero. only one other 

work has appeared solely devoted to the Mirudes: Witold Witakowski's 1995 survey 

artic~e.?'~ Though more detailed in his treatmeot than Gero, Witakowski's study merely 

surnrnacized past scholarship. Additional work on the text is sorely needed, particularly 

if, as Gero asserted, the present edition of Eth is based on an inferior wimess. 

:" Van Rompay, "De ethiopische versie," I3 1-32. 
Ibid, 132 n. 47. 

Z4s Stephen Gero, "The Ta'amra 'Eyasus: A Study of Textuai and Source-Critical 
Problems," in Proceedings of the Eighth International Confeence of Ethiopian Studies 
(ed T. Beyene; Addis Ababa: Institute of Ethiopian Studies, Addis Ababa University, 
1988), 165-70. 
'" ibid, 167. 

ibid, 166. 
Witold Witakowski, 'The Miracles of lesus: An Ethiopian Apocryphal Gospel," 

Apocrypha 6 (1995): 279-98. 
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Reassessments of the evidence for IGT continwd in works by Malcolm Lowe and 

Paul Allm Mirecki. Lowe realized that any serious attempt to work on IGT necessitated 

detailed preliminary text-criticai work As a result, his 1981 study of the use of the 

terni 'loubaîos in early Christian literaîure inadvertently ended up presenting, at l e s t  in 

his estimation, "the first serious theory of how [[GT] developed and ~ ~ r e a d . " ' ~  Lowe 

believed 'lou6aîos was used by non-Jews between 200 B.C.E. and 200 C.E. to identifL 

Judean residents or emigrantts!50 He employed this conclusion in an attempt to determine 

the geographical origin of four noncanonical texts: IGT, Prot. Jus., Gos. Pet., and Gos. 

Mc. Aller a detailed analysis of the IGT traditions, Lowe was forced to admit that the 

gospel "mort pmbably did not contain the word 'lou661os anywhere."3' o f  course, his 

conclusion is only as strong as his text-critical skills, which are found tvanting. Like 

Carney before him, Lowe valued the versions of the text that do not contain duplicate 

stories: Gb and Ir. He reduced the core material shared by the two to Gb 1-8 and IO, 

eliminating Jesus Heals a Young Man 3 Foot (Ga 10; Gb 9 )  because it is absent from Syr 

and Efh, and The hfiraculous Harvest (Gu 12; Ir strophe 46) because it appears to be a 

late addition in l th.^' Syr and Eh, both of which contain apparently secondary material 

in the duplicate Teacher stories (Ga 14, 15) and Jesus in the Temple (Ga 19), were 

assigned an intermediary position between Gb/ Ir and Ga- Having determined that Gb and 

Ir are the earliest versions of the gospl, Lowe considered only their use of '  loubaîos 

significant. Since the term is absent in Gb and Lowe dismissed its single occurrence in Ir 

'" "IOYAAIOI," 85. 
Ibid, 57. 

=' Ibid, 59. 
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as an "euplanatory add i t io~~ ,"~~  IGT was ruled out of consideration for the study. The 

flaw in Lowe's transmission theory for IGT is its neglect of content in favour of form. 

McNamara's study of the various traditions indicated that, whereas Gb and Ir are both 

short texts, Ir's readings place the irish text among the other early versions, and Gb's 

among the Greek, Latin, and Slavonic traditions. Given that stones were added to and 

removed fiom the various infancy gospels throughout their transmission, any conclusions 

regarding the relationships between the witnesses cannot be based on agreements in fom 

alone. 

On1y one other wnter joined Lowe and Carney in assigning significant value to 

Gb. In a short 1983 article Paul Mirecki followed his like-minded predecessors in citing 

non-duplication of stories as prwf of Gb's primacy?4 To this evidence, Mirecki added 

several other points: in Gb the two miracles of Ga 2-3 are not intenvoven as in other 

witnesses, the readings are often shorter, the Temple story (Ga 19) is absent, and, unlike 

some other versions, it does not group similar episodes together (e.g, Ga L7 and IB) .~ '  

Mirecki tater repeated his theory in an indepth entry for 1992's ..lnchor Bible 

~ i c t i o n a ~ - ~ ~  Despite Mirecki's efforts, however, Gb-prirnacy has not won many 

adherents. Its forma1 correspondences with Ir seem to be coincidental, arising from 

similar yet independent efforts to abbreviate the text. Furthemore, the presence of 

multiple versions of stories in a narrative is no certain indication of expansion. As other 

h i 4  76-78. Lowe's discussion of the versions shows no awareness of van Rompay's 
"De ethiopische versie." 
" Ibid, 82-85. 

Paul AlIan Mirecki, 'The infàncy Gospet of Thomas," in A Teacher 01-the True Fuith 
(ed. W. R Brookman and E. R Freernan; 2 vols. MimeapoIis, 1983), I:L9 1-201. 
US Ibid, 196-98. 
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scholars have noted, the threefold repetition of a key event is a commun literary device, 

If the earliest compositional stage of IGT did indeed contain al1 three Teacher 

episodes, then the gospel writer, or compiler, appears to have put more thought into the 

collection and arrangement of the tales than many previous scholars were prepared to 

admit. That the author of IGT waç possessed of some litetary talent was confimied in the 

essays on the language of Ga and Gb appended to A. Fuchs7 and F. Weiilengruber's 

concordance published in 1978.'~' The authors/redactors of both versions, Weikngruber 

asserted, were skilled in the Koine of their time, and even dernonstrate "ein 'naiv- 

anschauliches ~~hlertalent."'"~ Severd other scholm wrote in support of such an 

as~essment.'~ Their admissions came as a welcome change from previous 

characterizarions of the language as t bar bar ou^,"'^' or "trivial" and i'platt-"262 Of course, 

the text had not changed, but attitudes had. Scholars were beginning to set aside their 

distaste for [GT's portrayal of Jesus and tu see IGT thougti ancient, not modern, eyes. 

The question of IGT's provenance also was revisited in this p e r d  Buddhist 

parallets to noncanonical and canonical gospels, believed so significant at the beginning 

of the century, had scarcely been discussed since the advent of the first world war. But 

?56 Paul Allan Mirecici, Thornas, Mancy Gospel oE" 
See Gero, "The IIifancy Gospel of Thomas,'' 63; and Dennis R. MacDonald, The 

Legend and the Apostle: The Bade for Paul in Story and Canon (PhiladeIphia: 
Westminster, 1983), 2634. 
"' A Fuchs and F- WeiBengniberT Konkordanz ,-um Thomuseyungetitan, Version A und B 
(SNTSU 4; Freistadt: Plkhl, 1978). 
"' Tbid, 247. 
160 As eady as Meyer's 1904 'TErzaung des Thomas" (65-66) and increasingly after 
CuIImann, "Infmcy Gospelsl," 392. 
16' Etlicott, 'CApoc~haI  Gospels," 193. 
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they were dusted off and premnted anew by Zacharias Thundv in a 1989 and a 

book, Buddha and Christ, in 1993. Like Ernst Kuhn and others before him, Thundy 

believed Christianity drew upon Buddhist stories and concepts brought to the West via 

oral transmission2" IGT, which "uses the Buddhist material e~ t ens ive l~ , "~~~  shows 

evidence of contact in both the Teacher episode (excerpted by Thundy fiom the 

Lolitavistara and another version)'66 and in IGT7s version of Jesus in the ~emple.'~' 

These indian parallels continue to be important in tracing the geographical origin of the 

gospel. Together with the Thomas attribution, they have been cited again and again as 

evidence of Eastern, i.e. Syrian, composition,'6a despite Gero's assertion that the claim of 

authorship is a late, and non-Syrian, development, The perplexing issue of authorship 

was confronted in my own 1998 article, "Authorship and [dentity in the Infin- Gospel 

"' Bardenhewer, Geschichte, 153 1. 
?63 Zacharias P. Thundy, "Intertextuality, Buddhism and the Infancy Gospels," in 
Religiourr Writings and Refigious S'stems (ed. Jacob Neusner et al.; Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1989), 1:17-73. 
IM Thundy, Buddha and Christ, 49,73. 
16' ibid, 147, 
16' ibid, 120-22. Thundy excerpted the texts from Samuel Beal, Dhammapada with 
Accornpanying Narratives (Calcutta, 1952), 69-70; and Rajendralala Mitra, The 
Lalitavistara (Calcutta, 1987), 192. 
267 Thundy's parallel to the Temple episode is really the confiation of a story of the young 
Buddha fl eeing fiom his nurses in order to meditate and another where the twelve-year- 
old Buddha reveaIs his extraordinary compassion (Buddha and Christ, 118). IGT's 
version of the story is considered more dependent on the Buddhist material because the 
Buddha is more precocious than Luke's lesus. 
'* Nicolas, Étdes, 199; Meyer, "Errahlung des Thomas," 65 and bLKindheitseniihiung 
des ~harna?," 94-95; Ron Cameron, The Other Gospefs: Non-Canonical Gospel Tats 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1982), 122; Elliott, The Apocryphal New Tatament, 69. The 
identification of Thomas literature with Syria is best known from the argument of 
Helmut Koester, TNnMAI blA@OPOI: The Ongin and Nature of Diversification in 
the History of Early Christianity," Hl"il58 (1965): 290-93; and idem, Ancimt Christian 
Gospels: Their History and Devefopmerir (London: SCM Press Ltd, 19901, 79. GT, 
however, he considered a "non-Edessene" Thomas text ("f NnMAI," 292). 
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of  hom mas."'^^ Here, 1 too suggested a Syro-Palestinian origin for the text because of 

sirnilarities between the cursing episodes and Theodoret's stories of Antiochean holy 

men (Phil. his~),''~ and because of affinities between the speech in Ga 6 and the 

christological codict between early John- and Thomas-affiliated goups?' IGT's 

association with the apostle Thomas, I claimed, began pnor to the development of 

Thomas traditions in Gos. Thom and Acts Thom but was only later given literary fonn. 

In retrospect, my a r m e n t  relied on a poorly-chosen form of the text (principdly Ga and 

Cc) and led to undeniably speculative conclusions. Yet the article was the first attempt to 

understand how the name of an spostle associated with heretical groups couid have 

become attached to a text long afier such groups used particular apostles' names to 

identify their viesvpoints. Most importantly, the article illustrated that a comection 

benveen IGT and Syria should not be made on the strength of the Thomas attribution 

aiune; nor should it be made strictly on the basis of lndian parallels, for, as Conrady 

pointed out long ago, geographical proximity is not required for the transmission of 

ideas. 

Recent work on IGT's Jewish connections provided some balance to arguments 

of Syrian compositional provenance. in a 1976 article, Bnan McNeil noted formal 

sirnilarities between IGT's Teucher episodes and a fable from the widely-known Story of 

169 Tony Chartrand-Burke, "Authorship and Identity in The I~ancy  Gospel of Thomas," 
TST 14.1 (1998): 2743. 

Cursing miracles and other miracles Wce those in IGT are reportedy performed by 
James of Nisibis, Theodoret, a second James, Cyrrhus, Palladius, Jdian, Peter the 
Galatian, Maesymas, and Acepsimas. See, Chartrand-Burke, "Authorship and Identity," 
36. 
* Ibid, 34-36. 
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Ahikar (extant in Aramaic, Syriac, and other ~an~ua~es)."~ The fable features a teacher's 

attempts to instnict a wolf in the alphabet. The teacher says "A, 8" but the wolf responds 

with "kid, lamb (or variants). The theme of the story, wrote McNeil, is that the wolf is 

"of a quite different order of The same point is made in the IGT version: 

"instead of needing to be ta~ight,~~ McNeil commented, "lesus himself is the one who 

te ache^."^^^ In the same year as McNeil's article, Belamino Bagdtti presented the first 

argument for Paiestinian origin of IGT since Schonfield in 1940. According to Bagatti, 

the text was tvritten by Jewish-Christians living in Nazareth. As proof he cited the 

~vitness of Antoninus of Placentia (see above 2.1.3. l), IGT's vivid portraya1 of mal 

life,'" and theological similadies between Jesus' behavioru and vengehl miracles 

performed by OT Bagatti's evidence for Jewish provenance i s  rather weak but 

the theory was given far stronger support by Craig Evans in his 1992 study Noncanonicui 

Kritings and New ïiesrumm inferpretution?n Here Evans excsrpted two stories of the 

Gaiilean Hanina ben Dosa surviving snake bites (t. Ber. 390; b. Ber, 33a; cf. Ga 16) and 

one in which the rabbi stretches beams for a roof (6. Ta'an. 25a; cf. Gu 13).17' in a 

related discussion to the argument of Jewish provenance, Stephen Wilson suggested in 

1995's Relaied Stmngers that IGT reflects disputes between Jews and ~hristians,"~ 

" Brian McNeiI, "Jesus and the Alphabet," STS 27 (1976): 12628. 
* McNeil, "Jesus and the Alphabet," 128. 
"4 hi& 

2-1' Bagatti, "Nota," 48687 
ibid, 48485. 
Craig A Evans, Noncanonical Writïngs und New Testament Interprefation (Peabody, 

Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 1992). 
" ibid, 234. 

Stephen G. Wilson, Reiafed Strangers: Jews and Christram 7 M 7 0  CE. 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995). 
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Wilson saw evidence of these disputes in thc stories where the Jews are made to concede 

that Jesus is divinely inspired He added, however, that Jews were not alone in making 

such arguments against Christiani@, and that the antagonists of the tales may be cast as 

Jews merely for the sake of ~erisimilitude.~~~ The possibility of a Jewish environment for 

IGT's composition still remains largely unexplored. But the evidence for contact with 

Jewish literature and personaiities-including the parallels noted by Evans, McNeil, 

Neusner, and K. H. Kuhn, the similarities to tales of irascible Palestinian holy men, and 

hints of Jew/Christian conflict-presents a serious challenge to the prevailing belief that 

the text contains no knowledge of Judaism. 

One other obvious, yet overlooked, parallel also received attention in this period: 

Luke's Temple story. The two versions of the tale were compared by G. Schmal (1974) 

and J. de Songe (1978)."' Schmal cailed IGT's reliame on Luke "einen eindeutigen 

 chl lu^."'^' & same conclusion was reached by de Songe, though, unlilie Schmal, he 

proved his argument by citing evidence of Lukan redaction in IGT."~ Schrnal and de 

Jonge's position on dependency cornes as no surprise; they merely stated explicitly what 

ail other scholars, Save pernaps Conrady, have always beiieved to be so. 

The studies on the witnesses to the short recension and the various nonChristian 

parailels to the tales, while undeniably important for understanding the ongins and 

development of IGT, nevertheiess were rarely acknowiedged in the NT Apocrypha 

lm Ibid, 84. 
G. Schmal, "Lk 2, 41-52 und die Kindheitserdbg des Thomas 19, 1-5: Ein 

Vergieich BibLeb 15 (1974): 249-58; J. de longe, "Sonship, Wisdom, Infancy: Luke 
2:41-5 la," NTS 24 (1978): 3 17-54. 
"' Schmal "Lk 2,4 1-52,'' 252. 

"Sonship, Wisdom, Infancy," 34748, 
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coUections of the periad. The texts of Go, Gb, and Lt retained their apped in editions and 

translations despite van Rompay's and Gero's assertions regardhg the value of the eariy 

 version^.^ Even Gc continued to be routiwly ignored?" One notable exception to this 

neglect of the versions can be found in Stephen Gero's overview of receat NT Apocrypha 

research for ANRW in ~988."~ His discussion of IGT not only detailed the latest 

advances in text-criticism but also offered a summary of the text based not on Ga, but on 

S~~W.'~' Just as the fom of IGT used in the collections reflected old scholanhip, the 

discussions on the gospel's origins a h  repeated the theories of the pst. German scholars 

such as Philipp ~ielhauer," Alfred ~chindler?'~ and Walter ~ e b e l l : ~  heavily 

'a S tarowie ysky (clpokgfb Nowego Testamentu, 1:254-58 [introduction], 1 258-76 
[texts]) and Erbetta (Gli Apocr$, 1 .?:%a3 [introduction], I.2:83-lO 1 Item])? 
following convention, translated Ga, Gb, and LI. To Starowieysky's credit, however, he 
also added appendices featuring Jesus Rides the Stmbeum, Jesu Turm Jewrsh Chilrlren 
inio Swine, Jesus and the Dyer, and Jesus and the Teniple of ldols). Robert Funk (New 
Gospel Purallels, Vol. 2,  John und the Other Gospels [2 vols.; Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 19851 and David L. Dungan and David R Cartlidge (Sourcebook of Te-ris for the 
Comparative Study of the Gospels Ih.iissoula, Mont.: University of Montana Printing 
Department, 19711, 4148) translated only Tischendorfs edition of Ga. Cameron (The 
Uther Gospels, 124-29) merely translated Cuilrnann's text from "[nfmcy ~ o s ~ e l s ' "  into 
English. 
2BJ The continued neglect of this text is no more apparent than in its absence fiom Fuchs 
and WeiDengruber's concordance. 
'" Stephen Gero, "Apocryphal Gospels: A Survey of Textual and Literary ProbIems," 
M W  2.25.2: 3969-96, 
'" bid, 398 1-83. 

Philipp Vielhauer, Geschichte der urchristlichen Literatur (New York: De Gniyter, 
1975), 672-77. 
289 ALhd Schindler, Apohyphen -,um Alm und Neuen Tesrament (Ziirich: Manesse, 
1988), 4 3 9 4 1  (introduction), 4 4 3 4  (text). SchindIer's brief introductory remarks, 
while familia, offer no clues as to the scholarship upon which he drew. But his scant 
bibliography and German translation, taken directly fiom Culhann, "Infancy Gospelsl," 
make it clear enough that his knowledge of the literature was limited 
"O Walter Rebell, NeurestamentWte Apokryphen und apostolische Vater (Munich: 
Kaiser, 19921, 132-36. In addition to the typical theories about IGT supported by German 
schoIars, Rebell claimed IGT was written to inject into Christian mythology the 
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infiuenced by Meyer and Cullmann, rernained fixated on the now-groundless theory of 

gnostic composition and expurgation, Cullmann himself changed his opinions very little 

in the intervening years between his fÜst and second entries for the influential Hennecke- 

Schneemelcher c~llection!~' The only material difference in the 199 1 edition was 

Cullmann's incorporation of de Santos' retroversiowreadings fiom SI were featured 

prominently in his notes to the text, and pushed SyrWs version of chapter six into the 

appendices. The devastating critiques of de Santos' work appear to have had iittle affect 

on Cullmann. Perhaps his faith in Kirchenslavische can be attributed to de Santos' claim 

that SI better represents the original gnostic text, a daim that fully supports the Gennan- 

favoured theory of the text's heretical ~n'gins,?~* Of al1 the scholars who wrote in Geman 

in this period, only one, R. McL. Wilson, offered a dissenting v ~ i c e . ' ~ ~  Inforrned by the 

pst-Nag Harnmadi re-evaluations of Gnosticism, Wilson pointed out that IGT was 

composed in a time when there was little diffenntiation behveen "gnostic" and 

"orthodox" concepts.'gJ 

French and English studies of IGT also reflected the influence of their own 

respective scholarly traditions. Christian Bigaré, in a bief overview of noncanonical 

literaîure in his 1977 Inrioducrion à la Bible, ascribed to IGT a fifth-century ~ r i ~ i n . ' ~ ~  

This dating, though unacknowledged, was likeIy based on the work of Peeters. J.-M 

archetype of the Trickster- The Christian system, he wrote, needed the element of 
absurdity that IGT's unpredictable, mischievous Jesus provides. If nothing else, Rebell's 
argument is refieshingly unorthodox 
gL Oscar Cullmana, "Mancy Gospe l s~  4 3 M 3  (intrOa~!ction), 444-53 (text). 

See the discussion of SI in ibid, 44M1. 
w3 R McL. Wilson, "Apokryphen, II: Apokryphen des Neuen Testaments," TRE 3 3  1 6  
62. 

Ibid, 334-36. 
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Pn'eur, tw, seems to have supported Peeters' Syro-Arabian hypthesis, but his 

contniution to the text, a 1976 article intended to introduce general readers to the 

apocryphal gospels, is so brief that his allegiances are dificult to determine.'% A 

similady-aimed introductory article by François Bovon in 1980 was actually more in tune 

with Gennan scholarship than with the ~rench."' Bovon considered IGT to be a second- 

century text purged of most of its gnostic traits.?g8 Where Bigaré and Prieur drew upon 

Peeters, J. K. Elliott drew upon his predecessor M. R. James for the 1993 update of The 

Apocryphai ~Vew Testament. Elliott appears to have read recent scholarship on the text- 

his section bibliography is quite complete-but he did not assimilate it. His introduction 

is riddled with unclear and inconsistent descriptions of the versions,'99 and his text is 

rnerely a new translation of the versions printed by James: Ga, Gb and L t  (albeit, this 

time, the Egyptian Prologue only). Furthemore, Elliott's treatment of the "Gospel of 

Thomas" testirnonies reads more like scholarship of the nineteenth, not the hventieth, 

century. 

Though IGT languished in the NT Apocrypha coIlections, it thrived in several 

articles and books dsdicated to its text-critical problems. The nineties saw the publication 

of two new witnesses to the versions, the evaluation of several long-neglected Greek 

MSS, a new criticai edition of the Slavonic tradition, and important new developments in 

"' Bipé ,  "L'achèvement des Écritures," 195. 
J.-M. Prieur, "Les évangiles apocryphes," Positions iurhériennes 114 (1976): 82. 

" François Bovon, %vangiles canoniques et évangiles aparyphes: La naissance et 
l'enfance de Jésus," Bulletin des&dtéés catholiques de Lyon 58 (1980): 19-30. 

Ibid, 25-26, 
Elliott, The Apocryphf lVew Testament, 6û-71, For example: SyrWwas said by Elliott 

to be "close to Greek A" yet somehow "independent" of the Greek tradition behind Ga, 
Gb, Gc, Lt, and Sf. 
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the recovery of the originai text. The first of the newly-published witnesses is actuaily not 

new at ail. SyrG, used by Meyer in his 1924 translation of IGT, finally saw publication in 

a 1993 article by W. Baars and J. ~eldermann.-'* The two authors used the MS as a 

springboard for an investigation into IGT's supposed gnostic contents. While the scope of 

their discussion on previous scholarship was rather limited-it relied heavily on Conrady 

and Meyer-the text was submitted to the kind of detailed analysis sorely missing in de 

Santos' earlier attempt at proving gnostic composition. Nevertheless, Barn and .r 

Heldermann's "gnostic" parallels are as unconvincing as those noted by their 

predecessors and again demonstrate an outdated and overly ngid definition of 

Gnosticism. So, despite the Io@ title of the article, there is actually little that kvas new in 

these %eue Materielen"; even the long-awaited collation of SyrG merely showed the MS 

to be at times only slightly better than Wright's MS. 

The second of the new wihesses is an Arabic version of IGT. This text was first 

mentioned, though vaguely, by Gero in ~988.~" A year later Lui& Moraldi identified the 

source as a Milanese MS (Biblioteca Ambrosiana, G II sup) and believed he had found 

in it the ancestor of a th.''^ in facf the two versions are not that closely related. Readers 

were able to evaluate the evidence for themselves when Sergio Noja presented an edition 

Ma Baars and Heldermann, Weue Materielen." S '  is found collated against SyrW on 
pp. 194-97. 
'O1 Stephen Gero, "Apocryphal Gospels," 3982. No MS is Iisted; Gero rnentioned only 
that the text is extant in Arabic and that it was unedited. 
'O2 Luigi Moraidi, Nmcita e infinzia di Gesù nei più antichi codici christtani (Mitan: 
jacabook, 1989), 50; and idem, Vmgefo arabo apoctfo dell'apostolo Gtovunni da un 
Manoscritto della Bib Iioteca Ambrosiana (Milan: Jacabook, 199 l), 28, 
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of the MS, fint in English translation in 1990, then the Arabic original in 1991.303 The 

text is likely a heavily-altered descendant of the Syriac tradition. In form it follows the 

shorter recension, but lacks sections fiom Ga 6 and 7 and the entire chapters 12, 15 and 

19. It also includes two additional stories: Jesus and the Dyer and a tale similar to Jesur 

Tums Jewish Children into Swine. White the Arabic version is usefui for understanding 

the later paths taken in IGT's transmission histmy, it is of little value for reconstnicting 

the earliest form of the Syriac branch. Noja, however, believed differently. In his brief 

discussion on the new version, Noja speçulated that the Swine variant once belonged to 

the original t e ~ t . ~ ~  

The branch of the tradition that has enjoyed the most ciramatic scholarly advances 

in recent years is the Slavonic. In the decades immediately following the publication of 

de Santos' Kirchensiavische, tefiaitical work on SI progressed very little. De Santos 

returned to the text to list its various MSS in the 1981 volume of Die hunu'schriftliche 

@erliefen»ig der altsl~lvischen rlpokryPhen.3" But another ten years passed before 

anyone again tackled the material. Then G. Krastev contributed the first commentary on 

'O3 Sergio Noja, ''~'Évan~ile arabe apocryphe de Thomas, de la 'Biblioteca Ambrosiana' 
de Milan (G 1 1 sup)," in Biblische und Jlddstische Stuàien: Festschri#jiïr Puolo Sacchi 
(ed. AngeIo Vivian; Judentum und UmweIt 29; Paris: Peter Lang, 1990), 681-90; idem, 
"À propos du texte arabe d'un évangile apocryphe de Thomas de la Ambrosiana de 
Milan," in Y A D - N M :  im rnemoria di Alessundro Batsani (eds. Biancamana Scarcia 
Amoretti and Lucia Rostagno; 2 vois.; Roma: Bardi Editore, 1991), 1:33541). 
3w Noja, "~'Évan~ile arabe," 682. 
'Os Aurelio de Santos Otero, Die hclJlcjSchftIiche &eriiefenmg der altslavischen 
Apokryphen (2 vols.; PTS 20 and 23; Berlin: De Gruyter, 1978 and 1981), 2:49-54. The 
error-ridden list was comcted in a ceview by F. J. Thomson, The Slavonic and Eust 
Eurupean Review 63.1 (1985): 73-98. 
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the Siavonic t12x-t.~'~ In Krastev's view, al1 of the episodes are variants of the same theme: 

the incarnation of logos. He claimed also that IGT was originally a polemical, apologetic 

work targeted against Jews, a fact, he said, which would have made it particulariy 

attractive to the anti-Semitic Bogomils who he felt were responsible for its dissemination 

in the SIavic milieu Krastev's wock was followed in 1997 by Thomas Rosén's published 

dissertation The Slavonie Transfatton of the tipocryphal Infincy Gospel of Thomas. This 

criticai edition succeeded in rnany areas where Kirchenslavische failed: it featured 

comprehensive information on al1 of the extant witnesses, separate editions of both the 

medieval and the ükrainian MSS;'~ and a new examination of the translation's origin 

based on select passages (Ga 5, 6, 16, 17 and 18). Like de Santos, Rosén used J (Middle 

Bulgarian) as his base MS, but where J suffers fiom damage, he supplemented its 

readings with ,'C, a Serbian MS available to de Santos only through quotations by eariier 

scholars. Rosén's text is vastly different from that of de Santos, however, as Rosén did 

not see his task as to recover Sl's Greek Voriuge but to present an edition of the Slavonic 

material for its own rnerits. Nevertheless, his conciusions on Sl's origins did not differ 

widely from those of de Santos. The corpus of MSS, he wrote, goes back to a single 

translation of a Greek MS that also contained the Stones of Jesus Desrroys a Temple of 

Idols, and Jesus Heals a hfc1n's ~ ~ e . ~ ' '  Based on the literal style of translation, Rosén 

believed the text entered the SlaMc milieu sometime between 975 and about 1025, and 

306 G. Krastev, "The Place of Jesus' Childhood in Early Christian Tradition and the 
Apocryphal Literature of Medieval Bdgarïan (in Bdgarian), PaCaeobuIgarica 15.3 
(199 1):  9 1-10 1. For an Engiish summary see Rosén, The SIavonic TransIation, 25. 
" Rosén, The Simontc TrumIution, 48-77 (medieval MSS), 7û-97 (Ukrainian MSS). 
The ükrainian MSS were neglected by de Santos as he felt they were too recent 
""id, 45. 
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likely in ~ u l g a r i a . ~ ~  The only deficiency in Rosén's study is its lack of a translation into 

a Western language; Slavistics experts WU certainly benefit fiom Rosén's work, but 

scholm of early Christianity will be at considerable disadvantage. They also should be 

challenged by Rosén's outstanding knowledge of the Greek tradition. Where the 

contciiutocs to NT Apocrypha editions and collections avoided dealing with the growing 

body of unpublished MSS, Rosén utilized almost al1 of them and even noted an 

additional MS for the first time (Vienna, Osteneichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod theol. 

Gr 123; 13th c.; =T)."' 

The overview of scholarship now brings us to the scholar who succeeded at 

synthesizing the IGT evidence more than any of his peers: Sever Voicu, the preeminent 

voice in IGT scholarship. His first study of the text, "Notes" in 1991, affirmed van 

Rompay's argument for an early, shorter recension of the text. This recension is best 

represented, Voicu aryed, in Eth. As evidence he cited both Eth's unique placement of 

The ~Wraclrlous Harvesr (indicating, perhaps, that the episode is not original to the text) 

and Eth's Iess marvelous reading of Jeslls Stretches a Beam. "Notes'' also featured the 

first in-depth discussion of the eleventh-century Greek MS H (Saba 259), here assigned 

its own recension: Gs. Voicu's synoptic table of the evidence illustrated that Gs stands at 

an intemediary stage between the early versions and the later Greek MSS: it lacks Ga 17 

and 18 but contaiw Ga 1 and 10, though ch. 10 is placed between 16 and 19.~ " Voicu's 

theory of transmission was put to the test in his second work on the text: a French 

'" Ibid, 16466. 
'Io Rosén was aware but unable to obtain copies of L (Athos, Lavra @ 222) and R (Vat. 
Palar. Gr 364). 
31L Voicu, 'Wotes," 128-29. 
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translation of IGT for the 1997 collection Écrits apocryphes Unlike al1 

previous translators of the gospel, Voicu based his text on Eth and S' He promised at 

the time to provide full justification for his position in a forthcoming "critical synopsis" 

of the text. A year later, Voicu delivered on his promise with the article "Verso." in it he 

provided readings fiom al1 the pubtished MSS of the text as well as readings fiom Gs. 

Included also are a comprehensive discussion of the witnesses, a cornparison of the Latin 

versions clearly demonstrating the relationship between Lm and L V , ~ ' ~  and a 

consideration of the text's putative origins (by second-/third-century Syro-Palestinian 

Ebionites). "Verso" is undeniably the most through study of IGT to appear since Gero's 

seminal 1971 article. Yet, as useful a tool as "Verso" is, its treatment of the Greek 

evidence suffers From some cntical flaws. First, there is no discussion of the remaining 

unpublished Greek MSS except, that is, for the brief mention of an additional witness to 

Gb (Mount Sinai, M. Ag. Ekaterines, Cod- Sinaiticus Gr 532; 14-17th c.; =C) noted 

previously in the little-seen 1993 edition of Buiferin de 1 'AELAc;~'' Voicu even failed to 

note another IGT MS (Samos, Bibliothek Metropoieos, IMS Gr 54; 15th c.; =hl) discussed 

in the same article. The second flaw of "Verso" is its inadequate treatrnent of Ss. This 

important new MS is poorly represented in his synopsis, with sorne readings missing and 

some rnisrepresented. And third, the readings from the remainder of the Greek witnesses 

were taken fiom previously pubiished editions, a practice which is particdarly 

- 

Sever J. Voicu, "Histoire de l'Enfance de Jésus," in Écrits apocvphes chrétiens (eds. 
François Bovon and Pierre Geoltrain; Paris: Gallimard, 1997-), 1:191-96 (introduction), 
197-204 (text). 
'13 Voicu, "Verso," 45-53, 
31' C was mentioned in an overview of new Greek MSS of the NT Apocrypha by Paul 
Gehin ("Heuristique des manuscrits grecs," Bullelin de 1 'AELAC 3 [ lW 1: 14). 
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problematic for Gu as it results in the neglect of the recension's individual witnesses (P 

and O must be evaluated separately fiom B and D}. 

Despite Voicu's assertions about the value of Eth, scholars will always prefer to 

work on early Christian Greek texts in their original language. Those who contriiuted 

criticai editions of IGT after Voicu's firçt study on the text acknowledged the importance 

of the article's conclusions but nevertheless relied aimost solely on the Greek evidence. 

Regrettably, they also made M e  effort to integrate the important unpublished Greek 

MSS into their texts. The first of these editions was Gerhard Schneider's 1995 collection 

of infancy gospels.313 It begins well, with a detailed introduction offering a comptent 

overview of the many sources for IGT, including brief mentions of V, R, and H, but not Ir 

nor the new Arabic text. Schneider also reproduced the comparison tables of the 

wimesses from Voicu's "Notes" and agreed with Voicu's conclusions on the original 

form of the Yet, the Greek text included in the volume \vas based on 

Tischendorfs Gu, ignored Gc, and, for its non-Greek variants, refered only to Lt, Si, and 

SyrK Furthemore, none of these versions were used to provide the missing chapter six 

material. Schneider's edition teased readers with mentions of new MSS and Voicu's 

concIusions but failed to deliver a text that reflects these advances. Even Schneider's 

comrnentaty merely repeated the prevailing G m a n  opinions on the text3" The second 

of the new Greek editions was that of Ronald Hock in i997.'I8 Though aware of the work 

31' Schneider, Apokryphe Kindheitsevangelien, 3 4 4 7  (introduction), 148-71 (text). 
ibid, 42-47. 

3" Ibid, 38. Schneider believed, mostiy on the strength of the "Gospel of Thomas" 
testimonies, that the text was origiaaliy gnosîic and that much of its gnostic material was 
removed. 
3'8 Hock, The IMancy Gospels, 882103 (introduction), 10443 (text and translation). 
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of Voicu and of Notet's List of unpublished Greek MSS, Hwk too made no attempt at 

integrating this material into his edition. However, he did justify his actions: 

The intentions of this text are rnodest: not to claim to offer the earliest 
text-that, as we have seen, awaits a thorough collation of the published 
and unpublished Greek texts and of the version+but merely to present a 
text and apparatus that the reader can use, and therefore be more aware of 
the numerous variants that exist and hence very much aware of how 
insecure the text of any one passage might be.'19 

Hock delivered on that promise by offering a text based on Ga and with an apparatus 

featuring readings from Gb, Gc, Greek-SIav (de Santos' retroversion), and, on occasion, 

Lt and SyrFV. For chapter six, Hock switched his base text to Gc, producing a hybrid text 

which awkwardly cornbined two very distinct styles of writing. Nevertheless, Hock's 

edition was a distinct improvement over many previous editions, primarily because it 

offered a far more "user-fiiendly" text. His comrnentary represented also the zenith for 

IGT scholarship. He dismissed ties to Gos. Thom. and Gnosticism, favouring instead 

cornparisons to ancient biographical literature. Readers of ancient biographies, he noted, 

would not expect to see development in the subject's personality, for "character was 

assumed to have been fixed at birti~."~~* IGT's fully mature Sesus, therefore, is not a 

reflection of gnostic christology after all. Of particular interest in Hock's commentary is 

his cornparison of Zacchaeus' lament (Ga 7) with the literary fom $orroiia or "speech- 

in-character."'" IGT's use of this fom adds weight to previous daims for the text's 

literary sophistication. 

"' ibid, TOI. 
""id, 96. 
"' ibid, 94-95. 
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The editors of these two recent editions, and many other scholars before them, 

mourned the lack of a complete evaluation of the witnesses to IGT. But it seerns to be a 

taçk that few are willing to undertake. Until an edition is produced which cm surpass the 

esteem of Tischendorfs, his text will continue to hold sway. This situation is 

unfortunate, especiaily since his late, expanded, and mutilated form of the text is that 

most ofien reproduced in NT Apocrypha collections and introductory studies of 

noncanonicai maten'al,3*' and it continues to serve as the primary source for much of the 

minor pieces of scholarship on the t e ~ t . ' ~ ~  Srnall wonder, then, that so much of this work 

is misinformed. 

2.7 Assessment. 

The history of scholarship on IGT follows a rather uneven path. Early MS 

discoveries were greeted with excitement as scholars attempted to place the text within 

3'U See, for exarnple, the second edition of David R. Cartlidge and David L. Dungan's 
sourcebook (Documentsfor the Study ofthe Gospels [2d ed.; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
19941, 8690) which merely translates Tischendorf. Their translation was later used by 
Bart Ehrman in the collection of supplementary readings to his well-received NT 
ininduction textbook (The New Testament and Other Early Christian Writings: il 
Reader wew York: Oxford University Press, 19981, 127-30). Books such as these are 
ofien readers' first look at IGT; it is unfottunate that the text they see is well over a 
hundred years out of date. 
3" These include four recent apocryphal "lives" of Jesus by Belamino Bagatti and 
Florentine Garcia (La Vida de Jesh en los Apbcrifs del Nuevo Testarnento [Jerusalem: 
Fmciscan Pnnting Press, 1978],3644), J. K, Elliott (The Apocryphuf Jesus: Legends of 
the Early Church [Oxford University Press, 19961, 19-30), Alfied Lapple 
(,4uJlerbiblische Jesusgeschichten: Ein Pladoyer f i  die Apokryphen [Munich: Don 
Bosco Verlag, 1983],85-go), and R. Joseph Hofiann (The Secret Gospels: A Hamony 
ofApocryphuf Jesus Traditions [Amherst: Prometheus Books, 19961, 95-109), and a 
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the history of the Church's sûuggle with heresy. Unfominately, those early efforts 

quickly took a wrong tuni. Eager to connect the childbood taIes to narnes of heretical 

texts and heretical groups, scholars erroneously identifiai IGT as the "Gospel of 

Thomas" associated with gnostic Chnstianity. Al1 subsequent work on the childhood 

tales has k e n  affited by this fatal, yet understandable, error. The most significant 

outcome of the misidentification was the creation of the expurgation theory. Doubtiess 

the belief that une day a MS would be discovered containing a longer, more obviously 

gnostic version of the iext prevented the senous study of witnesses that did not conforrn 

to this expectation. Such important evidence as Svr, Lv, and Efh, today considered the 

prime witnesses to the original form of the text, were consistently overlooked as 

secondary, even abbreviated, sources. And while scholars waited for a MS that wvould 

never corne, the text itself-its structure, themes, literary affinities, and language-was 

left unexamined. Very early in the study oFIGT, scholarship miscanied. And it continues 

to suffer through a long, painhl recovery. 

Though seriously neglected, IGT still managed to find its way into several of the 

major trends in nineteenth-century scholarship. Like other Christian Iiterature, both 

canonicai and noncanonical, it \vas discussed in comection with literary borrowing 

between Christians and Buddhists or Chrisians and Hindus, and noted, but quickly 

dismissecl, as a source for constnicting biographies of the historicai Jesus. Ultimately, 

these discussions served onIy to emphasize, in scholars' mincis, how different IGT is 

from other Jesus text., how bizarre and distastefd are its stories, and how utterly aiien is 

particularly pooriy informed dictionary article by Everret Ferguson ("Gospel of ïhornas 
Ffancy]," EEC 2:478), 
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its portraya1 of Jesus. IGT thus became a prime target for those eager to heap insults 

against apocryphal literature or heretics genedly. 

The belief that IGT once contained guostic material also led to the automatic 

dismissal of rival theories of its origins. Scholars as early as Nicolas and Variot in the 

late nineteenth century noted possible connections with Jewish literature and 

personalities as well as  Jewish-Christianity. Variot even vaguely situated the text within a 

genre of literature: childhood tales which foreshadow the subject's later 

accomplishrnents, Unfortunately, the theory of gnostic composition had the ancient 

testimonies for its support; even Variot and Nicolas had to admit that gnostics tampered 

with the text. With so many voices affïrming the text's gnostic connections, it is liitle 

wonder that IGT was so often labeled derivative of the NT, Gentile in its origins, and 

heretical in its christology. 

With the discovery of Gos. Thom, IGT scholarship changed course. interest in the 

text quickly waned. If it could not be proven gnostic, then apparently it was not worthy of 

attention. Such reluctance to deal with the text in any great depth doubtless has 

contributed to the suMval of the expurgation theory and its byproducts. Nevenheless, a 

han& of scholars have struggled against the weight of the obsolete assessrnents of IGT 

to present contrary viewpoints which allow the MS evidence for the gospel speak for 

itself. The results have shown convincingIy that the gospel tvas not once a longer text; 

indeed, it has been expanded, not shortened, over the centuries. These scholars have re- 

evaluated aiso the possibility of Jewish influence on the text's composition, and begun to 

consider its place among ancient literature- Unfortunately, much of this work has made 

Iittle impact on generai discussions of the gospel and has yet to break the strangIehold of 
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Tischendofs rexlus receptw. Part of the problem rnay lie in the inaccessibility of some 

of the witnesse+Syriac, Ethopian, and Georgian. Few scholars in the discipiine cm 

boast of a command of any one of these languages, never mind al1 three. The 

complexities of the MS tradition have prevented scholars not only fiom attempting to 

reconstmct the niginal text but also fiom believing the tradition stable enough for a 

reconsûuction to be possible. And without a text, nothing substantial can be said about its 

contents. 

The imrnediate goals for the study of fGT must be to establish a firm text-critical 

foundation and from there to begin the process of determining its origins. The Greek 

branch of the tradition has much to offer in realizing these goals. Research on the Greek 

MSS of IGT has been stalled for some time. As early as 1890, scholars knew of at Ieast 

one Greek MS which inctudes materiat lacking in Tischendorfs witnesses. Yet no-one 

has made an effort to present it to scholan. Another witness, H, the earliest of the Greek 

MSS, t a s  first noted in scholarship in 1969, and later described in 1991 as an excellent 

witness to the short form of the text. It, too, has remained unpublished. The resistance to 

the study of the Greek tradition is baming, particulatly since the vast majority of scholars 

of the text believe Greek to be IGT's language of composition. A complete study of the 

Greek wimesses to [GT is essential for understanding not only the original form of the 

text but also for understanding iis later transmission history. And with a better text cornes 

the opportünity to better situate LGT in history. 

As for current attitudes toward the text's contents, the characterization of IGT as 

a heretical, gnostic gospel may be ciifficuit to correct. Its mots IikeIy M deeper than the 

simple misidentification of IGT as the "Gospel of Thomas." Perhaps there is sorne 
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validity to Variot's characterization of German Protestant scholars as eager to ascribe 

superhuman portrayais of Sesus to heretical groups, though Variot's own haste to 

attribute IGT's unsavoury portraya1 of Jesus to Manichean redaction is doubtless also 

infiuenced by his own faith. The real h d e  for changing perceptions of IGT, thetefore, 

may not be the endurance of the erroneous "Gospel of Thomas" connection at all, but the 

deeper presumptions that scholars bring to the study of this cballenging text. 



It should be apparent fiom d i n g  the preceding overview of scholarship that 

there is much confùsion among scholm regardiog the origins, form, and nature of IGT. 

For progress to be made in the study of this text, research mut, in essence, begin anew. 

Only by casting aside the presuppositions of the pst-the expurgation theory, and the 

text's association with the apostle Thomas andor the "Gospel of Thomas"--can IGT be 

set on a fum foundation for the future. The process begins with the establishment of a 

secure text with which to work. Tischendorfs edition, which serves as the basis of the 

vast majority ofeditions and translations of the gospel, is long out-of-date. Since his work 

nine additional Greek MSS have been discovered, several of which are far superior to the 

ones he used. Only one of these new MSS, Delatte's A, has been integrated into the study 

of the text. Clearly, a new edition cornbining the evidence €hm al1 pubiished and 

unpubiished MSS is sorely needed. The following three chapters help to fil1 that need, 

Chapter three features descriptions of ail the Greek MSS as well as the versions of the 

text in non-Greek languages. Chapter four presents two synopses of the evidence: the F i t  

features editions of the four distinct Greek recensions of the text, and the second 

comprises an English trandation of Gs-considered here the best evidence we have for 

the original text-noting signrficant variant readmgs fiom the other witnesses. The 

section concludes with chapter five, a discussion of the important issues surroundmg the 

composition of the text: its original form, date and place of origin, and its transmission 

history. 



CHAPTER 3 

Description of the Manuscripts 

3.1 The Greek MSS. 

3.1.1 Group S 

H Jerusalem, Bibliotheke tou Patriarcheiou, Cod Saba 259 (fols. 66r-72r). parch., 260 
x 2 12 mm, 3 17 fols., 1089190.' 

Catalogue: A. Papadopoulos-Kérameus, ' /~pmdupt rrd ~ t o d ? $ ~  iror ~ a r d o y o s  
r4v i u  raÎ5 &3A/o&jKar5 TOU i y m r ~ m v  ~ITOQTOAIKOÛ n KR; KCXBOAIKOÛ 
6pBodi$ov rarpap~mü Bpduou T&V 'f~pwoAipou r a q ~  riaAmm;q~ 
~ ' T ~ O K E I ~ C U O ~  i ~ h p r ~ & v  K O ~ ~ U  (3 VOIS; 1894; repr,, BnisseIs: Culture et Civilisation, 
1963). 1:384-88. 
Major study: C. N, Constantinides and R. Browning, Dared Greek Manzrscr@s Pom 
Cypms fo the Yenr 1570 (Dumbarîon Oaks Studies 30; Washington: Durnbarton Oaks 
Research Library and Collection, and Nicosia: Cypnis Research Centre, 1993), 63-68. 
Contents: Thomas Inrro + Ga 2-5, 6 (%th speech), 7-9. 11-16, IO, 19 (truncated). 

This well-preserved, dated MS is the earliest extant Greek manuscript evidence of 

IGT and the ody wiîness to the Gs recension. The gospel is found here amongst homiIies 

and hagiographical texts. Several scribal notes in the MS document its travels. One such 

note, a colophon found on the verso of the f i a1  page and wriaen in a sixteenth-century 

hand, reveals the date and location of its origin-namely, the village of Vavlas in 

~ ~ ~ n r s ?  'Rte MS is wrinen in a single hand, identified in the colophon as the monk 

Gerasirnos. Damage to the MS is minimaI: 19 foLos are missbg, the MS has hoIes on 

several pages before writing (68,69, and 70 of the IGT folios), and the outer çolumns of 

A microfilm of  this MS was supplied by the Library of Congtess. 
' See Papadopoulos-Kerameus, ' lépwoAvfit riG /31/3Aro@~kq, 1:385 and Constantinides 
and Browning, Dated Greek Mantlsm& 6 3 4 8 .  
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folios 72 and 144 are missing, resulting in the Ioss of several words in IGT's concluding 

d o x ~ l o ~ ~ . ~  In a note by a later band added to the f i  several folios (66v48r) of IGT, the 

text is identifie4 via Cy-ril of Jenisalem, as a heretical gospel valued by the Manicheans 

(see 2.1 A.2 above) and, like John Chcysostorn aud Epiphanius (see above 2.1.2.34), the 

writer discredits the text on the grounds that Iesus perfonned no miracles before his 

appearance at Cana (John 2:l-11): Though the writer of the marginal note had littie 

appreciation for the text, the eleventh-century copyist acknowledged its religious, and 

perhaps even contemplative, importance by adding a short invocation after the title: 

~iA6yqaov ~ E U & T ~  ("give your biessing, Lord"). 

The copyist of H appears to have had limited proficiency in Greek. Spelling 

mistakes abound in IGT. Most of these result fiom vowei confusion (inconsistent 

interchanges behveen w and O, ai and E, q and €1, i and q; substituting 01 for u), as well 

as other occasional emrs of assimilation and word confusion. The spelling errors likeiy 

resulted tlom the aura1 copying of the text (consider ~i yap o h  for ~o~yapoûv, 7 4 .  

The scribe was also unfarniliar with mles of accent. Fortunately, however, Gerasimos 

seems to have made few critical mistakes in his task. There are no observable incidences 

of homoeoteleuton or other evidence of lacunae in the tradition. However, on one 

occasion a word seems to have been omitted by the copyist (Gs 72)  and severaf readings 

unique to the MS remain difficuit to decipher (Gs 4:l; 51 ;  6:2,4; 15:l; 16:l). 

Though previously unpublished, ITs version of IGT has not gone unnoticed in 

scholarship. It was fmt mentioaed in 1969 by van Esbroeck as a witness that Tischendorf 

' See Constantinides and Browning, Dated Greek Manuscrr'ps, 67. 
The note is reproduced in ibid. 
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"ignorait."' Three years later it appared in Noret's List of IGT MSS. Noret's collation of 

H, though never published, was subsequently used by Voicu in his wotk on the text. 

Besides Voicu, &he only other scholar to have utilized the MS is Rosén, and even then 

only periphera~ly.6 Discussions of H by Geerard and $chneider7 were derived fiom 

Voicu' s work. 

3.1.2 Group A (BHG 779p) 

The A group of MSS comprises three subgroups: the family of a MSS, the more 

complete W MS, and three other MSS of widely different contents (VUP). The four 

nearly-identical a MSS feature the well-known 19-chapter tatm receptw of 

Tisctiendorf; oniy IWO of them, however, are directly connected to one another. The W 

MS, which accords well with the tenth-century Vorlage of SC, appears to represent the 

best witness CO the recension. Al1 of the Ga MSS, however, share several comptions: in 

Jesus' reaction to his accusers in Ga 9:2 (intact in SI; V ornits the section) and in the 

crowd's reaction to Jesus' teachings in Ga 15:2 (again, intact in SI; Y omir the section). 

They also share a ceading in 9:3,Iû-L 1 otherwise paralleled only in Gb, and, alone of the 

Greek witnesses, conclude the story of the Miradous Harvest with the indication of 

Jesus' age, reported in al1 other sources at the start of the following chapter. Though the 

three Ga subgroups ofien vary significantiy fiom one another, they do represent a family 

distinct fiom the Gb and Gc recensions, and a text cIoser in language to that of Gs. 

' Van Esbroeck, review of de Santos, Kirchec~sIavkche, 262. 
Rosén diçcussed fi in The Shonic TrmIation, 37 and he cIaimed to have obtained a 

copy of the MS, but the nature of bis study Ieaves no m m  for any extensive treatment of 
Gs. 



3.1 -2.1 IV Viema, Osteneichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. hist. Gr 91 (fols- 19%- 
204r), pap., 2201225 x 150 mm, 208 fols., 14lISth c . ~  

Catalogue: H. Hunger, Kutalog der griechischen Handschrflen der Osterreicbischen 
Nationalbibliothek (4 vols; Vienna: G. Prachner, 1961-1995), 1 :94-102. 
Contents: Thomas Inrro + Ga 2-5, 6 (including speech), 7-19. 

This undated, unpublished MS was previously listed by Noret and us& 

peripherally by Rosén. IGT is found hem among NT excerpts, homilies, sermons and 

other misceIlaneous texts, but may be more particulacly associated with a group of texts in 

the MS related to Sinai. n e  MS is important because it is the most complete form of the 

Ga text available and, given its close agreement with the tenth-century Slavonic 

translation, represents a text that is four to five centuries earlier than the MS itself. The 

MS is not without its problems, however; abbreviations are plentiful, vowei confiision 

common (a for O, rl for ci), but major errors few-the MS shares the Ga corruptions 

noted above, as well as a lacuna in Ga 16. This lacuna goes back at Ieast to IV's apograph, 

for the copyist fias signaled the error by placing an abbreviation for uqp~iwuov (notice) 

in the margin. A cornparison with Gs, Gc, and the other Ga MSS indicates severai places 

where W appem to contain secondary readings: a number of significant omissions (1 -7-9; 

kl.46;  3:3.6-7; 62.1 1/12; 6:2f.l5-18; 7:2.3-5); a few of Jesus' apophthegmatic sayings 

are shortened (24; 17:l); and some troublesome variant readings added (7:2.5/6; 

10:1.4/5; readiigs featucing the verb @lpi [7:2.1; 9:3.7-9; L4:2.I], a word otherwise 

unattested in the Ga recension). W is phcularly deficient in Ga 19, where it appears to 

stray h m  the common Gs, Ga, and Gc tradition more than the other Ga MSS. Like H, W 

' CANT, 37-39; Schneider, Apokryphe Kindheitsevungelrèn, 42-46. 
Photographs of the MS were furnished by the osterreichische Nationalbibliothek. 
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adds an invocation ( K ~ ~ I E  ~Ù)\oi.rlaou) after the title. The entire text has been crossed out 

in the MS, perhaps indicating a later mder's dislike for its contents. 

3.1.2.2 V Mount Athos, Cod. Vatopedi 3 7 (fols. 2 IV-28r), pap., 2O9/2 12 x 140/144 
mm, 272 foh., l4thMth. c? 

Catalogue: Sophronios Eustratiades and Arcadios, Catalugue of the Greek Manuscr@s in 
fhe Library of the ~Uonustery of Vatopedi on Mt. Athos (HTS 1 1; 1924; repr., New York: 
Kraus Reprint Co., 1969), 13-14." 
Contents: Thomas intro + Ga 2-5, 6 (wiîh speech), 7-26 

IGT is found here arnong texts by Chrysostom and Ephrem and an unpublished 

witness to a section of Pilate 's Letter to Tiberius (BHG 779xi). The majority of the MS 

hails from the Eirst half of the fourteenth century, with fols. 9-12 and 267-72 added in the 

last half of the sixteenth century to supplement sections of texts lost to damage. Several of 

ET'S pages have also suffered damage: fols. 23 and 24 (parts of Ga 5 and 6) contain 

large holes. V was first mentioned in scholarship on ET by Lipsius in the revised edition 

of his collection of Apocryphal ~ c t s . "  In his brief note Lipsius revealed that this MS 

contains a reading of Ga 6 longer than those of the published Greek witnesses. This 

statement has been repeated ofien," but the MS has not been pursued any further by 

Y A microfilm of the MS was h i s h e d  by the Patnkchal Institute of Pairistic Studies in 
Thessaloniki. 
' O  A new catalog of the Vatopedi MSS (1-100) is being ptepared by Erich Lambea who 

ciously provided notes on the MS. 
'Li psius, Die apokryphen ApsteIgeschichten, Erganningsband 24. Liidtke C'Die 
slavischen Texte," 493 n. 1) mentioned a shoa note on the MS made by V. I s h  in 
Zumal Ministershta narodmgo promescenija 305, lune 1896, p. 61. Efforts to obtain a 
copy of the article have met with no success, 
'' Haniack, Geschichte, I:L7; Conrady, "Das Thomasevangelium," 379; Meyer 
"Kindheitserddung des ~hornas'," 13 3; Bardenhewer, Geschichte, 1 :SX; Michel, 
"Évangile de Thomas," xxiv; Cullmann. " I n f i  ~ospels'," 338; Gero, "ïhe hfancy 
Gospel of Thomas," 49; Noret, Tour une édition"; Cullman, "Tnfancy ~os~els'," 439; 
Mirecki, "Thomas:' 541; Etliotî, The Apocryphui New Testament, 70; Schneider, 

I 

ApkrVphe Kindkeitsevongeliwn, 40. 



Western scholars. It has been used, however, in work on the Slavonic text by Jacimirskij, 

LUdtke, and Rosén. Jacirnirskij cornpared V with Tischendorfs Ga text and determined 

that the MS contains readings closer to those of ~ 1 . ' ~  Jacimirskij was essentially correct, 

V, along with WOP, contains readings superior to a; and even occasionally shares 

readings with Sl absent fiom or cormpt in W(3:1.4/5; 3:3.6/7; 6:2b.16). Often, however, 

V agrees with a against the other Ga MSS. Among V's most curious featwes is its 

inclusion of three additional words in the tetter specuiation section (6:4): é(Éprrov-ras 

(found also in Gs), Qporray& (perhaps related to Gs' Qporrayt~s) ,  and the othenvise 

unattested rrap~h'iop~vous. Like H and W, Y follows the title of the text with an 

invocation ( h r r 6 r a  ~irh6yrpov). 

The copyist of V appears to have made few errors in his task. Vowel confusion 

occurs occasionally (w for O, q for €1, ai for E), but there are no observable major 

copying erron. Either the copyist or a corrector has made cmde corrections of some 

vowel enon and has placed dots above most of the letter speculation section in ch. 6. The 

same penon may be responsible for crossing out the phrase $TE ~ a h b  E'I'TE TTOV~POV 

(Ga 5 2 ) .  Such sensitivity to the portraya1 of Jesus rnay also lie behind the erasing of 

 axa in 10:2 ("Tmly, [perhaps], God dwells in hùn"), and the omission of Joseph's 

punishment of Jesus in 5 2 .  Y kquently abbreviates within chapters and ends early 

following Ga 16 with a d o x o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  V's shortenhg of the text cannot be attributed wholly 

to distaste for the excised matecial, for none of the large omissions @art of lesus' speech 

l3 See the discussion in Liidtke, "Die slavischen Texte." Jacimirskij, and Lüdtke afier hirn, 
ertoneously named the MS Vatopedi 36. 
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in 6:2E18-27 and much of Zacchaeus' lament in ch. 7; the restoration of Jesus' accusers 

in 8:2; the flight of the animateci birds in 24; ksus as a "smaii cross" in 6:2a; and Jesus 

teaching the crowds in E2.8-17) portmy Jesus in a negative light. It appears that the 

editor simply wished to create a shorter text. 

3.1.2.3 P Paris, Bibliothèque nationale, Ancienfond grec 239 (fols. 1 18v-119v), pap., 
215 x 145 mm, 119 fols., 1422123.'~ 

Catalogue: François Hahn, Manuscripts grecs de Paris: Inventaire hagiographique 
(Subsidia hagiographica 44; Bnissels: Société des Bollandists, 1968), 8. 
Contents: Thomas lntro + Ga 2-5 6 (rseçrions) + Jems and the Dyer (mtncated). 

P holds the distinction of being the fmt published MS of IGT, though it and O 

have been seriously neglected since the discovery of the a MSS. Simon printed an 

excerpt fiom P in 1695. A few years later Cotelier pcovided the complete text. [GT was 

added in a different hand to the last few folios of the codex which otherwise features only 

one text: a cornmentary on Revelation by Andrew, Archbishop of Caesarea (fols. lr- 

118r). A blank page separates the two texts. The copyist has made the typical vowel 

substitutions (ai for E, q for EI, O for O), but no observable major errors of omission. The 

MS is hgmentary-it breaks off in the story of Jesus and the Dyer which foi~ows ch. 

G a n d  contains several unique variants: the 'tvithered" boy of Ga 3 is restored to health 

in an epilogue, and Ga 6 is drasticalIy shortened and codiated with Ga 15. Also 

noteworthy in this MS is the crossing out of the words uai TOC pqaAGa in the title. 

" Not, as Culimann ("Infancy ~os~Is',"439) says, Gu 14. Schneider (.4pokryphe 
Kindheitswangelium, 40 n- 134) claims the MS contains only chs. 1-4. V s  shortened text 
Led Halkin to (prematurely) assign Va separate designation fiom Ga: BHGn 779pc. 
IS A microfilm of the MS was fucnished by the Bibliothèque nationale de France. 
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3.1 .Z.4 O Vienna, t)sterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Phil. Gr 162 (144) (fols. l8Or- 
187v), pap., 2171220 x 1401145 mm, v + 180 fols., before 1455. 

Catalogue: Lambecius, Commentariorum, 7:27&73; Hunger, Katalog der griechischen 
Hanakchrpen, 1 :265. 
Contents: Thomas Intro + Ga 2 : I -  (remaining contents unknown). 

This dated manuscript (see fol. V") was brought to light by Lambeck in 1675. 

Soon afier, the IGT folios were removed from the MS and never ~etunied.'~ Al1 that 

remains of its contents are the excerpts reproduced by Lambeck and used in tum by Thilo 

and Tischendorf. It can be inferred 'om the size of the MS and the folio count of the text 

(roughly equal to bY) that the version of IGT found here belonged to the Ga recension. O 

is significant because it features readings which, along with other Ga MSS (WP), are 

doser to those of Cs than those of the a MSS. 

3.1.2.5 The Subgroup a 

Contents: Thomas lntro + Ga 2-5, 6 (minus 2a-fi, 7-1 9. 

The four closely-related a MSS share a common exemplar and therefore several 

errors and distinguishing characteristics: they lack much of ch. 6 (numbered 62a-f in the 

synopsis), and contain corrupt words (~a~apaaopai for K ~ T W  { U o ~ p a ~ ,  8:l; yuvia for 

~EI-rovia, 10:l) and corrupt sentences (material appears missing in 15:2 and 18:l; the 

cepetition of ~ a i  ~ K O ~ O V T ~ ,  19:2). Oniy on rare occasions does a seem to preserve a 

reading missing in the other Ga Greek MSS (most notably a& yap &i in 5:3, and the 

healing of James in 16:2.6). 
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3.1.2.5.1 B Bologna, Biblioteca universitaria Univ. 2702 (fols. 76v-87~). pap., 215 x 

153 mm, 230 fols., 15th c.17 

Catalogue: C. Samberger, Catalogi codicum graecorum qui in minoribus bibliotheci 
italicis ussemanw (2 vols.; Leipzig: Zentral Antiquariat, 1965-1968), l:4 12-18. 

Published and translated into Latin by Mingarelli in 1764, B was scholars' fint 

look at the "complete" text of IGT-Le., of the longer 19-chapter recension. Mingarelli 

stmggled with B's dificult readings, which include several truncated sentences (in 6:2, 

10:2, 15:2 and 15:3, al1 complete in D and M L ) ,  misspellings (most significantly o i ~ i v  

[From OVK qv?] for OUK Ë ~ I V  in 72; the b%poonerism" È T T E ~ ~ ~ ~ E T O  for È T T E ~ ~ ~ E T O  in 

18:I, and the perplexing letter speculation of chapter six. The copying errors, for their 

part, were corrected when Thilo collated B against its "twin" D. The MS is well- 

preserved and IGT is written in a clear, carefiil hand. 

3.1 L5.2 D Dresden, Sachsische Landesbibliothek, A 187 @art I, pp. 533-330), pap., 
200 x 150 mm, pp. L092,16th c.I8 

Catalogues: F. Schnon von Carolsfeld, Katalog der Handschrijfen der konigfichen 
offentfichen Bibliothek zu Dresden (4 vols.; Leipzig: Teubner, 1882-1 9Z), I :8O; B. 
Burgemeister and H. Deckert, Katalog der Handrchrifen der &-chsirchen 
Landesbibliothek a Dresden (4 vols.; Dresden: Sachsische Landesbibliothek, 1979), 
1 :80. 
Major study: Ernst von Dobschütz, "Eine Samrneihandschrift des 16. lahrhunderts: 
Dresden MS. A 187," ByzZ 15 (1906): 243-74. 

D was publiihed by Thilo in the fmt true cntical edition of the text. He used D to 

correct some enors and missing words in B but retained B as his base MS. A 187 features 

a large number of texts, the most notable of which for our purposes is Pro?. Jas. @art 2, 

l6 See Thilo, Codex Apocryphw, Ixxv; Tischendorf, Ei2, xliii. Hunger Listed the text as 
missing and there bas been no change in its status. 
I f  Photographs of this MS were supplied by the Bibiioteca universitaria, 
la A microfilm of this MS was fiirnished by the Sâchsische Landesbibliothek 
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p. 276-3304). a text which ofien appears in MSS alongside IGT.'~ The detailed smdy of 

the MS by von Dobschlltz traces its origin to around 1600 in a monastery in Ccete 

affiliated with St. Catherine's mooastery in   in ai." An editor, perhaps even Thilo 

hirnself, has added in the rnargin the chapter numbers established by Fabricius as well as 

bibliographical references to Lambeck and Cotelier. D differs fiom BLM most 

significantly in its rewording of a sentence Ui 154.68. 

3.1.2.5.3 M Samos, Bibliothek Metropleos, hdS Gr 54 (fols. 9v-21r), pap., 200 x 145 
mm, 203 fols., 15116th c." 

Catalogue: 1. E. Anastasiou, Kardoycw xeipoyp&#uv K U & ~ ~ V  r l ~ , Û .  M p p ~  
n d ~ m 5  Zapov. Z n t u m ~ ~ r ~ r i  fi~npt's OEOAO~IK& .ZKOA&, 'A~~UTOTEAEÎOV 

This unpublished MS, fist mentioned in scholarship by Paul ~éhin," adds very 

Iinle to our knowledge of the a subgroup. It contains numerous spelling mistakes, 

tnincated sentences (9:2, 132 and 19:4), and omissions resulting fiom homoeoteIeuton 

(noted in the apparatus at 62, 72 ,  and 14:2). At times, the MS is very dificult to read, 

due in part to holes in the paper (fol. 10 has numerous holes; fols. 11 and 12 have holes 

through several lines), and also to varying contrast in the photography of the microfilm. 

Mis closely related to L (see beIow). 

l9 See the discussion of Gc (particulariy MS T )  below and the descriptions ofthe Ps.-Mk 
and Syciac MSS. 
" The origin of the MS is discussed p. 250-52. 
" A microfilm of this MS was f i s h e d  by the Center of History and Palaeography of the 
Cultural Foundation of National Bank of Greece. 
" Géhin, "Heuristique des manuscrits grecs," 14. 
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3.1.2.5.4 L Mount Athos, M. Megistes Lauras, Cod. Lavra 8 222 (fols. 20r46r), pap., 
200 x 120 mm, 420 fols., 15th c . ~  

Catalogue: Sophronios Eustratiades and Spyridon, Catalogue of the Greek Man11scri;ots in 
the Library of the Laura on Mount Athos (HTS 12; 1925; cepr., New York: Kraus Reprint 
Co., 1969), 169-70. 

L is another unpublished MS known to both Noret and Rosén but not previously 

evaluated or uti~ized.'~ The MS is cleariy related to h c r i b a l  notes on fols. 260 and 396 

pinpoint its origin in Samos, and most of the texts in Mare found among those in L (the 

first t h e  listed in M even occur in the same order in L). The evidence suggests that Mis 

the exemplar of L-the two share the errors listed under M (except for that of 14:1), with 

L adding a few more (in 14:2 L omits words Uwrted later in the sentence, and there is a 

clear case of homoeoteleuton in 6:2 where an entire line fiom LW is skipped), and L 

reproduces exactly the abbreviations used by Mwhen Mshortens words to fit on a single 

line. Given its secondary relationship to M, L is of no assistance in reconstnicting the text 

and therefore is not represented in the apparatus. 

3.1.3 Group B (BHG 779pb) 

Contents: Thomas Intro i Ga 2-5, 6 (sections), 7-1 1, 13. 

Gb was discovered ou Tischendorf s fanious trip to St. Catherine's Monastery on 

Mount Sinai. The majocity of schoIars consider it an "abbreviation" of Ga, but Gb 

selectively abbreviates: the narrative-heavy sections cemain roughly the sarne size as their 

parallels in Ga, whereas the sayings and diaIogue episodes are drastically shortened. Gb's 

singIe version of Jesus and the Teacher has some curious agreements with the second 

" A microfilm of this MS was h i s h e d  by the PatrimhaI Institute of Patristic Studies in 
Thessaloniki. 
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teacher story in Gs and both the fmt and second stocies in the early versions (they al1 

have the teacher tell Jesus "Say, Alpha," an eIement not found in any of the teacher 

stories in Gac). Few scholars see much utility in his  version of the text, typically 

relegating it to the notes of their editions or translations. Tischendorf remains Gb's sole 

previous editor. 

3.1 -3.1 S Mount S inai, M. Ag. Ekaterines, Cod. Sinai Gr 453 (fols. lO9v-l13r), pap., 
250 x 150 mm, 120 fols., 1415th c . ~  

Catalogues: V. N. BeneSevic, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum graecorum qui in 
monasterio Sanctae Catharinae in Monte Sina asservantur (2 vols.; 1 9 1 1-1 9 1 7; repr., 
Hildesheim: Georg Olrns, t965), 1251; Victor Gardthausen, Catalogus codicum 
graeconim sinaiticonrm (Oxford: Clarendon Press, L886j, 1 10. 

S was published by Tischendorf fvst in an 1846 article and then more fonnally in 

u.?~ IGT is added here to a collection of writings on Saint Anthony. The MS is weI1- 

preserved and contains a few copying errors: a repeated line at the close of Gb 2 (with 

corrector's dots), a missing line fiom the letter speculation section of Gb 7, perhaps a 

misshg word ( ~ Q U C L ~ ~ E T E )  in Gb 6:3a, and a few words (now illegible) crossed out in Gb 

8:3. Some vowel confusion (q for EI, E for ai) occws on occasion. 

3.1.3.2 C Mount Sinai, M. A . Ekaterines, Cod. S h i  Gr 532 (fols. 39v42r), pap,, 210 
x 160 mm, 298 fob., 15/16th c? 

Catalogues: BeneSevic, Catalop codîwm mamrscriptorum graecorum, 1:425; 
Gardthausen, Catalogus codicum graecorum sinaitïcorum, 129-30. 

This second unpublished Gb MS was first mentioned by P. Géhin and ailer him by 

~oicu.'" IGT is found here among various lives of saints. Cs text is extremely ciose to S 

- 

" See Rosén, ïïie SZmonic Translation, 37. 
?5 A microfilm of this MS was furnished by the Library of Congress. 
?6 Tischendorf, "Rechenschaft," 51-53; idem, ut, 158-63. 
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but not close enough to suggest direct copying. Several enors found in S recur in C 4 : 3 a  

mentioned above, as well as occasional misspelled words (eg. fiaÛGou for ( j a~8ov .  

2:2)-but the copyist of C was more slavish in his task, adding M e r  incomctLy spelfed 

words. Vowel confusion is also more rampant, and abbreviations, particuiarly for 

personal pronouns, appear occasionally. The MS has been corrected in several places 

(6:3a.7 and 10; 6:3 b. 1; 9:3.1 l), likely by the copyist himself. C s  value lies in its 

inclusion of a line missing f?om the letter speculation section in S. 

3.1.4 Group C (BHG 77911)'~ 

Gc, the ancestor to the more well-known late Latin translation Lt, diverges frorn 

the previous recensions by its addition of several prologue chapters featuruig the young 

Jesus and his farnily in Egypt, by its attribution (in AR) to James, and by its distinctly 

different language and syntax. Several secticris of the text differ radically From their 

parailels in Gs and Ga: Gc shortens 2 5 ;  it lacks the transition in 2:3.1-3, the mention of 

word and deed in 4: 1, and the parents' cetrieval of their son's body in 42; and it adds a 

request to teach Jesus to bless in 3:3.9/10. Given that the readings of Ga more closely 

correspond to those of Cs, Cc must be considered a radical rewriting of Ga, a fact which 

renders it of Iittle utiIity in reconstructing the original text. 

3 .1.U A Athens, Ethnike Bibiiotheke, Cod. Ath. Gr 355 (fols. 6 lr-68v), pap., 230 x 

1 ?O mm., 180 fols., 15th cS3O 

" A microfilm of this MS was furnished by the Library of Congress. 
" Géhin, "Heuristique des manuscrits grecs," 14; Voicu, bcVerso," 25. 
?P VO~CU uses the designation Gd. 
30 A microfiim of the MS was furnished by Leonidas Ananiades. 
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Catalogue: François Hallciin, Catalogue des USS hagtographiques de la Bibliotheque 
nationale d'Athènes (Subsidia hagiographica 66; Brussels: Société des Bollandists, 1983), 
45. 
Contents: Egyptian Prologue + James Intro + Ga 2-5, 6 (including 2a--, 7-1 9. 

Delatte published the text fiorn A in 1927'' but it has had little impact on 

subsequent critical editions, despite the fact that it is the only previously published Greek 

MS containhg a version of the speech of ch. 6.32 Compacïsons with the other Gc MSS 

and Lt indicate that A contains several significant errors: the garbled Prologue v. 9, a 

section in Gc 14:1 added in the margin, and compt lines or words in Gc 3:1, 6:I, 6:2f, 

8:2, 15:3 and 192. Several words are misspelled due to confusion between u and 9, and 

due to vowel substitution (a and O, ai and E, q and €1, I and q). Some matecial with 

parallels in Ga andor Gs is absent in A but extant in both T and Lt (1 7:2.5/6; 15: 1.13-15; 

19:4.3/4), in T alone (151.7-9; 19:5.2/3 and 5), or in Lt alone (52.1-5; T3.12; 7:1.5). 

There are two occasions, however, where A is superior to T and Lt (they lack 14:3.6/7 and 

15:4.&8, both of which have parallels in Gs and Ga). Most significantly, the nurnerous 

readings in T which are closer in language and syntax to Ga than those in A indicate that 

the transformation fiom Ga to Gc may have been gradual. 

3.1.4.2 R Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Palatinus Gr 364 (fols. 163r-164v), 
pap., 2 10 x 145 mm. 354 fols., 15th c ? ~  

Catalogue: H. Stevenson, Codices manuscr@ti palntini graeci Bibliorhecae Vaticanae 
(Roma: Ex Typ. Vaticano, 1885), 222-28. 
Contents: Jumes incbit + Egyptian Prologue -t James Intro + Ga 2:1-4 (truncated). 

This unpublished hgmentary MS is valuable for where it clarifies several 

sections of the Egyptian Prologue compt or abbreviated in A-specifically, the teacher's 

" Delatte, "Évangile de L'enfance de Jacques." 
'' Hock's The i n f i  Gospels is a notable exception. This edition follows Ga primarily 
but uses Gc for ch. 6, thereby creating a hybrid text. 
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command to bcing Jesus to hm and his subsequent pulling of Jesus' ear (v. 6), and 

several enors in v. 9. Despite the differences between R and A, the two MSS rnust be 

closely related to one another as they share the compt spelhg of T~fi~p~aGos (Prologue 

v. 8) and the corruption hi&a@a E ~ S  i < a ~ a  for bidgau~v 6 8 a ~ o ç  (2:1), and they 

both omit xapiv (Prologue v. 9). R is a poor witness to Gc, however; it contains a number 

of spelling errors, some due to vowel confusion (w for O, EI for t, q for €1, ai for E, v for 

q), and the omission, likeiy due to homoeoteleuton, of several lines in 2 3 .  The MS cuts 

off mid-page in 24 .  R f i t  entered IGT scholarship in van Esbroeck's 1969 review of de 

Santos' Kirchenslavische. His note about R's existence and its comection to Delatte's 

MS have been repeated oflen but never pursued?4 

3.1.4.3 T Viema, &terreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. theol. Gr 123 (fols. 191r- 
193v), pap., 265/278 19512 10 mm, 209 fols., 13th c. (second 

Catalogue: Hunger, Kutdog der griechischen Handschri;fen, 1 :74-8 1. 
Contents: Ga 10:2, 1 1-1 9 (truncated). 

This codex is extcernely damaged, with pages missing, rnixed up, and 

waterdamaged. IGT itself appears to have once been complete in the MS but is now 

reduced to a few pages. The MS also includes Prot. Jas. (154r-159r) as well as te* by 

Chrysostom and Ephrem. If Hunger's dating is correct, tbis is the second earliest MS of 

IGT and the earliest witness to Gc. As noted above, T s  readings oflen approach those of 

Ga and, given T s  occasional agreements with Lt over A, the MS represents a better 

33 A microfilm of the MS was futnished by the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. 
The MS was mentioned subsequently by de Santos himself (Die handschrr3fiiche 

Ûber!ieferung, 50 n. 2), Noret ("Pour une édition"), Voicu (Wotes," 129, Cullmann 
("Infancy ~os~els~, ' '  440), Schneider (Apokryphe Kindheitsevangelium, 40), and was 
listed, but not used, by Rosén (The Slavonic Transiation, 37). 
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I witness to Cc than Delatte's MS. Neveaheless, T is dso replete with spelling enors and 

typical vowel confision (O for w, q for €1 and 1, 1 for a, u for q). The MS has not been 

published previously, but Rosén, the first iGT scholar to note the MS as a witness to the 

text, used it peripherally?6 

3.2 The Versions. 

3.2-1 Latin (BHL 5334-37,5338-39,535042, etc.) 

There are three distinct Latin witnesses to IGT: a hgmentary fifi-century 

palimpsest (Lv), the so-calledpars altera of PL-M.  (Lm), and a late version related to Gc 

(Lr; BHL 1151n). The first of these, Lw (Viema, Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 

Vindobonensis 563);' contains fragments of Ga 2,5,7-9, 14, and 19.3~ It was discovered 

by Tischendorf and k t  published in 1 8 5 p 9  Over a centucy later, Philippart contnbuted 

a detailed study of the palimpsest, dding some newly-deciphered readings and revealing 

that the version of IGT in the MS actually derives fiom three separate copies of the text:' 

Lv is therefore a composite text. It is aIso the earliest witness we have of EGT. In the 

3s Photographs of the MS were furnished by the C)sterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 
36 Rosén, The Slavonic Translation, 37. 
37 The MS comprises four codices, the last (fols. 122-177) containing the palimpsest 
material. This section measures 200 x 150 mm and dates fiom the eighth century, perhaps 
originating in nonhem Italy (Phüippart, 'Tragments palimpsestes latins," 41 1). 
l8 On the date of the MS see E. A. Lowe, Codices latini antiquiores: A Paleographical 
Guide to Latin Manwcripts Prior to the Ninth Century (1 1 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1934-1966), 10:14. For other dates assigned to the MS see Philippart, "Fragments 

1 

palimpsestes Iatins," 39 1 n. 3. 
j9 TischendorC, De evangeliorum apocryphorrcm, 214-1 5. 

I See Philippart, "Fragments palimpsestes latins," 403. The text is divided into: book 
l=fols. 176 (Ga 2) & 171 (Ga 3, book 2=fols. 135 (Ga 7) & 132 (Ga 8-9), book 3=fois. 

I 142 (Ga 14) & 141 (Ga 19). 
I 
I 
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discussion of Lv fiom EA,'" Tischendorf attempted to demonstrate Lu's affiity to the 

Greek text. He concluded that the palimpsest represents an earlier stage in the 

transmission history of Lt. It never occurred to him that the two might represent different 

translations; but that seems to be precisely the case. 

The second Latin witness, Lm, represents the sanie text as Lu but in a much- 

interpolated fonn. It can be found appendad to nurnerous late MSS of Px-Mt. (chs. 2 6  

a), a seventh-cenhiry Latin infancy gospel which combines a translation of Prot.  as.^^ 

with a text featuring several miracles perfomed by the infant Jesus on his journey to 

Egypt. The earliest MS of Ps.-~bit. containing the [GT material, dubbed the pars altera by 

Tischendorf, dates fiom the eleventh century (Paris, Bibl. nat., lat. 1772)- Until the mid- 

twentieth century, the pars altera was considercd by many to be an original part of the 

texc4' but studies of the Ps.-Mt- MS tradition by Canal and Gijsel proved o t h e r ~ i s e . ~  

Gijsel's recent edition, therefore, omits the IGT material. Tischendorf's edition remains 

the only published version of Ps.-LW. in its Ionger fonn; this is especially unfortunate 

given that his text was based on poor, late witnesses'"-narneiy: Vat. lot. 4578 

(=Tischendorf A; Gijsel ~'a2); Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Gaddi 208 

" Tischendorf, EA2, xliv-xlvi. 
'' Rita Beyers ("Introduction généraIe aux deux testes édites," in Libri de Navitate 
Martae, Vol. 1, Pseudo-Matrhaei Evangelium Texiris et Commentarius [ed. Jan Gijsel; 2 
vols.; Corpus Christianonun Series Apocryphonim 9; T d o u t :  BrepoIs, 1991, 13) dates 
the text to the first quarter of the seventh century. 

Tischendorf's edition of the text cemeated the longer fonn of Ps.-Mt. in subsequent 
scholarship, but Thilo (Codex Apocryphus, ck-cxii) and Lipsius ("Gospels Apocryphal," 
7024) long ago believed that the IGT material was a later addition. 
" J. M. Canal, "Antiguas versiones latinas del Protevangelio de Santiago," Ephemerides 
mariologicae 18 (1968): 43 1-73; Jan Gijsel, Libri de Navitate Mariae, Vol. 1, Pseudo- 
Matthaei Evangelium Tatus et Commentarius (Corpus Christianorum Series 
Apocryphonim 9; Brepols: Turnhout, 1997)- 
I5 This assessrnent of Tischendorf's MSS was made by Beyes, "lntroduction," 38-39. 



(=Tischendorf B; Gijsel ~ 'b2) ;  Paris, Bibl. nat., lot. 5559 A (=Tischendorf C; Gijsel 

~ ' c l ) ;  and Paris, Bibl. nat., lai. 1652 (=Thchend& D; Gijsel P b ) ?  

While Gijsel's editian neglects Lm, it does discuss witnesses to the longer version 

favoured by Tischendorf, and includes a description of the process by which the IGT 

material became a part of the texteJ7 Gijsel divided the 185 Ps.-Mt. MSS used in his study 

into five groups: A (which rarely includes IGT), P (without IGT), Q (with IGT and dating 

£iom the twelfi century), R (originating Eom the Q branch), and J (a mixture of PL-Mt. 

[inchding IGV, Prot. Jas,, and other traditions). Whece [GT appears in the A branch, it 

is found in chronological sequence along with Ps.-Mt-, Assum. Yir., and Gos. Nic. tn two 

notable A MSS-Paris, Bibl. nat., fat. 1772 (1 1th c.; Gijsel ~ " a 2 )  and Dijon, Bibl. Mun., 

38 00) (13th c.; Gijsel ~'~l)-the IGT material appears separate fiom PL-Mt. and with a 

new title. By the tirne of the Q MSS, the combination of PS.-IW. and IGT is the nom and 

the two texts are joined as one. The bmch  ~~b (six MSS) is particularly curious, for it 

contains an epilogue attributhg the text to "Thomas Ismaelita" (cf Lt praefatio).4s Given 

that the Thomas attribution is othenvise unattested outside of the Greek tradition (which 

inchdes Si and Li), the branch's autharship presumably originated fiom contact with Lt. 

Voicu's recent demonstration of the relationship behveen the PL-ibii. pars altera 

(Lm) and the hgmentary Old Latin translation ( L V ~ '  should lead to renewed study of 

* The D MS was used also in Tischendocfs apparatus to Lt. It is a mixed text of Px-LM 
(chs. 1-24), Li (chs. 25-40,42,48), Tischendorfs Ps.-Mt. MS A (chs. 4347,  and ch. 41 
h m  a third recension. See the description in Lipsius, "Gospels Apocryphal," 704. 
" On the latter topic see Gusel, Libride Nmitate Mimae, 94-96. 
" ~ischendorf ( f i2 ,  xiiv) was aware of one of these MSS-ûxford, Merton CoIIege 1 13 
(14115th c.). Knowing only the contents of the epilogue, he suspected it might be another 
witness to Lr. 
'9 Voicu, "Verso," 29-34. Philippart C'Fragments palimpsestes latins," 407) had 
previously revealed that Lv was a Latin translation distinct fiom Lt. 
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these MSS. The two A MSS noted above (Paris, Bibl. nat., lut. 1772 and Dijon, Bibl. 

Mun., 38 [2On may even provide a version of the Latin text that is closer to Lv than 

Tischendorfs MSS. In the meantirne, we must rely on Tischendorfs edition. 

Witnesses to the Old Latin tradition are extant also in several translations of the 

text into European languages. Much of this material-in ~erman," ~ a n i s h ~ '  

~roven~al,s' and Old ~n~lish"-is derived from Ps.-Mt., but an Irish MS (Dublin, 

National Library of Ireland, MS G 50 [pp. 1 18-20], 17th c.; =IrS4) features a translation of 

the infancy stories made directly from the Old Latin IGT. The MS, a paraphrase into 

Gaelic vene containhg Ga 2-9 and 1 1-1 3, was f i t  published in a preliminary edition by 

James Carney in 1958.j5 A definitive edition followed in 1964,'~ and a new edition by 

Maire Herbert is forthcoming." Camey dated the translation into Irish to amund 700 

c.E.,~~ thereby making it one of the earliest witnesses to IGT. Ir's correspondences to 

See A c h h  Masser, Bibel, Apokryphen und Legenden: Geburt und Kindheit Jesu in der 
religids'en Epik des deutschen Mittelaters (Berlin: Erich Schmidt, 1969), 284-304; and 
Hans Fromm and Klaus Gmbmüller, Konrad von Fussesbrunnen. Die Kindheit Jesu, 
Kritische Atisgabe (Berlin: De Gniyter, 1973). 
" See Tue Gad, Legenden i dansk middelalder (Copenhagen: Dansk Videnskabs, 1961), 
248-52. 
" See R Reinsch, Die Pseudo-Evangelien von Jesu und MariaS Kindheit in der 
romanischen und germanischen Literatur (Halle, 1879), 96-100. 
" Ibid, 124-35. For a survey of some of the various medieval legends see Ange10 
Solomon Rappoport, Mediaeval Legends of Christ (London: lvor Nicholson & Watson 
Ltd, 1934). 
" For the MS details see Nessa Ni Shéaghdha, Catalogue of the Irish Manuscripts in the 
National Library of Ireland Fasciculus 2: MS GlS-G6!J (Dublin: Dublin Institute for 
Advanced Studies, 196 I), 66-68. 
55 Carney, "Two Old Irish Poems." 
56 Carney, The Poems of Blathmac, 8S105. 

In Apocrypha Hiberniae, Vol. 1, Evangelia infantiae (eds. Irish Biblical Association 
and Martin McNamara; Corpus Christianorum Series Apocryphonim; Turnhout: Brepols, 
forthcoming). 

Carney, The Poems of Blathmac, xviii. 
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other witnesses of the shorter recension, to which it cornes fat closer than the much- 

interpolated Lm, render it an important witness to the Old Latin t~adition.'~ 

The Old Latin witnesses must be clearly disthguished fiom Lt, the longer Latin 

translation of IGT. This version was published, again, by Tischendorf fiom a single 

unnamed MS. Siegmund identified it as Vat. Reginue Sueciae 648 (lZ13th c.),~' but an 

earlier note by Tischendorf makes it clear that the MS was actually Vat. lut. 4578 fols. 

3 7 4 4 r ;  14th c.).~' The Latin version was notable at the tirne because it was the fmt 

wimess discovered which includes the Egyptian Prologue. It also features sections of the 

material absent in Ga 6, but lacks two large sections toward the end of the text (Ga 172- 

18: 1; 19: 1-3). 

Like Lm, Lr h a  a large untapped MS tradition. One MS in particular, Berne 

Burgerbibliothek 271 (fols. 41r44r; 14th c.), was actually printed in hl1 in Sinner's 1760 

catalogue of the 1ibrary6'-a century befire Tischendorf; yet it seems to have escaped die 

s9 VO~CU did not agree with this assessment. Ir was mentioued in his work as a witness to 
the 01d Latin text ("Notes," 123; "Verso," 27-28), but his confidence in its readings was 
not sufficient enough to include them in his critical synopsis. 

See Siegmund, Die Uberfieferung, 36. The identification has been repeated often, most 
notably by van Esbroeck (review of de Santos, Kirchensluvische, 26 l), and afier him by 
Gero ("The Infancy Gospel of Thomas," 50). It is due to Gero's study that other scholars 
have continued the erroneous desigaation. Siegmund also revealed at the time a 
"suspicion" that Lt  was the source of Gc, rather than the reverse (36, n. 3). 
b' Having just dîscussed a new Vatican MS of Ps.-Mt, (Vat. lar. 4578)- Tischendorf turns 
to his discovery of the Latin IGT "in eodem codice Vaticane" (De evangeiiorum 
apocryphomm, 2 1 3). 
" Sinner, Catalogus Cadicum MSS Bibliorhecae Bernensis, 1~245-58. Lr is found here 
without the Egyptian Prologue. However, accordiag to Gijsel (Libri de Navitde Mariae, 
167), the Prologue is featured just before the pars aitera in a version of PL-Mt- earlier in 
the same MS. The text is then followed by a "variante chamtéristique après fn ciuitarem 
Nazareth." 
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knowledge of subsequent scholars. In addition, several of Gijsel's Px-Mt. MSS contain 

ail or part of ~ t :  63 

Cambridge, Corpus Christi ColIege, 288 (fols. 78v-82r), 1243th c. 
(=Gijsel  a al; see also Izydorcyk, Mamcripts, 3 1-2). 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawl imn D 1236 (fols. 27v-42v), 14th c. 
(=Gijsel ~ ' e 4 ;  see also Izydorcyk, Mamcscripts,l24). 
Paris, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviéve, 3014 (fols. 23r-35v), 13-1 4th c. 
(=Gijsei A3b9). 
London, British Library, Harley 3199 (fols. 9%-109v), 11-14th c. 
(=Gijsel Q3a5). Here PK-Mt. ends with the heading of Lt 1 (The Egyptian 
Prologue). 
Madrid, Biblioteca nacional, 9783 (F 152, Ee 103) (fols. 1 1 5v-119v) 13- 
15th c. (Xijsel ~ 'a6 ) .  Gijsel says Lt "de 1, 1, 5 à In" is found between 
Ps.-Mt. and the pars altera. 
London, British Library, Royal 6 E III (€OIS. 9r-15v), 15th c. (=Gijsel 
Q3b2). This MS contains the same variant as Q3bl (see above) but 
includes the entire text of Lt. 
Oxford, Corpus Christi College, E 223 (fols. 57r-72r), 14115th c, (=Gijsel 
Q4b3). Lr 1-9 follows the pars aitera. 
Gijsel's 14 R farnily MSS include the Egyptian Prologue between Ps.-M. 
22 and 23; Tischendocfs B MS (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea 
Lauremiana, Gaddi 208) is one of these. 

An additional three MSS of Lt are listsd in tzydorczyk's study of Gos. ~Vic. MSS: 

Paris, Bib. nat., iMS Lat 6041A (Manuscripts, 143). 
Austria, Nat. Bib., 563 (Manicscrrjlts, 192-3). 
Praha, Czech Republic, IMSXIY.E. IO (Manuscr@s, 161). 

Also worth noting, in connection with the study of infancy material in general, are several 

of Gijsel's MSS that contain individual episodes relating to Jesus' childhood. These are: 

Oxford, Bodleian Libmyp Rawlinson D 123 (fols. 42v+r), 14th c. 
(=Gijsel A1e4). The MS contains "une série de Miramla de l'enfant Jésus, 
du même genre que le Pseuào-Thomas." 

- ~ ~ - ~ -  

a The presence of L t  in Gijsel's MSS is uncertain at times as he refers to the text by 
several different names. The hii information can only be obtained fiom a complete study 
of the tradition. Some of the MSS that folIow are also listed in Zbigniew lzydorczyk, 
Marmscripts of the Evangelium Nicodemi: A Cemus (Subsidia mediaevalia 2 1; Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Medievat Studies, 1993)- 
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Griefswald, Bibliothek des geistlic hen Ministeriums X7XV.E. 107 (fol. 
109), between 1409 and 1413 (=Gusel Q1a13). The MS contains two 
unedited miracles behveen P.S.-iMt. and the pars altera. 
Vatican, Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, Vat. lut. 6300 (fols. 127v-13 1 r), 
15th and 17th c. (e i j se l  da7). PL-Mt. is foiiowed by "une série de 
Miracula pueri lesu," then Lt 1, the pars altera, additional Miracula (the 
Fust found also in Q1a13) and ends with an attribution to Thomas. 
Oxford, Corpus Christi CoUege, E 223, 1445th c. (GijseI QJb3). "Des 
miracles of Jésus" follow Lt 9, miracles that are also found in the body of 
four other Ps.-Mt. MSS: Oxford Bodleian Libmy, e Mtcsaeo 177 (Q4bl); 
Oxford, Merton College, 1 13 (QJbî); Paris, Bib. nat., lut. 11867 (Q4b5; 
= ~ i s c  hendorf B ) ; ~  Manchester, John Ry lands Libmy, lut. 3 72 (~ 'a6) .  
Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Lauenziana, Santa Croce 15 destra 12 (fols. 
4v-jv), 13th c. (=Gijsel Q6a1). Five unedited miracles are added in the 
margin. 
Trèves, Stadtbibliothek, 585/1585 (fols. 40r-42v), 1411 5th c. (=Gijsel 
~51). Contains some "miracula de natiuitate Christi." 

Neither Gijsel not Izydorczyk set out specifîcally to discuss Lr MSS. There may be still 

more to add to the list, including better witnesses to the text than Tischendorfs h t .  lat. 

4578. A cornpiete assessment of the Lt MSS does little to enhance our understanding of 

the original text of IGT but it would be valuable for increasing our knowledge of Gc. 

3.2.2 Slavonic 

The study of the Slavonic version of IGT began in the late nineteenth century, first 

by Russian and Serbian scholars, and more cecently by Western scholars. The text is 

known in 16 MSS fiom the fourteenth to the nineteenth century. Six belong to an older 

medieval tradition in Middle Bulgarian, Serbian, Croatian, and Russian, while the 

remaining ten are eighteenth- to nineteenth-century Ukrainian MSS. The Slavonic text 

This MS features the well-attested Sunbeam episode (after Ga 5; see Tischendorf, EX2, 
106) found aIso in Eth, some Slavonic MSS, and some European translations (see Gero, 
"The hfancy Gospel of Thomas," 57). Bib. nat., lut. 11867 bears the title Liber de 
lnfatia Salvatoris, a title also used sometimes of M. R. James' Latin Infancy Gospel. For 
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gained prominence in de Santos' Kirchenslavische. This study of the tradition features a 

German translation based on the fourteenth-century Middle Bulgarian MS J (St. 

Petersburg, Library of the Russian Academy of Sciences, A. I. Jacimirskij Cod. No. 15 

[fols, 177r-183v.1, 1337-55). In addition, de Santos combined readings fiom J with 

variants 6om Gc, P, O and several of the published versions (Lt, Lv, Geo, and SyrW) to 

constmct a Greek retroversion of the Slavonic source. He dated the entry of this text into 

the Slavonic milieu to an Old Bulgarian translation of the tenth or eleventh century. De 

Santos was heavily criticized for his work, in part for shoncornings in his skiils with the 

languages but particulariy for believing a retrotranslation was even possible. In 1997, 

Thomas Rosén presented a new critical edition of the Slavonic MSS, again based on J ,  

but without trying to recover the Greek Vorlage. Now purged of the non-Slavonic variant 

readings introduced by de Santos, SI stands revealed as a translation of Ga, and one that is 

particularly close to the Greek MS W. However, there are several variants and comptions 

worthy of note: the Greek Voriage of SI included the story of Jestu and the Temple of 

Idois (found also in PL-M. 23, and Arab. Gos. Inf. 10) and a tale of Jesus healing a 

man's eyes (found also in Arab. Gos. Inf 28);65 in the attribution, Thomas is referred to 

as "the chosen one"; the curse on Annas' son includes the insult "Sodomite" (Ga 3:2) 

found othewise only in Gc; several sections of chapter six feature odd or compt 

readings (Ga 6:2e; 2f; in 6:4 the letter speculation is combined with a heavenly ascent); in 

a few places the text is garbled due to translation error (the final sentence in Ga 1 ;  12:2); 

excerpts from Bib. nat., iat. 11867 see Bonnacorsi, Vangeli apocrif?, 226-31; Reinsch, 
Die Pseudo-Evangelien, û-12. 
65 Rosén, The Simonic Translation, 45, 
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and there are several significant omissions (much of Ga 7, and parts of 15:1,4). In one 

verse, however, SI done appears to preserve a reading Lost in the Ga MSS (Ga 152). 

The value of SI Iies in the antiquity of its text-form. If both Rosén and de Santos 

are correct in dating Sl's ongin to the tenth cenniry,' then the 19shapter text was extant 

at les t  three to four centuries before the earliest known Ga MS, and even earlier than H. 

Rosen's text has been employed in the present study through an English mslation 

provided by T. Allan Smith of the Toronto School of Theology. 

3.2.3 Syriac 

The Syriac text is extant in four published or partialIy published MSS of varyhg 

contents. The first, London, British Library, Add Nd84 (fols. 1%-16r) of the sixth 

century (=syrW),6' was published by Wright in 1865. Cornparison with the early venions 

and subsequentty-published Syriac MSS has shown that SyrW lacks sections of several 

chapters (Ga 6:2d, 6:3-7:3, 8 2 ,  and 15:34). Some of the missing material was suppiied 

by Peeters in his partial publication of Vat. syr. 159 (fols. 23 IV-239v; dated 162Y1623; 

= s ~ ~ P ) ~ ~  which features a version of Arab. Gos. Inf with IGT appended in Syriac. Peeten 

described the MS as supenor to SyrW because it includes much of the material Iacking in 

66 Ibid, 165-66. 
67 Wright, Contributions, 11-16 (text), 6-1 I (translation). See aiso Wright's catalog entry 
in Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts in the Brithh Musetcm Acquired Since the Year 1838 
(London: British Museum, 1870), 9û-99. Bars  and Heldennann ("Neue Materielen," 
194) designated the MS as 141 8 1 and, based on the recovery of new pages, renumbered 
the folios 14v-18v. 
a Peeters, "Introduction," 3û4-308. C M  erroneously lists ihe MS as Paris, Bib. nat., 
Syr 159. For the caîaIogue entry see S. E. Assemani, Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vaticarme 
Codicum Manuscriptonun catalogur, Vol. 3, Reliquos Codices Chuldaicos site Syriacos 
(3 vois.; Paris: Maisonneuve, 1926), 307-319. 
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the firçt MS, including Ga 15:33P9 Unfortunately, Peeters published only chapters 5-8, 

and only in French translation. The fil1 extent of the MS c m  be determined only by a 

complete collation. A third MS, Gottingen, Universitatsbibliothek, Syr. 10 (fols. 1 v4v)  

of the fifi or sixth century (s~~G)?  was fmt noted by Duensing in 191 1 ." It was then 

used by Meyer for his 1924 Geman translation of IGT." A full collation of the MS was 

not published until 1993. The collation, by Baars and ~e lde rmann ,~  indicates that the MS 

improves on SyrW in several places (Ga 6:2e, 8:2) but it suffers from some omissions of 

its own (Ga 4:2, 5:2-3; 6:1, 2c, 3 3 ;  rnost of 7; al1 of 14 and 15; and parts of 19).~' A 

fourth MS, Urmia 13 (dated to 1863), listed by Baumstark is apparently now 10st.'~ 

Additional witnesses to the Syriac text may be extant in MSS of the Vision ofTheophilus 

(CANT 56). ~ i n ~ a u a ~ '  listed several MSS of this text. a complex of biographical matecial 

which includes Prot Jas.. Assum. Er., and something titled "Of the youth and growth of 

'' See Peeters, "Introduction," xiii-xv. 
Listed in W. Meyer, Die Handschrïjlen in Gottingen, Vol. 3, Universitüts-Bibliorhek. 

Nachlüsse von Gelehrten, Orientalische Handschrijen (Berlin, 1894), 463469. Baars 
and Heldermann ("Neue Materielen," 193) ascnbe to it a seventh-century date. 
" Duensing, "Mitteilmgen 58." 
" Meyer, "Kindheitsenahlung des   ho mas^." Meyer used only a portion of SyrG collated 
for him by A. Rahlfs. Baars and Heldermann ("Neue Materielen," 193 n. 10) c l a h  that 
Meyer never used the MS; however, a cornparison of Meyer's 1904 and 1924 translations 
of the text indicates otherwise. 
73 Barn and Heldermann, 'Weue Matenelen," 194-97. 
" in "Verso," Voicu used a collation of SyrG prepared for him by Frédéric Riiliet. 
According to his information, S '  does contain Ga 14 and 15. When asked about the 
discrepancy, Voicu said tbat he was no longer in contact with RiIliet and that the matter 
could only be settied by Iooking at the MS itself, 
'' Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatw, 670 and afler him by van Esbroeck, 
review of de Santos, Kirchenslmische, 262. On its current status see Baars and 
Heldemann, 'Weue Materielen," 194 n. 17. 

A. Mimgana, "Woodbrook Studies 5: Vision of Theophiiw,'' BJRL 13 (1929): 384-85. 
Set also the discussion in Gero, "Apocryphal Gospels," 3983-84. 
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our Lord lesus  ess si ah.'" Unfortunately, nothing more is known about the latter text. 

Mingana chose to publish only the Vision section of the collection because the other 

sections, he wrote, had already k e n  published. A final Syriac witness is found 

incorporated in the Lfe of Mary (BHO 612) published by Budge fiom a thirteenth- 

lfourteenth-century Alqol MS (=s'~B))." ïhough the compiler of the Life of Mary 

shuffled the order of the IGT material and even omitted some chapters, the text follows 

quite closely the other Syriac MSS. At times it provides the only published witness to 

several of the verses. The following chart surnmarizes the contents ofthe Syriac MSS. 

W W  (W 
7 - 
3 
4 
5 
6:l-2e(a), 2f 
7:la, 4b only 
8:l only 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS:1, 2a only 
16 
19 

Peeters (P) Gottingen (G) 

2 
3 
4:l only 

5 translated 5:l only 
6 translated 62-2b; 2d-f 
7 translated 7:la, Ib  only 
8 translated 8 

9 
11 
12 
13 
[missing] 
[missing] 
16 
19 [with absences] 

Budge (5) 

[omits] 
[omits] 
4 
[omits] 
6 
7 
[omits] 
[omits] 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
[omits] 

Though the Syriac MSS al1 suffer fiom omissions, a complete text of the tradition can be 

pieced together with some certainty fiom the available evidence. 

Mingana lists W e r  MSS of this type in Catalogue of the Mingana Collection of 
Manuscripts (4 vols.; Cambridge: W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., 1933-1963), 1:nos. 5, 39, 
and 48. 
7g Budge, The History of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Budge collated his MS with another 
MS of the text at Sociéte Royal Asiatic de Londres which does not contain the IGT 
material. For more on these MSS see Peeters, "Introduction," v-vi. 
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Of special note conceming the Syriac version of IGT are three variants s h e d  

with the Otd Latin tradition (Lv, Lm, Ir): in chapter six, Zacchaeus has Jesus leam the 

Hebrew alphabet; in chapter nine, Zeno falls from the roof on the Sabbath; and in Ga 13, 

they both report that the bed measured six cubits. These common varianis led Voicu to 

the conclusion that the two traditions have a common an~estor?~ 

The Syriac tradition spawned two offspring: Arab. Gos. InJ (BHO 619; CAVT 

580) and a second unrelated Arabic translation. Arab. Gos. Inf: has been known since its 

publication by Sike in 1697.8' For his edition, Sike used the MS Oxon. Bodl. Or. 350, 

now lost. Most subsequent editions and translations are based on Sike's published text. 

Arab. Cos. Inf is most well-known in the French translation of Peeters who also 

employed his own discovery, Vat. Syr. 159, for his edition!' A further MS in Florence 

(Biblioteca Lauremiana, codex orientalis 387 [32]; dated to 1299) was examined and 

translated into Italian by M. E. Provera in 1973:' This last MS corresponds best to 

Budge's Syriac Life of Mary and appears to predate the Coptic Egyptian reworking of the 

text that is represented in Sike's MS, yet it teminates following ch. 44 (omitting, 

therefore, Ga 2 4 ,  6-8, 11, 14, 19). Arab. Gos. Inf: is believed to have originated in the 

eighth or ninth ~enniry?~ The lengthy infancy gospel is a colIection of at les t  three other 

works: chs. 1-10 corresponds to Prot. Jas. 17-25, chs. 10-35 features tales of Jesus' 

f9 Voicu, "Verso," 36. 
Sike, Evangelium Injàntiae. 

" in Michel and Peetes, Évangiles ~~ocryphes, 2:1-68. 
fi M. E. Provera, il Vangelo arabo del1 'injàma secondo il M. Laurenzïano orientale (n. 
387) (Jenisalem, 1973) (text and Itaiian tram.). See also the discussion and French 
translation of the new MS by Charles Genequand, "Vie de Jésus en Arabe," in Écrits 
Apocryphes Chrétiens (eds. François Bovon and Pierre Geoltrain; Paris: GaIlimard, 
1997-), 1:191-204. 
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sojoum in Egypt, and c h .  36-53 include materiai h m  IGT as wetl as several stories 

found in other branches of the ET tradition (Jesus and the mer, and Jesus Turns Jmish 

Children into Swine). That Arab. Gos. In$ is derived fiom a Syriac original is by no 

means certain but it is &ely;" its correspondences to Budge's Life of Mary are 

cornpelling and Graf lists some unpublished MSS of Arab. Gos. Inj: with portions in 

Syriac and ~arshûni?' 

The Arabic version of iGT is found in an undated MS of Musiim and Christian 

tex& from the Biblioteca hbros iana  in Mifan (G I l  sup [fols. 145r-153~])?~ The fmt 

mention of an Arabic IGT was made by Moraldi in 1989, and again in 1991,8' but he 

provided littIe details. He stated at the cime that he believed it was the source of Eth, 

though this does not appear to be the case (see 3.2.5 below). Moraldi's MS is likely the 

sarne as the Milanese MS published by Noja in 1991.8' tts affïities ta the Syriac include 

a shortened text forrn (Le., it lacks Ga 1, 10, 17 and 18) and the setting of Ga 9 on the 

Sabbath. Otherwise the text diverges considerably from other versions: it tends to 

abbreviate within chapters (particularly in ch. 6 which lacks Ga 6%-f, 3, and much of 

83 The ninth-century Syriac father Isho'dad of Merv seem to refer to Arab. Gos. ïnf in 
his commentary of Matthew (see Elliott, rCre ApocryphaI New Testament, LOO). 

Peeters, "lntroduction," vi-vii; Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, 100. An Arabic 
or Coptic original is a h  possible. 

Georg Graf, Geschichte der chri&tïickn Arabkchen Literatur (4 vols.; Vatican City: 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 194449531, 1:225-27. 

For a hl1 description see Oscar Lofgren and Renato Trahi, Ca~aiogue of the -4rabic 
Munuscripts in the Biblroteca Ambrusiana (3 vols.; Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1975), 1: 1 6 1  5 
(no. 16). 
87 Moraldi, Nascita e infanzia di Ge&, 50; idem, Vangelu ara& upocr$b, 28. 

introductory notes and the Arabic text in Noja, "A propos du texte arabe"; French 
translation in idem, "~'Évangi~e arabe apocryphe de Thomas." 
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Ga 7), includes two additional stories (Jesus and the m e r  and one similar to Jesus T m  

Jewish Children into ~wine),8~ and lacks Ga 12, 15, and 19. 

The two Arabic versions of IGT ultirnately derive fiom Syriac traditions, and 

therefore offer no assistance in recovering the early text of the gospel. Consequently, they 

play no further roIe in this study. 

3 -2.4 Georgian 

The Georgian MS (Tblisi, Cod. A 95 [pp. 568-721)~ was published concunently 

in two independent editions. one in Georgian by Kekelidze in 1918, and the other in 

Russian by Melikset-Bek in a journal article dated 1917-1920?' A Latin translation was 

provided by Garitte in 1956. The MS was copied around the end of the tenth century but 

the translation, according to Garitte, is "de plusieurs siècles antérie~re."~' Like Syr, Erh 

and the Old Latin tradition, Geo lacks Ga 1 and, perhaps originally also Ga 10, 17 and 

18; unfortunately, its full extent cannot be detennined as the MS terminates folIowing Ga 

72. Severai readings in Geo are difficult to decipher, likely due to a transmission path 

through at least one other language: A~menian?~ If an Armenian version of IGT once 

existed, it is no longer extant, though it may have served as a source for Am. Gos. Infi 

The MS includes a decoration of this story. For a reproduction, see Bagatti and Garcia, 
La Vida de Jestis, 38. 

For the catalogue entry see F. D. Jordania, Opisanie rukopheii Tijlisskago Cerkovnago 
Mweja (Description of the MSS of the Ecclesiastical Museum of T i i s )  (Tiflis, 1903), 
1:105, no. 98. 
9' Kekelidze, Monmenta Hagiographica Georgica, 1 1: 1 15-1 7; Melikset-Bek, "Fragment 
grusinskoi." 

Garitte, "Le fragment géorgien," 516. 
VO~CU, 19; Peeters, "lntroductioo," xi.. 
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(BHO 6 17-618; CANT 59). 94 Am. Gos. Inf: was first published by E. Tayec'i in 1 8 9 8 ~ ~  
I 

fiom two MSS of the Mechitarist library in Venice (Mat. 7574 [fols. lr-1 5Or], dated to 

1240; and the mutilated Mat. 5599 [fols. lr-353r], dated to 1347) and several ûagments. 

Two M e r  MSS mentioned by Peeters remain unpublished: one dated to 1666 Eom an 

Edschrniadsin monastery, and the other, Viema 186, dated pcior to 1710 .~  To date, the 

only full translation of the text into a Western Language (French) is that of ~eeretç?' The 

ongin of Arm. Gos. Inf has not been detennined concretely but it may have been 

mentioned by the tweifth-century Armenian writer Sargis Snorhali in his comrnentary on 

the Catholic epist~es?~ In addition. Samuel of Ani, a contemporary of Sargis, Iists an 

"Infancy of the Saviour" brought io Armenia by Nestorian missionaries in 5 9 0 . ~ ~  Like 

Arab. Gos. Inf, Arm. Cos. Inf: features material from Prot. Jas. (chs. 1-14) and stories 

of Jesus' sojoum in Egypt (chs. 15-18), but its contact with IGT is minor. Parallels are 

present only to Ga 9 (16:7-15, cf. 17:3-14), six (Zacchaeus becomes "Gamaliel" in 19- 

10:6), and thirteen (20:7-15). Arm. Gos. Inf: also features the Jesus and the Dyer (ch. 2 1). 

Most interesting for the discussion of IGT is Arm. Gos. Infi's version of the Fail of Zeno. 

Voicu, "Verso," 18-19. Peeters ("Introduction," xxx), however, believed the compiler 
of A m .  Gos. Inf used a Syriac source for his text. Émile de Strycker shgwed that Arm, 
Gus. Inf's Prot. Jas. material, at Ieast, derives h m  an old Armenian version (Laforme 
la plus ancienne du ProtévangiIe de Jacques [Subsidia Hagiographica 33; Bmsels: 
Société des Bollandistes, 19611, 372-3). For a detailed discussion of the text see Peeters, 
"Introduction," xxix-1. 
95 Tayec'i, Ankanon girk ', 2: 1-1 26 (recension A), 2:127-236 (recension B). 
% See Peeters, "Introduction," xxxiv-m. 
" Michel and Peeters, Évangiles Apocryphes, 2:69-286. Extracts are provided by de 
Santos (Los Evangelios ~ p b c r i j b ~ ,  353-59), Etbetta (Gli Apocrifi Del Nuovo 
Testamento, 1.2: 124-1 85), Gonzalez-Blanco (Evangelios Apbcrijôs, 288-236), and 
Moraldi (Apocrifi del Nuovo Testame~o, 1:89-94). For a summary of its contents see 
James, The Apocryphal N m  Testument, 83-84. Culhacm, "infancy ~ospels'," (p. 457) 
and EUioa (The Apocryphal New Testament, 11û-119) offer brief discussions. 
g8 Peeters, "introduction," xxx; James, The Apocryphal New Testament, 83. 
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When Jesus is brought to trial for pushing the boy to his death, he raises the dead boy so 

that he can be exonerated, and then allows the boy to die again. Of al1 the other IGT 

witnesses, only Gs has Zeno "sleep" again. 

3.2.5 Ethiopic 

The Ethiopic version of IGT comprises chapter eight of Ta'amra 'iyasus 

(Miracles of Jesus) ( C M  49,  a large biographical work compiled fiom various 

canonical and noncanonical sources. Grebaut published the IGT section of the Miracles 

in 1919 as part of his ceaselers efforts to publish the entire text.Iw His edition was based 

on a late manuscript of the Bibliothèque nationale (d 'Abbadie 168 [fols. 1 r-1 1 1 r], 19th 

c,) with four others ernpIoyed in the apparatus. Since his day it has been determined that 

the compilation derives Grom an -4rabic Gospel ofJohn (CANT 44) written in the tenth or 

eleventh century fiom Syriac sources and perhaps translated into Ethiopic in the 

fourteenth century. This Arabic original, however, did not contain the IGT material; the 

chiidhood stories seem to have been added in the Ethiopic milieu at a later date. The 

ocigin of the IGT episodes is difficult to determine. Gero, van Rompay, and Voicu have 

al1 suggested direct translation fiom a Greek original.'01 If so, the text would have been 

introduced into Ethiopia prior to the seventh century. A Syriac or Arabic original 

introduced afier the M u s l i  conquest is more liely. The contents oCIGT in Eth represent 

99 Ibid. Peeters and James are both disinclined to identifil this text with Arm. Cos. In$ 
'O0 Grébaut, "Les miracles de Jésus." 
'Oi Gero ("The infancy Gospel of Thomas," 53 n. 4) first suggested a patb of transmission 
from Syriac via Coptic, a theory which van Rompay discounted as a doubtfi.11 premise 
("De ethiopische versie," 132 n. 47). In his 1988 article, Gero posnilated a translation 
direct Eom Gteek due to Eh's use of the Greek Iettea in the Teucher stories ("The 
Ta'amra 'Iyasus," 167). Voicu (''Verso," 23) agceed. 
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the short recension (lacking Ga 1, 10, 17 and 18), but Ga 12 is placed at the end of the 

collection along with the story of J e s u  Rides the Sunbeam. Notable also is Eth's version 

of Ga 13 which is cast here as a story of Jesus leamhg his father's trade without any hint 

of the miraculous in his actions. 

The MS base for the Miracles of Jesus has been considerably expanded since 

Grébaut's edition.I0' There are now 25 MSS that feature either E T  or a shorter recension 

of infancy material based on stories fiom the later infancy gospels.'03 Only one of these 

MSS predates the seventeenth centuty.lM A new edition of the text seems warranted, 

especially given Gero's assessment of Grebaut's base MS as a "deviant t e ~ t . " ' ~ ~  Eth has 

been extremely important in the study of IGT. It is due to van Rompay's 1980 cornparison 

of sections fiom Eth, Syr, Lv, and Geo that the theory of a short recension arose. Voicu 

developed the theory further and reached the conclusion that Eth npresents the best 

wimess to the original fonn of the Greek text. 'O6 

This overview of the versions makes it cleac that much work has yet to be 

completed on the various IGT traditions before the process of assembling a 

comprehensive critical edition c m  begin. The Latin, Old Latin, Syriac, and Ethiopic 

traditions al1 beg for new critical editions of their own. Until such t h e  as they are 

'O' See the list in Arras and van Rompay, "Les Manuscrits éthiopiens." 
'O3 Three tales-variants of Jesus and the Dyer, Jems Rides the Sunbeam, and Jesus unà 
the Sparrows-are found, though not always together, in several MSS. 

The exception, Vat. CerufIi Etiop. 238 of the fifieenth century, contains only Jems and 
the Dyer. 
'Os Gero, "The Ta'arnra 'Iyasus," 166; see also Voicu, "Verso," 22. Gero's assessment 
was based on a cornparison with other MSS of the Miracles that are closer to the Arabic 
Gospef of John. 
'" Voicu, "Verso," 19-23. 
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wmpleted, the published MSS of the versions will have to serve for cornparison against 

the Greek texts. 



Text and Translation 

4.1 Editing Principles. 

The critical edition of E T  which follows incorporates al1 published and 

unpublished Greek MSS of the text as well as the numerous versions. Since there are four 

distinct Greek recensions of tGT, the results are arranged in a four-colurnn synoptic 

chart. The best MS of each recension foms the base text in each of the colurnns. 

Column one contains Gs. The text of this recension is represented by H, the only 

MS of its type. Verse divisions generally agree with those created by Tischendorf for Ga, 

but the chapter numbering diverges following ch. 9 where Gs moves directly on to ch. 11. 

The verse divisions of ch. 6 follow the divisions used by Voicu ("Verso") but theu 

n u m b e ~ g  mns fiom 1 to 10 instead of the more ciumsy 1, 2, 2a-f, 3, 4. The chapter 

order for al1 four recensions follows that of Gs, as does the numbering used in the headers 

above the text-except, that is, for cbs. 17 and 18 where the numbering reflects Gac. In 

the story of Jesus in the Temple (Gs L7/Gac 19) such unlikely readings as ~ ~ É ~ E I V E V  and 

are retained in the text to facilitate cornpackon with the various MSS of Luke. 

Column two features Ga, The base MS of this recension is W, chosen because it is 

the most comptete witness to the recension (it contains al1 of the speech fcom ch. 6) and 

because it agrees well with SI. Every attempt has been made to present the te* as it 

stands in W; however, where this MS appears deficient, readimgs fiom other Ga MSS are 
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substituted. Large substitutions or additions are signaled in the text by their enclosure in 

brackets. Readers are urged to examme the cntical apparatus for srnaller variants that 

agree with the other recensions and which, therefore, may represent more original 

readings. Ga's chapter numbering follows the convention established by Tischendorf, 

except for the ch. 6 material which follows Voicu's divisions. The story of Jesus and the 

Dyer is included as an appendix to ch. 8. Thou& there is little MS evidence for the tale 

(it is found only in the P MS) and is likely a secondary addition, it is retained in an effort 

to present a complete sumrnary of al1 the Ga witnesses. Readers should note also the 

dismption in correlation between the coiurnns at Ga 12 where Ga places a reference to 

lesus' age in 122 while al1 other wimesses place it at 13:l. 

Column three contains Cc. The base MS of this recension is A, the fifieenth- 

century MS edited by Delatte which is still the only complete wimess to the recension. As 

with Ga, the text features the occasional substitution or addition of readings 60m T 

where A appears deficient. Delatte did not divide Gc into chapters and verses; but its 

agreements in form with Ga in al1 but the Egyptian Pmlogue allow for the use of 

Tischendorf's and Voicu's Ga n u r n b e ~ g  and divisions. The Egyptian Prologue, included 

here in an edition preceding the synopsis, foiiows the verse divisions used by Voicu. 

Column four features Gb. The two extant MSS of this recension are nearly 

identical to one another, generally, however, the edition follows S, the Fust published 

MS, except where S seems to be in emr. The chapter numbering and verse divisions 

follow Tischendorf's edition of Gb. At tirnes this leads to problerns aiigning the readiigs 

in al1 four recensions (see Gb 7:I; 9.3; and 11:2). NeveaheIess, every attempt has been 

made to keep the synopsis as cIear as possible. For the story of Jesu in the Temple (Gs 
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17/Gac 17) column four is given over to the version of the tale fiom Luke 241-52. The 

Luke text follows the edition of Barbara Aland et al.' 

The critical apparati generally folIow the method employed by C o r p  

Christianorum Series Apocryphorum. However, the four-colurnn format makes some 

depactures from this method necessary, p~c ipa l ly  to Save space. 1 have endeavoured to 

employ a "negative apparatus"-Le., to provide testimony only for readings that depart 

From the base text. Full sigla information is provided only when a variant is used in the 

edition that departs fiom the base MS. Simple vowe1 substitutions and the use of optional 

nu are not listed in the apparati, nor are accenting variations unless the intended word 

cannot be determined. Late translations made from a particular recension are included in 

the relevant column's apparatus-Le., SI is found with Ga, Lt with Gc. Variants from the 

early versions are found in the English translation which follows the Greek text, 

The English transIation presents the text in the form that it is found in Gs. 

Readings fiom the other Greek sources, where important, and the versions, where they 

may be more original, are provided in the notes. For the Latin witnesses, Lv alone is 

reproduced when extant; at other t h e s  relevant readings fiom Lm or Ir are provided in its 

place. The situation is similac for the Syriac witnesses: SyrW is preferred, but where it has 

deficiencies, readings from the other Syriac MSS are noted instead. 

The Greek New Testment (4th ed.; Stuttgart: United Bible Societies, 1993). 



4.2 Sigla Used for the Edition. 

Column One: Gs. 

H Jemalem, Cod. Sabuitim 259 

Column Two: Ga. 

w 
v 
P 
O 
Si 

a 
B 
D 
M 
Thilo 

Tisch 

Santos 
Bon 
Sch 

Vienna, Cod hisr. Gr 91 
Cod. Vatopedi 37 
Paris, A- F. Gr 239 
Vienna, Phil. Gr 162 
Slavonic version based on an English translation prepared by T. Allan Smith 
fiom the criticat edition of Rosén (The Slavonic Translation, 58-77). 
=B+û+M 
Bologna, Univ. 2702 
Dresden, A 187 
Samos, B. Metcopoleos, IMS Gr 54 
Thilo, Codex tipocryphus, 277-315. "Thilo & c." indicates agreement by al1 
subsequent scholars. 
Tischendorf, EAL, 14C157. 'Tisch & c." indicates agreement by ail subsequent 
SC holars. 
de Santos, Los Evangelos .4@rifos3, 285-306. 
Bonaccorsi, Vangeli apocrif, 1 lk15 1. 
Schneider, Apobphe  Kindheitsevangelien, 1 4û-7 1 .  

Noie: two additional Greek editions, &ose of Michel ("Évangile de Thomas," 161-89) 
and Hock (The Infancy Gospels, 104-43), have not been incorporateci into the apparatus 
as they differ very linle fiom Tischendorf's edition. 

Column Tltree: Gc- 

A Athens, Cod Ath. Gr 355 
T Vienna, Cod. theol. Gr 123 
R Rome, Vat. Palat. Gr 364 
L f  Tischendorfs edition (EA2, 164-80) based on Rome, Var. lar. 4578 (fols. 37v- 

Ur), 13114th c. 
Del Delaite, "Évangile de l'enfance." 

Coiumn Four: Gb. 

S Cod. Sinaiticus Gr 453 
C Cod Sinaiticus Gr 532 
T i h  Tischendoff s edition (EA2 , 15863) of Gb based on S. 
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syr W 

SyrG 

SyrP 

SyrB 

Ge0 

Eth 

Lv 

Lm 

indicate a word, words or letters added to the base MS by the editor or previous 
editors. 
indicate a word, words or letters which have k e n  restored from a lacuna. 
indicate a lacuna in the MS that cannot be satisfactorily restored. Numbers within 
the brackets (cg. 1-15-11 indicate an approximation of the number of words 
missing due to the damage, 
indicates lecters present in the MSS that canuot be deciphered. 
indicates a blank space in the MS. 
ante correctam 
(as distinct 6om "deest in") indicates an omission by an editor of a word or words 
that are present in the MS(S). 
post correctam 
indicates a scribe's expunction of any kind (erased, crossed out, dots placed above 
the Ietters), Full decails are provided in the description of the witnesses. 

4.4 Sigla Used in the English Translation. 

Wright's edition (Contributiom, 1 1-16) of the Syriac MS Br. Libr., Add. 14484. 

bars  and HeIdermannis collation ("Neue Materielen," 194-97) of the Syriac MS 
Gortiqen, Universitatsbibliothek Syr. 110. 

Peetes' partial translation (Michel and Peetea, ÉVangifes apocryphes, 2:3 OC 
308) of the Syriac MS Bib. Vat., Syr. 159. 

Budge's edition (The Histury of the Biessed Virgin Mary, t :67-76) of che Syriac 
Life of Mary AlqoS MS. 

Garitte's Latin translation YLe fragment géorgien," 5 16-20) of the Georgian MS 
Tblisi, Cod A 95. 

Grébaut's French translation ("Les miracles de Jésus," 635-42) of chapter eight of 
the Miracles of Jesus. 

Philippart's ediuon ("Fragments palimpsestes," 4 0 M )  of the Latin palimpsest 
Vindubonenris 563. 

Tischendorfs edition (Li2, 93-1 12) of the K T  materid in Ps.-Mt. based on the 
MSS Paris, BibL nat,, lut. 1652 (D) and Vat. lat. 4578 (A)- 



Ir Carney's edition and English translation (The Poems of Blathmac, 89-105) of 
National Library of h h n d  MY G 50. 
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1 [f. 61'1 ~0p$0ü y~vopEvou, ~ ~ G T o  6 'Iq00Ûs hi) TOU 'Hph60~ TOÛ 

PauiAÉos. T ~ T E  o h  QYYEAW ~upiou ~ & E I  TG ' l ~ q + -  b~p0eiç napdhap~ ~6 
rraibiov  ai 6p pq~Éoa ahoG  ai ~ E Ü ~ E  ~ i s  A b m o u  6rtb rrpo&rou 
mû 'Hpdbou- ST)TOÛUI yap ~6 naibiov TOU àroAÉua~ a6~6. fiv 66 6 'IrpoÛs 

5 T ~ T E  ET& 660 ;TE E;C$~~EV E;S A~IITOV. 
2 Kai 6ia~aiv6v~wv ab-rÔv 61a T&V unop;pwv, {ptav~o T~MEIV TOÙS 

m&)(uas  ai iu0i~iv. 
3 Ka~aAa@6v~wv o h  i v  Ai'yv~ov, fi&v E ~ S  OÎKOV TIVOS Apac   ai 

irroiqaav Q K E ~  ~ V I ~ V T ~ V  :va. 
4 Kai i6Wv ~a riaibia T i jv  'Eppaiwv 6 'lquoûs rraiÇov-ra, ouvÉnai(~v 

ab-roîs.  ai AaQch ti$apiov Qhpiupivov épahw ~ i s  ~6 Ü6mp ~ i r i h v -  
&rio~iva(ov ~6 6Aas Ka; V ~ X E  CV TG Üba~i. &TE$ 6È O; T ~ S  y~mv iay  ~a 
yivopeva 6nfiyy~ihav E V B E ~ S  (fi fipq boa fiv Mapia ouvoi~oÛaa). &s 66 

5 $KOUUE m Û ~ a  6 yuvii, arou~aiws cimhûoûaa i6iw& ahods. 
s nap~px6p~vos 6È Ci ' Irpoûs  PET^ fis C~TJT~& ab~oÛ 61a ~ à s  r h a ~ ~ i a s  ~ i j s  

~ 6 h c w ~ ,  EPGE Gibamahov ~ahyrl-njv 616~mov~a riadia. ~ W ~ E K Q  O& 

mpou8ia ~a.reh06v.ra ch6 nixous ~ ~ ~ X O V T O  ri& 6M$ous   ai ~TEUOV 

1 Matt î:l3. 
2 CE Mark 2:23 par. 
4  cf. Acts Per 1 3. 

AR Lr 
Titulus deest in A, incipit tractam de pueritia lesu secundum Thomam Lt (1 2 cnJyKpa$Év-ros R. 
1-4 =Lr 1, 1 4  11 1,1 Gp$os R Il pr. roü: &est in R [I 2 PaaiÀÉos: auif- ut etiam interficeret LI II 
mpiou: deesr in Lr II TG 'Ioq4: Mapidp R 11 iyÈp84s: deest in R Lt (1 Aaa~ R II 3  ai- 
aij~oû: deest in R II E~S: & T~Iv R 11 4 'HP&: e o m  qui quaenmt eum inteficere Lr II {qroüai- 
dm: deesr in Lr II air& R 11 5 &O: R II @&v R. 
2, V2  ai-Èd~iv: et deambulante eo per agcm seminatum. porre>ut manum et tulit de spicis et 
posuit eas super ignern et trituravif et coepit comedere 12 II t 6ga-ro R II TE~AOV R. 
3, l  ~aTahCt~6vTov R Lr, -oms A II fihkv: deest in R II rivos R LI Del: rivas A II fipas: a& 

~ioiîMov R II 2 hoiqoav Del: - a u  A, QOV R II Ëu R. 
4 , l  ante a ai: u&i. et factus est Iesus anni teltü Lr [I 6 'Irpoûs: deesr in R 11 2 oihiapÉvov Del II 
Eflah~irrciv: et misit eum in peIvim, et praecepit ei ut palpitaret Et coepit palpitare. Et dixit ad 
piscem Lr II chfrri~ov R 11 3 e: Évijp R, ambuh Lt (1 %mi: auü. et fâctum est ita Lt II 6 s :  rois R 
II 4 w a p i a :  TiJv {v jVv ~rjpa %a Mapia R 11 ri3 >(ripa Del: TiJv fipa A II +ouaa: oi~oucnv R 
II 5 mou6aior R: airou6Éor A. 
5-7 =Lr II, 1-3 11 5.1 &oÛ pq~pk R II ras: fi5 R II dt- e: rois R II 2 o&v R 11 6i6Çimowra: 
6i6ao~ov R II 3 &ka R II &$ou R - 
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Concenihg the extraordinary and awesome miractes wtiich our Lord Jesus Christ did as a 
child and which were d e s c n i  by James the bcottier of God, 

1 Duriug the course of a disturbance Jesus was k ing sought by Herod the  in^.' 
Thecefore, an angel of the ~ord '  then said to ~ o s e ~ h ?  "Rise, take the boy and his mother 
and flee fiom the face of 13erod4 into Egypt, for they are looking for the boy in order to 
kill him. And Jesus was then two years old when he went into Egypt. 
2 And while they were passing through the corn fields, they began to pluck the ears of 
corn and eat them.' 
3 When they came to Egypt they went into the house of a certain widow. And they 
remained there one year. 
4 And when lesus6 saw the children of the Hebrews playing, he played dong with them. 
And, taking a salted fish, he threw it into the water saying: ' "Shake off the salt and swim8 
in the water.'" And when the neighbours saw what happenecl, they immediately reported 
it. Mary was living there with a widow. When the woman heard of these events, she 
nished off and chased them away, 
5 And as Jesus was going through the streets of the city with his mother, he saw a master 
teacher teaching his children. Then twelve sparrows came down fiom a wall and were 
fighting with one another. And they feil 

' Lr adds 90 kill him." 
' Lr lacks "of the Lord." 

The angel appears to Mary in R, contrary to Man 2:13 but consistent with v, 8 below. 
For "Herod" LI reads, "those who wish to kilI himn 
The chapter is longer in LI: "and as he was wallciog thfou& a fieId of corn, he stretched forth his han4 

and took of the wrs, and put them over the fite, and nibbed them, and began to eaLn 
' in LI the chapter begins: "and Jesus was in his third y d  

Lr rends "he took a dried fish, and put it into a basin, and ordered it to move about. And it began to move 
about. And he said to the fish ...." 
8~thas'tvalkn 
Lr ad& "and so it came to pas." The same m k l e  is fomd in Acrs Pet. 13: "But Peter m e d  round and 

saw (smoked?) 6sh hanging in a window; and he took it d said to the people, 'if you now see this 
swimming in the water Like a fish, will p u  be able to believe in him whom I preach?' And they aii  said 
with one accord, 'lndeed we wilI believe you!' Now the= was a fi&-pond near by; so he said, 'In thy name, 
Jesus Christ, in which they stiü faii to beiieve' (le said) 'in the presence of di these be dive and swim like 
a fkh!' And he threw the nmny into the pond, and it came alive and began to swim" (Schneemelcher). 
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8 Matt 219-21. 
9 Prof. J i .  î5:l-3. 

AR Lt 
5,4 & A a a ~ v :  add- et statit Lr. 
6,l cnj-rbv: &est in R II liL C i y a y h I ~ n v  R LI: deest in A 11 3 iyihaaE5 11 >5 K C I ~ ~ ~ T U - Q ~ T O V :  

Magister ecce manu plena tritico. Ostendi illis et sparri triticum, qwd in pericuio e medio genmt Lt [I 
314 Èpxnat Xripa R 11 6v: a& Ôv R II 6yopdaaaa R II  ai &E: 6È R 11 5 mp01(6$ai R I[ pt ixov~a 
R 11 6 U~KOWS R II 6EL Del: 6fi A, 6i' R. 
7.1 06 ~ b :  O ~ T O I  R II UK' ~ T o Û :  deest in R II 2 i&\cyqovckas: et hx Facto Lt. 
s19 =Lt m, 1-2 (1 8,2 yTiv: rilv R (1 oi: f i  R 11 3 'Icm$ uak deest in Lt II ~ i q l B o v  E ~ S  R I l  4 
Kampvaodp-Ti~~pi&€tos: Nazareth Lt II ~ E I  R If B~pid&s cocid II ah&: sui Lt- 
9 , l  yvoÙ~-'IqaoÛ~: ut autem d i t  Ioseph Lt II pr. R: deesr in A II 2 CIWÉCKEI~EU: tuht Lt 
If Évav~6v R 11 S 5   ai-rd-rqv: et agit gratias deo quod dedit inteüigentiam, et quia invenit gnitiam 

coram domino deo Lt 11 3 ' lepowahfip: de his qui quaerebmt animam pueri Lt II ~6y& ' l&~$tx: 
&est in R 11 4 ÉtÉp~uvov R II xdpiv: gratiam Lt, &est in AR 11 5 ~ a k q u  R: &Ü a& A. 
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suddedy into the iap of the teacher. Seehg ihip, Jesus laughed." 
6 When the teacher saw him laughing, he was filled with anger and said: "BM~ him to 
me here." Aad when they had brought him, the master pulled his ear and said: "What did 
you see to make you laugh?" And Jesus said to him: "Teacher, look. The widow woman 
cornes to you carrying grain which she bought with hard work. And here she must 
stumble and squander the grain.1' And because of this these bu& squabble amongst 
themselves over how many grains each must grab." 
7 And Jesus did not go away mtil what he said had been fùlfilled. The teacher, seeing 
that the words of Jesus had become deeds, ordered h i .  driven h m  the city along wiih 
his mother. 
8 And the angel of the Lord met ~acy,'* saying to her: "Take the boy and return to the 
land of Judea, for those seeking the sou1 of the boy are dead." Rising, Mary, along with 
~ o s e ~ h ' ~  and Jesus, went into Capemaun, a city of~ikrias,"  to their" homeland. 
9 And James, knowing that Jesus had come up îiom Egypt, hid hirnself in the desert16 
d e r  the death of Herod until the commotion in Jenisalem had ceased. And 1, .lames," 
began to praise God, the one who gave me wisdom, becau* I Found favour" before 
him,Ig to write this history. 

'O LI adds "and stood still." 
" Jesus begins the explanation quite dierently in Lt: "Master, see my hand fuii of w h e a ~  [ showed it to 
them. and smîered the wheat among hem, and they carry it out of the middle of the street when they are in 
danger." Voicu ("Verso," 63), and James (The Gospel of Thomas," 51-52) before him, attributes the 
bamformation h m  widow to hmd h m  the aaaslator's misreading of dpa: as )&a. 
l2 The angel appears to loseph in Matt 2A9-21. 
'' tt Iacks “Joseph." 
" Lt l i a  only "Nazarethn as the destination. 
IS D reads "her." 
l6 Lt reads. "And when Joseph weat out of Egypt afîer the de& of Hemd, he kept hun in the desekm in A 
the imptied subject is Jesus, who keeps himseif in the desert The verse. taken h m  Prot. Jas- 25:l-3, is 
reproduced more bithfuily in R- A's alteration here, therefore, is probably due to m r .  The Latin tmmIaîor 
changes Jmes to Joseph likely because he zeîahs Thomas as the author of chs. 1-19, whereas Gc is 
aotnbuted rntirely to lames. 
""hd he" Lt. Subsequent pe~oaal pronouns are aItered accordingiy. 
la 'Tavour," missing in Ge, is supplied by Lt. 
l9  The chapter ends here in Lt. 
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AR Lr SC 
I =Li W, praefatio 11 1-9 àuaycah+aÜq: 
gloriasurn est enartare Thomam Israelitam et 
apostolum domini et de operibus Iesu postquarn 
e g m m  est de Egypto in Nazareth. Intelligite 
omnes, frams catissimi, quae fecit dominus Iesus 
quando fuit in chitate Nazareth: quod in primo 
capituia Lr 11 1 àvayybu R 11 2 ~ciych: 
iyci '!&KG@% R (1 3 râuoi R. 





v j q p  ab~oû Zrraic~v iv y+, Zvûa 5 
~ a ~ i p p ~ o v  Ü 6 a ~ a  Ka; r o i k a s  AC~KKOUS, 
~an jpxov~o  rà Ü6a.ra1  ai ilrh&dlqaav 
oi ~ ~ K K O I  Ü 6 a ~ w .  
E T T ~  A i y ~ i -  OÉAw ïva yÉqaûo ~aûapà 
~ a ;  Q v a p ~ ~ a  ü 6 a ~ a ,   ai ~iiûiws 1 O 
~ ~ É V O V T O .  
Uï in 'O 8 i  ' IqooÛs irroiqa~v ic 

iI, 2 Gos. Bmt, 2 1  1 .  m, 1  GOS. Bmr. ml. 

AR Lt SC 
9 &TG R. U, 1.1 nfmq codd. II 7 Èrrhi0qaav Tisch 
U, 1 =Li N.  i II 1,2 &m:Ë R II 3 pvapÉvq R 11 
Ppo*: a&. et deambulavit puer Iesus per eam Lt 
II S i6 Git$aaiv (jua~os Del: i~riGid$a E ~ S  

@am CO&, deest in Lt 11 6 vÈv purrapa: vÈp 
trapa R II 7 À k o v  R. pixinam Li 11 9 d i o s :  
&est in R II &&: praecepit Lt II a h &  ~ U T U  R II 
10 a b Û :  a b ü  Del, a&t statim facta est Lt. 
2 4  =Lt IV, 2 [/ 2 , l  Èadpa R II ~a0apov: deest in 

Lt. 
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i&: [-5-1 V- 

2,314 cf. Mark 224 par; John 2:IO. 

H 
2 drch cod.. 

2,314 cf, Mark 224 pat; John 3: 10. 

CYYPOaSI 
2 ah&: deesr in Oa 11 TPU+EP~V: add.  ai Y 11 3 
mpodia: a&. TOU àp10pbv P II* 6o6~ua O II 
3/4 $-maibu: deest in P 11 3 qv 6;:  ai qv a 11 4 
iiroiqm Oa II rra@v: deest in a]! (v 6;: %au 
o3v P. ?@au 6; 4 deesr in O I[  ai: add ;Ma s 
di. T& P 11 ITOU& des. O 11 4/5 roMa rat6ia: 
rai& roL a, radia P, ra16ia TOU ' IoVGCliov 

VI1 5 naicov Vil &TC$: des. 0. 
iWPaSl 
3,1 ilroiqa~~: irroi~i Va, d. rai(ovra Oirv 
&TG Vil 2 8: dear in P 11 'IqaoÜs: a& &I a 
ThiIo 11 TG: deesr in Wall aafiQa.: a& 

nai@u an, rdcinov TOU r q l d v  P 1 4 
Ùn$&r: aihi rrapaxpiipa Va; d0Éos P II 
àwjyy~ihE al 4 5  r+'luni+: ' 1 4 4  TG 
r a ~ p i  &mÜ VI1 6 A k v :  deesr in a[[ 7 raicou: 
mi@ K Emiv al1 TO: om. ~ c i i  11 TA bud~iv: qj 
~ U & I  K TOÙS i l iai ta~ P, T& ~ ~ ~ Q K O V  al ijp~v: 
dpw Y,  haflOv al1 8 uai:&esrin al[ iiroiqm: 
inhamv W a  SI 11 &oÜ: deesr Ur al1 
arpouûia: muAia a[[ 9 p~@qAo'i P. 
41 6 WP B M o :  &es( in VDMTih Bi c. I I  
'Ic~u$: - Y, add. 'Ir&$ L VI/ ln T& 



Gc Gb 
é~ ~ ~ K K O U  6roiqa~ 6 & 6 ~ ~ a  EKE~VOU TOÛ qhoÛ 
u-rpouûia. fiv 6È od@$a.rov OTE o-rpouûia-$. fiv 6È ud@@a.rov. 
raüra i ro iqu~v 8 ' Iqaoûs rai(wv  MET^ 
T&V rai6Gv Tôv 'Egpaiwv. 
3 i b   ai Gpau&v 2v m&ov 

' A ~ ~ M O V  6; TIPOS ' I W ~ $  TOU Q~r+ih~ 
na.rÉpa ~YToÛ, TG t l ~ @  
AÉ~OVTES a h @  %où .r6 raiBiou aou hÉyav- f60û ~6 ra18iov uou 
raî(ov paû' ipGv 6~tfipa ~ t a i c ~ i  mpi T& &~KIV,  

qhOv  ai irroiqae 6 J 6 ~ ~ a  crrpouûia. r o i  jaar  6~ roü qhoû  u-rpouûia, ô OYK 
E ~ E ~ I V .  

4 Ka; àr~Aû&v 8 ' lafi@ A k e i  2a 'O 6È à~ouaas hop~68q  ai A É ~ E I  

2,314 cf. Mark 2:24 par; John 2:lO. 1% 3 cf. Mark 224 par; John 210. 

AR Lt SC 
2 ~ & G E K ~ : $  R 11 4 rraiÇwv: inter LI. lb, 6 rai6 S, rraibiv C. 
3,4 àmjhflov: abierunt pueri Iudaeonun dicentes LI 
11 4-8 'lwur$-mpou8ia: deest in R (1 8 
o-rpoueia: add. quod non fuit dignum facere in 
sabbat0 et kgit illud Lt. 
4 , l   KU^ 6aEhûkav: deest in R 11 6: T&V R. 
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<ÔVTES. rà 6È mpouûia r r ~ ~ a a 0 ~ v - c ~ ~  

iIi cf. Mark 3:16 par II 1, IR "Awa àpxiepÉws ïïï cf. Mark H-6 par II 1,lR "Awa àpxi~piwr 
Luke 32; John 18: 13.24; Acts 45; Prof. JQF. 115:; Luke 32; John 18A3.24; Acts 46; Prof. Jar. 15: 1; 
Gm. Nc. 1- Gos. Nic. 1. 



II, 33 CC. Mark 3 : 1 4  par. 

AR Lr - -- SC 
2 'Irpou: io R 11 3 i&n: fiv R II TIOIE?V:~S~ 7 hr4yxo.i S 11 10 Ùipa C. 
aa(3(3&q (4) pro. R 11 4 upo~aas:  apertis LI, des. 
R 11 6 Afyri: ptaecepit Lt 11 7 pipficmdÉ pou: a 

nemime moctem invenietis LI II 7/8 oi ~ Ô V ~ E S  Del: 
ai ~~TOÜVTES A, deest in Lr 11 9 ~ p q o m a :  add et 

volantes coeperunt clamando laudare deum 
omnipotentem Lr. 
A Lr 
5,2-4 Ùfiri~~iAaw-~lqaok: videntes autem 
ludaei quae facm sunt admirati sunt, et abienint 
nuntiantes signa quae fecit Iesus Lr. 
Uï, 1 =Lt IV, 3 (1 ln 'Avvas 6È ypappa~Eiis: 
Phansaeus Lt. 
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chr+qpav8~is,  ai 06 p i  iviyqs @Nia 
OÜTE picau OIJTE ~apmh. 
3 Kai ~iiûiws 8 naîs  KGV VOS 

.- .- 

2, S 7  cf. John 15:6; Maît 3:lO; Luke 33; Cos. 2,S-û cf. John 1 5:6; Man 3: 10; Luke 3:9; Gos. 

Thom 40. Thom 40. 

H W a S l  
J OUTOS cod.. 3 TOÜ: desi  in P 11 d d h v  ~a 11 JIS ~ a ~ i m p *  
2,6 k o p h w  cod. 11 7 piai@ coni. Voicu,  ai V SI: deesr in WPa 
"Vm": ripiw c d .  2.1 TA rrai6iov: i> cc11 'IqaoGs: deesr in V[1 li2 ~6 

yiv6pwov: deest in W II 2 irr' dwü: deesr in Wa 
11 3 a k 6 :  rrpk akOv Va 11 Ù&K&vO~TE: 
impure, seaseles Sodomite SI II ampis ïhilo II 
6 6 1 ~ ~  Ksi: deest in P 1 4 a€-Aamtoi: OE oi 
Aaiciroi  ai h & ~ a ~  ~a s a l a  P, 001 r a  s a ~ a  
K oi ~O~KKOI   ai r a  Ü 6 a ~ a  al1 7 àeqpauû~is 
YP œ Ùlro@pav.is Thilo & c., &rr&pa&v Ô W 
II 8 $<au: KhdGOUs P. 
3 , l  &os: di. that same hour57 Il 6 n a k  
EKE~VOS: &est in P 11 112 rGbpchdq: 66.6 rraîs 
VI1 2 ~ A o s :  l e s t  in VI[ 3 &q&pqonr  ai: deesr 
in SI II  ai 8ri$&v: deesr in V II 4 &OU: ' 1 4 9  
al1 5 &bcaaav: odd $Époms P 1 S 9  
$ d m a u ~ ~ o i & ~ a :  came and said to Joseph: 
Look what you have for a child SI. 



2, Hl cf John L5:6; M m  3:10; Luke 39; Gos. 
nom 40. 

2, &â cf. John 1%; Matt 3:10; Luke 3:9; G s .  
Thom 40. 

SC 
3 ~ d ~ h u :  baÜb codd., t3aÜhv Tisch 11 5 
$fiijou: ~ a ü h  codd., PaûGou Esch. 
2b, 5 6rnhdais S II 7 Ùn&pafir Tisch II 
rjd860u: pa&v COQ!!., BaÛGov Tisch. 



TA TiAlAlKA TOY KYPIOY 

Ga 
<Bprlvoûv.nr mjv v e k q ~ a  air-roû, 
ra i  tyayov rrp& TQV ' lan$> 
AÉy0v.r~~ a k 6  8ri TO~OÛTOV ZXEIS 
rrai6iov ipya(6v~vov r o i a û ~ a .  



2 Kai 

IV 1  MET^ 66 -rivas <pipas 
Gt ~pxopivou TOC ' lqaoû pioov 
Tiis T ~ ~ ~ E W S ,  rra16iov TI &au hiûov 
K ~ T '  ahoû irrhqE,av ab-roû T ~ V  Wpov. .. t '   ai EIITEV a k q  O Iqooiis- 5 
O ~ K  ~REAEUUEI T+ &v oou.   ai 
AûÉas KOITQITEU~~V K$KGVOS 6rri8av~v. 
oi G i  NX~VTES 

il;~rrh&yrloav 
AÉ~OVTES- TT& T& rra16iov TOÛTO 10 
imiv,  6 1 ~ s  rrâv bijpa 8 A ~ E I  fpyov 
y i v ~ ~ a ~  ËTOI~OV; 

2 ' A M  K ~ K E ~ V O I  
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A h  SC 
5 E ~ K E ~ V  cod. 11 t EXWU: udd. iiie autem abüt et nilit 8 Pdo i  c 11 9 rai& S. 
eum. Et dixerunt ei Li (1 9/10 ~Ao~EÎ- Vb 2 ta16iv S. 
~a-rapâdai: orare et non blaspbemare Lt II 11 
&-Èrroiqasv: insensati sunt Lt II irroiqaav c d .  

V, 1-3 =Lt V, 2 3  (1 1,2/3 ~ ~ ~ É t ~ i - ~ ~ v :  
coepit eum docete Lt 11 3 ~a~apaaai: blasphemas 
Lt 11 415 rr~qouai-61&~ouaiv: odium habent 
super nos Lt. 
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A LC SC 
e l  1 t~Ëbo~-iau~&v: ipsi autem videant in 7 &O C. 
sapientia sua Lr II 11 &yava&ms cod, 
2 , l  ~ai+aiv6~~voi: deesr in Lr II ~aiv&~voi: 
ndd. et hi statirn qui loquebantur adversus Iesum 
caeci facti sunt. Et deambulantes dicebimt: ornnes 
sermones qui procedunt de ore eius exercitium 
habent LC 11 7 'Ica&#: a&. cum furore Lc. 
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2 Kai 

3,l-î cf. Gos. Thom 538,92,94; Man 7:7; Luke 
119-13; John 7:34; Gos. M q 4 : 7 ;  Gus. Heb. 6b; 
Dial. SUv. 1 1 :S. 

3, cf. Gos. Thom 2 38.92.94; Matt 7:7; Luke 
11 : W 3 ;  John 7 3 4 ;  Gos. Mary 47;  Gos. Heb. 6b, 
Dial. Smr. 1 1 5. 



06 yàp ol6as T ~ S  &i. 

 ai np& UE 

rrapeipi. 

VI 1 Ai6aaicaAw 6É ~ i s  6v6pa-n 
Z a q a î w  i ~ p o â ~ o  n a v m  Oga 
Èhahai 'Iqaoûs rrp& 
TOU ' la44  ai ÈûaUva<~ 
AEywv Qv Èau~t$- TOIOÛTOV naibiov 
~ a û ~ a  + û i r / ~ ~ a i .  
2 Kai 

rrpoaitahaaap~vos T&V ' 1 4 4  hiyai 
ah$ 4pOvipov rraibiov 

3,2 4 cf. Gos. Thom 2,38,92,94; Man 7:7; Luke 
1 1 3-13; John 7:34; Gos. M q  4:7; Gos. Heb. 6b; 
Dial. Sav. 1 1 :S. 

A Lr SC 
4 hoaidç~i~ cod., Aonicns coni. Del, hhrqs coni. 

Gera ('The Gospel of Thomas," 68 n.4), tangere Lr 
11 6 ~ $ 1 :  add. quod si scires, non me contristares Li 
11 713 uni-rrap~ipi: et quamvis modo t e c m  sum, 
ante te factus sum Lt. 
M, 1-28 =Lr VI, 1 (1 1,16i6aoitaAos: homo Lf 11 6 
*ai: add. nunquam vidi Lt. 
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iniu+qv  ai pa&l m i p y ~ i v  
+i~i&ras,  ai ripâv yripas   ai 



iva pd& y p a p p a ~ a    ai 
&6ci@ ahbv rrâaav 

A Lr SC 
6 ypappma: add. cum autem docm fient in 4 a k ô  S. 
studio litteranim Lt 11 7/8 nâaav him$pqv: 
honorifice Lt 11 10 fi à w n 6 ~ a n o v :  non fiat 

insipiens ~9 11 Del: Èmiv c d .  
tri, 415 *a&$: numquid creditis, parvus erit 

paMiIus iste? LI. 





6~ouu6v pou K*& 616aSm OE uo+iav 
!v o&is [' 63'1 d 6 ~  d t v  ipoÛ 

2 b, 11-13 cf. John 8: 14; Gos. Thom 18 II 18-21 
John 7: 14-1 6; 1249-50; l4:X 

A Lr SC 
2b =Lr VI, 2 11 2 h&ovms Dei: -orna c d  11 2i3 
*QUE  ai: deest in Li 11 3 &v: &&v cod. 11 415 
mha-wu: quia quanta de ore meo procedunt 0 
II 4 mina: scripsi [I 5 6hq9És cod. Del 11 6 da: 
kmr Del II  TW'TWU: ante omnes Lr ][ &plos: uaü 
vos auteni aüenigenae estis b (1 9-24 pr.  ai- 
paûqr;ir: qwniam mihi data est gIoria seculonun, 
vobis damm est nihil; quia aate secda ego sum ~2 [[ 
19 O& Del [[ rhqv Del: rrpb c o L  
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pÉya [f. 687 Ka; drrav ah$  ~aivoÛ 

T ~ V  o-raup6v pou ÔV EITTEV UOI O rraTiIp 
vou, TOTE TTIUT~UEIS OTI n a v ~ a  k a  
EMV UOL QAqûiva eiui.   ai TOUTWV p h  
iYtj dp16s EI~. ;p&s 6È dM6-rpioi 
  TE, O T ~  TOTE   ai vûv 6 a S S  iyw ~ ip i .  
2c 0; d i  napov-r~s oi ' lou6aîo1 

itsrrhayquav Q K O ~ O V T E ~  r o i  rraidupiou 
~ o i a û ~ a  AÉyovrzs,  ai it~fldrpav 
p+Atlv C)GW j v  h i yov t~y  & K ~ I V O Û  
~ a ;  ~rapQi6~0u 0aÛpa-ros. ~ A O V  

H 
22 Baa~dais cod.. 

21 John 7:16; 8:29; 12:49;1424; Mark 937; Luke 
9:48; 10:16; Matt 10:40. 



'AlD13 b~byxi 100 A9îlL3 
L -  1 

rim niniou i i o  Siao?3uiu a i p  'nori 

*Siorin Sodu 3ri Soinri&Iîu noi lion 
" 2  \ 8 "  \ 

=il 
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6,718 cf, John 175; 1 : 1-2. 2d, 7/8 cf. John 17:s; 1: 1-2 11 9 cf. John 7:16; 829; 
12:49;14:24; Mnrk 9:37; Luke 9:48; 10:16; Man 
10:40. 

H W S l  
6-2 ûaupa(hai c d  l[ 3 a s i m k a i  cod. 11 7 9 oÙn,..oÜis: ob ... ab Vil OÜTE V O ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ O K & ~ O U :  
rrpw~ov: r p 6  TOÜTOV c d .  11 8 n-qaûfiva~ cod.. deest Vi SI II 10 ypappa-raîs VI1 oiM' 066i 

+apiaaiou: deest in SI 11 O& où Vil 11 &s- 
T O ~ O U :  deesr in V. 
2d, 1  ai: T ~ T E  VI] ln dsn-aÙ~oîs: r i  aai6;ov 
d m v  VI1 2 a&: n d i v  Vil û a u p d @ ~ ~ :  -rirai W, 
-na1 VI1 3-6 *-rra-rÉpov: because 1 told you 
the avth and he who sent me is tnistworuiy SI I[ 314 
~Trrdn: 016a VI1 4 &a RI1 5 ijpGv: 
@iv V 11 Si6 ait. ~ai -h:  deest in V II MI hi- 
kia8q: w h  al1 the world was not here, 1 was 
before the wodd SI II 6 TA: toÜto V l( 7 hÉyo 6i .b 
va desr in FPI~ ;TE:  TE VII  ai-ME: 
deest in VX 
2 4  2 mi G~WEV:  ~ o t a ü r a  +ai VI1 3 
a k Û  Wll Adrioal V II 415 rrpcu~A&&Aky~ 
dm 6È rp& dmîs 8 'Irlooûs K when the 
children came  ou^ they played and had fiul And he 
offended them saying SI. 
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W, SI9 huaeus, Haer. 1.20.1, Ep. A p .  4; cf. Acrs VI, 2V3 irenaeus, Haer. 1.20.1, Ep. Apos. 4; cf. 
Thom 79. Arts Thom 79. 



M. 2fL3 haeus, Haer. 120.1, Ep. A p s .  4; cf. W, 1 irenaeus Haer. 120.1, Ep. A p s .  4; CE Acis 
A m  Tham 79. Thom. 79. 

A Lt 
6 ilraita: pmverbiurn dixi LI 11 718 
pi~po9a&amoi+$povripaaiv: debiles estis et 
nescientes Lr II 8 @povripaaiv Del: @up&aa~v 
c d . .  
2 f =Lt VI, 5-6a 11 ln zwav-rai Giou: deest in 
Lt  11 415 ~ i r  r6 rrai6~'piov: mihi Lt 11 617 
Aa@b-x~ipk: apprehendit puerum Iesum Lt (1 8 
6i6amahEîov: add. ubi aiii pueri docebannir LI II 
1&U K ~ ~ - ~ T I T $ ~ E I v :  magister vero dulci 
sermone coepit eum docere Iitîeras, et saipsit illi 
primum versiculum qui est ab a usqe 5 et coepit 
eum paipare et docere Lr / j  10 &TG Del: 4th 
cod.. 
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22-24 1 Cor 13:l. 22-24 1 Cor 13: 1. 

H WSC 
16 a h 6  cod. 11 19 €1 c d .  II 21 ou: aou cod. 1124 11 r6v 6h@q~ov: T& à. W, r6 cih~$a@rfrovl 
Qvnvcx 06: civ~ivaoûv cod 11 mpimiai cod. 11 27 Y. Y know" SI 1[ 11-13 i ipSa~~rrh~ovri~is:  the 
mjs: T[*] cod.. teacher f%t began to speak: "Say 1," He told him 

o h :  "Say it" SI ( 12 E~KEÏV: K& hÉy~ iv  V 1 11 
~ a t & n a ~ ~ ~ o i j ~ i v :  did not proclah SI II   ai- 
ah@: deest in Y11 15 Opas lroMk K one hour 
St Il S i 0  6pya&~s-&6v YSI: deest in W[[ 16 
kpouo~v: odd. on the head SI II 18 àt~vioas4È:  
deest in SI II kviaas: a&. E ~ S  V[I h p v  6i: 
&est in VI1 dm: a& to him: ÿ o u  have done 
unwoahy things" SI 11 18-20 ÉyhT6a: &est in v 
11 19 b16rimaûai: a& but am 1 supposed to be 
instriicted by YOU? SI 1 21m T O ~ ~ + ~ ~ T T O V :  

and now can they condemn me? SI I I  21-23 
rrohÀci-hr &est in VI( 23 x&&: d. Ô VI1 
24-27 t i u à - ~ ~ v M ~ ~ :  &es in V- 
W aSI 
3, y2 ~L6pv;is: aauoripniov 6i & rai6iov 
6 s  6pYii~ V, and the boy remained quiet a N e  
si,  ai a 



&rd uou, ;TI 016a ypappa~a a 

22-21 1 Cor 13: 1. 

A Lr SC 
12 irriq6~u'~lv Del: ~ r i q h d ~ i v  cod. 11 12-15 12 $qui SC II 14 rraiàiv S. 
~ai-noMds: deesi in Lt II 15 noM& Del: 
noAAGr cod. 11 &yia&is: deesr in Lr 11 18 c&s 
rra&: puer vero cum accepisset Lt II 2û-22  ai- 
h i :  deest in Lr l[ 22-27  ai-ou: et scio quia vos 
estis mihi m q m  vasa de quibus non exeunt nisi 
voces et non sapientia neque animae salvatio Lt 11 23 
xoûs ~ahicoür Del: xoûv xabcoh cod. 11 24 
rrapi][ouoi 6ia Del: rapiao OU& cod. 11 26 
awiqai: coni. Del. 
3 =Lr VI, 6b 11 I nauo6pnios~pyiip: et incipens 
versiculum LI. 
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W a S I  
i 6 ~  cod. 11 10 2 $4' kautoû: a h 6  al1 2-4 r a m a 4  &a: r a  

ypappata VI1 314 A-& piya: Az to Yats Si 11 4 
c3 pÉya: R a[l ~ ~ E T ~ ~ E O S :  Tiis AÉEEOS Y l[ S 
tpavhs: deesr in V 11 6È raAtv: 6È a, o6v V I l  6 
Zau~aiy:  deest in V II a h 6  V a  11 d: deest in Y II 
7iû ratd+3ijta: or what letten are Si 11 8 ciMous 
6i6dm~iç: deesr in V II 9 irp&ov E; 016as: deesr 
in Vil %il n p ô t o e f i t a :  since you do not 

know, how do you tach me books? If you know, 
then teU me what Yats is SI 11 10 àh$a:A a 11 
i r i d a w  Y: ~ W E V  Wall 11 <p@wro BMll 
Girartoparri~iv V Santos: drour~(~dri(ov W, 
ÙTTOQTO~~(EIV aThi10 Tisch Bon, c h w r o t i ~ ~ i v  
[sic?] Sch, prophesy SI II 12/13 mpi-ypapparos: 
those tbuigs SI II 12 &)ou: nporou VaIl 13/14 
~a i -ah%:  the teacher listened and undemood 
Az, but in its nahtre Si 11 14 k x p i ~ v a i  ah&: 
àvrtrpiefivai [àv**rpiOijvai air6 V, a i r 4  
àvrarrcxpiOijvai a. 
4,l-13 v. notmn Sf II 1 àuou6\rrov Si mAA&v: 
&est in VI1 66: dicrciil & lF II 2 & rrai6iov: om. 

Santos Bon (1 Zamaiq aSI: T ~ V  Z q a î o v  RI 
TG raûqyrle VI1 3 GA@: rrpckou Va 



A Lt SC 
3 4  6h~a4@qtos:  a usque ad t pleniter Lr II 6- 11 mi&v S. 
8 ~ 1 6 ~ ~ i s :  tu autem nescis inierpretare quod 
est a et b; quomodo vis docere alios? Lt 11 9 
h o r p i ~ d :  O pmgitas Lr II 10 I ~ I ~ E ~ O :  dicam Lr I[ 
11 ÈITEPWT~V: enarrare LI. 
4 =LI VI, 7 II 1 à~ou8vtov 6È ITOU&: Iesuç 

autem ~t 11 314 rijw-~ci51v: primam i i t t m  ~ t .  
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Gs Ga 
OTOIXE~OU &{tu.  ai r r p k ~ s  &SE ri55 moix~iov .ri@, uai n p 6 q ~ s  W ~ E  ~r&5 

5 $pi K Q V O V ~ ~  30;s  ai xapaKfiipag Epi ~avdua5  ai p~ua~apa~~+a5,  
[f. 2017 OÜS 6p& @~voÙs 



A Lr SC 
4 OTO~XE~OU Del: s v  cod. II & 6 ~  Del: [-]6É cod. (1 6 & o k  Tisch: $hous codd. 11 e l 2  ~ ~ v o u ~ a s  
5-9  ai-xopdonas: in medio grassando, -iaoupÉuous: deest in S II 9 6@nowraq cod. II 12 
permanendo, domando. dispergendo, vnn'ando. ~iaopÉvous cod. 
cornminando Lr 11 6 ~ u & v o u s  Del: $upÉvous 
cod. 11 9 h@pÉuous Del: &#opÉvous cod. II 11 
dpaxipous Del: àpa)(ripous cod., deesr in Lt (1 
l l i î2  Qpoyw~îp-iao~ii~pous: simul ingenio 
pariter ornnia communia habentia Lt Ij 11 
trap&ous Del: map-rdxous cod. II 13 
rav6vas4À4a: deest in LI. 
Vïi, 2 =Lr Vi, 8 11 1 Gouaiv: vidisset Lr II U3 
ta~--rca&va5: raiiter divideret Lr. 



Gs 
rrpoqyopiav, [f. 691 TOÙS ~o ioY~ous 
~av6vas TOÛ rrpckou ypdppa~os, 

Gapaoai. Taxa TOÛTO TO raibiov 
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deest in V [I 9 r k a  Va: deest in WSI. 

W a S l  
S S  rrpmqyopias-rwaump iC deest in W,  ai 
toiaGtas ÙAAqyopias TOU rpcirou ypdpvm~ç 
~ipq~Oror TOG irai& jir6pqa~v ÈTn rwrn jqv 
al1 6 hoAoyias: -a &TOC Y ,  a v  a Il roaakqv: 
&est in Vull616aairaAiav: -a Y,  a&  ai Y, dd. 
air-roü   ai a 11 7-10 oipoi-TO~TO: I do not 
un-d an answer such as you have said. 1 have 
made for myseifshame and have found it SI 11 7 
4iAoi: de& in VaII 8 inopjûqv lr kropjOqv WV 
1[ 9 Evau~G: iv  aaiirtj ~ 1 1  a iqhqs a, 
Z,I hTiorraaa'v~vos-&$q: Èriairaaaiv~vos rtr 
na18iov TOÛTO a; deest in V 11 2 dpov: di. o h  D 
II &TOU: d r 6  a, a& rraa~ahô CYE VaIl 
' 1 4 4 :  a& and take him away to your own house 
SI 11 S S  r&akoÛ: to look on his swiftoess (of 
miad) and song-like words SI 11 4 roi? rrp&oirw: 
deest in Valf 4 &r&: odd,  ai + E ~ ~ T O Û  

(1,7-25) Mhomoeoreletiton II O&%: OU s aaX 
r p a w  a; a d .  TE, ~pavtrv 5 TOÛ Adyou VI1 
&O& &at in VaII 516 &~o~oai-voijuai: Ürrag 
a: &est in v 11 w yq~viir OÙK imi [oij~iv B] va 
II ûi9 ~oÛm4apdaai: he torments us with ik SI, 



A Lt SC 
5 ~ i p ~ u 6 ~ w ~ I q a o Û :  deesr in Lt 11 5 irr@pqa~v 2c, 1 rra6 S. 
c d  II hi: ndd, de prima iiîtera et de tali homine Lr 
11 7 @ 6 q a ~  Del: d o i a ~  cd .  11 8 ha-q6qv cod. 11 
iaa-rri$dy& stupefactus sum ego Lr 11 9 
rariqov: add. per isnim infantern LI. 
2 =Lt VI, WOa Il 2 ante àpov: add. et dixit ad 
Ioseph Lt 11 3-5 U T O Ü :  non possum intueri in 
faciem eius Li II 1 0466: add. audii graves Lr (1 819 
rNp Gapdaai: ~apa6a~daai cod. 11 9 
xahivckai: mare refrenare Lr. 
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yàp ETI OpaOijvai ~ i s  n i v  +IV a6~0û. 
vahima ~irro\nwv rravmv OTI 

11-13 Luke 1 1 :27; Gos. Thom. 79; Prof. Jiu. 3:2. 11-13 Luke 1 137; Gos. Thom 79; Prot. Jas. 33:. 

H 
2,17 Éxovra c d . .  
3,6 TÔ cod.. 

m s 1  
9-11 ToÛTo-~~Évo~:  it is beyond me 
whence he came SI 11 10 T O ~ & W  moiqaiv: 
~ w o n o f i a s  VaIl 11 T&TOV: TOÛTO a ahov V 
II 12 ÉyÉvvqmv: $da-rau~v a II 13/14 rroia- 
&yu&: &est in VI1 12/13 bgÉûpni~~ TOÜTOV: 
toû-ro ie- al[ 1 M S  oypoi-rpiod0hios: deesr in 
VSI II 13 $ ~ A E  al1 14 rrapakoÀou8ô: 4 o o  BM 
Tih & c. -&ioovai D 11 15 iiram$qv: -qoa a: 
add. Éau-rtiv a, add. Èpau-ràv Thilo 11 8 
~piad0Aios b& al1 16 EyO: deest in afl &EIV 

pa6q jv  VaSI: deest in W II 17 dpov V II k i v :  
deesr in Y. 
3 , i  Éww: ÉdupWpai 4iAoi VaIl 2 si: 6s Thilo 
Il h r&xo  Y: -ou WMT'ih & rr, - ~ t  BD Thiio II 
irai: &est in VaIl 3 biMiOqv: &i B, sharned SI II 
4-6 pr. irai-madiou: deest in V II ànoûav&v: 
odd, humiliateci SI 11 6 66: 6ia0io~i Wll roiho B Il 
ra i*  al1 7 yap: deest in VI1 kt &a%ivai: Èv 
â Opq ~ d - t - g  @AiiC>ai [;@$ai Dl al1 niv: 

deest in VI1 8 pdicrra-n~wrwv: irai rrdvrov 
p d i u r a  ~ i n & m v  [in6vrov Dl Va; deest in SI 11 





MU1 VIII 1 TOU 68 ' lou6aiov 
TA rra16iov ' IquoÛs EyÉAaoov rrapaivo~vrwv r i v  f aqaiov, &Aam 
 ai dnev- vüv TO rrai6iov pÉya  ai ETTIEV- vÛv> 
~apn@op~i~waav ~à ci~aprra a ai ~apno+op~i~cmav ~a aa,  ai 
P h ~ l l f ~ ~ c r a v  O; n@Aoi  ai ippovÉ~cauav gh~nt~mcrav O; TU@O~ 
oi 6ua$01 ~ap6iq ;i~i ~ap6ia ;TI 

i+W a"vw0~v ~ ~ E I V I  ïva T O Ù ~  KQTW iy& ÜVW&V ~ Q ~ E I ~ I  ;va T O Ù ~  K ~ T W  

Ijdoopai  ai E;S ~à a v o  Pdawpai ~ a ;  eis rà ZVW 
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@cwpat: ~ a ~ a p d o w a ~  al1 8 rd Vœ TOV W. 

H WaSl 
9 aaw: rrovoi cod II 11 6v cod. II npoaÉ$u~v 9 rraiaiou pt~poû: TOU na18iou TOUTO Vu 9-13 
cd.. ~ i - y i v k o :  deest in Vil 10 ~ i m l v  aS1: 
4,1 ri yap o h  cod. II 2 ah6 cod.. deest in WII Giqyriaadai ~ i v i :  ri 8. al1 Il poi 
MII, 1,s +povÉaa~a cod. 11 8 i i a o p w  cd. .  aSC: pou Wll i: apchou al1 12 àyv& & +ihoi 

at deest in WS11113 akoÛ-dos: apfiv  ai 
&TOC 0; CZ 

4,l-3 ro~yapoÛmou: &est in Vjl 1 à@& a: 
&est in SI 11 2 ' 1 4 4 :  &est in SI II 3 TOÜTO W 
BMThiio: okw Tisch & c, TOÛTW D, acid. ~6 
aa16iov VI1 4 ÈV~OKE~: fi ROTE pÉya as[, pÉya 
11 5 È&v fi BE& VaIl 5 &oI&a: deest in Y. 
MU, 1.1-3 r W w a i :  ri, 6È aaiâiov V]l IR 
TG-napaivo~v-rwv: in the ptesence of the Jews 
standing nw SI II 2 TI$ Z a ~ a i y  al1 3  ai drnv 
9 dm K deesc in WII uÛv VaSI: &est in W11415 
tà-@AeiMouav: a d m  VI1 5 tu+Aoi: orid. and 
the deafhear and the uncomprehending understand 
5711 6 ;TI: &est in al1 7 adpetpi Thüo & c.: 
rrdpqvoi corld II rois: a h o ù ~  al1 7iâ K ~ T U  



Gc Gb 

Y 16 rraib& QviKiiOqv. ~i 6È ZXO ~ i n n v  ii 
biqy&ao0ai rrapi 
7 v  rrpoÉOq~É poi ~av6va  ~ o û  rrpchou 
OTOIXE~OU, 06 bti tiyvoc;i. 

A L i  

12 àyv& a&. stupesco ego O amici mei et noti 
mei: neque primordium neque hem possum 
invaire quid ei respondeam Lr. 
4 =Lt VI, I I  II 1 c&h$É: uuii. Ioseph Li (1 4 ~Éyas: 
iste magister Lr II 0 ~ 6 s :  dominus Lr 11 5 ÙyyEhrx: 
a& quid dicam nescio Lt II Gndwrwv: deesr in 
Lf . 
wI =Lt Vï, 12 11 1, IR ~&v-eAaa~v: conversus 
ad iudaeos qui curn Zacheo Lt II 5 àpherra: add. 
non intelligentes inteIligant Lr 11 6 6 ~ap6ipr: odd, 
et qui propter me morhti sunt cesurgant Lr 11 6 9  
OTI-~AÉITCX et hos qui surit sublimes ad aitiora 
vocem Lt. 
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MII Appendix Tlop~uopÉvou 6È 
TOÛ 'hpoÛ ~16É Twa ipyahpiov   ai 
Tiva veaviaicov pdmwv E ~ S  hÉpq~as 
i p a ~ i a  Ka; ~ (6xas  ~ i v a s  6ia@pou5 
@al&, ~6 K ~ ~ É K ~ U T O V  ~ E À &  K ~ T &  

Ti)v TOÛ ~ K ~ U T O U  ~ o Y A ~ u I v .  
~ i a ~ A 8 8 v  o h  ~6 rraiâiov 'Iqaoûs oü-rws 
noioûv-ra TOU v~aviav Aa@v  ai 
a h o s  i~ TÔV ~ ~ O U K E I ~ É V O V  
6@aapa~wv.-- 

1,9110 Iohn 7:16; 829; 12:49;142+ Mark 9:37; 1,9nO Iohn 7:16; 8:29; 12:49;14-2+ Mark 9:37; 
Luke 9:48; 1M6; Matt 10:40. Luke 9:48; 10:16; Matt 10:4û. 



1,9110 John 7: 16; 8:29: 12:49:14:24; Mark 9:37; 
Luke 9:48; IO:16; Matt 1 OAO. 

A Lt 
9 rrpoohatÉ Del: rrpoÉaSÉ cod.. 
2,314 &~ovro-uwpa-ri: d v i  fafti mt omnes 
hbmi  qui propter sermones eius infirmabannrr LI II 
5 air6 cod. II h6yov novqp6v: deest in Lt. 
M, I =LI VII, 1 II 1 fip~pGv: a& ascenderet in 
domo quadam LI. 
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povov. 

2 Kai & ~ ~ V T E S  oi yovEÎs TOÛ 
T E ~ U ~ K ~ T O S  naiâiou Qva~ahouv 
TG ' I~uoÛ ~&OVTES. w K ~ T É ~ ~ E ~  ~6 
naibiov ip&v. 8 6È ' Iqaoûs EI~EV- &y; 
06 ~a~Égahov aù~6.  

H WVa SI 
6 i6ov cod.. 4 alf. T ~ U :  deest in V II rraii$v~wv: a& pefl* 
2,3 ~aTfvahar c d .  11 S ~aTfeaha cod.. a k o û  a 11 5 cirr&a~ca: deest in V II fis 

6tmÉyou: TOÛ &pa~os a 11 6 i66wra 66: i&wr~s 
66 V ,  irai i6ovta ïhiio & c., rai i6&v al1 6n Ta 
&a na16ia: oi ETEPOI VI1 7 d6Éw: deest in al1 
8 iranAei@h 6;: i v  &adei@q 6È Y, remaineci SI, 
rai ra+@rl aThilo,  ai w a < q  Tisch & c. II 
pOvw 8 * lquoüs: 8 ' 1. p. a, pOvw Y. 
2.1 EABavra al1 oi ve fi wl l2 arrdavov-rw 
rra16iou: T E ~ ~ K ~ T O S  Y. TE~~VE&TOS DMTisch & 
c., mt&w +UV TOÛ T E & E & ~ ~  B f i 1 0  11 2n 
NEK~AOUU &TAU: ~VEKUAOW a, Èverahriaav 

TG ' 1 4 4  V ;  shouted at Jesus SI 11 3 6s-ako'v: 
cjs a G ~ k  ~ara@crh6vros cnj~6v R: Ws d ~ 6 v  
[~ata@Arl%na d r 6 v  d. DB Thiïo] a, [hs 
~a-ra@aAdvra a k 6 v  llcid Tisch]  ai 8 'lrpoüs 
E ~ W -  iy& Olj6Érrof~ ~affgahov atjttly coni, 
Tisch & c., you have throm down our chiid. But 
Jesus aaswered: 1 have not thrown him dom, He 
injured himseifand siipped, falihg off the roof. So 
now he is dead SI, deesi in VI\ 4 i~El\roi Va: -ou W 

11 415 i~Etvoi-aiir6v: deest in V M S ~  11 4 
hrqpia{ov TMO 8t c.: 4 n w v  W, -01 D, 
ovro B 11 S ~a-ra~ah6nov &6v: deest M a, 



A h  SC 
5 &TA TOC auqaiou: per posticum Lt 11 6 4 rtaibiv S 11 5 fis: deest in C 11 9 &yous C II 
ckrrfûau~v: uuii. statim Li 11 6n ~ a - n o v a :  hoc Lt ~anicpqpvidqv C. 
11 9 pouos: deest in LI. t ,7  TW'TOV: om. Tixh. 
2-3 =LI W, 2 11 2,3 O ~ l - ~ a f E g a h ~ s :  vere tu eum 
imiere fecisti et insidiabannir ei LI. 
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H W a  SI 
3,l  ipp~v&v~w cod. II 3 Émt cod. 11 4 @fiv 3, U3 ~a~~m$qa~u - i t a i :  6 6È 'lqa&s V, deesr in 

pqa~qv COL a 1 1  3 +OU DM +US K & ~ T W  B 11 È- val1 
3-5 Eq~nwlrn:  and Jesus shouted to the boy in 
his own name SI 11 314 rrapà TOÛ r rôpa~or :  T& 

n ï i jpa TOC rra16iou a, Eda EKEITO TQ RTôpa V 
11 4 E~pac~ Santos Bon  ch 11 4 @vil p~ycihqv al1 
5 Zfivov Zijvov V 11 516 0%-riaîs: ohm yap 
TA 8 w a  ah& C K C I À h  4 o k w s  yàp fiv ~6 
&opa akoû V, deest in SI 11 6 pot: deest in SI 
11 7 aE a: aoi WYll7-9 ~ a i - d m v  V a  and the boy 

rose h m  deah 81,; 62 rraîs É+q W II 10 o L  
&Émqaas: deesr in Si II d ~a-dfiahaq a: 
é ~ a ~ É $ d a s  W, deest in Y II civÉqaas: odd. pÉv 
V[l 13 B i  Va: deest in W (1 14/15 ~ a i 4 v a m d m a :  
&est Ur VPaSl1115116 i ~ a a a t c - n a i  VaSI: 
deest in Wll8~6v: auü. k t  ~6 WOV~TI qpGov 

TG YEYOV~TI qp~iC+ VI1 16 Kai-'IIlaOÛ 
&pst in Y, 



A Lf SC 
3,1&& Irpoû: deesr in Lf 11 4 Èupac~: add. clara 3,7 oh-  S [ 11 pe: add, [*9*] del. S. 
voce Lf 11 7 ~atnjaha cod. 11 9 alt. oÙxk deesr in Lt. 
AT LI 
M =LI IX II 1,1 nai6k 'lquoû T. 
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X I  1 ' Eu 6 i  TG ~ a 1  p 5  TOÛ UTTOPOU 
omi pouros toû ' I w q +  

XI cf. John 43 1-38; Mark 43-8 par, Gos. Thom W cf. John 4:3I-38; Mark k3 -8  par, Gos. Thom 
9; Ap. Jas. 8:3; Pop. Eg. 4. 9; Ap. Jar. 83;  Pap. Eg. 4, 

H Wiz Si 
X, 1,2 imvmv9q cod. l[ 5 ~pouoeoU'a~~ cd 11 2 é~akrous: seven years old Si [[ & p m  a8~6v: 
Ùir&ay~v cd. .  went SI 11 ~Épmi:  a&. 66 B l[ 3 Mupia: derst in Ya 
2,9 pou: pas cod.. 11 6v~h+ai h p :  u"- ai. VG di.  ai 4ip~iv 

 PEI DI iY TG o i ~ q  al1 &&niÎa ïhi io ~antos  
Bon: 6 ~ 6 o r & r  Wa Thilo Sch, ~ & X E  VI1 N4 
&&~u?a-&hr+: a q i n g  ihe jug in the crowd SI 
[I 4 &TG Va Gu W( 66p lav: $$a V 11 5 
ovyicpou&îaa: ~poua&îaa V,  auyxpohar al 4 
65pia: deesr in YI[ r a n p p h  Y,  ippdyq a; 
2,2 &TEP akoü $$Aq~a 1: 6 fiv mpi 
$ E @ ~ C I ~ S  Y,  &TEP [&TEP BM] ?V $~@hq&os 
[@@hq&ou B] al1 air&: + VI1 3 Ü5aros Thilo II 
S fi Mapia: fi pimp a h &  VaIl 6 mi y i y o v k :  
y w & ~ v a v  Y]/ 7 q p 6 o v  Va: deest in WSI II 
~at~c$Àqcm B Thilo 11 7-9 wai-roioika: deest 
in Si' 11 8 cd*: iamfj VI1 &àu: a h 6  a. 
XU, 1,2 g;ihû~u: d- ~6 raibiov Va, the boy 



MI 1 'Eu B i  TG ~aipG roû olr6pou 
8 f l h 0 ~ v  8 ' Iwqq 

Xn cf, John 4 3  1-38; Mark 42-8 par; Gos. Thom. 
9; Ap. Jas, 8:3; Pop. Eg. 4- 

ATLr SC 
2 ~ G v  TII à T f f m ~ A ~ v  TII u3 ~EOT&W: rc:Etc. 
fiqp a k o û  T Li 11 3 i'va à y a v i :  + i y ~ i v  T, ad 
hauriendam Lt II Ü k p :  a&  ai @&v 6 ' IqaoÛs 
E ~ S  T& ~ p i a a ~  T II 4 6;: deest in T II rrohhoü- 
rqyfi: cumque venisset Iesus ad fontem vet ad 
puteum erant ibi plurimae turbae Lt, deest in T. 
2, l  nahiou c d .  11 a k o û  De1 II 2 EH': h TI1 T&: 

deest in T II 4 t n 6 y a - y ~ ~  Tl1 516 fiqp- 
~ E O T & ~ :  ~ E O T ~ K O S  T, Maciae matri eius Lr Il 6/7 
T ~ I ~ U O Û ~  T: Cjm [Cj 1 1  Del] Èlroiqa~v 6 'Irpaoik 
qpE?ov A 11 6 qpgov: mimculum Lr 1 1  8 ÈAÉqaov: 
exaudi me et &va Li 11 9 T&V ui6v ~ou: pou 16 
h o v  T. 
W =Lt X. 
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Gs Ga 
:ami PEU [f. 2027 ';va arreip~i aî-rov ~ i s  riiv 

xwpav ahoû.   ai iv TG U T T E ~ ~ E I V  TOU 
5  ai TO .rra~Épa ahoû Eanoip~v  ai ~ i )  

nai6iov ' lqaoûs Ëva KOPOV ai-rou. rrai6iov 'lqaoÛ5 Ëva KOKKOU O ~ O U .  

2 Kai EOÉ~IUEV 8 rraGp aitoû 2 Kai Bepioas  ai 
ahoviaas 
inoiqaev 

WVa SI 
3 h a  U~TE~~EI :  ;va m i p g  Thilo. ~ i s  ornipal 
Vil 314 E ~ S  riiv xwpav: Év fi ~ J p q  VI1 4 a k 0 v  
aSI  II amip~ iv  Va: -EI WII 5 ~ÙToÛ Va: of them 
SI, deest in WII Eamip~v MI1 6 rra16iov: add. 8 V a  
11 KOKKOU ai~ou: K. -0v a: K&OV a. V. 
2,4 pé&pvouq: ~t+ous V, ~tSpou5 al[ 415 
mimas TOCS m o x o ù ~  V a  11 5 irai rrfvrl~ar 
ToÙ~: and lowly SI, deest in VaIl 5/6 Év K&M: 
fis K O M ~  Va, deest in SI 11 6 b q Qhovt: ~ i r  
roi, [fiv Vïiih & c,] ahova Va, into the barn SI 
11 7 rch: &est in V II akov: a& T~OM~V V I I  7-9 
&à-'Irpoû: 8 6È ' 1 4 4  &ni TOV 
aroÀ~i@Èvra a î ~ o v  ÉK TOC O T I ~ ~ O U  TOU 'IrpoY 
V,  ai ' I ~ Q  E ~ E ~ E V  TO ~mah~t48Èw TOC aiTou 
a; comprum est SI 11 10 AOITT~V: deest in VaSI I I  
~oÙt~ ' Inpoûq :  raûra  iiroiri Y ,  mûre iiroirlm 
[hoiqaas Q TO aqpGov a, at that time SI. 
Xm, 1,213 T-nos: 8 6; iraTilp && 
TÉK~WV ~Tv & TOÛ 6È 'h& T ~ V  T ~ o v O S  &TOS 

Y. 



AT LI SC 
3 umipoi T(I ai-rov: ondpov T II 6;: deest in TI1 Xl, 1.2 rrpoaqayq S. 
a Ù ~ 6  TI1 4 ~ 6 v  TDel: 8 A 11 5 arnipw TI1 516 
È o n e i p ~ p d ~ a v :  extendit manum lesus et tulit de 
tritico quantum pugillo tenere pot& et dispeffit Li II 
6 Gpaitav: x~ipav  ai Èornip~v T. 
2,l ~v-BÉpous: venit ergo Ioseph in tempore 
metendi ut meteret messem suam LI If 2 auvdfus 
6 'Iqaoûs: venit et Iesus coilegit Lt II a: 8 Tl1 3 
~AWviarv ak6v: ~ÙAoyria~v ait4  T, deesr in Li II 
4 po6ia: pv&ia ~ 1 1  s i p a s    ai 8p$avoùs: 
TCTOXOÙS uai op$avoÙ~ tai i p a s  T Lr II 6 
&KEV TI1 cxkoîs T LI: d-rôv A II 7 È m i p ~ :  
kroiqa~v Tl1 K E K ~ ~ T ~ K E :  hr&p~v Tlj &: di. irai T 
11 8 ' 1 4 4  T LI: 
' Iquoûs A 11 8-9 i~-arropOu: ~ i r  ~ i v  ol~ov akaV 
Aiywv aî-rov dhoyiav xa'piv 6ià T& olvai 
mSpov roc 'Iqaoû TI1 9 Ëxouaiv A (1 TOC 
andpou: pro benedictione lesu in domum suam LI. 
XIiI =Lt XI II 1,2 6: deesi in T II 61cfwv: 
architector Lt. 



Év& ~avovos roû ~ahoupivou 6i  i v k  ~av6vos TOÛ ~aAoupivou 
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&@ Va [l TO ~fadiov: Jesus SI. 

H WVa SI 
5 cuya cod. 11 8 pÉya rrdvoi cod. [ 12 ; X O V T ~  4 icai-akiû: ipyacopÉvou V, Enoiei a deesr in 

cod. 11 16 pipou cod. 11 ijoanoiquov c d . .  SI 1 1  4/5 ~ u ~ o U S :  deest in SI 11 415 È ~ ~ i v o  
~a ipq :  f. TG K. Y ,  r@ ~ ~ Y ~ V E T O  odd. 4 K. i. al1 
6 4  Èm~dyq-&r@: te wanted to make a chest 
for a cenain rich man SI 11 6 air+ VaIl yevÉu9ai: 
deest in Va 11 9fl0 ~av6vO&vaMa~'rou: Ovo 
boards S1H 10 ivaMoinrw a, Èvqha'mou V, 
ivAa&v K Y,. ~ V T W  KOA+WTÉ~OU Tisch & 
c, 11 10111 p k a i :  deest in a(\ 10 i)(ovtw: - 
avms W, a v  V 11 pÉ-rpov: add. &a V 11 11 
~oAc$w~~pov Wll lin2  ai-'Iwq4: deest in SI 
II U k u :  &ovtor BMThilo Santos Bon Sch, - 
ovnr D Tisch, s v r a  V II r o i i q  Thilo 11 
8 'Ica+: &est in VaIl 14 &TG O 'Irpoûs: TA 
mi5iov [orliiorlii 8 'lrpoûs a] TG ra-rpi akoü  
[di (& T& B) 'Ih$ a] VaIl 15  ai: di. ;K 
Valf 16 roÜ-$pous: h m  your side SI. 
2 , l  mi h o i q ~ :  i -  6È VI1 IR ~a8&-Ifaibiov: 
ira% auvÉ-raFv air@ 8 'Iqooüs VI1 2 ~lm: & 
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Gb 

B ~ p a q a ~ v  ~ V T O .  TOTE ~pa.rciaa~  ai 
6 ' lquoûs TO Ë-~EPOV GKPOV E~AKUOEV 
aV~oû T~Iv QMqu rpo~op+. irroiqatv 
~ci~Eîva iaov TOC auou @hou,   ai 4rpi 
r rpk TOU ' 1 4 4 -  ~ ~ K É T I  10 
Aurroû, 8Mà rroi~i  ~ K W X ~ T W S  TQ ipyou 
aou.  ai i6Wv i~Eîvos Y mpûaUpaa~v, 

qp6ov rrepi rrhawis i4ihqa~ 
TOU ' ~qaoûv XÉyov- pa~api6s  ai hÉy~t K Q ~ '  iau~6v [f.1133. p a ~ d p i k  
€;pl, ;TI TOIOÛTOV rra16iou ~ i p l  b&, OTI TOIOÛTOV rraî6a 15 
&&KÉ pot 6 eE6~. pot E ~ W K E V  6 OE&, 

3 'ATTEA~OVTWV 6Q i v  +j TT~AEI  
6iqyTiaa~o 6 Mapiàp 6 ' 1 4 4 .  ~ K E ~ V T J  

6È 8~oUuaaa TE  ai PAÉrrouaa ~a 
napa6ga p~yahiîa TOC uioû aVe5 

ap jv. 

AT Lr SC 
6 raiLlqaoÛs T: deest in A 11 €43 uai+nkk: 6 a h %  S. ahoû C II 7 fihqa~v $11 9 ràrfivou SI1 
quod et facnim est et statim invrnit illud utile ad 12 ku&q C II 15 fipi: deesr in C 11 16 6É6or~ C. 
hoc quod voluit LI II f ~ o û  66Aou: deest in TI1 8 irai 3,3 à~o6ouoa C. 
E deest in A I[ a<&: a h 6  A, ah& Dei, deesr in 
T II 11 rroiii: add. ch6 roû wu T II 12 8: 8ti A II 
6 'lqaoûr: &est in T I l  13 qpf'iov mpiirAarsir: 
deest in Lr 11 13114 i$iAqah tth 'IqaoÛv: 
K ~ T E ~ ~ A ~ O E V  & T ~ U  T. amplexavit eum LI II 15 
&I: d. &ci  T 11 rrai6iov: tilium Lt (1 16 pot 
&~GOKEV T. 
XIV = ~ f  XII 11 1.1 J~Ev: d. Q T 11 in $W VOW: 
9EIQv VOGU T, talem gratiam Lt. 
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Ga 
nai6iou Ka; n i v  rihiriav f ai niv 
v~&q-ra & QK~&<EI, ~ldhlv 
$ouh~6ua~o h a 1  a h &  arr~tpov 
ypapp6~wv,  ai cirrayayhv aY&v 
H C I ~ É ~ G ~ K E V  itÉpo 616amaXq. 
&TE 6È 6 616amahoS. TG ' loq+. m î a  
~ÉAEIS ypappa~a 616atw ah&; 
EI~E 6È ' Iwu$- np i j ~ov  
~a ~M~vIKQ, EREITQ TQ @pa.i~a. 66~1 
yap 6 616aoKahos ~v mîpav mû 
naiâiou,  ai i4gÂ-m ah6v. ;pas 
ypaws TOU ciA4agqmv 
Srr~u-roi~~iwo~v aY~6v ilri noMiv 
6pav.  ai OUK ~ R E K P ~ V ~ T O  a k @  
6 ' IquoÛs o\i6Èv AÉyov. 



voÛv E X E ~  Ka; ihi~iav 
aij@iv~i, 
$ouh$q Soûvai a\j& 'iva ~ a @ g  
ypappa~a.  ai S i S w t v  a;& E ~ S  

Ë ~ O V  SiSamahov Bms ak6v 6166s~. 
 ai AÉyei 8 6iSamah~ TG 'lwa$)* 
moïa ypappa~a 0Éhris S i6a60  ah& 
np&ov; hÉy~i a \ j~G 8 ' lwori+- npG-rov 
rà &qw~a,  ~ T I E I T ~  éppaï~a. &cou 
SÈ rriîpav TOC ' lrjaoû Q ~ a 0 q y - q ~ ~  
i+OgELto a4TOv. Op05 

ypd\lras a h 6  [f. 667 d v  ah@$q~ov 
~ T € ~ T o I ) ( E ~ ~ U E V  O\~T&V % rouas 
&pas. 4 6È ' Iqooûs Eaicha pq6b 
~ T ~ O K ~ I V & I E V ~  .> 
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wI,2,4lSlrenaeus,Haer. l20.1,Ep.Apos.~ccf. XIY,2,4/5lreaaeus,Haer. 1 .20 .1 ,Ep.A~po~ccf ,  
ACIS Thom. 79. Acis Thom 79. 

H W a  SI 
2,7 ah& cod.. 2,1 E~E-' Iqaoûs a% EÎKEU 6È ~ p k  TOV 
3,4 irapÉy-yA~v cod. 11 5 Ùxohiiai cd. .  6166rrwaAov Y, QMu TI 6 'lqaoûs È@a.ro Wll3 EI 

irai: deesr in VI[ 2 6 v ~ m j  Q: 6vrw W, deest in SI II 
3 irai: d. ci BMllol6ar Va: ~i6uîas Wll ÔAws: 
deest in al1 uala VI! 4 ypap~ata: aiphabet SI II 
~i&: a3d poi a; $iv K  lm &È 6 'lqaoüs 
E; &mas ~iT1i POL Mhomueoteieuron (1 GA+a Va II 
S TOC: -niv T& BMTbilo & c.! Gv D, mpi TOÛ V 
I( b6~a:  the laters in m e r  SI 11 7 aÙ~6v: akoû a 
II E ~ S  e v  m$aAiv: deest in Y[[ 8 6 ' lqaoÛs: deest 
in Val[ ~ y a v ~ ~ e  irai: rroviaas aTÏh Sch, 
rrovfuav Thilo Santos Son [I Èuaqp&a.ro VI[ 9 
ihlnoeu'~: matjv ilri riiv yilv 
6 A i y ~ m  VS (1 10 hi m6pcrrw: xapai 
f lri ~p&onov a: &es& in SI. 
3 ,  VL iE~m$qd.; ihBnt:  ~6 6È rra16iov 
à@&v Y ,  h p Ç i + q v  bÈ TA ira16iov al1 2 
aÙ-CG: '14 a li 5 es %pas: deest in SI 11 
àrrohiioeir al[ 6 On: 6 t h  al Ù l r ~ a i r o a n  

DM, suf5et.s SI. 



XTV, 2, U S  [Rnaeus, Huer. 120.1, Ep Apos. 4; c t  

Acrs Thom 79. 

AT D 
2, r &dm: dmu 8 i  ~ ] [ a r n ~ p ~ û ~ i s  A: deest in T 
L ~ I I ~ E ~  T : ~ ~ S A  [ J K ~ ; ~ T : ~ w A . ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ L I [ ~ s  
6È: deest in T If au T 11 Aiyo: ad& foriinidinem de 
Lt II 7 ah&: tb 'Irpwu Tl1 8 ~aqpdacrro T: 
iuaqpcioa~o A ][ 10 ~ r n a d i p p j a a s :  
6Aryopkar km T, subito cecidit et mortuus 
est LI* 
3,2 ak& k11i 3 6 6i ' l4* 'i&$6È TH 4 
aapqyyds: a&. Mariam Li II 5 a+oi~ias: 
$o Gs O ~ K ~ U S  a k &  TI[ &ah: add. & 
12 [l dn ha-&pdsroir: deesr in T Lt. 
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15 ~ohhoû. r 6  6È rraibiov ~ $ i o ~  

xv 1  MET^ 6È x p 6 ~ 0 ~  rivà ' Ë T E ~ O S  
nahiv ~ a h y q i s ,  yvriuior 4iAw c h  
TOÛ ' 1 4 4 ,  ~Prnv aÙ+- 
Gyayi poi a h 6  ~ i g  TA 
naib~uvipiov. TUUS âv buqOt;i h W  
P E T ~  K O ~ ~ K E ~ Q S  

6iaaSai a i d u  ~a ypavpa~a. R~ÉREI  
yàp ~6 rraibiov, 4p6vipov 6v TE Ka; 
voûv Èxov, E;bÉVai ypappa~a,  ai ETREV 
~ Y T C $  ' 1 4 4 -  E i  fhppEî5, QGEA~E, 
&rayE a U ~ b  
p ~ ~ a  OE.  ai 
~apahafkh aÙ~6v 
Qn+ay~v p ~ ~ à  MOU  ai ayôvos 
rrohhoû. ~6 6È rraibiov 6 ' IrjaoÛs 66Éws 
hrropni~to. 



AT LI 
XV =LI XiiI II 1 , l  rivas: rroMas Tl1 3 &TG T 
Lt: &TOU A II 1 66d4É: deest in LI 11 6 
aapadrioEws: ~u&wqu~ws T. suavirate Lt II 7 
616d6w a k i v  ~ à :  Exm &TOC 616atai T II 7.) 
 ai-ypappa~a T: &esr in A LI 11 10 ~i yap: &est 
in Tl1 11 napahagciv T[I akdv  ai: deest in TI[ 
12 noAAiis: &est in TI1 13-15 lrapÉAagnc 
d& T: c m  accepisset eum doçtor, ibat cmn 
M o r e  et magna wnstantia et habebat eum cum 
exdiarione Lt. deest in A. 
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10 ~ a h y r l ~ v  &i~pus ~aei(8p~vov 
~ $ i w ~  n a v ~ a  ~ K O G E I  a i ~ 4   ai 
H ~ ~ E K ~ A E I  aYTO iva irh~ioua  ET^, 
~6 66 rrapamô~a &Aov é~lrhqrrÉa0ar 
iv T O ~ S  S o i s  Cjipaoiv 

1s aijroû. 

- - -  

2 CE Luke 4:16-22. 2 cf Luke 4: 1622. 

H WVa SI 
2,2 k6amaheîov cod. II 3 àvaAoyiov c d .  11 4 2.1 +aiauvos ~is: epaau+ a, epa& E ~ S  Tisch 
a i ~ 6  cod. II &Eyivoa~~V cod. 1) 7 Èa~&@mm & c., deesr in Vil 2 -& VaIl 61SamaAEIov: 
cod. 11 IO ~a&(dp~vov cod. II 11 rama +WEL: G I~~Q'O~UAOV WII 3 Éu TG QvaAoyiq: at the end of 
mivous K O ~  c d .  1) 12 cod. 11 E ~ T T E I  c d . .  the ce11 SI II àvahoyiov MI1 Xa*v: opening Si 1) d 

cdrô Vil &K: deesr Nt YI1 5 yrypapp~va: 
ypavpara ra  al1 6i7 &Ù-È4e;wETo: &est in 
VI17 È+%~~ETo:  &~AEI a d  b VI[ û-if KU;- 

@&rai: deesr in VI1 9/10 roÙs&r&: and 
ihose present iistened to him and asked him to reYl 
M e r  SI, TWS rnpi~uriitar rai àr&amg 
&& [ah4 DM] a Bon Santos, roùs 
mpi~uc&ras Thilo Tisch Sch 11 13 &A-- 
~UVEABOV~ES: deesr in B II &A% 6i a qv 6c 

Wll auv~Aû6vn~ a &est in WSC, dioctd 
~api&r~iaav [ rrap~h~~iaau mo Bon] 
~ K & S  &oÛ [ak@ D] rai DM11 
&pgov: they üstened to Jesus and admkci SI II 
l a 5  &pa16n-p-ah&: his beauty his teaching 
and his etoquence SI. 



2 cf. Luke 4:16-1. 

AT Li 
2,1 amA&v i) 'Iqaoûs: 8 Bi [a&- 6 
cod.] 'Iquous E ~ ~ A O E V  [& rrpuecipos Tj T Lr II  
2 616amaA~îov: rrai6w-rripiov T. dornum domris 
Ll II d p ~ :  add. 6È TI1 2 4  ~i@Aio&voi~ap T Lr: 
@ i@kv  rriphqv uai àvaiSas uùev A II 4 a Ù ~ 6  
T II 415 TG @ieAiy E @@A+ A II  7 ahoû Dtl II 
8 T& v6pov aÙroÜ: deest in T II ahoÛ Del 11 8/9 
roÙs-d~odovras: ornes vero qui ibidem stabant 
diiigenter eum audiebant Lt 11 9110 àr&ovras- 
ra0iaas: à~odov &Sv i) ra9qyqrtis ~Aqaiov 
&T& raOia&is T 11 9 &cm: &est in Lr II  I l  rr& 
rqos: ndvra Bi T 11 fi~ouaw ~ e i :  firounr cd 11 
12 $rn;i T Del: ~ i rn îv  A, &. 6 TI1 13 noAÙq Del: 
rroMfis A. &est in T II u u ~ i q i i h k  rrAr& 
[ T I A + ~ ~  cod.] T Il rai: deesr in T II 14 kpoGvro 
h i :  ~ K ~ Û U T O  A, i w p k o  T, audiebant b, aai. 
noivv Tl1 uns rrchs-A6you: OcnipaÇmms 
ris 6 v  ciyiav BiBamaAiav ~a'i rdv Aciyov T, 
omnem sanctam doctrinam puam docebat Lt 11 lm6 
TOÜ A&ou akoû: diiectos sermones qui exiebant 
de ore eius Lt. 
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XV 1 'O 8È 'la~wfios Qmjyayev E ~ S  XM 1 "Empq~ 6È 'lem$ T&V uibv 
T+ Grqv TOV 6fiaai+pVyava 'iva ciproi airoû Tou ' lcirogov mû %ai 
yivwv~ai. @Aa  ai iviyitai TOU OIKOV 
dmjy~v  ai aii-roc. {~ohodai  ai TO naibiov 
O ' Iquoûr PET' airoû.   ai ouMq6vrov O 'Irpoûr aiir6. -ai ouhhiyov~os 
airGu r a  @pdyava Ex16va rrahapvaîa roû 'la~cafiou rà  +puvava i)(t6va 
E8ar~v ' w,'l&~ofiov ds i v  pîpav Ebaro ds x ~ i p k  ' la~&eou. 
airoû. 

2 Ka~a~~ i vo~Évou  66 aV~oû ra i  2 &ai ~a ra~~ i vap fvou  arjroü  ai 
ÙTO~~U~ÉVOU ~poÉ6fIapEV ~b & ~ o ~ ~ u ~ É v o u  ~ I ~ Y ~ ~ ~ U E V  

rraibiov ' I ~ K W ~ O S  rrpk TOU ' Iqaoûv   ai Q ' Iquoûs>  ai 

XV cf. Hiif. JOS. Carp. 16; Acts 283-6. XM cf. Hist. Jos. Carp. 16; Ac& 28-36. 

H WaSI 
S 61a  a: 6i' iar cod. 11 6 rrhqy* cod.. 6 ac&mai: iaBrianai as1 II 7 rrapaxpiipa: 
XV, 1,2 rriv a'mp: iI forno (the forest) Voicy &OS D, rapau~a BMThiIo & c., arld tbat very 
"Verso." hour Si I I  iah: pst  ~a9qyqrris (8) pos. D 11 
2,2 npooi6papev cod.. "mpg: deesr in V 11 8-10 irapiÀa+mhÛ: 

&est in SI 11 9 àrrriyayw: ànïjA&\r a. 
XVi, 1, l  anre hm: a&. afterwafds SI 1 1  ÉmJm 
wll6È Var&esrin WII 'Icm&$ VaSkdeestin Wjl 
2 r6v 'Ici~~$ov: & e s  in vil Gijuai: auhhitat Y, 
to gatber SI I I  3 tuha: cira B. btiyava V li 
&&(ai: @Ép~iv DM, B 11 4  ai: &  ai a: 66 
V I ~  6 rraaiGiov: roû~ov v 11 5 8 'iqaoûs: &es( in 
a, &. Twh Sch II cnk6 @SI:  ai ch$8N PET& 

TOÛ 'ld~m(3 VI1 5 7   ai+& im$qcras Y1 
É ~ E  VaSi: hi ~ I S  ~prpaohîaa W Il 6 'Ici@ 
Vil 7 ~ i ~ ~ i a ~ o g o U  w: tip x~îpau 'lac&@u a, 

pipi &oû V. 
2,l-3 pr. ~al-'lqaov̂ s VaSI: v ai &iX&;s ~ a ]  
W. 



XVI cf. Hist 10s. Carp. 16; Am 28:3-6. 
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mi 
'Eu fi y~i tovia  TOC ' 1 4 4  VQQGV TI 

~ + ~ i o v  cirr&av~v,  ai g~haiev u j q p  
ailroi a e p a -  ~~KOUUEV G C, 
' Iqaoûp OTI mÉvBos pÉyu tcai 86puPos 
yiv~-rai, E6pap~v unou5aiws. 
  ai EY~OV TO na16iov V E I C ~ ~ V ,  

:+a.ro mû m$ous aV.roû  ai A E ~ E I  
aU+- aoi hko, gpÉ4os, p i  6 d u q s  
ciMà ($i <~a;  iu-ro VETO[ tijs pq~pck 
sou>.  ai ~Vûiws a v É q   ai 
rrpoovÉhaa~. dm 6; p q ~ p i  ahoû- 

WaSI 
4 6ijypa: d. 8 'IqaoCs Ô pÈv W 11 415  ai-id&l 
v:   ai NûÉo5 inawaro CI rivos a, knaYûq T& 
n6vou K then ihe poison weakened Si II 5  ai V a  
Sk 6 6È Cyow WII 6 6i~pp+ ippdyq a; did Si, 
ocld   ai rapaurà E ~ E L V E V  [E~EWES D] 8 
'ici~c&or hiis a, add. TG 6È &G i p ô v  ET 4 
wa EIP TOVS aiGuas, à ~ v  &S. V. 
WaSI 
XW, 1,2 b: orid p ~ t a  6i taii~a i v  a(I TW 
' I h 4 :  deesr in SI II voooüv ïhüo 11 223 mGv TI 

[nui vriniov a another child SI, h@xi~rck 
ri$ Wll516 6n-yimai: the cryiog and wailiog 
SI II 5 nÉdq a &dq WI[6 yiu~~ai: &.  ai al1 
7v~q&v: tyingonherlap~l,&.~ai al188 ]1i).Et 
ah@: ETW al1 9 uoi WTisch & c.: OÙ aThilo, 
&esr in SI 11 Abu: wv B, &est in SI I I  Bpi@ a 
SI: &est in Wll10 ($i: 560qri K be aiive Si, 
@ou al[ ion1 ~ai-aou a 2  &est m W(j 10 
Ë m  ï i i h :  h o  D, Eao BMThiIo Santos Bon 
Sch, go SI II 11 &os: dÙs D, d&k BMll 
li/l2 & É o q  K& npuq&ao~: then the child 
taughed and smüed at him SI, &va@A$as 
*am al1 12 % w p i  &oG: yuvatti QI 



CHAPTER 121 (Gac) 

:+a-ro TOC c~$ous ahoû ~ i n w v -  
aoi AÉyo, @pÈ+or, p i  8m0avgs 
QMà ($~JTI  ai iafw ~ E T D  Tiis ~.ITJTP& 

oou,  ai EÙ~ÉOS avÉeh~\ln ro ra16iov. 
 ai AÉ~EI 6 ' lqaoû~ 6 p q ~ p i  a6~oC- 
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XMI, 1,9flO cf. Mark 5:41, Luke 7:14. 

WaSI 
13 6poicoou: deesr in SI I I  TO TÉKVOV OOU: a k o  
a 11 l3n4  ai 6& Ydha ar sucide him SI, deesr in 

W. 
2, i i60v-nap~o~ris: irai i60v  8 n a p ~ m & r  
6xhoç a, when the crowd saw this SI Il È v ~ m c k  
R" 1 1  3 ~6 rraiâiov TOÛTO al1 &OS: di. ?V a I I  
*& a& 8 ~ 4  ail 4 Èmi: &est in al1 S 
y ivnai: &IV Ë-roipov al1 516 kF,fih&rai6ôu: 
and he weat to his house SI 11 5 ÈS$kv 6: irai 
È @ $ h  al] 516 n d i v   ai ÈrraiÇev: 6 ~ 6 6 ~ ~  
nai@ ail 6 pnà:  ~ETÙ  ai DMTixh & c.,  ai 
p& B Tbilo I I  T&: i r fpov  a. 
XMII, 1,l un&-riva: a year Iater while a house 
was b e i ï  buiit SI II 2 oiro&fis al\ 2 4  
y~vapfvou-Ùtrl0avw: a man feu down h m  the 
height and died SI, &est in al1 4 ovrbpoci~s 5: 
dea t  in al[ 6 ~6 mibiov: deest in aSI 11 7 i6ov 8 
G r   ai ibov al1 s +v K E ~ V E V ~ V  D )/ 
imgahm~119uoi ad K 



CHAPTER 172 (Gac) 

XVIII, 1,9110 cf. Mark 541. Luke 7:14. 
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2 @opigou yevapfvou 2 QopYgou 6È y~vopivou  ai 
EGpap~v 6 uuv6pop~sI Ë6papev  ai ~6 rra16iov 

'IquoÛ5  ai giauapevos 61$0sv 61a TOÜ 'Iquoûs.  ai piauapevoç 6if$û~v ~ 6 v  
6xAou  ai ~ p a e a s  CixAov,  ai h~pa-rqoev TOÛ veavimou 
TOU d a  T&V rr~rrhqy6ra T ~ V  T T E ~ ~ Y ~ T Q  d a ,  
 ai ~i jûfws iaûq.  ai EIREV TG  ai E V ~ É W S  ;ah. ETTTE 6 i  
veavimq* Ünaye, q i c e  TG v~avimw- Qvama VVv, q i Ç ~  f a  
r a  6; ha uou. 6GAa  ai pqp6veui pou. 

H WaSl 
XVI, l , t  6v ioq: mi au cod., È~aiou coni. Voicu, il d0Éms: deest in SI II 12 ak6v a, 
uVerso." WVa Sl 

X, 1 , l  OAiyas: a& 6È VI1 ln SVAa qi<wv ris: 
o. r i s  5. val1 1 qiaov F II 2 ve8.npw- 
TOUTOU: iv ~ yovia verkpw a, deest in VI[ Èv: 
odd 6 a 11 rakou: udd. rai B Thilo 11 3 Èmow- 
flaaiv: he badly cut SC 11 Éqia~v: biÉo~raw ail 5 
oijriwa-àTrÉ0avw: fc a'ipcrros ydpwos 
à&&qrn a, àTrÉ0armr V, he lay in death SI. 

2, il2  ai ouv6poir;is: deest in V II 2 rai r à  
iiaibiov: deest in V 11 iiaibiov: ocJci. 6 V B 11 3 
' Iqa&s: &. ÈKEI al1 4 rai-veavimou: trrdûimv 
rrAqaiov Vil 5 rb-rro6a: roû mirAqy6wj VI1 
6 rai-ici$: deest in SI II id%: a& 9 aaÎs 
ÈKE~VOS VII 7 rr$ veavimy: TOU [ni BI veuviacov 
Va; arld. 1 yiy to you young man SI II &duras Vlj 
uÛv: deest in Y57 II 7/û q i Ç ~  r a  @ha: take your 
axe SI 11 8 5Gha: add oou VII pvqp8vwi pou: &est 

ui v. 



-~ - - - 

AT SC 
10 àvdara T 11 oou: 8 Enoiets T 11 11 pr.   ai T: EK, 1,4 ~ E K W  c d . .  
deest in A 11 12 &TG T. 3,7 a6~6: a k h  S, deesr in C II qiÇwv C. 
A L t  
X =Lr wI II 1.2 y~nov iq  Del: ipso vico LI. yf 
b v i a  A Il 314 ~&+nSa: pedern suum LI (1 3 
&& Del. 
ATLt  
2,M ~ i a ; i A L X p i c r r k  venit et Iesu cum iiiis 
Lr 11 2 pr. 6: om. Del II 7 ' lqooüs A LI: &pios Del II 
8 pqpov$É A II [pqp6v~vi T. 
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ouyy~vfatv a; a&. among the relatives SI II at%v 
a aiitov Wl[ s i)lTÉmp*v w m o  & c.: -OUTES 

&odovra: and the teachers Iistened to him reading 
the law SI 11 9 & d o n a  a w v  K a&i. Toû u6pou 



$Éos a h o û  yap TT~VTES <KOUOV 9; TE 

ypapparns  ai oi vopo618amaAo1  ai 
iûaupa<ov TT~VTES OTI n& T T ~ I G ~ O V  
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;Hl h i o v  îà 
KE&ihara roû v6pou  ai 
TÔV rrp@q~LJv ~à cncoh~à  ai T ~ S  

rapagohas. 
3 Kai 

H 
4 3  6 Si: i 6 ~  cod.. 

WaSI 
14 6rra'pxwv WThilo & c-: -EI al( à m u r 6 p i ~ s v :  
cirrwtopi{~i a: a.&   ai W I ~  iS1i6 TG Aaoü: 
deesf in SI I I  17 K~i$ahaia: CHAPTER SI ( 1  19 
P@EIS: ~~apafioAÙs aSI. 
3,2 6 ' lqooû: &TC$ a s 1  [[ 3 ivari+i$v: ;var i  
[:va ri Thilo. 'iva B] ~ o h o  krroiqaas j p î v  
&ou al1 4 irai Aurrwp~vot: deest in al1 6 n PE 

ÇqfEif~ a% deest in W I I  ÇTJTE~TE: a& grieving SI 
11 7 0 ~ ~ 0 1 ~ :  deest in a s  11 8 PE: u& 6 Ùpa 

i[qTE?E PÉ 
4,1 alt. oi W B  ïhdo:  &est in DM 11 2 €1 TOU: odd. 
to his mother SI I I  €1: om Santos I I  fi: deesf in a; 
odd Santos 11 314 din\~cai: &est ni ,4411 4 hr 
a: d ~ v  Wll w: di. €1 DM [I 5 yuvai~iv: a& 

and blessai is the Mt o f  your body SI I I  qÙh6yl-p~~ 
a dA6yqa~~ RI1 SI6 &MOU: you SI. 
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S , 4 4  Luke 1 :42; cf. Luke 1 1.77, Prut. J i  1 1: 1, 5,441 Luke I :42; cf, Luke 1 1 27, Prot. Jus. 1 1 : 1, 
Cos. Tiiom 79: 1. Gos. Thom 79: 1. 

H 
5,12 w a :  des. c d .  

wa Sl 
7 wa&pe.tiv: a divine gifi SI I I  ~oiahqv a: 
~v WII 718 alt. uai-non: &est in MI1 7 @ET&: 

uuü rai a ~ i a v  aSI ( 1  8 0 t h  ~i6apw 06n: deesr 

in SI I I  i 6 o p ~ v  al1 H&TIOTE: HOTE a. 
S, 1 6: deest in al[ 3 t o î s - a h Û :  them SI I I  
a-v B [IN5 ~a~ lqooûs: r r k a  ~à y&pwa 
4 his wocds in her kart and al1 that Jesus did is a 
mighty deed of heaven SI 11 8 TC IyoÛs: 6 
6; ' Iqm-9 a ( 9  ai $ d a  a S k  &esz in W 11 10 
 ai xdpin: &esr in SI II lOnl  ai- 
moirpdfopos: and worked cures in which he 
was glorifieri by Gad his Esther SI, &est in a 11 if 
ai&as: di. W v  a i 8 w v  D. 



Gc Luke 2:41-52 

5, Cd Luke 1 :42; cf. Luke 1 1 27, Pror. Jrrr. 1 1 :1, 
Gos. Thom 79 1. 



The Mighty Childhood Deeds of our Lord and Saviour Jesus ~hrist.' 

tg2 1, Thomas the ~sraelite: deemed it necessary to make known to al1 the Gentile 

bretbren al1 that our Lord Sesus Christ did afier his birth in our region in Bethlehem in the 

village of ~azareth? The beginning of which is this. 

11. 1. The boy jesus was five years old5 and, aeer a rain,6 he was playing at the ford of a 

nishing Stream. And the disturbed water, which was unc1ean7 he gathered into pools. 

And he made hem pure and vimious,8 commanding them by the constitution of his word 

alone and not by means of a ~Ieed.~ 

' On the original eitle of the work see Voicu, "Notes," 121-22; idem, "Verso," 55-59; de 
Santos, KirchensIuvischeT 37-38. These scholars favour the simpler titie of na16t~à TOC 
tapiou ip& reflected in the citations as weil as Syr ("The chiIdhood of our Lord Jesus") 
and Geo ("Boyhood of our Lord Jesus ChristT'). 
' This introductory chapter is found only in the Greek tradition and the later versions (SI 
and Lr). 
' The text is attributed to James in Gc but not in Lt which also adds "and apostle." Si ad& 
the curious title oPK'the chosen one." 
The doubIe Location of Bethlehem and Nazareth, found also in certain G a  MSS, may 

have been considered problematic to the other copyistsltranslators who variously altered 
the text to read either Bethlehem (P), or Namreth [Gb, Lt), or omitted the names entirely 
( W and a have just "our region")). 
'Lm and SI have 'Yiour years old," and Geo "alrnost five." The discrepancy is ükely due to 
uncertainty over whether Jesus was five or in his fifth year. 
"After a rainn is lacking in the eady versions. 

'"Which was unclean" is lacking in the early versions. 
a For "pure and virhrous" Syr reads Wear and bright," Geu "raised and purifieci," and Eth 
"making it descend pure and cIear s k i W y y "  
The versions lack the description of Jesus' method. 
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2. Then, taking soft clay from the mud, he formed twelve sparrows. It was the Sabbath 

when he did these things, and many chiIdren were with him." 

3. And a certain Jew, seeing the boy Jesus doing these things with the other children, 

went to his father Joseph and falsely accused the boy Jesus saying, "On the Sabbath he 

made clay, which is not lawîül, and fashioned twelve sparrows." 

4. When Joseph came he rebuked him, saying, 'Why do you do these things1I on the 

Sabbath?" But Jesus clapped his hands, conunandhg the birds with a cryl' in front of 

everyone. And he said: "Go, take flight" like living beings."14 And the sparrows, taking 

fiight, went away squawking. 

5. And when the Pharisee saw this he marveled and reported it to al1 his fnend~. '~  

III. 1. And the son of Amas the High priestt6 said CO him: "Why do you do such a thing 

on the  abb bath?"" And taking a willow twig, he ruined the ponds and drained out the 

water which Jesus had gathered. And he dried up their gatherings. 

'O Geo, Lv, Eth, and Gac add that the children were "playing" with Jesus. 
" Joseph's accusation against Jesus is more explicit in Eth. Lm, and Gac which al1 read 
"what is unlawfur' for "these chiigs." 
l2 "With a cry" is lacking in ail other sources except Ga which reads "he shouted." 
'' Syr, Geo, and Gabc add "and remernber me." 
" The sources disagree over whether "liviag one($' refers to the birds (Syr, Gac) or Jesus 
(Geo, Gb, V). Lm reads "and Iive" and Efh ornits the tenn entirely. 
l5 "Pharisee" and b4fnends" are supportai by Syr, Geo, and Eth. In Ga and Lm "the Jews" 
report to their "chief men." 
l6 Annas the High Priest appears in Luke 3-2; Acts 46; John 18:13, 24; and Prot. Jar, 
15:I. AI1 other Greek witnesses (except IV) as weI1 as Syr, Eth, and Ir identi6 Amas as 
'?he scn'be." Only Geo and Lm suppoa Gs. Many of the sources add a statetnent about the 
antagonist's location: "with Joseph" in Geo, Lm, and Ga, "with Jesus" in Syr and Gc, and 
' W h  the Pharisee" in Eth. 
" This question appears only in Gs. 



2. Seeing what had happened, lesusL8 said to him: Tour fhi t  (shail be) without root and 

your shoot dried up like a branch carried out by a strong ~ i n d . " ' ~  

3. And immediately that child withered." 

W. 1. While he was gohg fiom there'' with hi father Joseph, someoneE ninning 

bumped into his shouider." And lesus said to hh:" "Curscd be your mling f a c ~ l t ~ . " ~  

And Unmediately he died. And at once the people, seeing that he died, cried out and said: 

"Whence was this boy begoaen that his wocd becomes deed?" 

'' Gac add ' k a s  angry." 
IP hior to the curse Gabc add: "Wicked (Gc and SI: "Sodomite"), ùnpious and foolish 
(Gb lacks "foolish"), what h m  did the pools and water (Gb lacks "and water") to you?" 
Gs' version of the curse is supported by Syr, Geo, Eh, and Lm. Gac, however, is 
significantly different: "Behold, even now you are dried up Iike a tree and will by no 
means bring forth (Gc: ''have") leaves nor root nor hit." Gb has "you shall no Ionger go 
on your way (cf. Gs 4:l) and you shall be dried up like the branch which you carry" The 
amended reading "violent wind" (Gs reads ~ i u i w ,  "precious." for piaiq. "violent") is 
supported by Syrf "broken by the wind," and rnay Le behind Geo's corrupt reading 
"hrough the power of the spirit of Ion." 
" Ali of the versions end here dong with Gs. The later Greek MSS add: "And Jesus 
departed and went off to his house (Ga only). And the parenrs of the withered one carried 
him away bewailing his youth (Gc: "...came and found he who had been smck 
suddenly"). And they brought him to Joseph and reproached tiim: 'You have such a child 
who does such things (Gc: 'You have such a child and look what he did to us')." Gc then 
continues with 'Teach him to btess and not to curse." Gb reads: "And seeing this, the 
children playing with hm were amazed and, going 0% reported it to the mer of the 
dead boy. Running, he found the boy dead and went off and reproached Joseph." 
" In Gbc this event takes place "several daysn aiter the previous chapter. 
"Al1 other witnesses s p i @  that Jesus' antagonist is a child. 
~3 In Gb the boy throws a stone at Jems' shoulder, in Eth the boy strikes bis chest, and in 
Ir the boy "annoys" Jelesus. 
=* Geo and Gac add that Jesus was "mgry." 
" Gs ' obscure c m  is compIetely unique. Al1 other wimesses red "You shali no Ionger 
go your way." 
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2. When they saw what had happened the parents of the dead boy blarned his Father 

Joseph, saying, "Therefore, having this child, you cannot live with us in this village.26 If 

you wish to be here, teach hirn to bless and not to curse; for we have been deprived of our 

~hild."~' 

V. 1. And losepha said to Jesus: "Why do you Say such things?" They sufler and hate 

,930 us. And the boy said to Joseph: "Wise words are known to you?' Whence your words 

came, you are not ignorant; they were told of a five-year-old?' And, unable to raise those 

?b Gc inserts "take him and go away henceforth" which fui& support in similar explicit 
commands of banishment in P, Lm, and Ir. 
'7 This sentence is lacking in the versions and varies in the Greek MSS. Ga (with Lt) 
reads "for he kills (SI: "plays wickedly with) our children," Gc "for he cripples our 
children," and Gb repeats "al1 the things he says become an accomplished deed." 

In Eth Joseph "reprimands*' Jesus, Lm has "admonished," and Gac insert "took hi 
apart and admonished" him. The other early versions are more gentle with variations of 
"drew hirn near CO teach h i m  (Syr, Geo, Lv). 
l9 Jesus' words are Joseph's concern also in Ge and Geo. But in Eth, Lm, and Ga he asks, 
"why do you do such things?" SJT and Lv combine the two. 

Geo and Eth lack "suffer." Gac add a third element: "and cast us out (Gc and SI add 
" b m  the village"). 
3' The wide variation in the sources renders the original reading uncertain. Syr has "if the 
words of my father were not wise," Geo has "your words are suficient in wisdom," and 
Eth has "if the people had not known the word of the wisdom of my father." Lv cuts off 
after "if these people were not wise," while Lm reads "no son is wise save he whom his 
father has taught according to the knowledge of this time." Gac have "1 know that these 
words of yours are not mine but yours." 
" The sentence as it stands in Gs is pmblematic. The scribe's spelling allows for a 
number of different readings and this one is by no means certain. The result clause in the 
other witnesses relate the failure of undetstanding the wisdodwords to instnichon: "he 
would not know how to instnict children" (Syr), "1 have leamed/I know that &ou) are 
setting those children on the path" (reading uncertain) (Geo), "they would not know the 
punishment of their children. What's more he has revealed to them that which is 
concealecl, in order to make them understand" (Eth). Gac have: "nevertheles I shall be 
(Gc: "must be") silent for your sake." 



(children) up, these peopk too shah receive their punishment'33 And immediately the 

ones accusing him were blinded. 

2. A d 4  ~ o s e ~ h ~ ~  took hold of bis ear and pulled hard. 

3. And  esu us^^ said to him: "It is enough for you to seek me and not f~ id;~'  but do not be 

dismssed at this3' for you have a natural ign~rance?~ And you do not see with light why 1 

belong to you.1° Behold! You h o w  not how to cause me grief? For 1 am yom, and 1 

became your ~aptive.'~' 

'' Again the earfy witnesses differ in their curses, though they al1 appeac to be trying to 
justiij Jesus' actions. Syr has: "For if these wen children of the brida1 chamber, &y 
would not receive the cunes. These shall not see tonnent." Ceo has: "And then he began 
to say thus: 'Atthough they accept not the cursc, they rnay indeed accept punishment."' 
Eth reads: "Those who have not found (the significancc of) this curse have found also 
their judgement. It is only the wicked that the curse pursues." And Lm begins with "and 
the curse of his father hurts none but evil-doers" but does not follow with the actual curse 
nor Joseph's punishment of Jesus. The complete saying in Ir ( h m  "Your wise words ...") 
reads: "anyone who is innocent does not die fiom judgements.'* Guc lack "unable to raise 
those (children) up." 
3" Ga adds: "And those who saw it were much a h i d  and in great perplexity and said 
about him: 'What is this? Every word, whether good or bad, kcomes a deed"; Gc adds 
"and they were maddened with prplexity" and Li adds "and they walkeci up and down 
and said, 'Al1 the words which proceed ikom his mouth are accomplished."' 
Js The eady versions and Ga add "being angry." 
j4 Geo and Gc add "iooked at and"; Ga adds '%as very a n a  and.'' 
'' The ease with which p i  can be confused with CIE may account for the variation in the 
witnesses between Jfid" (Geo, S') and "not find" (Gs, Eth, Ga). Lm lacks the saying 
and Ir is wholly different. 
JE This threefoiâ version of the saying (seeWfidlbe distressed), somewhat close to the 
version in Gos. Thom. 2,92,94, is compt in its two tone witnesses: Gs (vOhorq<ijv) and 
Gc (omitting "fmd" and reading VE hoiria(~is). 
'' The early venions terminate the chapter here with the variants: 'Tor you have not acted 
with knowledge" (Syr), "as for you, you have mot knom perfectly; you have forgotten" 
(Eth), "in beneftting h m  the opportuni@, you bave now accepted knowledge with your 
hands" (Geo), Lm and Ir have no saying. Ga reads "rather because (on, but perhaps ai) 
you acted wisely." 
a Gac have "you do not h o w  that 1 am yours." 
" Ga has the imperative "do not injure mei' and Gc (Lt ody) reads "if you did know, you 
would not make me angryl* 
" For "captureci" (Ex~ip&Oqv) Voicu ("Verso") suggests "assignes' (&~iph9qv). 
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M. 1. And a teacher named Zacchaeus, standing listening to Jesus saying these things to 

his father, marveled very m~ch. '~ 

2. And he said to Joseph: "corne," bring him brother, so that he may be tau& letters:' 

and so that he may know al1 k n o ~ l e d ~ e , ~  and l e m  to love those his own age," and 

respect old age and please elders,J8 so that he may in turn teach them to acquire a desire to 

be tike unto ~hitdren."'~ 

3. And Joseph said to the teacher: "Who is able to control this boy and teach !~i rn?~~ 

Think hirn not to be alrnost a man:' brother." And the teacher said: "Give him to me, 

brother, and do not let him concern you."S' 

4. And the boy Jesus looked saaight at thems3 and said to the teacher this speech? 

"Being a teacher you have turned out to be naturaliy ~ I e v e r . ~ ~  But with respect to the 

'' GactLt) add "that a child shculd speak like this (Lr adds "1 have never seen")." The Gc 
MS ri adds instead "saying to hirnself, 'such a child says these things!"' 
" Ali other sources begin differently, The versions, except for Eth (which is silent) and 
Lm (which goes its own way), have Zacchaeus insult Jesus. Syr reads "Oh wicked boy. 
Why do you speak that way?'and Geo has "That child of yours is rude and impudent." Ir 
has the opposite extreme: "This is a wonderhl boy." Gac add here "you have a wise child 
and he has a good mind." 
" Geo lacks "so that he might be taught letters." 
'6 The earIy versions lack "and so that he may know al1 knowledge." 
" Eth has "for 1 will love him more than the young people." 
" For "and respect old age and please elders" Syr reads only "and respect oId age," while 
Erh has "and 1 will honour him more than the elders." 
" This is a problematic section in Gs but its sense is shared by the other sources: "and that 
he may have the love of chiidren and again so that he may teach hem" (Syr[GP]), "so 
that he performs compassion for their own sons, receiving and teaching tbem" (Geo), 
"moreover that he become a teacher" (Erh), "to have mutual love with children, and be 
insûucted among us in Jewish doctrine" (Lm), and "(1 shall teach him) to avoid al1 those 
his own age and respect parents so that also he shall be Ioved like their own chiId" (Ga). 

Only Lm fuliy supports Gs here; Eth and Geo have "accept and teach," while Syr and 
Ga lack "restrain" 
" Sy and Gc (and Eth though with variation) have "small cross," which is mentioned 
later in Ga 6:2b.26-29 and its parallels in the early versions. The other sources v q ;  Geo 
has "srnall order," and Ga has 'ihe smallest-" 
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name that he narnes you are a ~ t r a n ~ e r ? ~  For 1 am from outside of yo~,'7 and 1 am withùi 

you becaw of (this) noble birth in the fle~h.'~ And you, a man of the Law, do not know 

the ~aw." '~  And he said to "When you were born, 1 existed and was standing 

beside so that, Father, you may be taught a teaching by me which no other knows 

nor is able to tea~h.~' And you will bear the name of sa~vation.''~ 

"This sentence is unique to Cs. 
*' For "looked straight at them" the early versions read "answered." 

"This speech" is iacking in the other sources. 
5s This probiematic sentence is unique to Gs. Gac have instead: "truly teacher what my 
father told you is true." 
56 In the early versions it is the teacher who "names," not Joseph. They also fiish the 
sentence differently: "1 am a stranger to them" (Svr and Geo), "you have named a strange 
ttiiig" (&th). Lm's version of the saying is much altered. Gac have "1 am Lord of those 
people (Ga adds "but you are strangers. For to me was given this authority")." 

Gac(Lt) have instead "1 am from before the ages." 
This sentence shows much variation in the early versions. Geo ends with "because a 

certain noble birth as flesh is with me," and Syr with "Honour in the flesh I have not." Eih 
lacks "but I am within you," reading only "1 do not possess like you a family of flesh," 
and Lm has the shorter "1 have no canal parent." Gac again differ sharply with "and now 
I am present. And among you 1 have been born and with you ("us" Ga) I am." 
'' Again, the early versions show great variety: "ou are by the Law, and in the Law you 
abide (Lm adds "but 1 was before the Law)" (Syr and Lm), "you, however, stand above 
the Law" (Geo), and "you are the only one who may have understood the Law" (Eth). 
The sentence is entirely lacking in Guc but they insert here "1 know (Ga adds %ho you 
are and") whence you were born and how many are the years of your iife." The sarne 
saying is found at a later point in the versions (see below). 
* The change of audience is found only in Gs but it is irnplicit in Syr where Jesus' words 
indicate that it is Joseph to whom he now speaks. 

Hem Geo reads like a poor translation: "for in your nativity you stood €m." Gac has 
'tculy 1 Say to you, teacher, that 1 know when you were hm." 

The shift in audience fiom the teacher to Joseph appears to have led to a varie@ of 
translations in the early versions. S' and Lm differ f?om Gs at the start with "But yau 
think that you are my father (Lm: "that you have no equal in leamin$')," whereas the 
e n t k  sentence is different in Geo ("and you petbaps shaii think since 1 am the father, that 
you may €id guidance h m  the son whom another never understd, nor another 
teaches") and Eth ("as you yourself hope to become father, you will thetefore be educated 
by me"). Gcrc have "if you wish to be a perfect teacher, Iisten to me and [ shall teach you 
a wisdom which no-one eise knows except for me alone and the one who sent me to you." 
They then add: "(Ga adds "1 am your teacher, while") you are my audent, And I know 
how old you are and how much tirne you have to live." 
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5, And the ~ e w s ~ ~  cried out abud6' and said to hi: Wb, w b t  a new and incredible 

wonder! The child is perhaps frve years old, and oh, what things he says. We have never 

known such w o r d ~ , ~  since no-one has spoken such a thing as this child, neither a teacher 

of the Law nor a ~harisee."~ 

6. The boy answered them and said: "Why do you marvet? Rather, why do you disbelieve 

the things that 1 said to you are me?68 When you were born and your fathers and your 

faihers' fathers, I and the one created before this world know a ~ c w a t e l ~ . ' ~  

7. And ail the peopIe Iistening were speechless, no longer king able to speak to him7' 

Approaching them, he was leaping about7' and saying, '5 was playing with you becawe 1 

know you admire trifles and you are small minded."" 

'' This sentence is unique to Cs. The early versions provide a Iengthy addition: "And as 
for the cross of which you have spoken. he shall bear it, whose it is. For when 1 am 
greatly exalted, 1 shall lay aside wharever is mixed of your race (Eh begins instead: "no 
one other han you has seen the image of the cross that 1 have sworn to carry. My own 
nile is that myself, having to be crucified, i refiain fiom your own works"). For you do 
not know whence (SyrG adds "I was bom and whence") you are. I alone know truly when 
you were born, and for how much t i m  you are to remain here." The saying b d s  partial 
support in Gac: "1 know how much time aad how much you are going tu live, truly 1 
alone know. And when you see the cross wtiich my father told you, then you will believe 
that ail i say to you is true." Ga then adds, repeating, "And 1 am Lord of those people, but 
you are strangen. Then and now i am the same." 

The early versions have oniy "they." 
6S The early versions add "and were amazed." 
66 The early venions place these two sentences, preceded by "whence was this boy 
born?," after the following sentence. Gac support the order of Gs. 

The three categories of inteltecnials are listed in the early versions as "priests (Sy) 
iteachers (Geo)/ancients (Eth)/prophets (Lm) ... Phanses ... scn'tresSn 

The other sources have: "(Eh adds "you do not h o w  what 1 have said to yod') that C 
know when you were brn. Yet 1 have something more to say ("and this paradox 1 say" 
Gac) to you." 
69 This sentence is lacking in Syr. The other s o u e s  Vary widely. Geo has "1 know how 
y04 1 saw and heard a voice" (reding uncertain), Eth has "1 h o w  it h m  my father, for 
he himseif Iûiuws me," Lm has "1 have seen Abraham, whom you call your father, and 
taked with him, and he has seen me," and Gac reads '9 know when the world was 
created and i know the one who sent me to you." 
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8. Therefon, as they seemed to be cornforted by the boy's exh~rtation,~ the teacher said 

to his father: "Corne, bring him into the school and I shall teach hün reading and writing." 

And taking hold of his hand, Joseph led him into the schw~. '~  And the teacher, treating 

him nicely, twk him into the scho~l.'~ And Zaccbaeus wrote the alphabet for him and 

began to teach the let te^?^ And he would repeat to him a letter many times. But the child 

did not a m e r  him. Imtated, the teacher struck him on the head. And the boy was 

vexedn and said to him: "1 wish to teach you rathet than be taught by you, for 1 know 

much more accurately than you the letters which you are teaching?* To me this is like a 

noisy gong or a clanging cymbal which therefore does not represent the sound or the 

glory nor the power of understanding."" 

This sentence is lackiig in Geo. 
'' "Leaping about" is lacking in the early versions. 
r- Geo reads "1 joked with you, because you put on the outrage of pride because you are 
indeed unequal in your mincis." 

€th begins with %hile the teacher prsuaded Joseph." 
'* This sentence is lacking in the early versions. 
'' The early versions add "and going in, the boy was silent." 
76 The early versions, and Gb, have "he said to him: 'Say, alpha (Syr and Lm: 'aleph')."' 
This variant reading agrees better with the version of the story in Gs 14 and in the 
citations fcom Irenaeus and Ep. Apos. (see 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.1.1 above). 
" "Vexed" is lacking in the early versions. 
78 This sentence is supported by Gac but the early versions instead report a pcoverb which 
is best represented in Syr and Ir: 'khen the mvil of the biacksmith is hammered, it is 
especially the one who beat it who is beateo; it feels nothiig" (Syr[Pn, "any anvil that is 
struck teaches him who strikes it; it is not it that is tau&" (Ir). Eth has the shorter "when 
one strikes him with a hammer, does the child leam?" Geo, however, is closer to the 
Greek tradition with ''1 am greatly astonished to teach the unskilled." 
79 The early versions begin '9 am better able to say than you those things, for you speak 
Iike...." The negative quaIities of the instniments are then Listed as: "those never respond 
a word and it is misshg to them the ability to know and comprehend" (SyrCP]), %ey do 
not caii to mind the voice of a spoken idea nor a thought of intelligent power" (Geo), 
%thout tone of word nor wisdom nor skili" (Eh), and "there is no consciousness of 
things understood by their sound" (Lm). 



9. When the boy ceased from his ange? he said by hirnself al1 the letters from alpha to 

omega8' with much care and c~arity?~ And iooking straight at the teacher8' he said: "Not 

knowing the alpha according to its nature,M how cari you teach another the beta?" 

Hypocrite! If you know, first teach me the alpha and then 1 will trust you to speak of the 

beta." And then he began to instruct6 the teacher through repetition about the fim letter. 

But the teacher could not reply to bh?' 

10. As many were listening, he said to the teacher: "Listen teacher, and understand the 

order of the first letter. Pay close attention how it has sharp Iines and middle strokes, 

which you see coming to a point, intersecting, joining, creeping out, drawing back, 

launching upward, bouncing about, bearing its missiles, three-comered, two-comered; the 

same forms, of the same place, the same kind; provided that the alpha has lines that are 

raised, balanced and ofequal rneasures and proportions."88 

JO The indication of Jesus' anger is again lacking in the early versions. 
"Aleph to tau," Syr and Lm. 

S2 Syr has %th much intelligence"; Geo and Erh have "more accurately." 
The early versions lack "looking straight at the teacher." 
The early versions lack "according to its nature." 

" "Aleph ... beth," 5'' and Lm. 
Geo has "to examine and name." 
This sentence is lacking in the early versions which continue on into the description of 

the letter. 
The description of the letter is difticult to deçipher in the Greek and is variously 

translated and aItered in the versions to a point that bey offer no help in understanding 
the language of the original. The Slavonic MSS are the most remote from the Greek as 
they offet a mixture of letter speculation and heavenly ascent. Previous editors' attempts 
to reconstruct the section are reflected in the critical apparatus, except for efforts made by 
Hofinann (Dar Leben Jesu, 222-13) and Meyer ("Kindheitsedung des Thomas'," 
i38). These two scholars use the late Latin translation to determine the original Greek 
words, a process that is flawed given that the Latin text is at some remove fiom Gs and 
the early versions. My translation endeavours to remain as close as possible to the MS 
readiigs of Gs. 
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MI. 1. And the teacher, having heard such an address as Jesus made regarding such 

principles of the Fust letter, was disturbed by such teaching and his defense. And the 

teacherag said: "Woe is me! Woe is me! I am at a loss, m t c h  that 1 am? 1 have brought 

shame9' down upon myself 

2. "Take this child away fiom me, brother, for 1 cannot bear the severity of his look nor 

the clarity of his speech." This boy is shply not of this earth;" he cm even tame fi." 

Perhaps this boy existed before the creation of the world?' What kind of womb bore him? 

What kind of mother reared hirn? 1 do not know. Woe is me, brother, he stupefies me. 1 

cannot follow along in my mind. 1 deceived myself, thrice unhappy as 1 am. 1 thought to 

€id a disciple and 1 am found having a teacher." 

3. ''1 ponder, friends, about my shame because 1 am an old man and 1 have been overcome 

by a child?' And9' 1 mu.# be cast out and die o t W  flee hom this village on account of 

this boy. 1 cannot, indeed it is not possible for me to be seen in the sight especially of a11 

The early versions and Gc add "cried and." 
This sentence is supported only by Gac. 

'' FOC "shame" the early versions have: ''trouble" Syr(P), "this thing" Geo, "this 
affliction*' Eth. Lv has a lacuna, and Lm and Ir are silent. 

"For 1 cannot bear ... speech" is supported only by Gac. 
9' The early versions read instead "Because it is not right for this boy to be upon the 
eaah," and then ad4 "truly he is worthy of (Eth: "destined for"') a great cross (Eth adds 
''that will be able to instruct this boy and teach hi something")." 
PJ This clause is lacking in Eth. 
95 Instead of "creation of the world" the early versions have "the Flood of Noah." 
% Geo breaks off at this point. 

This sentence, largely repeated shortly after, is not found here in the early versions. 
However, its location and form in Gs are supported in Gac. 

The early versions here add "1 cannot bear if' (Syr), "1 have no peace of mind" (Erh), 
%bat sha111 say? 1 cannot endure the words of this boy" (Lm). 
99 Eth reads instead "ca~ot." 
'O0 "Lose heart and die or" is lacking in the early versions. 



those who saw that I was overcome by a very small child.'O1 What can I say or tell anyone 

concerning the niles of the first letter which he proposed to me? Tmiy, fnends, I am 

ignorant For I know neither the beginning nor the end.''* 

4. ''Thecefore, brother Joseph, take him with salvation into your house.'" For what grea? 

thingIM this boy is-either a god or an angel'Os or whatever else 1 might say-1 do no? 

know." 

Mn. 1. The boy Jesus laughed and said: "Now let the barren bear h i t  and the b h d  

seeIo6 and the foolish in heart fmd wi~dom.'~' Because I have come from on high so that 1 

'O' The versions reflect the fust occumnce of this saying with "1 cannot look at the boy. 1, 
who am an old man, have been defeated by a small child" (Syr and Lm). Eth is somewhat 
different, reading instead: "1 cannot look at the boy. 1 am greatly filled with the eloquence 
of his mou& and 1 cannot comprehend the things which he has uttered." 
'E  The latter three sentences are represented variously in the early versions. They read: 
"Even at the beginning, 1 did not know a thhg that he said. My self is lost by reason of 
the arrangement of his speech, and the beauty of his words" (S'B; SyrP has a lacuna 
mid-sentence thereby obscuring its meaning), "1 c m  fmd neither beginning nor end to 
what he affirms; for it is difficult to fmd a beginning for one's self. 1 tel1 you mly, I lie 
not, that to my eyes, the conduct of this boy, the beginning of his speech, and the end of 
his meaning, seem to have nothing in common with men" (Lm), "1 cannot comprehend 
the things which this boy has uttered. Indeed, I see in his eyes intelligence. Moreover, (1 
admire) the eloquence of his mouth and the purity of his language" (Eth). 
'O3 This sentence is lacking in the earIy versions. The phrase %th salvation*' is unique to 
Gs. 
'a Eth and Lm lack "great thing." 
'O5 For "either a god or an angei" Eth reads "but if he is the Saviour." 

Syr and Lv add %e h i t  of life of the judge," and Eth adds %e ûuit of life wno has 
opened (their eyes)." 
'O7 The early versions lack this Iast element. Ga (SI oniy) has "the deaf hear and the 
uncomprehending undetstand in their heart," Ge '?he deaf hear in the heart" The entire 
sentence in Lt  reads "let aU those not seeing see, and not understatld'ig understand, let 
the deaf hear, and let those who are dead through me rise again." 
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may deiiver those below and cal1 them to the heights just as the one who sent me to you 

commanded me."i08 

2. A.ndlo9 imrnediately aU those who had fallen under his curse were sa~ed."~ And no-one 

dared to make him angry from that t h e  on. 

IX 1. And again, after many daYs,"' Jesus was playing with still other children on a roof 

of an upstairs room. And one of the chiken fell and died. The other children, seeing this, 

went to theu homes. And they left Jesus alone. 

2. And the parents of the dead child came and accused"' Jesus saying, "You knocked 

down our child." But Jesus said: "1 did not knock him down." 

3. And while they were raging and shouting, Jesus came down from the roof'13 and stood 

beside the body and cried out in a loud v o i ~ e " ~  saying, "Zeno, Z e n e f o r  this was his 

name-cise and"5 Say if I knocked you dom." And rising, he said: "No, ~ord.'"'~ 

1w119 4. And"' seeing, they marve1ed.I '' And again lesus also said to h h :  "Fa11 asleep. 

And the parents of the child praised God and worshipped the boy  esu us.''^ 

This sentence is lacking in the versions. 
lW Gac add %heu the chiid finished speakiug." 
'Io For "were saved" the early versions read "becarne living" (SyrGP), %ere restored" 
(Lv), "they understood" (Eth). 
"' Syr and Lv (with Lm and Ir) begin "And again, on the Sabbath." 
'12"Accused" is supported oniy in Lm ("cried out against") and Ga. 
II3 "To the tomb" Eth. 
IIJ "Cried out in a loud voice" is lacking in S'r and Lm. 
"' "Rise and" is l a c h g  in the versions. 
'16 Gab add "you did not throw me dom,  but raised me." 
"' ïhe early versions explicitly identify the audience as "the parents of the child" (Eth, 
Lm [and Gel), or "al1 of them" (W. 

Eth ad& "and were terrified" 
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x'~'  1. And the boy Jesus was about seven years old'" and he was sent by his mother 

Mary to fil1 a water jar. But there was a great crowd at the water cistem, and the pitcher 

was jostled and broke. 

2. Then Jesus, spreading out the cloak which he was wearing, filled it hl1 of water and 

brought it to his Mother. And Mary, seeing the sign which Jesus did,Iu kissed hM 

saying, "Lord, my God, bless rny ~hild.""~ For she was afiaid Iest someone malign 

him.'" 

I L 9  Zeno's subsequent return to death is found only in Cs and Ir. However, the motif is 
common to sirnilar trial stocks in Arab. Cos. Inf and Arm. Gos. Inf: and paraltels in non- 
Christian literanire. 
'" For "and wotshipped the boy Jesus" Syr and Lm read "for these wonders ("this 
miracle" Lm)"; some Ga MSS have the similar "on account of the si@ that had 
happeneâ," and Gc reads "and the parents, seeing the wonderhl thing Jesus did, pnised 
God." In Eth the entire sentence reads onIy "they glorified the Saviour." 
"' A similar story is told of Ezra in a Jeremiah Apocryphon. In this tale the young Ezra 
plays with other children. They al1 fil1 their vessels with water, but Ezra's breaks. After 
being chastised by the Chaldeans, he prays to God for help, and fi11s his robe with water. 
And "when he reached the school, he put his robe down hl1 of water Iike a vessel, and he 
sprinkkd the school. He took his robe and put it on dry, The teacher bowed down and 
reverenced him, saying: it is thou that shalt deliver this people fiom captivity, And E m  
came to advance daily in knowledge and stature and he becarne daily pleasing in the grace 
of God" (32; fiom Kuhn, "A Coptic Jeremiah Apocryphon," 3 10). 
'" In Gabc and Lm (but not Ir) Jesu is six years old. 
'" The mention of "signs" performed by Jesu, very common in Gac but found hem alone 
in Gs, is entirely lacking in the early versions. They read instead "Mary was astonished at 
al1 that she was seeing." 
"' Mary's actions ("kissed hial") and words are lacking in the early venions, Gab lack 
the prayer. 
'" This last sentence is quite dïfi'erent fiom its parallels in the other sources. Thc versions 
read "and kept it in her heart" (cf. Luke 2:51), and Ca has "and kept within herself the 
mysterious deeds which she had seen him doing." Gbc are silent. 
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~ 1 . ' ' ~  1. At the time when Joseph was sowing seeds, Jesus'" sowed also one measure of 

grain.'2' 

2. And his fa the^'^^ gathered 100 great rneas~res'~' and he gave it to the poor and the 

~ r ~ h a n s . ' ~ '  And Joseph took some of Jesus' grain.'32 

MLn3 1. And he was about eight years old. And when his father, k ing  a carpenter, was 

making ploughs and yokes, he took a bed from a certain rich man so that he might make 

him a great and suitable co~ch. ' '~ But since one of the cross pieces was shorter and he did 

I" This chapter is placed out of sequence in Eth. It follows Jesus Rides a Sunbeam which 
is placed aller Jestcs in the Temple (Gs 17). 
"'Syr adds '%as playing and," and Gac adds "went with his father and." 

The amount of grain is variously represented in the sources. Eth has "five grains of 
barley," Lm "a little wheat." Gac intensi@ the miracle by reading "one eye" (Gc) and 
"one seed" (Ga). 
IL9 In Syr and Eth Jesus gathers the wheat. 
''O The yield also varies in some of the sources. Eth has "500 bags," and Lm has "three 
quarters of corn." 

The early versions lack "and the orphans"; Gc adds "and the widows." 
'" This final, obscure sentence is iackimg in the versions. In Gc it is related to a blessing 
of the harvest: "and Joseph held back a little of the grain for the blessing of the seed." In 
Ga Joseph takes ' M a t  was lefl of the grain of Jesus." 
'33 A shilar story is told of the Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa: "Once a neighbour woman was 
building a house. After erecting the walls she discovered that the beams for the roof 
where too short. She went to Hanina for help. Playing on her name, Hanina said, 'May 
y o u  beams reach!' One Polemo, suppasedly an eyewitness, said: '1 saw that house and its 
beams projected one cubit on either side, and people told me, 'This is the house which 
Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa covered with beams, through his prayer"' (b. Ta'an. 25a; cited in 
Evans, Noncanonical Writings, 234). Eth's version of this episode is far different h m  
the otlter witnesses. Tt reads: "Joseph was a carpenter and he made nothing but yokes, 
cam and ploughs. A f m e r  brought to him a piece of wood to cut up. The Lord Jesus 
said to his father: 'Father, show me how to cut it up.' Joseph showed him. The Lord Jesus 
made his measures to cut. He worked out roughly and squared off the wood. He showed 
his work to Joseph his faîher and said to him: '1s this how you want me to do this now?'" 

Syr and Lm speciQ a bedkouch of "six cubits." 
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not have the (right) Iength, Joseph was distressed, not howing what to do.'" Coming to 

his father, the boy said: "Put down the two pieces of w d  and align them tiom your 

end."'36 

2. And Joseph did just as Jesus said to Kim. And the boy stood at the other end and took 

hold of the short piece of wood and stretched it. And he made it equal to the other piece 

of wood. And he said to his father: "Do not be distressed but do what you ~ish."'~' And 

Joseph embraced and kissed him saying, "Blessed am L for God gave me this boy."'38 

MII. 1. And Joseph seeing his way of thinking and sensible rnindIJ9 was unwilling for 

him to be unacquainted wifh letters. And he handed him over to another tea~her.'"~ And 

the teacher, wrïting for hirn the a~phabet,'~' wouid say: "Say. alpha."'"' 

2. But the boy said: ''~irst''~ you say to me what is the beta and 1 will tell you what is the 

alpha-"'u And the teacher became irritated and hit hirn."' And Jesus cursed him and the 

teacher fell and died. 

- 

Syr lacks the mention of Joseph's grief and impotence. In Lm the dilemma is the result 
of Joseph's assistant cutting one piece too short. 
'" Syr lacks lesus' instructions and Joseph's su bsequent obedience, but Lm follows Gs 
fairly closely. 
"'Syr and Lm lack "do not be distressed." The entire saying is lacking in Ga. 

The early versions lack loseph's physical and verbal response to the miracle. Gb adds 
here a short epilogue d e r  which the text condudes. 
lJ9 S'r and Eth have "seeing that he was clever." 
la Gac add here: "And the teacher said to Joseph: 'Which letters do you wish me to teach 
him?' And Joseph said: 'First the Greek and then the Hebrew.' For the teacher knew the 
experience of the child and was a h i d  ofhim." 
'" 'Writing for him the alphabet" is Iacking in the early versions. 
'"Syr alone (and not Lm as in ch. 6) has the Semitic "aleph." S'r and Eth then add "and 
the scribe next wanted him to say beth ("beta" Eth)." ï h e  teacher utters no command in 
Gac; they read instead: "He furnished the ekments foc hUn for a long the .  And Jesus, 
saying nothing, did not answer him." 
'" Gac lack 'W and add "if you are indeed a teacher and know hl1 weII the Ietters." 
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3. And the boy went to his home to his parents.'J6 And Joseph, cdling his mother, 

commanded her: "Do not let hirn out of the house so that those who make him angry may 

not die."'*' 

XIY. 1. And after xveral dayE,'" again another teacher said to hk father losePh:'" 

"Corne, brother," give15L him to me into the s c h o o ~ ~ ~ ~  so that with flattery"' 1 rnight be 

able to teach him letters."'SJ And Joseph said to him: "If you are confident, bmther, lead 

him off with  alv vat ion."'^^ And the teacher, taking the boy by the hand, led him away 

with much feu and concern. And the boy went gladly.'56 

'" Only Lm agrees with Gs on the order of the letters. Syr and Lv have the more likely 
order of "alpha (aleph) ... beta (beth)." Eth reads "show me what are alpha and beta." Gac 
also reflect the order of letters from the versions but they have Jesus ask to hear the 
"power of alpha." 
"' Lv and Gac adds "on the head." 
'" Jesus went '20 his f'amily" in Syr, '70 the house of his parents" in Eh, and '?O his 
mother" in Lm. Ga has "Joseph's house," Gc "his house." 
"' Erh reads "so that if he curses someone, this person would not die." Syr, and similarly 
Lm, differs Eom Gs only by reading "smick him" for "make hirn angry." 

The early versions have no such reference to a span of t h e  between this episode and 
the one previous. Lm, however, is ambiguous with "again, a third the." 
Ia9 Lm Iacks the following dialogue between Joseph and the teacher. 

Tome, brothec" is lacking in the early versions and Gabc. The redactor may be 
influencecl here by the language in ch. 6. 
ls1 For "give" S~T has "hand ove? which more closely reflects Gc's srapa6~. 
'"The early versions and Gc lack "into the school." 
fn Eth lacks "with flattery." 
's "Letters" is lacking in the eariy versions; Eth adds "suitably." Gac add "For it is pmper 
that he, being a sensible boy and having understanding, know letters." 
'55 "With salvationn is vaciously represented in the Greek tradition as %ith joyn (Gc), 
"with you" (Ga), and ' W h  caution, awe, and effort" (SI). 

These two sentences are lacking in the early versions. However, Eth begins v. 2 with 
the Less detailed "he took the Lord Jesus," and Syr with "so Joseph took him to the 
teacher." 
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2. And going into the schooI he found a book lying on the ~ectern.'~' And taking if he 

would not read what was written in it (because it was not fiom God's law)Is8 but, opening 

his mouth, he quoted such terrifying w o ~ d s ' ~ ~  that the teacher sitting ~ ~ ~ o s i t e ' ~ ~  Iistened 

to everything with pleasure'61 and encouraged him so that he might say m~re, '~%d the 

crowd standing there was amazed at his holy ~ o r d s . ' ~ '  

3. And Joseph quickly ran to the ~ c h o o l ' ~  suspecthg this teacher was no longer 

inexperienced and that he may have ~uffered. '~~ But the teacher said to Joseph: "May you 

know, brother, that 1 took your boy as a student (but) he is full of much grace and 

~ i s d o r n . ' ~ ~  Therefore, brother, lead him away into your housc with sa~vation."'~' 

l n  Syr has "he took a roll and was reading," and E;h has "took a book and read." In Lm's 
more elabotate telling, Jesus "took the book fiom the hand of the tutor teaching the law, 
and in the sight and hearing of al1 the people, began to read." 
'" This expianation, lacking in al1 other witnesses, implies that Jesus had the ability to 
read but would not read FTom this, presumably, non-biblical text (or, that he is making a 
distinction berneen "the Law" and "God's law"). 
Ifl Syr, Lm, and Gac report instead "Jesus spoke by the (Gac add "Holy") Spirit (Lm: 
"Spirit of the Living God") and taught the Iaw." Eth is characteristically less miraculous, 
reading "and recited by heart that which he had read." 
16' In the early versions the teacher "fell to the ground." 
16' Syr(B) alone has the similar "and wonder and astonishment took hold of hirn by reason 
of the things which he heard h m  the boy." 
16?. Eth has instead "and implored him." Lm has "and adored h i m l  
'63 Gs is rather brief here when compared to the other witnesses. Guc have: "when a great 
crowd gathered, they rnarveled at the ripeness (Gc: "holiness") of his teaching and (Ga 
adds "readiness of') his words (Cc: "speech") that k i n g  a child he said such things." The 
early versions more closely support the longer reading. Eth and Syr read: "many of the 
people were gathered there. ïhey conversed with him so that al1 those who iived thete 
were amazed (Syr adds "and Jesus opened his mouîh and spoke so that they might wonder 
and be astoaished)," and Lm has "but the heart of the people who sat and heard him 
saying such things was filied with astonishment" 
'@ "To the schooi" is lackiag in the early versions. 
l6 Joseph's suspicion is variousty represented in the wimesses. Syr has 'kas afiaid lest 
this scribe would a h  strike Jesus and wodd also die," and Eth and Lm read "fearing lest 
the master should die." Gc is silent here, whiIe Ga lacks "and that he may have suffered-" 
16' in the early versions, the sentence reads, "it is not a disciple that you have given to me 
but it is a teacher." 
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4. AndL6' he said to the teacher: "Because you spoke me and testified tme, on actount o f  

you also the one struck d o m  shaII be saved." And inmediatek that teacher also was 

~ a v e d . ' ~ ~  And he took the boy and led him away to his house. 

XV. 1. And James wentl" into the foiest"' to tie up sticks that ihey might make bread.'" 

And Jesus went with him. And while they were gathering the sticks, a mi~creant '~~ snake 

bit James on his band."' 

2. And wracked with pain and dyuig,"s the boy James ran to  esu us" andln he blew on 

the bite. Immediately the bite was healed and the snake was de~tro~ed."~ And lames 

stood up.IT9 

- 

'67 This sentence is Iacking in the early versions. For 'hith satvaiion," Gc has ' W b  joy," 
while Ga is silent. 
'a Gac add "the boy, hearing the things said by him (the teacher) to Joseph, immediately 
laughed (Gc: " ~ e d ' )  at hirn." 
lh9 Jesus' words and the subsequent restoration of the teacher are lacking in the versions- 
The silence irnplies that the previous teacher was not restored or, perhaps better, 
redeemed. For "saved," Gac have "healed." 
l m  In a11 other witnesses James is sent by Joseph. 
"' "Into the forest," Voicu's translation (emendation?) of the pmbiematic E ~ S  riiv ;mu, 
is unique to Gs. 
lZNo purpose is provided for the wood in the early versions. Ga has instead &'and b ~ g  it 
kto the house," and Gc has "for the h a c e . "  
ln c'Mi~creantn is lacking in al1 other sources. 

Eth and Lm add "Who fainteci." 
IT5 This ciause is Iacking in the early versions. 
176 S y  and Ga have Jesus approach James. Eth and Lm are silent. 
'17 The earfy versions insert "he did nothing but (Syr adds "stretch out his hand to him 
ad").*' 
ln Syt has "dried up," and E h  and Lm have "died." 

Eth and SyrW Iack this sentence. SyrB, however, reads "but James was healed and 
livw while Lm finishes with an expansion. 
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XVI."~ 1, Again, when a certain young man was splitting wood into equal pieces,['' he 

split the bottom of his foot. He died from loss of blood. 

2. A commotion arose and lesus nished there. Forcing his way through the crowd, he 

twk hold of the stricken foot and immediately it was healed. And he said to the young 

man: "GO,'" spiit your W O O ~ . " ' ~ ~  

3. ~ee in~ , ' "  the crowd marveled and said: "For he saved many souls fiom death. And he 

can bestow salvarion al1 the days of his life."'8s 

XMI. 1. And when lesus was twelve his parents traveled, according to custom, to 

Jerusalem for the feast of ~assover . '~~  And when they remed, Jesus stayed behind in 

Jenisalem but his parents did not know this, for they thought him to be in their group of 

trave~ers."' 

2. They went a day's j o ~ r n e ~ ' ~ '  and they looked for him among their kinsmen and their 

acquaintances. And not fuiding hi~n,"~ they retumed to Jenisalem searching for him. And 

This episode is found only in Gabc and Gs. In Gabc it is insened afler chapter nine 
(=Gb 8). 
"': "Into equal pieces" is found oniy in Gs, and the reading is fat fkom certain. Voicu 
("Verso") reads here the more problematic i~aiau (he was buming). 
Ik Gabc have "rise." 

Gac add "and remernber me." 
'@ Ga ad& "Wh had happened," and Gc adds "the sign that Jesus did." 
'* The crowd's words here are moved to the end of ch. 18 in Gac. in their place Gac have 
"truly God dwelis in this child." In Gb the crowd say nothiig but they "embrace him." 
Gs' version of the response seems to begin mid-sentence. When the words occur in Gac 
the MSS insert at the start "this child is firom heaven." 
'& Tne early versions and Ga add "and when the Passover was passed (Eth: "having 
arrived they celebrated the feast and") they returned to their own house (Lv: "own 
country")." Luke (2:43) and Gc lead into the next sentence with, "and when the day was 
finished ..." 
'" For "in their group of travelers" Eth has "behind them on the path." 
I" Eth reads instead "They arrived in their land." 
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fier three dayslw they found him in the Temple sitting in the middle of the teachers 

listening to them and questionhg them.19' And the ones listenùig to him were amazed 

how he taughtlg?- the elderslg3 and explained the main points of the Law and the nddles 

and the parables of the prophets.'" 

3. And his mother said to him: "Chid, why did you do this to us? Look, worrying and 

grieving, we searched for you." And Jesus said to them: "Why did you search for me? 

Did you not know that i mut  be in my father's place?"'95 

4. And the scribes and the Pharisees said to Mary: "Are you this chdd's mother?'And 

she said: "1 amwiM And they said to her: .'Blessed are you,i97 for the Lord God has 

blessed the h i t  of your ~ o r n b . [ ~ ~ o r  he has established such wisdom and glory of vimie 

as we have neither known nor have ever h e ~ d . " ' ~ ~  

5. And rising fiom there Jesus followed his mother and was subject to his parents. And 

she treasured up ail these thigs, considering them in her hem. And Iesus advanced in 

wisdom and age and grace before God and humans. To whom be the glory [forever, 

amen]. 

'" Gac add "they were distressed." 
Iw Eth begins: "In the seventh hour." 
19' Eth diminishes the Jesus' cognitive abilities here, reading instead that the doctors 
"listened to him and interrogated him." 
'" In S' Jesus "brought to silence" the teachers. 
Ig3 The "elders" are "priests" in Eth, and "teachers" in Syr. Gac have "elders and teachers 
(Gc adds "of the law")." 

The lote explained by Jesus is Iisted in the early versions as ï h e  parables (Eth: 
"scriptures") of the prophets and the mysteries and allegocies which are in the law (Eth: 
"the symbols hidden in the law")." 
lgS For "in the place of my father" Erh has "with my father." 
'% Mary's reply is lacking in Syr and Eth. 
197 Gac add "among women" thereby approaching closer to the wording of Luke 1 :42. 
Iw Syr shortens the sentence to "the Lord has blessed you." 
lq9 "He has established" is tacking in the other witnesses. 



CHAPTER 5 

Datelopment, &gin, and Transmission 

The review of the MS evidence for IGT clearly shows that the extant early 

versions bting the form of the text back to a time long before that of the Greek MSS. 

From the witness of the Syriac tradition we know that a fifieen-chapter collection of the 

childhood taIes existed as late as the sixth century. We do not know with any certainry, 

however, what form the text had at the tirnc of its composition, nor who was responsible 

for its creation. On these issues the physical evidence is silent. Any answers to questions 

on the origins of IGT must corne instead fiom what can be learned fiom the narrative 

itself as well as fkom indications of patristic knowledge of the stories. Ultimately, there is 

suficient reason to believe that IGT was composed some time in the second or perhaps 

third century by an author/compiler-and for an audience-of no particular sectarian 

allegiance. As shocking as IGT's Jesus may seem to readers today, he fit comfortably 

into the thoughtworld of the average early Christian reader. He was familiar enough aIso 

to other writen who incorporated IGT's stories into their texts and to several patristic 

authors who seem to have had no objection to the Jesus depicted in the stories, only to 

how the gospel contradicts John's c l a h  that the Cana miracle was "the fust of his signs" 

(2:ll). Even later Christians whu continued to cuculate the text appear to have had few 

mervations about its content, To be sure, the transmission history of IGT testifies to 

efforts of weU-meaning scribes to bring ET'S Iesus into conformity with the Jesus of the 
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Church. but rnuch of what modem readers see as offensive remains intact. Still, these 

revisions do present obstacles for determinhg such issues as the text's theme, plot, 

christology, and origins. But by removing the successive layers of modification, we can 

arrive closer to the text of IGT as it was meant to be read. 

5.1 Original Fom: Short and Long Recensions, 

IGT, like many noncanonical works, is extant in a number of different forms. It 

stretches from the shortest reading of the text Found cornpiete in the Syriac MSS, through 

ehe nineteen-chapter Greek MSS, to the longer GdLt text with its Egyptian Prologue. It is 

the task of interested scholars to detemine which of these forms, if any, reaches back to 

the text's origins. The work of van Rompay and Voicu on the early versions has shown 

convincingly that the text is best represented in a "shorter" recension. If so, this leaves 

the Greek MSS in a secondary position. Voicu went so Far as to argue that al1 of the 

extant Greek MSS are hopelessly interpolated and even elirninates them fiom 

consideration for recovering the original text' This situation is regrettable given that IGT 

was likely composed in Greek. It is the position of the present work that Voicu seriously 

underestirnates the value of the earliest Greek MS: H (Gs). Though certainly interpolated, 

Gs is extremely close to the form and readings of the shorter recension. This rnakes it an 

ideal base for a new critical edition of the text. 

- -- - - 

Voicu, "Verso," 24. Voicu considemi the Greek tradition so hitiess that he chose not 
to examine the unpublished MSS listed by Noret (except, that is, for H). 
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5.1.1 Language of Composition 

Any theory which endeavours to explain the relationships between the various 

traditions of IGT must begin with a detemination of the text's language of origin. Of al1 

the f o m  in which IGT is extant-ûreek, Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, Latin, Georgian, and 

Slavonic-only two of these are serious possibilities: Greek and Syriac. While the Latin 

text is certainly early-perhaps the fifth century-it is rare indeed for a Latin text to 

achieve such esteem for it to be translated into Greek in the fmt several centuries C.E. As 

for Arabic, Ethiopic, Georgian, and Slavonic, Christian literature reached their respective 

cultures at somewhat later rimes than the period in which IGT was likely composed.' 

Therefore, it is most likely that [GT was composed in Greek. [ndeed, al1 gospel-related 

texts appear to have been wcitten in that ~ a i i ~ u a ~ e . ~  Furthemore, it was exceedingly rare 

for an ociginally non-Greek text to be translated into Greek; Greek and Latin readers were 

not particularly receptive to literature of other cultures? Well aware of these 

' The NT was translated into Georgian in the first half of the fourth century, hta 
Annenian in the fifth century, and Ethiopic as early as the fourth century. For more 
information see Bruce M. Meîzger, The Tat  of the New Testament: Its Transmissiun+ 
Corruption, and Restoration (3d enl. ed.; New York: Oxford Universiy Press, 1992), 82- 
84. The Arabic versions of IGT are believed to derive fiom the Syriac tradition (see, for 
example, Peeters, "lntroduction," vii; Culimam, "infancy G O S ~ I S ~ , "  256; Noja, 
"~'Évan~ile arabe," 682435; and Voicu, "Histoire," 193 n. 3; idem, "Verso," 37), and the 
Slavonic fiom the Greek (see de Santos, Kirchedzvische, 5%; Rosén, 7he Slavonie 
Translation, 25) . 

With few exceptions, none of the early texts discussed in the Schneemelcher NT 
Apocrypha collection are said to have been composed in a language other than Greek. 
The original Ianguages of the Strasbourg Copiic Papyrus (see pp. 103-5) and the Gospel 
of the Nmaraeans @p. 15445) are left open to question, and only one text, the Abgar 
Legend, is believed to have been composed in Syriac @p. 492-500; and see the 
discussion below). The tater infancy gospels (Ps.-Mt., and Arab. Gos. Infi may have 
incorporated non-Greek as weU as Greek sources, and the Gospel of Gamalie/, also a late 
composition (54th century), likely was composed in Coptic @p. 55û-60). 
' See Sebastian Brock, "Greek into Syriac and Syciac into Greek," Journai of the S ' u c  
Academy 3 (1977): 11. 
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considerations, writers on IGT almost unanimously believe Greek to be the origha! 

language of the gospel. 

Nevertheless, a Syriac origin has been championed by a few scholars, and several 

others have abstained fiom makiag unequivocal statements on the text's language of 

composition. Cowper and Nicolas long ago suggested Syrian origin for IGT principally 

because of what they characterized as deplorable style in the Greek text? Variot, tw, had 

dificulty deciding between the two languages! But the first scholar to advance senousiy 

a theory of Syriac composition was ~eeters.7 He believed that IGT, Arab. Gos. In$, and 

hm. Gos. Inf: al1 derive fiom a Syriac infancy gospel preserved in Budge's Lqe of Mary. 

According to the hypothesis, the Syciac IGT was excised From this text in the fi& 

century and translated first (perhaps) into Greek and t?om Greek into the languages of the 

other versions. As evidence for his theory Peeters cited cornmon errors and variants 

found in both Syr ( W  and P) and the Old Latin tradition (Lm and Lv) but not the Greek 

tradition. Noteworthy among these is the presence of the Semitic letters aleph and beth in 

the Teacher stories rather than alpha and omega as in al1 other readings of the tales, 

Most subsequent scholars were not kind to Peeters. Several criticized hirn for merely 

asserting, not proving, his theory. Nevertheless, the theory received support fiom severaI 

French wciters and has been considered as at least a possibility by others. DoubtIess the 

attmctiveness of the hypothesis can be attributed to the perceived prominence of the 

apode Thomas in Syrian-related Literature. 

Peeters* theory of Syriac composition endures not because of its cogency, but 

because few scholm have been willing or able to refùte it. Apparently, secure evidence 

Nicolas, Études, 33 1; Cowper, The Apocsrphl Gospels, 128. 
Variot, Les évangiles apocryphes, 4546.  
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of translation in either direction is difficult to frnd. De Santos, for one, believed he had 

discredited the hypothesis by demonsûating that Syr7s " h i t  of life of the judgement" 

(see Gs 8:la) was derived fiom the compt phrase 'ha TOÙS K ~ T W  &uapa~ found in 

Tischendorfs MSS.~ The corruption, however, occurs in Ga 8: 1 b, a sentence not anested 

in the versions; therefore, it is unlikely to be the source of Syr's odd reading. To date, the 

only scholar to offer a sustained argument against Syriac ongin is Sever Voicu. in 

"verso,'" he tisted three indications in the text of Greek composition: 1. the letter 

speculation section in Ga 6:10 features a number of neologisms which may be formed 

naturally in Greek but not in Semitic languages like Syciac; 2. the Semitic letters used in 

Syr and the Old Latin witnesses (Gs 6:9) are not evidence of Syciac composition but of a 

common variant shared by the two ~raditions;'~ and 3. the Greek title of the text uses the 

term rrai&~a, a word unique to Greek and dificult to translatethe versions, including 

Syr, variously simpliQ the term as "childhood." Unfortunately, Voicu's arguments are far 

h m  an unequivocal resolution of the question. indeed, only the fvst of these cornes 

dose to making a case for Greek composition. 

Syriac ongin, therefore, remains open to question, despite the fact that Peeten 

neglected to offer much proof of the theory. And it is rather unlikely. First, the Thomas 

attribution, clearly a late addition to the text, can no longer be used to associate IGT with 

Syria. And second, translation fiom Syriac, or any Semitic language, to Greek is quite 

' Peeters, "Introduction," xvii-xxii. 
De Santos, Kirchenslavishe, 150 n. 8. 
Voicu, "Verso," 53-55. 

'O Neither Erh nor Geo contain this vanariation nor do the second-century witnesses to the 
story, Ep. A p s .  4 and Irenaeus, Huer. 1.20.1 (see 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.2.1 above). Voicu 
attributed the presence of the Hebrew letters to a revision made for the sake of 
verisimilitude. A similar, and apparentIy independent, alteration is found in the Greek P 
MS. 
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unusual. Sebastian Brock was able to list ody a few texts to achieve such distinction." 

Of these, the Septuagint and the Ahikar stories (incorporated into the Greek Lge of 

Aesop) are most noteworthy. As for Christian-penneci literatute, there appears to be no 

early gospel-related text that was composed in a language other than Greek. Some 

apocryphal writings of the second to fouah centuries, however, do appear in Brock's list, 

including: the Odes of Solomon (extant in Greek and Syriac), the Book of the Laws of the 

Corntries by the disciples of Bardaisan of Edessa (excerpted in Px-Clem. and in 

Eusebius' Demonstration of the Gospel), and the Abgar correspondence (translated by 

Eusebius himself and reproduced in Hist. eccl. 1.13). Acts Thom. may have been 

cornposed in Syriac also but the question of its composition has yet to be resolved. Later 

centuries saw hymns and hagiography translated inio Greek, as well as the writings of 

Ephrern, Aphrahat, and other prominent Synan authors. Clearly, examples of Syriac to 

Greek rranslation are Uideed few. Of the Christian writings, the undoubtedly Syriac- 

cornposed texts are either relatively laie compositions (Epbrem, Aphrahat) or have no 

Iiterary affiities with IGT (Bardaisan, Odes of Solomon, Acts Thom.). Only the Abgar 

Legend can be considered a gospel-related text, though it too was written relativeIy late 

(end of the 3d centuy)." Syrïac composition for IGT, therefore, is rendered Unplausible. 

But it is not impossibIe. 

One avenue remains availabte, however, for demonstrating Greek composition. 

NT scholars interested in pmving or disproving a Semitic original behind a Greek text 

beiieve the presence of a great number of Semitic idioms within the text rnay indicate 

'' Brock, "Greek into Syriac," 1 1-16. 
[' H. J. W. Drijvers, "The Abgar Legend," in New Testament Apocryphu, VOL I, Gospels 
und Related Writings (ed. Wilheh Schneemekher, trans. R. McL. Wison; rev. ed.; 
Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 1991), 1:494-97. 



tmlation into ~reek." Such a methodology bas been employed hitfully in establishing 

the original laquage OEQ," for which an Aramaic original ofien is assumed, and may be 

usefiil for determining whether or not Gs, believed here to be the eariiest of the Greek 

recensions of IGT (see below section 5.1.3), was translated fiom Syriac. 

Raymond Martin offered 17 criteria by which one can determine whether a text 

was cornposed in Greek or translated fiom a Semitic so~rce. '~ He cautioned, however, 

that some Sernitisms are to be expected particularly in Jewish, Jewish-Christian, and 

Christian texts, but a hi& fiequency of Semitic usages is indicative of translation.16 The 

fmt eight of Martin's criteria involve the high usage of Eu in translation Greek. Original 

Greek texts use a greater variety of prepositions than translation Greek. By these criteria, 

Gs meets well the expectations of Greek cornpositi~n.'~ Gs also agrees with original 

" Nigel Turner, Grammatical Insights into the New Testament (Edinburgh: T .  & T. Clark, 
1965), L75; Raymond A. Martin, Syntacrical Evidence of Semitic Sources in Greek 
Documents (Septuagint and Cognate Studies 3; Cambridge, Mass: Society of Biblical 
Literature, 1974), 1. 
" Sec particularly John S. Kloppenborg, 7'he Formation of Q: Trajectories in Ancient 
Wisdom Collections (Philadelphia: Forîress Press, 1987), 51-64; and Nigel Turner, "Q in 
Recent Thought," &Tim 80 (1968-1969): 324-28. For an overview of the scholarship 
see Heinz O. Guenther, "The Sayings Gospel Q and the Quest for Aramaic Sources: 
Reihinkmg Christian Ongins," Semeia 55 (1992): 41-76. 
Is Martin, Syntactical Evidence, 5-43. 
'' Ibid, 1 citing Turner, Grammatical Insights, 175, Gs fails in only one of Martin's 
criteria: number I l  which States that original Greek has few dependent genitives which 
precede the words on which they depend. Gs consistently adheres to Semitic usage but 
this practice is found so often in NT Greek that its presence in Gs is not significant. 
'' Material h m  Gs not found in Syr (Gs 10:2, 11:2, 12:2, and 14:4) was exduded fiom 
this anaiysis. So too was Jesus in the Temple which reflects the syntax of Luke and is, 
incidentally, more Semitic than the rest of the Greek text The theory of Greek 
composition for IGT is supporteci when the kquency of uses for the prepositions are 
higher than their typical use in translation Greek. The statistics are as follows (the 
nurnbers in parentheses represent the kquency of usage for each preposition as 
compared to i v  in texts known to be translated h m  Greek): 610; with genitive4 (,O& 
O ) ;  61a in al1 occurences-0.63 (8-01); ~is=2.13 (-49--01); ~ a ~ d  with 
accusative=~. 125 (-18-.O 1); ~ a ~ a  in al1 occurences=~. 125 (.19-.0 1); r r ~ p i = ~ ~  (0.27- 
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Greek usage in the relative fiequency of 66 compared to copulative rai," the pexentage 

of separated articles fiom their  substantive^,^^ the f i q u e n c y  of dependent genitive 

perronal pmnouns," the infrequency of absent articles for n o m  with genitive 

pmnouns," the fiequency of adjectives in fim attributive position,a the kquency of the 

adverbial participle,?3 and the fiequency of the dative case without su.?'' in addition, Gs 

infkquently follows the typical Semitic Verb-Subject word o rder  and, Iike other texts 

composed in Greek, oflen uses the genitive abso~ute.~~ 

IGT's use of Luke 241-52, Jesus in the Temple, bolsters the case for Greek 

composition. The text as it stands in Cs 17 follows very cIosely that of the major MSS of 

.Ol); rrp& with dative=O (.024-.01); Gr6 with genitive4.38 (.07-.01). The fiequency of 
usage for some of these prepositions falls within or below that of translation Greek but 
the frequency is far above the range for translation Greek for &a, E;S, (usage in 
translated Greek works m l y  reaches as high as .27), and h o .  
'"canslation Greek has more than hvo  ais copulative for every Si (original Greek will 
have less  ais than copulative 8;s). Gs has 49 uais and 53 Sis. Gs also employs yap 
evety 1 in 8 verses compared to about 1 in 10 verses for original Greek and 1 in 15 for 
LXX Gen, 1 in 13 for E x 4  and 1 in 350 in the prophets (Turner, "Q in Recent 
ïhought," 326). 
'' Gs has 18% of its articles separated ftom theu substantives compared to 4% in 
transiated works in the LXX and 18% in the NT epistles. 
" The dependent genitive personal pronoun occurs once for every 10 lines in Gs, 
compared to once in 3.9 in LXX Gen, and once in 16.5 in Josephus (Ag. Ap., Ant.). 
" Translated Greek tends to omit the articles. Gs has no instances of this practice. 
" Gs contains nine times as many fust attributive adjectives as second attributive 
adjectives (compare LXX Gen at O. 14 and Josephus [Ag. Ap., Ant.] at 5.6). However, the 
ûequency of attriiutive adjectives in Gs is raiher smaii (1 for every 36 lines compared to 
LXX Gen at 15.3 and Josephus [Ag Ap., Ant.] at 4.7). 

Adverbial participles occur once for every six lines in Gs compared to once in every 
15.9 in LXX Gen and once in 3.2 for Josephus (Ag. Ap., Am), 

Translation Greek u d y  has a one-tosne correspondence between datives expressed 
with 6v and those without. Gs has 2.6 times as many datives without iv. 
L5 Gs has 1 in 7.7 clauses following Verb-Subject word order while S y W  has 1 in 3.2 
clauses. Regarding word oder as an indication of Greek composition see Tumer, 
Grmmaticul Imights, 1 85. 
'6 The genitive absolute a p p a s  eight times in Gs. nie constmction is rare in translated 
Greek (Turner, Grammatical Imights, 177). 
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Luke, at tirnes agreeing in particular with MSS of the Family 1 group and the minuscule 

MS 1071, and featuring the reading  ai Au~orjp~voi (Gs 17:3/Luke 2:48) found 

othenvise only in Codex Bezae (D) and other witnesses to the Western text (Old Latin, 

the Curetonian Syriac, the Peshitta, and the Arabic Diatessaron). Additions to the story 

found in IGT occur f i e r  Luke 247 and 49. The syntactic correspondence between Gs 

and Luke is most pronounced in the parallels to Luke 2 4 3 4 7  and 52; here the two agree 

verbatim. These agreements indicate that at some point in its transmission IGT drew upon 

a Greek version of Luke's story. Unfortunately, it cannot be said with any certainty that 

the original author of the text used Greek Luke; the verbal agreements may result fkom 

the process of correcting IGT to Luke. This could have occurred at any point between 

IGT's composition and the creation of the Gs MS. 

The pattern of verbal agreements between Syr and Old Syriac Luke is similar to 

their Greek co~nter~arts." However, S'r departs more ofien frorn Old Syriac Luke than 

Gs does from Greek Luke-the parallels to Luke 2:43,14a. and 47 are quite different in 

Syr. Given the diminished ability of Syriac to Vary word order, the verses with close 

verbal correspondence (2:4&46,59,52) may be the result of mere chance, or the work 

of such typical scribal practices as assimilation (through memory) and correction (by 

visual cornparison) to the canonical text. in any case, it seems unlikely that Syr employed 

Old Syriac Luke. Even the Western text variant in 2:48 is more a paraphtase of the Greek 

than a copy of the Curetoaiaa Syriac reading. So whatever source Syr used for its version 

of Jesus in the Temple, it must have contained the Western variant, and given Syr's poor 

verbal agreement with other Syriac versions of Luke 2, its Temple story Iikely was not 

" Baars and Heldennann, "eue Materielen," 27-30 detail the correspondences between 
Syr and the various Syriac translations of Luke. 
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derived directly b m  a Syriac translation of the third gospel. The most likely candidate 

for this source would appear to be a Greek IGT much like Gs. 

As satisfLing as it would be to bid farewell to the Syriac composition theory, the 

evidence does not allow for an unequivocal statement on KT'S language of origin. Gs 

bears al1 the marks of Greek composition but there is no way to be certain that Gs, like 

Gb and Gc, does not represent a revision of an earlier Greek text. Even if Gs does 

represent well the syntax of the original. its lack of Semitic idioms may indicate only that 

a Greek translater opted not to translate a Syriac originai in the word-for-word style used 

by the LXX translators. Nevertheless, the burden of proof for Syriac ocigin lies with those 

who would make that clairn. In doing so they must account for the rariq of Syriac to 

Greek translation (particularly for early Christian gospel literature), for Syr's numerous 

departures fiom the Syriac text of Luke, and for the awkward proliferation of participles 

used in Syr's version of the letter speculation section. Given the evidence, Greek 

composition is a far more economical solution to the problem, 

5.1.2 The Short Recension 

Despite al1 the evidence for Greek composition of IGT the best witnesses to its 

original form are in fact not written in Greek. At1 extant Greek MSS of IGT appear to 

have been interpolated over the course of the text's transmission. The early versions, 

however, each derive h m  a stage in IGT's history before the corpus of stories was 

expanded. It is believed that these versions aii bear witness to the existence of an early 

short recension of the text. The short recension theory cm be traced in scholarship as far 

back as 1903 when Donehoo observed that certain chapters of the text (Gac 10 [=Gb 91, 
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17 and 18) were absent in PL-Mt. (Lm), Syr W, and Arab. Gos. ~nf;'* Decades later, Gero 

noted the forma1 sirnilarities between these three tales and how well they, and they alone, 

correspond to the fom of Synoptic miracle ~tories.~' He believed also that Syr and Geo 

were supeciar witnesses to the text's original f o m ~ ? ~  The full expression of the notion of 

a common, early origin of the known versions was made by van Rompay in his 1980 

artide on the text. The theory is based on the versions' distinct arrangement of the stories 

as well as s h e d  readings within the tales. As the following chart indicates, Syr, Eth, Geo 

and the Old Latin tradition al1 agree, with minor variations, in a fonn of the text 

comprising chapters Ga 2-9, 1 1-1 6, and 19. 

SY~ Lm Lvf Ir Ethi GeoJT 

14 14 14 14 
15 15 15 
16 16 16 
19 19 19 

t L v is hgmentary. $ Eth places ch. 12, mith the Sunbeam nory, d e r  ch. 19. 
Geo breaks off foIlowing ch. 7. 

The closest correspondence between the versions is found in Syr and Eth. But, given that 

Lm, Lv, and Ir derive h m  a common Old Latin translation of the text (see above 3.2.I), 

" Donehoo, The Apocryphal and Legendary Lij% of Christ, 139. 
" Gero, ''The Infancy Gospel of Thomas," 60. 
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their combined evidence indicates thsit theù ancestor contained the sarne arrangement of 

tales as Syr and Eth. The original extent of the bgmentary Geo cannot be determined, 

though it certainly lacks Ga 1. Fortunately, the argument for close kinship between the 

versions is not based on form alone but aiso on shared readings. Three of these readings 

are sufficient to prove the point. The fim is found in Ga 5. Here lesus answers Joseph's 

ceproof with: 

~ a c "  1 know that these words of yours are not mine but yours. 

S.r 

Ge0 

Erh 

Lv 
Lm 

Ir 

Nevertheless, 1 shall be silent for your sake. 
If the words of my father were not wise, he would not know how to 
instruct children. 
Your words are sufficient in wisdom. 1 have lemed 1 I know that 
(you) are setting those children on the path. 
tf the people had not known the word of the wisdom of my father, 
they would not know the punishment of their children. What's 
more, he has revealed to hem that which is concealeci, in order to 
make hem understand. 
If these words were not wise ...( teminates in a lacuna). 
No son is wise Save he whom his father has taught according to the 
knowledge of this time. 
Anyone who is innocent does not die h m  judgements. 

Though there is considerable variety among the wimesses, the versions clearly agree 

more with one another than they do with Gac. The only exception is Ir; however, as a 

poetic paraphrase of a Latin translation, Ir cannot be expected to agree in detail with its 

relatives, particularly in the more esoteric sections of the text (Le., the sayings material). 

The tie between the versions is observable also in their distinct version of the speech 

frorn chapter sic. It begius: 

- -- - 

" Ibid, 55. 
The sayiag is absent in Gb. 
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Gac# S Y ~  Ge0 Eth Lmf 

Truiy teacher. al1 ïhese words 
that my father has which you have 
said to you is nue. spoken, and these 
And to these m e s  wtiich you 
people, 1 am Lord. name, 
But you are I am a s m g e r  to 
strangers, for to hem; 
me alone bas been 
given the 
authority. 1 am for 1 am outside of 
h m  before the yoy and I am 
ages and now 1 am within you. 
present and 1 have Honour in rhe fl esh 
been bom among 1 have not 
you and I am with 
you And you do 
not know who 1 
am. But t know 
whence you are 
and whence you 
came. and how 
many years is your 
life. 
f The speech is mostly absent in Gb. 

From those words hongs t  the 
of yours, teacher, words tbat you 
which you now have said, teasber, 
speair of* 

C judge myself a you have narned a 
manger. s m g e  Ihing, 

&causeIam 1 am different h m  
outside of you and you; [ do not 
inside you. possess likr you a 
becauseacenain famiiyofflesh 
noble binh as flesh 
is with me. 

t Lv and Ir preserve none of the speech. 

The precepts of the 
law which you 
mentioued a littîe 
while ago, and al1 
that you bave 
nmed, must be 
kept by those who 
are taught by the 
niles of men; but 1 
am fiom outside 
(the things) of 
Yom, because 1 
have no c d  
parent. 

And frnally, the Greek tradition contains a different version of the cursing of Annas 

in Gac 32-3 (=Gb 12-31: 

Syr-Geo- Eth- 
Lm-Ir 
And. seeing what he did. 
Jesus said to him: 
"Yom fruit shall be 
without mot and your 
shoot dcied up like a 
branch (Syr ad& %hich 
is bmken by the wind 
and is no more"; Geo 
ad& "consumeci with a 
mot through the power 
of the spirit of Ion")." 
And immediately 
that chiid withered. 

.hd. sering what had 
happened. Jesus was 
angry and said to him: 
-Wtcked, impious and 
foolish ~ h a t  harm did 
the pools and wam to 
you? Behold, even now 
you are dried up Sie a 
tree and will by no 
meam bring forth leaves 
nor root nor fniit." And 
immediate[y that chiid 
withered completcly. 
.And Jesus departed and 
went into his houçc. And 
the parents of the 
uiithered one took him 
up be-g his y o d  
And they came to 
Josq h and reprmchcd 

And. seeing this thing 
that had been done, he 
was angy ovet it and 
said: "Sodomite. 
impious and foolish, 
what hami did my pools 
and wter to you? 
Behold even now you 
aredried up ükeauee 
and wiU by no means 
possess mot nor leaves 
nor fit" And fding, 
he withered 
immediately. 
And his parents came 
and found he Who had 
k e n  suddenly çtMck. 
And they reproached 
Joseph saying: "You 
have such a chiid and 

And, tuming, Jesus said 
to him: "Impious and 
wicked. wbat h m  did 
the pools to you that you 
have emptied them?" 
You shail no longer go 
on your way and you 
shall be dried up l i e  the 
h c h  which you 
carry." 
hnd going a Iittie way, 
tie fàinted. 
And seeing this, the 
ChiIdren playing with 
himwmeamazedand 
reportecl it to the father 
of the dead boy. 
Running, he Fouad the 
dead boy. and went 
reproaching to Joseph. 
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Syr-Geo-Eth- Ga Gc Gb 
Lm-Ir 

him: "You have such a look what he did to us. 
child doing such Teach him to bless and 
things." not to curse." 

As the excerpt shows, Gabc add an introductory insult and question, and subtly alter the 

curse. Then they add an epilogue in which the parents of the withered boy reproach 

Joseph. SeveraI other chapters also feature longer readings in the Greek tradition (Gac 

5:2, 8:lb, 112;  122; 132, and 15:1, 4). Some of these additions, indeed the entire 

chapters of Gac 12 and 15, are absent fiorn Gb but they may have been present in the text 

which the redactor of Gb abbreviated, for, like Gac, Gb contains Ga 1 and 10 and the 

longer reading of Ga 3. 

The preceding examples offer h proof that the versions represent a class apart 

from Gabc and theu descendants. Certainly there is much variation among the versions 

but this is to be expected given the alterations that cal occur through transmission and 

translation. Each of thern has joumeyed through at least one level of translation fiom 

Greek. Two of hem, the S-vriac and Old Latin traditions, are more intimateIy comected 

than the others as they contain the aforementioned common variants. Given the antiquity 

of these two traditions, the readiigs in their MSS are particularly significant for 

reconstructing the onginal text of IGT. Geo and Eth, on the other hand, are fa.  less 

reliable: Geo's readings are difficult to cestore, pehaps due to an intermediate Armenian 

translation; and Eth may have had a long transmission history in Greek, Syriac, Arabic, 

Coptic, andfor Ethiopic before its incorporation into the Miracles of J m  sometime after 

the fourteenth century. 
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Nevertheless, Voicu had much confidence in the text of Eth. He considered it a 

witness to a form of IGT earlier than al1 the other evidence. This opinion is based on the 

secondary location of the Miracle of the Hmest-placed with the Sunbeam story afier 

Ga 19 therefore reflecting, perhaps, its addition to the text at a later stage in the 

collection's transmissio(1-and the vastly diEerent reading of Jesus Siretches u Beam. In 

Eth's telling of this story, Jesus merely follows Joseph's instructions for constnicting the 

bed; there is no miraculous stretching of the wood. It is precisely the absence of the 

prodigy in the Beam story that led Voicu to believe Erh's version of the chapter is more 

original. Yet his argument is far from convincing. Eth's reading ill-suits the miracuIous 

tenor of al1 the other stories in the text. Furthemore, the Jewish parallel to the tale fiom 

b. Ta'an. 25, which may have some bearing on the origin of the Beam story, reflects the 

more common form found in the other witnesses. Indeed, Eth's text as a whole is ofien 

infenor to readimgs f?om the other versions, a fact to which even Voicu conceded-his 

translation in ~ c r i t s  upoctyphes chrétiens" utilized Syr and Geo far more chan it did Erh. 

In sum, the major differences in Eth, while curious, appear to be aberrations. Voicu's 

position notwithstanding, the Ethiopic tradition is cleariy too unstable, and the MSS far 

too late, to trust where it departs fiom the other versions. 

At present the short recension theory seems secure. The weight of the evidence 

represented by the versions indicates that as  late as the fZlh century IGT featured only Ga 

2-9, 11-16, and 19. Absent at this stage are the introduction ascribing the text to Thomas 

and the Synoptic-style miracle stories of Ga 10, 17, and 18. The short recension also 

contains shorter readings withjn chapters and a drastically different "revelation 

- - 

" Voicu, "Histoire." 
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discourse" in chapter sk. Compared to Tischendofls edition of the text, the versions 

offer a reading of IGT that is more brief, more unrefined in its presentation of Jesus, and 

yet also arguably more sophisticated in its christology. 

5.1.3 Gs: An Intermediary Text 

If the versions are indeed superior witnesses to an eady form of IGT, scholarship 

an the text would benefit significantly from the discovery of a Greek MS that agrees with 

the fifteen-chapter text of the versions. A MS conforming to these expectations has not 

been found, but Gs comes rather dose. Gs contains Ga 1, found otherwise only in the 

long recension, and Ga 10, located in Gs between Ga 16 and 19. However, readings 

within the chapters, including those of Ga 3, 5 and 6 noted above, agree with the 

versions. in addition, the Gac expansions in chs. 5,6 and 15 are absent, as are the entire 

chs. 17 and 18. As Voicu rightly stated in his seminal discussion of the MS, Gs appears to 

represent an intermediate stage in the development of IGT between the short recension of 

the versions, on the one hand, and the long recension of the later Greek MSS, on the 

other.33 

Voicu's assessment of the text, however, needs correction, It is true that Gs has 

been interpolated, but if Ga 1 and 10 and severai small additions are removed, Gs is 

virtually a Greek witness to the text of the versions. Admittedly, the correspondence 

between Gs and the versions is not perfect; H contains some clearly aberrant readings. 

The curse on the boy in the marketplace (Tuned be your ruling faculty," Gs 4:l) not 

only disagrees with all other witnesses to the text but also ill-tits the offense which 

occasions the punishment. The sayings material in chapter five contains some unique 
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additions (see Gs 5:3). The speech in Gs hishes eariier than the versions with the unique 

saying "And you will bear the name of salvation" (Gs 6:4; see also the phrase p n 6  

owqpias in Gs 14:1,4). Like Gac, Gs omits the proverb of the anvil (Gs 659, and has 

Zacchaeus place Jesus' birth "before creation" (7:2) whereas the versions agree that it 

happened "before the flood of Noah." Gs contains the Cm addition of 8:lb. And fmally, 

in an unusual, unique expansion, Zeno returns to death afier he exonerates Jesus (Gs 9:4). 

Other, less significant, variations, cm be explained as either readings which are original 

to the text but were altered in the versions, or as part of the natural process of eight 

centuries of transmission. It is also possible that çome of the major variants in Cs are, in 

fact, more representative of the originat text, for there is certainly no guarantee that the 

versions are based on a branch of the tradition any more reliable than Gs. 

Voicu's only justification for virtually ignoring Gs in his reconstruction of IGT is 

its addition of Ga 1 and 10 and its relatively minor variations fiom the texts of the 

versions. His skepticism about the value of Gs is unfortunate, as it surely provides us 

with the best available witness to an early form of the gospel in its language of 

composition. 

5.1.4 The Original Form of the Text 

Together, the versions and Gs offer us a reasonably secure text chat reaches as far 

back as the fiflh century. It remains to be determined, however, how well the short 

recension reflects the original fonn of die text. The theory of early scholars that IGT was 

once a much larger work later expurgated of heretid content has no foundation. Nor 

Voicu, "Notes," 120. See also idem, "Verso," 26-27. 
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does Voicu's belief that the text once lacked the Miraculous Harvest have any merit. In 

the absence of any material evidence predating the fifth century, we m u t  be content with 

the f o m  of the text as it stands ia Syr: a fiifteen-chapter work that begins with Jesus in 

Nazareth at the age of five and culminates in his appearance in the Temple at twelve. 

Unfortunately, the characterization of IGT as an unstable text prone to alteration bas 

prechded any serious study of the gospel as a whole. Yet there is sufficient reason to 

believe that the short recension of IGT preserves well the original contents of the text." 

However, few previous commentators on IGT believed that the gospel even has a 

story. [t has become commonplace in scholarship to describe the text as a loosely strung 

together collection of orally-circulating tales.'s The presence of several versions of the 

Teacher story has strengthened this assessment. The author has been seen, therefore, as 

little more than a compiler who, intent on preserving the individual stories in an unaltered 

state, would rather include multiple readings of a tale than combine them into one.36 

Furthemore, scholars have failed to fmd any observable principle of organization or 

progression iiiig the tales aside from the occasional indication of Jesus' age. They are 

befuddled also by the absence of development in Jesus' character. They expect, like the 

crowds in the tales, that the enfant terrible should tum fiom cursing to blessing; yet, 

Jesus' "relapse" in Gs 13 mistrates this expectation. 

The need to rehabilitate Jesus is far more a concern of modern teaders than it is of 

the author of IGT. The real transformation in the narrative is made in those around Jems, 

For an eariier, ad sùnilar, discussion of IGT's structure and theme see Chartrand- 
Burke, "Authorship," 32-34. 
" See Vielhauer, Geschichte, 6774; Rebell, Neutestamentliche Apokqphen, 132; 
Schneider, Apokqphe Kïndheirsevangelien, 37; Hock, The Infonry Gospeis, 85; Voicu, 
'Witoire," 192; idem, "Verso," 5&5 1. 
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not Jesus himself. Like the NT gospels, IGT is the tale of a wonderworker who must 

demonstrate his authority to the unbelieving masses through wondrous miracles and 

unearthly teachings. Whenever Jesus demonstrates his abilities, he faces increduiity, even 

violence, instead of acceptance. Unlike the NT Jesus, however, IGT's Jesus responds in 

kind, chastising those who oppose him. But once Jesus' neighbours and family begin to 

see that Jesus is more than mortai, his actions change. The fvst realization of Jesus' 

divine nature is made by Zacchaeus. Humbled by the youth, Zacchaeus declares that "this 

boy is something great, either a god or an angel, or 1 know not what 1 might say" (Gs 

7:4). Thereafier, Jesus perfons miracles that benefit his neighbours and family, and that 

effect a more desirable response fiom recipients and witnesses. The crowds are amazed at 

his teachings (Gs 14:2; 172, 4)- and they worship Jesus and praise God (Cs 9:4; 17:4). 

Only when Jesus again encounters opposition, in the second Teacher episode, does he 

revert to cursing instead of blessing. But once the third teacher declares that Jesus is "full 

of much grace and wisdom" (Gs 14:3), Jesus resumes his miracles of healing. This third 

Teacher story illustrates best the proper interpretation of the te*. As in fokiore, where 

triplkate episodes are quite cornmon, the third and fmal version of a tale dictates the 

behaviour expected fiom the charactes in the narrative. In IGT, this means that people 

should respond to Jesus not with incredulity or violence, but with belief and praise. At no 

tirne does the text suggest that Jesus is rehabilitated; indeed, it is Sesus' teachers, 

neighbours, and parents who have a iesson to learn here. 

This theme of teaching is prevalent in IGT. Indeed, the exchange between Jesus 

and Zacchaeus occupies a considerable portion of the text. And given the cepetition of the 

36 See Meyer, "Erzahlung des Thomas," 66; Peeters, "introduction," Iii; Mirecki, "The 
Infàncy Gospel of Thomas," 196; Voicu, "Histoire," 192; idem, "Verso," 49 n. 13 1. 
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story's principle elements in Gs 13-14, it is quite likely that IGT was built around this 

key episode. lut as Jesus insûucts his teacher in the arcane qualities of the alpha, and 

ultimately his own othenvorldly nature, he teaches the same lesson also to the crowds 

who witness al1 of his miracles. Whatever the original form or origin of the childhood 

tales, some of which may have once been told of the adult Jesus or of other 

miracieworking adults or children, they are transformed by theu inclusion in iGT into 

declarations of Jesus' power and authority. Luke's Temple story, therefore, makes a 

fining conclusion to the collection. In it Jesus stands at the religious and political centre 

of the nation, but where Luke has Jesus sit engrossed as an attentive, curious student, IGT 

further emphasizes his great knowledge by having him explain to them the main points of 

the Law (Gs 172)- Perhaps IGT's lesson continues even beyond the conclusion of the 

narrative. Christians may have seen themselves in the young Jesus, for as a cornmunity 

they too were growing into an awkward childhood, oflen facing their elders (Judaism, as 

well as non-Jewish belief systems)" in conflicts over teachings and practice. IGT's 

portrayal of Jesus, therefore, may have been intended as a historical alIegory, a 

personification of Christian claims of supenority with the boy's curses devised as a 

veiled threat aimed at any who would oppose the c o m m ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~  

That Jesus squares off against Jews in IGT need not imply that the text is specifically 
anti-Jewish. Though certainly Jews alone are injured and, in a sense, b'converted" by 
Jesus, they are racely identified as such by the author ("Jews" Gs 2:3; 65 ;  "Pharisee" 25;  
"High Piest" 3:l; "Scribes and Phacisees" 17:4). The "Jewishness* of the characters is 
necessitated merely by the context of the story: Jesus' childhood home of Nazareth (see 
sMilady S. Wilson, Reluted Strangers, 84). It may be more important then, as far as IGT 
is coacemed, that Jesus here confiants and ovemirns the misguided forces around him, 
that he offers a new teaching superior to al1 eacthly wisdom, and not just that of the Jews, 
3a The brief discussion of the text by Moehler (Lu purrologze, 2:56%71) is notable for its 
treatment of the tales as ailegories of Jesus' future activities. Just as his childhood 
enemies die, his hiture enemies will die spirituaily; and, though they died in sin, Jesus has 
the power to raise them to new Life. 
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IGT is a mysterious text. It contains no explicit references that could be used to 

determine its date of composition, no reliable identification of its author, and no hints of a 

precise geographical origin. Even its christology is puzzling. With few exceptions, 

theologically-loaded titles such as Messiah, Lord, Christ, or Saviour, are conspicuously 

absent f?om the texti9 Jesus is referred to only as ~6 na16iov 'IrjaoÛs. In the absence of 

such information scholars have relied chiefly on the patristic testimony for reconstructing 

the composition history of IGT. Unfortunately, the recovery of Cos. Thom, has rendered 

most ofthat testimony unsuitable. Tischendorfs text, based on the heavily altered MSS B 

and D, is also a flawed avenue for determining the origins of the gospel. With a new text, 

however, cornes kesh insight. By using Cs, along with the versions and the appropriate 

ancient witnesses, the origins of IGT can be determined with more accuracy than ever 

before. 

5.2.1 T i e  of Composition 

[GT reads more like a compilation of stories than a fieely-composed nanative. Its 

stories may have once circulated independently just as episodes attested in later branches 

'' The few titles given to Jesus in the MSS are likely secondary additions. In most of the 
wimesses they appear only in introductory sections such as titles or opening Iines-Gs 
has Banchou &Wu  ai awfipos'lqaoû Xpiaroû in the incipit and 8 &pios 
ip&v ' IquoÛs 6 Xpi& in ch. l), SyrW bas "Messiah" in Gs 2:1, SyrG in the incipit 
and colophon, and Geo has "out Lord" in the title. Eth, on the other hand, regularly calls 
Jesus "Saviouf' but this and Mary's designation as "Our Lady" and "Our Lady the Saint 
Virgin Mary" reflect the addition of dominical titles. The Irish MS, which most of al1 
should not be expected to preserve the ianguage of the original, often caiis Jesus "son of 
God," and Lm, also far removed fiom the original, caiis him "Lord." Otherwise, the oniy 
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of the infancy gospel trajectory once did. Gos. Phil. (63, 25-30), for exampte, tells the 

story of Jesus and the Dyer as an adult tale of Jesus, as does a Coptic pa~impsest,fO yet 

this episode was not joined to the written infancy tradition util  as late as the composition 

of Arab. Gos. In$ (eighthlninth century). A second example, the Animation of the Fish 

fiom the Egyptian Prologue, is a miracle told of Peter in Acts Pet. 13. If some of the core 

IGT stories had a sirnilar prehistory, then determinhg whether or not extemal witnesses 

knew one story or the complete text becomes diffi~ult.~' It does seem secure, however, 

hat  a collection of childhood tales was known to several authors of the fourth century. 

Chrysostom refers to miracles of Jesus' childhood (~rai6iKa) (see 2.1.2.3), and 

Epiphanius, too, mentions miracles Jesus "is said to have perfomed in play as a child" 

(see 2.1.2.4). IGT rnay be the same text listed as "Liber de infantia salvatoris" in the 

Decrehttn Gelasianum (see 2.1.2.7). And Gos. Bart. and ffist. Jos. Carp., two 

noncanonical tens which may have originated in the fourth century, contain allusions to 

several chapters of IGT (see 2.1.1.34). Second-century evidence for a full text, however, 

is less compelling. Justin's knowledge of Joseph's trade (see 2-1-22)' though more 

detailed than Matthew's TÉKTWV (13:55), still could have been derived fiom NT 

tradition?' The only other childhood tale known at this early date is Jesus and the 

time Jesus is given a christological title is when he raises Zeno fkom death, at which time 
the boy answers Jesus' question with o6xi &pia. 
" PubIished in W. E. C m ,  Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the Collecrion of the 
John Rylands Library, Mmchester (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1909), 44. 
'' The unknown gospel of Papyrus Egerton may contain a version of the Miracuiuus 
Hanest set in ksus' adulthood (Pap. Eg. 4). Unfominately, the papyrus is so damaged 
that it is dEcuIt to determine the extent of the affinities between the two texts. 
'' Justin's testimony is rarely brought into discussion of the ancient citations. Zahn 
(Geschichte, 771) and Nicolas (Études, 40 1) believed Justin derived the information fiom 
IGT, whereas Jones (A New and Full Method, 376) and Harnack (Geschichte, 1:16) did 
not, J. A. Casselis, Supernatural Religion: An Iquiry into the Reulity of Divine 
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~ e a c h e d ~  The story is attested by Irenaeus (see 2.1.2.1), Ep. Apos. (see 2.1.1.1), and 

perhaps is mentioned at a slightly later date in Acts Thom. (see 2.1.1.2). In Irenaeus and 

Ep. @S., however, the episode has the rudimentary form of an apophthegm; so there is 

reason to believe they may have taken the story fcom oral tradition d e r  than a written 

text.u Of the three, only Irenaeus shows any awareness of the entire collection of tales. 

Inunediately followuig his discussion of the Teacher story, Irenaeus turns to a discussion 

of how the Marcosians interpret Luke's tale of Jesus in the Temple. Only IGT is known 

to have contained both stories. Admittedly, the extemal evidence for a complete narrative 

of Jesus' childhood in the second-century is not particularly strong. Nevertheless, the vast 

majority of scholars have been sufficiently convinced by Irenaeus' testimony to assign to 

IGT a date of composition in the middle of the second century." 

-- - - -- 

Revelation (1  874; repr.. London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1875), 3 15 thinks Justin and 
IGT knew Joseph's trade from a comrnon source. 
'' A hrther second-century citation by Hippolytus (see 2.1.4.1) should be assigned to 
Gos, 7%om. Since the recovery of the Nag Hammadi text few scholars have assigned this 
citation to IGT. De Santos (Kirchenslavische) is a notable exception. 

Gero ("The Infancy Gospel of Thomas," 71-73) and Lowe (IOYAAIOI, 78-82) made 
great efforts to recover the original apophthegmatic fonn of the tale. 
'j See Simon, 1Vouvelles Observations, 6; de Beausobre, Hktoire critique, 366; 
Tischendorf, GI?, miii-xxxix; Pons, Recherches. 25; Nicolas,  tud des, 199; Lipsius, 
"Gospels Apocryphal," 703; Meyer, "Erzahlung des Thomas," 64; idem 
"Kindheitserzahlung des t ho mas'," 96; W. Bauer, Dm Leben Jesu, 88; J. B. Bauer, Die 
neutestamentlichen Apokryphen, 52; Bardenhewer, Geschichte, 1531; Reid, 
b'Apocrypha," 608; Waltersheid, Des Leben Jesu, 24; J.-M. Prieur, "Les Évangiles 
apocryphes," 81; Vielhauer, Geschichte, 673; Cameton, The Other Gospels, 124; 
Schneider, ApokrVphe Kindheitsevanglien, 39 (tentatively); Cullman, "Infancy ~ o s ~ e l s , " ~  
442; and Ho& The Infancy Gospels, 91-92. Michaelis (Die Apocryphen Schrifien, 97) 
even favoured the tùst haif of the century; Cartlidge and Dungan (Docwnenis, 86) 
offered 125 C.E., the earliest dating of them au. Voicu ("Verso," 45-51; "Histoire," 192) 
showed judicious caution, assigning it a date of the second/thii century, On dating it to 
the t h e  of Mani, see Borberg, Bibliothek der neutestamentlichen Apokryphen, 63; 
Brunet, Les hangiies apocryphes, 139; Donehoo, The Apocryphal and Legendary Lfe of 
Christ, 117 n. 2; Migne, Dictionnaire, 1:1141. Peeters ("Introduction," xxii), with the 
support of Amann ("Apocryphes," col. 485) and Saintyves ("De la nature," 436), dated 
the separation of IGT fiom the larger Évongile de l'enfmce to the fdlh century- Findlay 
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Further evidence for an early date for IGT can be gleaned fiom the text itself- 

First, borrowings fkom the NT are rare. The expanded Greek MSS of IGT draw materid 

h m  the Synoptics and John. Gs, however, appears to know only Luke. The thüd gospel 

is certainiy used for the story of Jesus in the Temple-Lucan redaction pecmeates the 

tale, which IGT reproduces, at times, verbathU Additional parallels to Luke-Acts are 

evident throughout the text: the mention of the High Priest Amas who has a prominent 

role in Luke (Luke 3:2; Acts 4:6; but see also John 18:13, 24; Prot. Jas. 15:l); 

Zacchaeus' questioning of Jesus' birth and infancy (Gs 72) recalls Luke 1127 (but see 

also Gos. Thom. 79:l); the third Teacher story (Gs 14) recalls Luke's version of Jesus' 

Rejection at Nazareth (Luke 4:16-22); and, though less compelling, Jesus Heals James 

(Gs 15) is similar to Paul's encounter with a snake in Acts 28:3-6. Other NT parallels 

may derive also fiom Luke: together, Jesus and the Sparrows and Jesus Curses the Son of 

Amas (Cs 2-3) recall Mark 3:1-6 par, a pericope featuring a similar combination of 

Sabbath controversy, withered victirn, and report to the authorities; and, the saying on 

seeking and fmding (Gs 5 3 )  is found in a number of early Christian texts including Luke 

11:9-13. Jesus' miracles in IGT have their most formal afinities with those in Luke; both 

texts often conclude stories with their characters either retuming to their homes (Gs 13:3; 

14:4; perhaps 7:4; Luke 123, 56; 2:20, 39, 51; 5:25; 7:lO; 23:49; 24:12) or similarly 

progressing (Luke 4:14, 30; 5:I6; 750; 8:39; 956; 10:37; L7:14, L9; 2452). Of IGT's 

few remaining NT allusions, noue are compelling enough to suggest literary dependence 

or even awareness. Phrases found also in 1 Corinthians (7:2 in Gs 6:3; 13:1 in Gs 6:8) are 

("Gospels," 683) assigned it to the third cennuy; Jones (A New and Full Method, 376) 
believed it to postdate Jerome. Gero ("The Infaacy Gospel of Thomas," 56 n. I), 
however, consideted the date of Lv (fifü~ century) the earliest sure evidence for ZGT's 
existence. 
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likely late additions to the te%" and parallels to Johannine ideas in the revelation 

discoutse uidicate, at k s i ,  shared christology, not shared written sources. So, where IGT 

appears to draw on other Christian literatum, Luke (and with it, perhaps, Acts) may be the 

only source for the information. This indicates not only a close tie between IGT and 

Luke, but also perhaps a tirne of composition before the wide dispersion of other NT 

texts. This conclusion is lent M e r  support by the absence of any clairns of authorship in 

the text. Anonymity in Christian compositions is far more comrnon to those written in the 

fmt and second cennines.J8 

The cumulative weight of the evidence indeed suggests that IGT was composed in 

the second or perhaps thkd century. Its use of Luke provides the text with a terminus a 

quo ofaround 90 C.E. and the few intemal indications of its antiquity point to a t h e  of 

composition that allows for its possible use by Irenaeus and Ep. Apos. 

5.2.2 Authorship and Provenance 

If the evidence for IGT's apostolic attribution were suficientiy compeiling, 

determinhg the provenance of the text would be a simple matter, for it is widely believed 

that the Thomas literawe (Gos. nom., Acts Thom., and Thom, Cont.) hails fiom Syria. 

- - -  -- 

a See de Jonge, "Sonship," 34748. 
'' The anvil proverb in Gs 6:8 (=Gac 6UE 1 Cor 13:l) has no paralie1 in the eady 
versions; ~4 uoi p~AÉro (Gs 6:3; 1 Cor 7:21) has no parallel in any other witness to 
IGT. 
* Kurt Aiand (The Authorsh* and Integrity of the New Testament [London: SPCK, 
19651, 1-13), looking at ail early Christian literature, noted that the closer we get to the 
end of the second century, the more authors emerged as distinct individuals writing under 
theu own names. For early material, it was not the scribe who was the tme author of the 
text, but the Holy Spirit of the Lord wotking through him. Similar conclusions were 
reached by David G. Meade, Pseudonymity and Canon: An imestigation into the 
Relationsh@ of Authorship and iluthority in Jewish and Earliest Chrtktian Tradition 
(WUNT 39; Tilbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1986), 103-10s. 
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The Thomas attribution and the parallels with Hindu and Buddhist stories have led many 

scholars to associate IGT with this area Unfortunately, the answers do not corne that 

easily with bis text. The absence of Thomas' name in the early versions (Syr, Geo, Old 

Latin via Ir) indicates that the attribution is both late and was unknown in the Syrian 

milieu.J9 Furthemore, any parallels in content between IGT and the other Thomas- 

related texts are too insignificant to connect the materiaLSO tndeed, were it not for the 

common use of the name "Thomas," there would be no reason to assume such a 

connection would exist. As for the Indian parallels, knowledge of Buddhist storïes and 

Hindu ascetics by Clement of Alexandria (Shom. 1.15) and Philo (Abr. 182; Dreams 

2-56) indicates that geographical proximity is not required for literary borrowing. But 

Syria is not the only possible candidate for IGT's place of composition. 

An Egyptian origin for IGT was asserted for the fust t h e  by Ludwig Conrady. 

He believed the childhood stories were allegories of the Horus myth." Though the theory 

'9 For a discussion of the origin of the Thomas literature, and IGT's place within it see 
Chartrand-Burke, "Authorship." Previous scholars who have connected IGT with Syria 
include Nicolas, &des, 199; Cowper, The Apocgphal Gospels, 128; and Cameron, The 
Other Gospel., 122. Meyer ("Ertahlung des Thomas," 65) used the name of Thomas to 
place the text in tndia. For a reasoned argument against these positions see Hock, The 
Infanq Gospels, 99. In my own article on the origin of IGT, i, too, postulated Syrian 
provenance based, in part, upon connections between the revelation discourse and sirnilar 
ideas found in both John and Gos- Thom. Unfortunately, this position can no longer be 
maintained as the new MS evidence indicates that the majority of those parallels are 
found in later additions to the discourse. 
50 The often-cited parallels include Gos. Thom. 4 ("the man old in days will not hesitate to 
ask a little child of seven days about the place of iife") with Gs 73, Gos. Thom. 9 (the 
parable of the sower) with Gs 11, and Gos. Thom. 77 ("cleave a piece of wood, 1 am 
there") with Gs 16. 

See Conrady, "Das Thomasevangeliurn." Other scholars criticized Conrady's 
conclusions rather harshly, but Baars and Helderman, d e r  finding his parallels to the 
Hom myth untenable ("Neue Materielen," 199-202), still placed the composition of the 
text in Egypt (ibid, 30). The ody other author to suggest Egyptian provenance was Meyer 
('cKindheitsetzahlung des ThomasZ," 96) though he did not offer any reasons for his 
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has been largely either rejected or ignored in subsequent scholarship, there are 

compelling reasons to associate the text with Egypt. It is here that IGT, or at least several 

of its tales, was used by other Christian writers including the authors of Ep. Apos., Gos. 

Bart., and Hist. Jos. Carp. Marcus, a second-century heretic whose disciples are said by 

irenaeus to have used the story of Jesus and the Teacher, was placed also in Egypt by 

Jerome (Comm. Isa. 64-45), though this information may be based on Irenaeus' 

identification of him as simply a follower of Valentinus (Haer. 1.13.1). Of course, 

Irenaeus' awareness of the childhood tale is due to his contact with followers of Marcus, 

not Marcus himself. His witness, therefore, may reveal more about the use of the text in 

Gaul than in Egypt. As for the other E-gptian witnesses, their knowledge of IGT is no 

proof that the text was composed in their region. 

A third location for IGT's composition, Palestine, has been gaining support in 

scholarship due to the existence of several Jewish parallels to the tales." For over a 

century, scholars have med to distance IGT fiom this area on the grounds that the rext 

appears to have no knowledge of ~udaism:~ But the gospel does share motifs with stories 

of other veoerable Jewish figures. Jesus Stretches a Beam and Jesus Heals James recall 

- 

conclusion. In his fbt study of IGT ("Erzahlung des Thomas," 65) he places the text in 
India. 

Nicolas  tude des, 335), Variot (Les évangiles apacryphes, 4536), and Schonfield 
(Readingsfiom the Apocryphal Gospekr, 13-14, 18-19) long ago mggesteci a Jewish 
origin for IGT. Nicolas and Schonfield, however, did so only in combination with 
overarching, and not particuIarly convincing, theories of Jewish composition for much of 
the Christian apocrypha. 

See particularly Zahn, Geschichte, 772; W. Bauer, Die neutestumentlichen Apokryphen, 
52; Michaelis, Die Apocryphen Schrften, 9697; Vielhauer, Geschichte, 675; Bovoa, 
"Évangiles canoniques," 25; R W i n ,  "Apokryphen," 335; Hock, The infincy Gospek, 
91; Rebell, Akutesramentliche Apobyphen, 136. Discussions of anti-Jewish etements in 
the text by Dehandschutter ("Anti-Juda@" 34647) and S. Wilson (Related S w g e r s ,  
84), though not particularly convincing, need not be an obstacle to Jewish-Christian 
composition. 
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similar tales told of Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa (b. Ta'an 25a; f. Ber. 3:20; b. Ber. 33a):4 

Jesus Carries Water in his Cloak has a parallel in an apocryphai childhood taie of Ezra,S5 

and a Mishnaic expansion of the creation story may have influenced Jesus and the 

~'rrows." Additionally, Neusner believed the teacher Zaahaeus may have been 

inspired by Yohanan ben Zakkai. If so, this would place the origin of Jesus and the 

Teacher, the very backbone of the collection, in a conflict between Jews and Galilean 

lewish-Christians shortly d e r  70 c.E.'~ There are clearly enough Jewish parallels to IGT 

to suggest that at Ieast some of its tales may have grown out of contact with legends 

shared if not composed by Jews. 

Strangely, none of this evidence was cited by Bagatti who, in 1976, was the fust 

to articulate a theory of Palestinian origin for the cornplete text. instead he relied chiefiy 

upon the opening chapter of the text with its claim of authorship by an "Israelite" writing 

to his "Gentile" brethren, as well as Antoninus of Placentia's witness to sites of the [GT 

miracles (see above 2.1.3.1). He used this information to place the tekt among Jewish- 

----- - - --- 

* The ~tories are excerpted in Evans, Noncanonical R+itings, 234. 
55 For text and discussion see Leroy and Dib, "Un apocryphe carchouni"; Mingana, 
"Woodbrooke Studies 2"; and Kuhn, "A Coptic Jeremiah Apocryphon." 
% See Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews (tram. Henrietta Szold; 7 vols.; 19 13; repr., 
Philadelphia: Jewish Publications Society of Amenca, 1967-1969), 1:28. The expansion 
reads: "fish are fashioned out of water, and birds out of marshy ground saturated with 
water." 

Neusner, "Zacchaeus/Zakkai." The reverence accordai Zacchaeus' position also 
suggests Jewish origin, for prirnary school teachers were not shown such respect in non- 
Jewish milieux; however, the compiler of the text may just be sensitive to this cuItura1 
distinction. The teaching of the lettes in Greek, rareIy a cornponent of Palestinian Jewish 
instruction (see S. Safrai and M. Stern, eds., The JewtSh People in the First Centwy [2 
vols.; Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, Assen, 1976j, 2357-58; George Foot Moore, JudaiSm 
in the First Cenîurie.s of the Christian Era [2 vois.; 1927/1930; repr., New York: 
Schocken Books, 19711, 1:322), certainly suggests origin in a Greek literary 
environment. 
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Chnstians in ~ a z a r e t h . ~ ~  Bagatti's argument is far from convincing. He appears to have 

had little acquaintance with the text-critical issues sunounding IGT. He rightly, however, 

noted the affinities between Jesus' curses and the harsh actions of the Jewkh Holy Men 

(citing Elisha in 2 Kings 2:U-24) and even God himself (2 Sam 6:~):~ 

The theory of Palestinian ongin has k e n  lent support by Voicu. He took the 

îheory one step further than Bagatti, however, by assignhg the text to a specific 

Palesthian Jewish-Christian group: the ~bionites? Citing IGT's numerous references to 

Joseph as lesus* father and to James as his (presumably) older brother, Voicu saw in the 

tefi evidence of Ebionite christology-i.e., Jesus was divine but he had a normal human 

origh6' if a particular Jewish-Christian group needs to be narned, however, the Ebionites 

seern an il1 fit. As near as can be determined Born the patristic evidence, the Ebionites 

believed Jesus had a normal human birth because they were adoptionists (Epiphanius, 

- 

'' Bagatti, "Nota," 487. 
'' Ibid, 485. 
* The fiagrnents of Gos. Eb., as well as other Jewish-Christian gospels, are excerpted by 
Philipp Vielhauer and Georg Strecker, "Jewish-Christian Gospels," in Pages in New 
Te~tument Apocvphu, Vol. 1, Gospels and Reloted Writings (ed. Wilhelm 
Schneemelcher; trans. R. McL. Wilson; rev. ed.; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John 
Knox, 1991), 1:134-78 and given extensive analysis in A. F. J. Klijn, Jmvish-Christian 
Gospel Tradirion (Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae 17; Leiden: E. I. Brill, 1992). 
Connections between Ebionite thought and Ps.-Clem. suggest this group was active in the 
area east of the Jordan (ibid, 28). Irenaeus, however, Iocates them in Rome, Ongen in 
Egypt, and Eusebius in Cochaba. 
6' Voicu, "Verso," 50; and see also idem, "Histoire," 193. The earliest description of the 
group is that of Irenaeus who reports that they rejected the virgin biah (Huer. 3.2.7). 
Chigen mentions two groups of Ebionites (Cek 5.61; cf. also Comm. Mun. 16.12) but 
without revealhg what disthguished them. This information is suppiied by Eusebius 
(Hist. eccl. 3.27 [Lake, LCL]). One group, he writes, asserts Christ '70 be a plain and 
ordinary man ... born naturaliy h m  Mary and her husbandn (2), while the other 'did not 
deny that the Lord was born of a V i i  and the Holy Spirit" (3). Eusebius, in fact, may 
bave confùsed die latter group wïth those who lay behind Gos. Heb. (see 10). Epiphanius, 
who excerpts bgments of Gos. Eb., may be the best source for information on the 
Ebionites. Accordhg to his report, the Ebionites claim Jesus was not a mere man; rather, 
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Pan. 30.13.7-81.~ It is d i e l y ,  therefore, that a group who created a gospel harrnony 

that begins with the baptism (see Epiphanius, Pan. 30.13.6, 14.3) would compose or 

value childhood tales of Jesus. Voicu's evidence, that IGT commonly calls Joseph Jesus' 

father, aiso may not be al1 that significant; the same identification is used in Luke 2:33. If 

IGT is indeed lewish-Christian, it would be more appmpriately assigned to the group 

behid Gos. Heb. This text describes Jesus' pre-existence (fi%. l), and contains a post- 

resurrection appearance to James, who Jesus refers to as "my bmthei' (fig, 7)- 

Ultimately, however, neither Palesthian nor specifically Jewish-Christian 

composition is required to explain ET'S connections to Judaism. Christianity, 

particularly in the early centuries, had an intimate comection with Jewish traditions, and 

some second-century writers, most notably Justin and Origen, made continual efforts to 

a f f i  that connection. Some affmities with Judaisrn, therefore, are to be expected. But 

labeling IGT Jewish because it uses tales similar to rabbinic and Jewish apocryphal 

stories is no more wananted than labeling it Buddhist because of its Indian paraliels. Ali 

that is requued to explain IGT's "Jewishness" is an environment in which the author was 

Iikely to have come into contact with the Jewish tales and in which the depiction of Jesus 

as an irascible Jewish Holy Man was least Iikely to cause offense. A number of cities in 

the Jewish Diaspora could therefore qua[@ as the place of IGT's composition. 

Perhaps the number of those locations could be narrowed d o m  by considering 

EGT's intimate connection to Luke, It has k e n  shown above that Luke, or Luke-Acts, 

may be the oniy Christian text known to the author of IGT. Unfortunately, it is not known 

exactly where Luke originated, though Palestine must be d e d  out as a possibility, for the 

he can be compared to an archangel (Pm 30.14.5). See the discussion in Klijn, Jewish- 
Chzktiun Gospel Tradition, 14-1 6. 
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author of Luke appears to have possessed an extensive knowledge of Judaism and Jewish 

literature but not Palesthian geography. Nevertheless, it may be possible ro pinpoint 

IGT's origin by determining which version of Luke the author used. Reference was made 

in section 5.1.1 above to affuiities between Gs 17 and the Western text of Luke. If the 

wording of Jesus in the Temple has not changed significantly fkom tbe t h e  of the text's 

composition, then iGT may have been wiitten in îhe same area in which the Western text 

is believed to have originated. Unfortunately, there is no consensus in scholarship on this 

issue. D. C. Parker places Codex Bezae's origin in Berytus (Beirut) shortly before 400P3 

But the Greek text of the codex is believed to date h m  much earlier. The evidence 

suggests that it rnay have originated in North Afnca or Egypt, but by the middle of the 

second century, its nadings had become so disseminated that they are found in such 

wideiy dispersed sources as Marcion, Justin, Irenaeus, the Diatessaron, the Curetonian 

Syriac MS, and the Peshiira. If the author of IGT used the Western text of Luke, he could 

have done so in one of a nurnber of possible Iocations. In any case, the paralle1 with the 

Western text may be too insipificant to invest rnuch energy into this line of 

investigation. What is signXcant is [GT's association with Luke. Given the signs in IGT 

of early composition-the absence of apostolic authority, the paucity of paralleIs with 

other NT writings, and (tentatively) the terminus ante quem provided by Irenaeus-it is 

reasonable to suspect a place of composition within Luke's community or in a place in 

which Luke's gospel was held in high esteem. Any subsequent discussion of the two tem 

mlst consider this co~ection. 

'' Bagam ("Nota," 489) niteci out the Ebionites for consideration preciseiy for this reason. 
* Parker, "Codex Bezae Cantabngiensis," ABD 1 : 1070L 
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There is no certain answer to the question of IGT's origin. It draws upon 

numerous types of literature, Jewish and non-Jewish, and bears no stamp of sectarian 

identification, neither in a reliably-early apostolic atûiiution nor by titles assigned to 

Jesus. Most likely IGT was composed without much thought to inner-Christian conflict 

or intemligious apologetics. Some scholars, reaching a similar conclusion, identifi the 

audience and originators of the text as common "folk" indifferent to the christological 

banles being waged by their more leamed peers.6j This determination, however, is 

founded on the notion that IGT could only be attractive to a credulous, unsophisticated 

audience, The Iow levei of literacy in the ancient world makes it doubtful that a 

distinction can be made between a refuied and a popular readershig-the same people, 

i.e., the literate, read al1 kinds of texts.6' As for the possibie places of origin, Palestine 

seems unlikely, but Syrian Antioch or Asia Minor account for much of the evidence: both 

regions have been suggested for the composition of Luke, they allow for its speedy 

dissemination into both the West and the East, and it is in Antioch where Chrysostom, the 

earliest secure witness to the TTalbi~a (see 2.1.2.3 above), came into contact with the 

text in the late fourth c e n t ~ r ~ . ~ ~  

' Nicolas, Études, 299; Variot, Les évangiIes apocryphes, 2 1 4 4 ;  W .  Bauer, Die 
neutestamentlichen Apokrphen, 52; Meyer, "Erzahlung des Thomas," 65; idem, 
"Kindheitsedung des Thomas? 95 (before it was used by gwstics); Findlay, 
"Gospels," 671; Michaelis, Die Apocvphen Schrifien, 97-98; and Elliott, The 
Apocryphol Jesus, 1. 
6s On socalled "popular" literature, see Harry Y. Gamble, Bmh and Readers in the 
Eariy Church: A Histoty of &rLy Chrkt i i  T&s (London: Yale University Press, 1995), 
39, and in regards to noncanonical texts, î36. 
66 Voicu ("Verso," 4 1) believed C h p s t o m  came into contact with ceaders of IGT during 
his time in Antioch rather than Constantinople. 
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5.3 Transmission. 

IGT traveled widely tiom its birthplace within a few centuries. By the end of the 

fourth century it was known to Epiphanius in Cypnis (2.1.2.4), to the authors of several 

noncanonical texts fiom Egypt (2.1.1.1, 2.1.1.3, 2.1.1.4), and possibly to the author of 

Acts Thom. writing, perhaps, in Edessa (2.1.1.2). In the span of only one or nvo centuries, 

IGT had spread throughout the Roman Empire and beyond. 

5.3.1 The Diffusion of the Versions 

The story of the transmission of the childhood tales begins in the East. In 

Palestine, Antoninus visited sites in sixth-cenniry Nazareth commemorating two of' the 

childhood miracles (2.1.3.1). A century later the T T U I ~ I K ~  appeared in Anastasius of 

Sinai's list of apocryphal texts (2.1.3.3). In addition, several tales were known to Jews of 

uncertain date and origin responsible for the material incorporated into the Tofedoth 

Yeshu (2.13.6). 

Moving westward, the text reached Italy in a Latin translation as early as the 

fourth century. It may have been known under the title "Liber de infantia salvztoris" to 

the writer of the Decrehim Gelasianum (2.1.2.6), a canon list believed to hail fiom 

fourth-century Italy. A Latin translation was certainly extant by the fifth century-the 

time of composition for Lv and the date assigned to the depiction of Jesw and the 

Teacher fiom the treasury of the Milan Cathedra1 (2.1.2.5). The MS of Lv, which 

contains leaves h m  several copies of IGT, testihs to significant dispersion of the text. 

Though the precise origin of the leaves is not known, the overwriting of the MS places Lv 
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in eighth-century Northem Italy. The Old Latin text also reached as far as Ireland at this 

tirne where it was transfomed into an Irish poem. Combined with Ps.-Mt. sometime 

around the eleventh century, the Latin translation then spread throughout Europe where 

the united texts were ikther translated into several European vemaculars. 

IGT spread eastward as early as the third century when it was read perhaps by the 

author of Acts Thom. (2.1.1.2). It had certainly penetrated eastem Syia by the sixth 

century, the tirne of the earliest Syriac MS. Like the Old Latin text, the Syriac IGT was 

soon expanded and combined with other infancy and chiidhood material. It is in its 

expanded form that the Syriac text was made available to Mohammed in the seventh 

cenhiry (2.1.3.4). Translated into Arabic by the eighth or ninth century, the augrnented 

text then spread further among Arabic-speaking lands in the form of Atab. Gas. In$ A 

second, undated Arabic translation was made directly ftom the unexpanded Syriac text. 

Another Syriac version of IGT may have circulated at an early date. Geo and Eth, 

neither of which contain the variants common to SyrWGB and the Old Latin tradition, 

may derive ftom a Synac teM. Contrary to Gero and Voicu, Geo's and Eth's use of the 

Greek letters in the Teacher stories is no guarantee that they were translated directly fiom 

~reek.~ '  Whatever its intermediary source, the Georgian MS is believed to date fiom 

before the tenth century, and Am. Gos. In$, wwhh uses severai of the tales and may be 

related to Geo, around the twelfth. The Ethiopic text was incorporated into the Mhcfes 

of Jesur some time after the fourteenth century, though IGT may have circulated in 

Ethiopia for centuries before it was added to the miracle compilation, It may have been 

translated tiom Syriac, Arabic, or Coptic, though transhtion h m  Greek @rior to the 

seventh century) is not impossibIe. 
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In al1 these lands the short recension retained its essential fonn even when the text 

feIi prey to the "biographical urge" to combine the tales of the infancy and youth of Jesus 

into a single tradition. The dl-recognizable form of the text in the translations has made 

the recovery of the short recension possible. 

5.3.2 The Diffusion of the Greek Text 

In the Greek East IGT held onto its integrity as a distinct text but it was not 

immune to alteration. Several writers in Constantinople knew the text under the title ~a 

ITaibl~à TOC Kupiou. These include Georgius Syncellus in the eighthhinth century 

(2.1.3.5), Euthymius Zigabenus early in the tweiftfi century (2.1.3.7), and the author, 

perhaps himself tfom Constantinople, of a sixth-Iseventh-century list of apocrypha 

interpolated into Timothy of Constantinople's De recepfione haerericorum (2.1.3.2). It is 

likely, however, that one or more o i  these writen read IGT in an augmented form. 

5.3.2.1 Expansion One (Gs) 

Long before the date of the eartiest MS (the eleventh-century Gs MS fiom 

Cypcus) TGT was expanded in one or more stages with the addition of Gs 1 and L6 (Ga 

10) as well as several srna11 expansions within chapters. This fmt augmentation of the 

text is dificult to date. The nineteen-chapter form of IGT was known as early as the tenth 

or eleventh century when it was used by the translater of S1. Gs, therefore, must predate 

this translation. Perhaps Gs hails h m  the same period as expansions of other infancy 

tales such as Ps.-Mt- (seventh ~ e n t u r y ) ~ b d  the Syriac precursor to Arab. Gos. In$ @rior 

"Gero, 'The Ta'amra 'Iyasus," 167; Voicu, "Verso," 23. 
a Beyers, "Introduction," 13. 
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to the eighth or ninth century). Significantly, ail three of these augmenteci texts add a 

corroborating witness to their traditions-just as the name of Thomas was added to lend 

authority to IGT, a validation letter of Jerome was appended to a branch of the Ps.-Mt. 

traditi~n,~' and Arab. Gos. Inf: includes a c l a h  that its information comes l?om the books 

of the High Priest Joseph Caiaphas. The choice of Thomas as guarantor is an odd one 

given the apostle's association, through Gos. Thom., with early heretical groups. Yet, 

given that the theme of the text is to teach unbelievers about Jesus' power and authority, 

"Doubting" Thomas may not be so odd afler a1L7' 

Other changes in this fmt expansion were made apparently in an attempt to soften 

the image of Jesus in the text. Zacchaeus' insulting words "Oh, wicked (Geo: "rude and 

impudent") boy" (Syr Geo) are absent (Gs 6: 1); Jesus Carries Water in his Cloak fmishes 

with the addition of "[Mary] kissed him saying, 'Lord, my God, bless my child.' For she 

was a h i d  lest someone malign h i m  (Gs 10:2); in Jesus Stretches a Beam an addition 

has Joseph Say "Blessed am 1 for God gave me this boy" (Gs 122); and an epilogue is 

added to the third Teacher story restoring the second teacher to health (Gs 14:4). The 

desice to cehabilitate IGT's Jesus may also lie behind the incorporation of the new story 

in Gs 16 (Ga 10). In it Jesus concludes his miracleworking with a selfless healing much 

in the style of the Synoptics. Several further changes can be attributed to christolagical 

sensitivity: where the versions have Zacchaeus attribute to Iesus a pre-existence before 

the Flood, Gs places it before Creation (7:2); and, an addition to 8:l has Jesus describe 

*The Ietter was added to Ps.-Mt. around the year 800 (Beyers, "Introduction," 15). 
Other theories on ttie choice of Thomas include the early notion that the text is named 

for Thomas the follower of Mani, not the apostle of Jesus, and Saintyves' claim ("De la 
nature des évangiles apocryphes," 452) that apostolic attriiutions in apocryphai literature 
result fiom an apostle's association (by an event or relics) with the monastery home of its 
tnie author. 
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his purpose on Earth in typicaiiy Johannine language: "Because I have corne l?om on 

high so that 1 may deliver those below and cal1 them to the heights just as the one who 

sent me to you commanded me." The remaining minor alterations may be due simply to 

stylistic taste, including the removal of the proverù of the anvil (Gs 6:8). 

On the whole, the changes made to IGT in this fint expansion bring the text's 

portrayal of Jesus closer to that of the NT gospels. The reviser iiiely saw his efforts in 

this Iight, believing that he had made it clearer that the precocious, powerfui young 

miracIeworker of the childhood tales is the same person as the NT Jesus. The newly- 

added words of the crowds in Gs 16 make this connection explicit: "For he saved many 

souk h m  death. And he can bestow salvation al1 the days of his Iife." 

5.3.2.2 Expansion Two (Ga) 

The same need to domesticate IGT's Jesus lies behind the second major 

expansion of the text. Sometime before the tenth century two new chapters (Ga 17 and 

18) based on the mode1 of Jesus Heals a Young Man (Gs 16) were added to the 

collection. [n addition, Jesus Heals a Young Man was moved to its present location at Ga 

10 and several readings within chapters were expanded. Again, the cumulative effect of 

these expansions is an improvement in the image of Jesus, The son of Amas is branded a 

"Sodomite, impious, and fwlish" (Ga 3:2) and therefore desewing of his curse; the 

amazement of the crowds is heightened in an expansion of Ga 5:2; the docetic-flavoured 

reveiation discourse is tamed through accommodation with Johnnine concepts and the 

removal of some of the sayings; and the Miracdous Harvest (Gs 11) is expandeci slightiy 

to include additional recipients of Jesus' miracle. The same sensitivity to IGT's portrayal 
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of Jesus also lies behind the added epilogue to Ga 3. Here the parents of the withered boy 

arrive "bewailiag his youth" and blarne Joseph for his son's behaviour. Perhaps this 

expansion was made by someone uneasy about the indifference s h o w  in the text to the 

young victims of Jesus' displays of power. Such a treatment of children, while acceptable 

in the literature of earlier times, may not have sat well with later transmitters of IGT. 

The newly-expanded text differs fiom Gs also in its numerous minor changes in 

wording and sentence structure. In all, Ga is suficiently distinct fiom its predecessor to 

warrant its designation as a wholly different recension. The geographical origin of the 

expansion cannot be determined, though the connection of the MSS W and D to Mt. Sinai 

may be significant. 

5.3.1.3 Expansion Three (Gc) 

The frnal expansion of IGT occurred some time prior to the earliest extant MS of 

Lt (12th c.). In a parallel development to the creation of Ps.-M., IGT was combined with 

Prot. Jus. and several stories of Jesus' stay in Egypt. The IGT material was considerably 

rewriîten, though without losing any major portions of the stories, and the name of the 

author was changed to  ame es" in order to smooth over the transition between the texts. 

The vocabulary and syntax of the new text is so different fkom that of Cs and Ga that it 

must be assigned its own recension: Greek C (Gc). Of the new tales, at l em one was 

taken fiom the larger body of Christian literature; Jesus Muka a Salted FLsh Corne Alive 

is told of Peter in Acts Pet. 13. A second tale, the Teacher story of the Prologue W. 5-6, 

reads Lie a combination of Gs 2 and 6. For al1 the redactor's efforts to join together the 

two te-, the Prot JCZF. material apparently was cut fiom the Iacger infancy collection at 
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an early point in the text's transmission. None of the Greek or Latin MSS of Gc contain 

the Prut. Jas. material, though it remains possible that the fiagmentary Gc MS T may 

have inchded the full expanded text 

53.2.4 Further Transmission Developments 

The next stage in the transmission of IGT again involves a revision of the text, but 

this time without expansion. At a date prior to the fifieenth century a redactor created Gb, 

a shortened text of only twelve chapters (eleven in Tischendorfs nurnbering). Gb's 

retention of the inwductory chapter and Jesus Heals a Young hfan, the latter standing 

afier Jesus Raises the Boy Zeno as in Gac, indicate that the new text is indeed an 

abridgement of the nineteen-chapter form of the collection. To be precise, however, the 

reviser did not rnerely shonen the text; rather, he eliminated only lengthy speeches and 

sayings material, The narratives, on the other hand, have been substantiaily rewrirten but 

not abbreviated. Again, the changes are drastic enough to justi@ assigning the text to a 

separate recension. Both extant MSS of Gb were found in St. Catherine's Monastery at 

Mt. Sinai. It would be premature, following Voicu, to attriiute the origin ofthe recension 

to a scribe of the monastery." However, the connection of two Gu MSS with the same 

location may be of some significance for the dispersion of the text. 

Many of the tendencies noted in the creation of the various recensions can be 

observed also in the individual Ga MSS of the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. The a 

family of MSS used by Tischendorf lack much of chapter six, perhaps out of sensitivity 

to the contents of the revelation discourse. Several changes in Y, which also ofien 

- - - 

'' The Lt MSS, however, retain, or perhaps reintroduce, the name of Thomas. 
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shorteus the text, appear due to a distaste for some of the material (the elidnation of €';TE 

~ a h b  GTE rrovqp6v in Ga 5:2, and  axa in 10:2.12; and the placing of corrector's dots 

above much of the letter speculation in Ga 6:4). P demonstrates both the tendency to 

expand the text (it adds the story of Jesus and the Dyer) and the need to soften the image 

of IGT's vindictive miracleworker (m an expansion of Ga 3, Jesus restores Annas' son to 

heaith). The various copyists and revisers of the text even add theù individual 

christological declarations in variants to Ga 102: V has "Tmly [perhaps] God dwells in 

him," W has "Tnily perhaps Christ lives," and a reads 'Truly, the Spirit of God dwells in 

this child." 

5.3.2.5 Assessment of the Greek Evidence 

The number of extant Greek MSS of IGT is relatively small, especially compared 

to the evidence for such texts as Ps.-lMr. and Prof- Jas. Nevertheless, the absence of 

demonsirable contact between the various MSS (except for the a family) indicates that 

the MS base was somewhat larger. To Say the text was popular is probably an 

overstatement, but it was valued, even considered edifying, and believed to be important 

enough to revise continually in the light of theological and socio-cultural developments. 

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that any copies of IGT survived to the present. Several 

forces worked against its transmission: early Christian texts tended to fa11 into disuse 

after they were incorporated into larger, more popuiar, colIections, and simpIe distaste for 

the material Iikely led to the death of many branches of the tradition. W, with its crossed 

out text, and H, with its note identifjhg it as the heretical "Gospel of Thomas," may be 

r- "Verso," 25. 
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the final copies of these particular branches of the text, And two other MSS, those 

incorporating P and S, include IGT only as "fille?' to complete the last few pages of the 

codices. Fourteen MSS of a text may not be much, but for this text perhaps it is more than 

we should expect. 

5.4 Transmission Stemma. 

The stemma appended to this chapter graphically depicts the reiationships 

between the postulated original text and the various MSS. Every attempt has been made 

to assign dates to pivotal events in the transmission of the text. However, where a fonn of 

the text cannot be dated securely, a question mark (?) is appended to its title. Dotted lines 

mark uncertain paths of transmission. 

The foregoing discussion has led to a number of conclusions on the origin and 

development of IGT. At its earliest recoverable stage the text was an anonymous work of 

only fifteen chapters. Likely it was written in Greek and was known to writers of the 

second century. The tales themselves derive fiom a vaciety of sources: orally-circulating 

stories of either the adult or young Jesus, often-imitated childhwd stories told of other 

eminent figures, and, in one case at least, stories of Jesus found in other Christian 

litecatuce. Of course, some of the tales may be the author's own creations. The collection 

is clustered around the centra1 episode of Jesus and the Teacher which, judging fiom its 

repeated use in Iiterature and iconography, seems to have been held in high esteem in the 

early centuries. The tale's theme-to demonstrate Jesus' divine origins, authority, and 
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superiority-is taken up also in the other episodes, likely as a result of the compiler's 

efforts to bring unity to the narrative. 

IGT is closely associated with the Gospel of Luke-in a literary sense. if not aIso 

because of a common geographical origin. The most obvious co~ec t ion  between the two 

texts is IGT's use of the story of Jesus in the Temple, but it appears a h  that Luke, and 

perhaps with it Acts, was the only Christian text known to the author of IGT. In addition, 

Luke and IGT share some compositional and christological finities, in pmicuiar an 

appreciation for Jewish Iiterary traditions and, as will be s h o w  in the following chapter, 

a predilection for portraying their protagonists as irascible wonderworkers in the styIe of 

Elijah. 

Deteminhg IGT's re!ationship to other Christian literanire is only the beginning 

of the process of comctly situating this text in the spectrum of ancient thought. Previous 

approaches to this task have stalled in erroneous identifications of the text as gnostic and 

its Jesus as a gnostic Redeemer, or in associating the young-miracleworker's behaviour 

with precocious gods or heroes from Greco-Roman and other non-Judeo-Christian 

literanire. As a result linle attention has been paid to Jewish models for ET'S Jesus, and 

Iess still to the ways children are pomyed in the broad range of biographical sources 

fkom antiquity. The final section of this dissertation aims to place IGT in its appropriate 

context. Now that the gospel's original fonn and content have been established more 

fmly ,  issues regarding such subjects as christology, genre, and purpose can be discussed 

with p a t e r  confidence. 
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SECTION 

This last section of the dissertation attempts to place IGT in its appropriate 

literary and theological context. Previous scho~arship regardhg the portraya1 of Jesus in 

the childhood tales has been led astray by the misidentification of the text with a "Gospel 

of Thomas" associated with gnostic Christianity and by a general distaste for the cruelty 

and volatility displayed by the young miracleworker. PaR of the problem of inteqretation 

stems from a lack of understanding on the part of scholars as to how children and eminent 

figures as children were remembered ui antiquity. A wide range of biographical art and 

literature fiom the fmt several Christian centuries testifi to NO interrelated tendencies: 

to present their subjects with the qualities and abilities for which they were known, or 

would have been known, as adults, and ta strip these same individuals of al1 the negative 

traits with which children were associated in antiquity. Chapter six explores the fmt of 

these tendencies by determinhg which of the many views, or christologies, of the adult 

lesus is foreshadowed in the childhood tales. It will be shown that the young Jesus' 

peîulance is rneant to evoke the activities of other ancient wondenvorkers who also just 

as ollen cursed as blessed. The second tendency of the biographical material is exarnined 

in chapter seven and e i g k  Drawing on recent scholarship on the Roman family in 

antiquity, chapter seven reconstnicts the Iife of a typical Mediterranean child The 

discussion makes apparent that adults saw Little of value in one's chiIdhood years-it was 

a transitory age rneant to be passed ihrough as quickly as possible. As a result, the child 

who acted l i e  an adult became an ideai celebrated by aiI levels of society. Chapter eight 

examines examples of this ideaI h m  funerary art and childhood tales, aii of which reveal 



a ne& to represent beloved children, or beloved figures as children, as mature, wise, and 

in possession of the abiüties or distinctions which they were expected to acquire in 

adulthood. Chapter eigtit concludes with an assessrnent of how IGT fiîs in with these 

sources. It will be show that ET'S Jesus is not so hereticat after ail; in fact, he is 

portrayed in a manner whoily consistent with how other children were rememkred in 

antiquity. 



The Christology of the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 

When seeking to understand better tfie proclivities of any text from early 

Christianity scholars have typically looked to comparative literatuce for solutions. 

Unfortunately for IGT this has not been perfomed with the same rigour and enthusiasm 

as it has for other canonical and noncanonical writings. Though parallels have been noted 

to individual episodes, linle attention has k e n  paid to the conventions employed in the 

childhood tales found in non-Christian biographical literature. It seems that the 

characterization of IGT as a loosely co~ec ted  collection of stones has precluded the 

investigation of the text as a whok, Yer the gospel does indeed follow certain 

conventions. Chief among these is the tendency to use childhood stories to foreshadow 

the hture accomplishments of their protagonist. Of course this is not a new observation. 

Numerous scholars over the pas two centuries have noted the text's efforts to present the 

young Jesus in ways similar to the NT gospels,' though typicalty they make the point 

simply to emphasize the derivative nature of some of the episodes. The distaste for IGT's 

contents has prevented thorough investigation into what conception of the adult Jesus lies 

behind the tales. It is oflen enough for scholars simply to say that it is not the Jesus of the 

NT. This aspect of the text clearIy requires more study, for by determinhg the precise 

See particulary Nicolas, Éttrdes, 266; Variot, Les évangiIes apocryphes, 222; 
Wdterxheid, Dm Leben Jesu, 24; Bovon, "Évangiles canoniques," 25; Schindler, 
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christology that informs IGT's depiction of Jesus we can position the text bener in the 

spectrum of early Christian belief and understand better the forces which lie behind its 

composition. 

6.1 The Treatment of Character in Antiquity. 

Ancient biographical literature was influenced by a rather uniform notion of 

character and personaiity. Discussing Plutarch's work, Christopher Pelling revealed that 

the ancients tended to reconcile a personTs various personality traits into one character 

'vpe" and that they believed personality is inherited and remains consistent throughout 

one's lire.' It was a simple maner, therefore, to fil1 in missing details of a person's 

childhwd by inventing s t o k  that foreshadow his or her adult career. Such embroidering 

of a penon's Iife was believed to be permissible because biopphical literanire airned to 

present a sketch, or caricature, of a petson's character, not to record events with 

painstaking a c c ~ r a c ~ . ~  The process is descnbed by Quintilian in his creatise on 

constmcting a panegyic, the Institutio oratoria. Here he instnrcts his readers to praise a 

subject with descriptions of his background, his beauty, and with accounts of his 

education: "it has sornetimes proved the more effective course to trace a man's Iife and 

deeds in due chronological order, praising his natural gifts as a child, then his progress at 

Apokryphen, 439; and Hock, The Infâncy Gospels, 95-97. Of them ail only Hock 
discussed this tendency in relation to non-Christian literature. 
' Christopher PeIling, ''Childhd and Personality in Gceek Literature," in 
Characteriratioon anà Indviduaiity in Greek Literatwe (ed. Christopher Pelling; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1990), 235-40. 
The connection between biography and caricature was made by Patcicia Cox, Biography 

in Antipity: A @estfor the Holy Mun (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 
xi-xii. 
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schaol" (fast. 3.7.15 [Butler, LCL]): Quintilian's instructions are echoed by tbe eariy 

fouah-century rhetorician Menander, who advises speakers to include in their praises 

such miracles as the recognition of an emperor's fùture role by children at play: 

If there is anything like this in comection with the emperor, work it up; if it is 
possible to invent, and to do this conviacingly, do not hesitate; the subject 
permits this, because the audience has no choice but to accept the encomium 
without examination (Trearise 2371 .l&U, Russell and Wilson). 

This is precisely what Matthew and Luke did with their infancy narratives. They rook 

concepts and conflicts fiom their individual tellings of Jesus' life and composed birth and 

infancy stones which are, in effect, their "gospels in miniature."' In the case of IGT, 

however, there are no accompanying adult Jesus tales with which to interpret the 

childhood stories. The resulting lack of precision leads to a number of possible soIutions 

to the christology behind the text: Jesus the gnostic Redeemer, Jesus the Hero, and Jesus 

the Jewish Holy Man. 

6.2 Jesus the Gnostic Redeemer. 

A gnostic origin for IGT was widely assumed in scholarship before the discovery 

of Gos. Thom. Faced with numerous citations associating a "Gospel of Thomas" with 

certain gnostic groups like the Manicheans and the Naasenes (see above 2.1.4), as well as 

" See M e r  the discussion in Thomas Wiedemann, Adults and Children in the Roman 
Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 53-60 (summarized also in Hock, 
The Infoncy Gospek, 95-97). Wiedemann mentioned both the canonical infancy 
d v e s  and IGT in co~ect ion with Greco-Roman panegyric (Adults ond Children, 
55). 
.' This phrase was used by Raymond E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah: A Cornmenra~y 
on the Infoncy Narratives in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke [updated ed.; New York: 
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the text's apparent use by Marcus (2.1.2.1) and the author of Acts nom. (2-1 -1.2). the 

early scholars on the text looked in earnest for gnostic affrnities in the gospel. Many 

concluded that the missing gnostic elements m u t  have been removed by a Catholic 

reviser. Their one-tirne existence is proven, they said, by certain traces left in the text. 

The fmt full inventory of this apparent trace evidence was provided by ~ e ~ e r !  His list 

includes: an echo of the Hippolyhis citation (see above 2.1.4.1) in Lm's reading of Gs 6:7 

(Ps.-Mt. 30:4); Syr's docetic-sounding saying "For when 1 am greatiy exalteci, [ shall lay 

aside whatever mixture [ have of your race" (cf. Gs 6:4); Syr's mysterious references to 

the cross (cf. Gs 6:3, 4); the "seek and fmd" saying of Gs 5 3 ;  the letter speculation 

section (Gs 6:10); and, the overall depiction of Jesus as looking d o m  upon tbe 

intellectuaL (Jewish) world and despising it, Meyer noted also the interest in Jesus' 

childhood shown in identifiably gnostic works (Soph. Jes. Chr. 8 and 61, and a legend 

ascribed to the gnostic Justin reported by Hippolytus, Huer. 5.76.29), and fiom these 

suggested that gnostics found Jesus' childhood enticing, for they could use tales Liorn this 

period of Jesus' Iife to rescue him tiom the limits of human existence. 

Für die Gnostiker bestand der Wert der Kindheitswunder in dem 
Nachweis, der sich dams  tilhren IieB, daB Christus nicht zu dieser Welt 
gehore, dd er schon als K i d  menschlicher Entwicklung und Bedingtheit 
enthoben wu.' 

Meyer's discussion of lGT's gnostic affities is noticeably bare, and several of his points 

can be dismissed with ease. The Hippolytus citation, for example, was drawn fiom Gos. 

Thom. and appears never to have belonged to IGT, and the "seek and find" saying is just 

Doubleday, 19931, 37-38, 183) to descrii  Matthew's construction of an infancy 
narrative that foreshadows al1 of the events of Jesus' adult Iife. 

Meyer, "Erzahlung des Thomas," 64-65. Similar evidence was advanced by Hi. Bauer, 
Das Leben Jesu, 93-95; and Cecchelli, Mater Christi, 3:355-59. 
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as common in the NT gospels as it is in aoncanonical texts. Nevertheless, the list's 

de ficiencies are excusable given the limited amount of information available to Meyer on 

the Thomas-related literature. 

The recovery of Gos. Thom. should have effectively severed the connection 

between IGT and Gnosticism. Without the explicit comection between the Sancy 

gospel and the citations there is no longer any compelling reason to believe the text ever 

was more gnostic. But the argument was not settled; instead, it just became more subtle. 

Not long after the Nag Hammadi discovery, de Santos published his reconstniction of the 

Greek Vorlage behind SI. ln the final chapter of the work,' de Santos exarnined his new 

text in some detail claiming that the Vurlage is closer to the wording of the original text 

than the published Greek MSS and therefore more gnostic in theology. Much of his 

evidence is strictly the use of certain words-'matter" (reading Ühq for Ü A E ~ S  Gac 2:2), 

the "living ones" (Gac 3:3), fruit imagery (Gac 22; 8:1), the use of "amazement," 

particularly in connection with seeking and fmdiag (Gac 5:3); the term Givapis +wxfis 

(Gac 6%) and its connection with the alphabet (TOÛ A T$I bipapiv, Gac 14:2), the 

combination of vois (Gac 6:2) and mavpos (Gac 6:2a), and Si's identification of 

Thomas as the "Chosen One.'' He noted also several general gnostic themes: the 

preexistence of Jesus and his role in the creation event (Gac 2; 6:2b, 2d), the use of the 

alphabet in gnostic cosmology (Ga 6:4), the ridicule of listeners (Gac 6:2e; 8:l; 15:4), 

apparent references to Jesus as Redeemer descending hto matter (Gac 8:lb) and to the 

acceptance of souls into the pleroma (Gac 82), the silence of IGT on Jesus' birth 

(painting, therefore, to docetic christology), and the connection between IGT's child 

Meyer, ''Erzahluug des Thomas," 64. 
' De Santos, Kirchenslavïsche, 172-84. 
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Redeemer and Jesus' appearances in the fonn of a child in gnostic-associated literature? 

AAer de Santos, the most prominent defender of the gnostic origin theory was 

~ullmann." Lauding the work of de Santos, and drawing heavily upon Meyer, Cullmann 

asserted that gnostics were particularly interested in childhood stories of lesus." Full 

gnostic infancy narratives, however, are now lost. Al1 that cemains are a few anecdotes 

which, he claimed, are given added authority in the texts by the mention of 'Wie 

traditional authority of al1 gnostic staternents about the infancy: ~hornas."'%ne 

additional thorough treament of the evidence was provided by Baars and Heldermann. 

AAer studying the Syn'ac MSS, they tentatively concluded that [GT contains the 

following "etwaige gnostische, gegebenenfalls manichaische Züge und ParaIlelen": the 

separation of the waters (Gs 2:t), the creation of the birds Erom clay (Gs 2:1-4), Syr's 

reference to "children of the brida1 chamber" (cf. Gs 5:1), the blinding of Jesus' accusers 

(Gs 5:1), the personifkation of Jesus as a cross (Gs 6:3), the letter speculation section (Gs 

6:10), the tenacity of Jesus in Syr's parable of the anvil (cf. Gs 6:8), and the redemption 

of the cursed (Gs ~ : 1 ) . ' ~  

Despite these authors' assertions to the contrary, a connection between IGT and 

Gnosticism simply cannot be rnaintained. Many of the standard arguments for the 

association rest on the belief, due to the ancient testimony, that IGT was once a Ionger 

Valentinus had a vision of the Word as a newbom baby (Hippolytus, Hm.  6.42.2). 
Jesus appears as a child in Acts John 88, Acis Pet. 21, and as a young man in Rp. John 2, 
2, 1-2, Acis John 87, Acts Pet. 5, and Acts Thorn. 27. 
'O See also Vielhauer, Geschichte, 675-76; Schneider, Apokryphe Kindheitsevangelien, 
37-38; and Erbetta, Gli apocn'$, 1.2:82-83. Several other authors continue to suggest 
that IGT may have once contained gnostic material but do not find such elernents in the 
text's present forni* Voicu ("Histoire," 192) saw evidence of Gnosticism ody in the letter 
speculation section. 
" Cullmann, "Infiancy ~ o s ~ e ~ s ~ , "  453-455. 
" Ibid, 454. 
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work valued by gnostics. The recovery of Gos. Thom., as well as the lack of evidence for 

later expurgation, removed the basis for the theory. All rernaining evidence of gnostic 

composition is quite weak. De Santos' list of gnostic concepts and affmities bas been 

countered effectively by his critics as resting upon a sirnplistic and outdated definition of 

~nosticism." And, though Baars and Heldermann joined in criticizing de Santos, their 

study suffers h m  the same flaws. There simply is no valid justification for seeing IGT's 

use of isotated, common words as evidence for gnostic composition. The same c m  be 

said for the description of the aipha: there is nothing particularly gnostic about letter 

speculation. And Cullmann's statement about Thomas as the guarantor of infancy 

traditions is without basis given the secondary nature of the Thomas attribution. As for 

the assertion that IGT portrays Jesus as a young gnostic Redeemer figure, the 

identification rests on the assumption that discourses of lesus have k e n  removed tiom a 

once-longer text. However, the only discourse of Jesus that was ever a part of IGT is that 

of chapter six, and though the speech is certainly esoteric, it bears few traces of gnostic 

ideology. Admittedly, gnostics indeed dernonstrated an interest in the incarnation of 

Jesus, and some related this to his conception (Soph. Jes. Chr. 8) and even chiIâhood 

(Soph. Jes, Chr. 61; the gnostic Justin in Hippolytus, Haer. 5.26.29), but no more than so- 

called "orthodox" Christians who ais0 believed ksus had a supernarural origin. 

It cannot be denied, however, bat  Marcus, a known gnostic, was aware of the 

text. Irenaeus had personaily corne into contact wiih Marcosians who toId the story of 

Jesus and the Teacher. But if gnostic use of a teM is to be equated with gnostic 

composition, then many of the te- considered "orttiodox," including John's gospel and 

- - 

" Baars and Heldermann, 'Weue Materialien," 3&3 1. 



Paul's lettes, would have to be deemed gnostic also. The continued use of IGT among 

the orthodox over the centuries also ptecludes an exclusively gnostic affiliation of the 

text, as does the use of the Teacher story by the anti-gnostic Ep. A ~ O S . ' ~  At best, we must 

conclude that IGT indeed contains some elemeats that would make the text attractive to 

gnostics, particularly those, Lie Marcus, interested in gematria and letter speculation, but 

it is not itself a gnostic text. 

A number of the early scholars who were intent on provhg [GT gnostic 

characterized the text's pomayai of Jesus as docetic.16 To them, an all-wise, all-powetful 

young Jesus only "seems" human, whereas the "orthodox" Jesus grows and develops @er 

Luke 240, 52). Yet, Findlay, Moehler, Moffatt, W. Bauer, Nicolas, and Hock cite this 

same evidence when they claim that the text is anti-docetic." The confusion stems from 

the relationship between docetism and adoptionism. Many gnostic groups chose 

adoptionism-the notion that the human Jesus cornbined with the divine Christ at his 

baptism-for their articulation of the incarnation because it helped resolve the problem of 

the miving of the divine in matter and allowed for the Christ to escape fiom the suffering 

on the cross. To these gnostics the Christ "appeared" human because he was temporarily 

'' See Gero, "The Infancy Gospel of Thomas," 75-79; Baas and Heldermanm, "Neue 
Materielen," 203; and the reviews of KîrchmImîsche by Ménard, MacRae, and Pearson. 
l5 Ep. A p  7 attacks Cerinthus and Simon. 
l6 Tischendorf, M', xlviii; Ellicott, "Apocslphal Gospels," 192; Nicolas, Études, 335 (at 
a later stage in the text's composition); Cowper, The Apocryphal Gospels, ixx, 128; 
Walker, Apocryphal Gospels, UE; Lipsius, "Gospels Apocryphal," 705; Tappehorn, 
Ausserbîblische Nuchrichten, 12; Cruîwell, A Lirerury Hîstory, 173; Meyer, "Erzahlung 
des Thomas," 64; Reid, "Apocrypha," 608; Ficüay, Bpays, 177. The daim of docetism 
was made also by Sarah Currie ("Childhoud and Chnstianity fiom Paul to the Council of 
Chalcedon" ph. D. diss., Cambridge, 19931,206-7). "Just as Christ only seemed to take 
on a body," she wrote, "so he onIy seemed to be a chiid," Her discussion of docetic 
christoIogy that foiiows this statement, however, fàils to account for the omission of 
childhood tales in texts by such prominent docetists as Marcion and the Ebionites. 
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clothed in human flesh. But other adoptionist Christians, such as Mark, Paul (who 

believed Jesus was "adopted" at his death), and some Jewish-Christian groups, were able 

to use the concept while still claiming Jesus lived, suffered, and died as a human wouid. 

Certainly, then, IGT is anti-adoptionist, for its Jesus displays divine attributes before his 

baptism; but is it anti-docetic? Docetism can be applied more widely to indude the notion 

that Jesus was divine from birth and therefore was not born in a normal human manner. 

This portraya1 o f  Jesus is operative in the "gnostic" tales Iisted by Culhann (Ascen. ha. 

1 1 5; the birth of Jesus fkorn M. R. James' Lutin Infincy Gospel pritish Library, Arundel 

4031; and Soph. Jes. Chr. 8), but it also arguably lies behind any text that claim pre- 

existence for Jesus such as John, Ep. Apos., Gos. ffeb., Hebrews (1:2-4; 5:7-IO), 

Colossians (1:lj-?O), and the pre-Pauline hymn in Philippians (2:&11). To these 

writings must be added IGT, for it too has Jesus proclaim his pnc-existence (Gs 6:4, 6; 

7 2 ;  8:1) and even has Jesus distinguish himself h m  those of the flesh (Gs 6:4).'8 

Othenvise, however, the lesus OC IGT manifests no abilities that are not dernonstrated 

aIso in the NT gospels; he even appears to feel pain when Joseph pulis his ear in 

repcimand (Gs 5 2 ) .  IGT's Jesus is apparentiy just as human as his adult coumerpart in 

the NT-no more, no less. 

t i  Nicolas,  tud des, 322; Moehler, La patrologie, 2569; W. Bauer, h Leben Jesu, 99; 
Mofiit, "Gospels," 486; Findlay, Byways, 177; Hock, ïïze Infinncy Guspefs, 99. 
'* Voicu ("Histoire," 193) saw evidence O€ docetic christology in the saying h m  the 
versions, "And as for the cross o f  which you have spoken, he shall bear it, to whom it 
bdongs" (cf. Gs 6:4). Presumably, Voicu connected the saying to the idea that Jesus or 
Simon of Cyrene suffered on the cross, aot Christ Too strict an interpretation of the 
saying, however, is unwise considering the amount of variation between the sources in- 
this section of the text. Furthemore, Jesus' wotds could just as well refer to his own fite. 
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63 Jesus the Hero. 

When [iteracy criticism is brought to bear on the childhood tales, the ciosest 

parallels to IGT's stories are the personal legends told of various heroic figures h m  

around the globe. These connections were frrst discussed by scholars of the 

religionsgeschichtliche Schule who looked for an explanatioa for similarities between 

infancy and childhood stories of Jesus and those of Buddha and Krishna Since their t h e ,  

tiirther parallels have been noted in Egyptian myth, Jewish legend, Greco-Roman 

titerature, and in the taies of precocious young gods in Mesopotamian, Zoroastrian, 

Korean, and Firmish mythology. The childhood stories of Jesus most certainly draw upon 

fceely-circulating tales of similarly venerated figures; at times, al1 that differentiates the 

Christian fiorn the non-Christian stories is the name of the protagonist. What cemains 

open to question is the motive. In composing, or collecting, childhood stories of Jesus, is 

the author of IGT betraying an understanding of Jesus consonant with the other 

"Heroes"? 

The comparative study of Hero myths is more the provenance of folklorists and 

anttimpologists than NT scho~ars.'~ Edward B. Tylor, credited as the grandfather of the 

discipline, argued that many Hero myths follow a unifonn plot or pattern: the hero is 

exposed at birth, is saved by other humans or anirnals, and grows up to become a national 

hero." Since Tylor, the most influential works on the Hem myth were those of Otto 

l9 For a succinct ovetview of the field see the introduction by Robert A. Segal in Otto 
Rank, Lord Raglan, and Alan Dundes, In Quest of the Hero (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1990), vii-xli. 
'O Edward B. Tylor, The Origins of Culture (vol. 1 of Primitive Culture; 5th ed; New 
York: Harpcr Torchbooks, 1958), 28 1-82. 
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Ehk, Lord Raglan, and Joseph ~am~bell ."  Their surveys of tigures whose Iives appear 

to follow the Hero pattern include such eastern luminaries as C p ,  Sargon, Kama, and 

Zoroaster, Gceek and Roman characters such as Ion, Oedipus, Paris, Telephus, Perseus, 

lason, Asclepius, Apollo, Dionysos, Zeus, Romulus, and Heracles; the Mesoptamian 

hero Gilgamesh; the northem European and Celtic champions Siegfried, Tristan, 

Lohengrin, and Arthur, the Jewish patriarchs Moses, Joseph, and Abraham; and even 

Jesus. Rank was fitst to add Jesus to the collection in his treatment of the birth stories of 

the ~ e r o e s . ~  Alan Dundes followed in 1977 with a more expansive discussion of 

parallels ihroughout the Jesus b i ~ g r a ~ h ~ . ~  Neither writer paid much attention to the 

childhood tales. This neglect may be due in part to the belief held by scholars of the field 

that the Hero pattern passes over the childhood of the protagonists.2q This point is 

challenged, however, in criticism of Dundes' s t ~ d ~ . ~  Given the presence of similar 

childhood stories in the lives of many of these figures, some respondents knowledgeable 

about fokiore felt the pattern may have to be a~ended.'~ The NT scholarç among 

" Sections from Rank, The h&th of the Birth of the Hero, and Raglan, The Hero: A Study 
in Tradition, hfyth and Drama, are excerpted in Rank, Raglan, and Dundes, In Quesr of 
the Hero. For Campbell, see his book The Hem with a Thousand Faces (2d ed.; 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971). 
" Rank, Raglan, and Dundes, In Quest of the Hero, 3W3. 
" Alan Dundes, The Hero Pattern and the Life of Jesus: Protocoi of the Twenty-Jijh 
Cdloqüy, The Center for Hermeneuticai Studies in Hellenistic und Modem Culture, 12 
December 1976 (Berkeley: The Center for Hermeneutical Studies in Hellenistic and 
Modem Culture, 1977); repr. in Rank, Raglan, and Dundes, In Quest of the Hero, 179- 
223. 
" The various schemas of the Hero pattern are pcesented in a table by Dundes (The Hero 
Pattern, 1 6 1  1 ) .  
?5 The original edition of n e  Hero Pattern includes responses and a transcription of a 
debate. in her response, Mary P. Cwte (4234)  pointed to IGT as proof that Christian 
imagination breaks the pattern for lesus. 

Daniel F. Metia (in Dundes, The Hero Pattern, 48) made this suggestion. David Adams 
Leeming (wthology= The Voyage of the Hero [2d ed; New York: Harper & Row, 19811, 
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Dundes' critics objected more to bis metfiodology. Sweral criticized him for drawing 

upon a pastiche of material, hcluding canonical and noncanonical texts and iconography, 

to make Jesus better fit the pattern.27 They were generally open, however, to investigation 

into correspondences between Jesus' bkth stories and those of the other ~eroes. '~ This 

indifference to the study of the Hero myth on the part of NT scholars can be attributed to 

a distaste for theories of its origin. Rank was a psychoanalyst and a disciple of Freud, 

Raglan a folklorist allied with Frazer, Campbell has k e n  associated with Jung's theories, 

and Dundes, too, was a ~reudian.'~ NT scholars, on the other hand, for the rnost part are 

text critics; they prefer to account for connections in literature by positing contact 

between cultures, not univesal human needsm3' Some even see the idea of a pattern 

governing the Jesus story as an attack on the historicity of Jesus?' 

84) incorporated childhood in his schema as a stage of initiation when the protagonist 
may perfom a miracle %hich indicates that God is within him." 
l7 See the responses to Dundes (in The Hero Pattern) by Janice R. Capel, 38; Samuet 
Sandmal, 61; Morton Smith, 62-63; Herman C. Waetjen, 66. 

See the responses to Dundes (in The Hem Pattern) by Coote, 44; Smith, 63; Waetjen, 
66. 
i9 Several of the respondents to The Hem Pattern (Invin W. Batdorf, 33-34; Michael N. 
Nagler, 54-58; and Thomas Conley, 73-78) took issue particularly with Dundes' 
Freudian interpretation. Others (Sandmal, 61; and Waetjen, 66-67) commented that 
patterns h m  folklore should only be applied to the materid after text-critical study. 
Fokiorist Wendy D. O'FIaherty, however, came to Dundes' defense writing: "The basic 
case seems to be proven beyond ail reasonable doubt-for surely a Freudian who d a m  to 
present an analysis of the Bible to a Company of theologians must be on trial, and 
presumed guilty until proven innocent" (59). For Freud's own interpretatioa of Jesus' life 
see Totem and Toboo (trans. James Sûachey; t913; repr., New York: Norton, I950), 
153-55; idem, Moses md Monotheism (trans. Katherine Jones; 1939; repr., London: The 
Hogarth Press, 1 %4), 109-1 4. 
30 CarnpbeU would actually agree. Though he found Jungian ideas helphl for examinhg 
the Hem myth, he believed that the motifi of the tales were spread by contact between 
peoples nor through the colIective unconscious. See Segai's discussioa in the introduction 
to Rank, RagIan, and ûundes, In Qust of the Hem, k-x. 
'' See the responses of Charles E. Murgia (52-53) and Charles H, Talbert (64-65). The 
application of foiklore studies, particularly the work of Vladimir Propp (The Mo'phology 
of Folktale [trans. Laurence Scott; 2d ed; Austin: University of Texas Press, 1%8]), has 
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However, the development of the greater Jesus biography does appear to have 

been influenced by a narrative pattern. This can be observed in the expansion of the Jesus 

story fiom Mark by Matthew and Luke and fiom these three into the noncanonicai 

gospeis. Assuming that Mark was theu source, Matthew and Luke have altered the 

structure of the Jesus story to include elements found also in the birth and childhood tales 

of other figures in antiquity. IGT then M e r  added to the material in what appears to be 

a conscious supplementation of Luke. Perhaps the author/compiler of IGT considered 

Luke in some way deficient in its virtual neglect of Jesus' childhood. Read together, Luke 

and IGT present a more complete biography of Jesus. But is there a particuiar 

biographical pattern directing IGT's composition? Are the childhood gospel's motifs 

selected to make its readers see Jesus in a manner similar to other great figures of 

antiqu ity ? 

Sidiig with the NT scholars, it seems more methodologically secure to look for 

influences in Jesus' childhood tales fiom contact with biographical patterns used in 

iiterature fkom the Hellenistic wor~d.~' The two patterns discussed in relation to Jesus are 

those of the Hellenistic Hero and the Divine Man. 

had a better reception in the mdy of the Hebrew Bible. For an overview of the uses (and 
misuses) of Propp's methodology in Biblical studies see Pamela J. Milne, Madimir Propp 
and the Std j  of Structure in Hebrew Biblical Narrative (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1988). Some scholars, notably Henry Fischel ("Martyr and Prophet [A Study in 
Jewish Literature]," JQR 37 [1941: 265-80,363-85) and D. Lilhrmann ("Biographie des 
Gerechten ais Evangelium," WD [1977: 23-50), have applied narrative structures to the 
Passion Narrative, but theu studies note onIy Jewish paralIeIs ta the gospels. 
" Afier a scathing indictment of Hem scholarship, Morton Smith made a simiiar 
statement about where to seek literary paraileIs to Jesus' life ("Prolegomena to a 
Discussion of Aretalogies, Divine Men, the Gospels and Jesus," JBL 90 [1971]: 179). See 
also his response to Dundes in The Hero Pattern, 63; and Howard Clark Kee's comments 
in Mirack in the Eariy Christian World: A Shdy in Sociohiitorical Method (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1983), 1-41, 
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In Hellenistic thought exceptional human beings cm be elevated to a position that 

nears that of the go& National heroes such as Romulus and Heracles were afforded such 

honour, as were emperors, and philcsophers. Some people, particularly prophets and 

magicians, even claimed the designation for themselves; the empetor Hadrian bestowed 

divine honours upon his deceased "pet" Anti~ous?~ The Hellenistic Hero most oflen 

connected with Jesus is ~eracles?' The accounts of the lives of these two men indeed 

contain many significant correspondences: Heracles was the son of a god (Zeus), he 

suffered hardship in completing his famous Twelve Labours, descended to the 

underworld, undenvent a "passion" on a pyre in order to become the saviour of hurnanity, 

and thereafter assumed a place arnong the go&." He even performed childhood wonden: 

when Hera sent snakes into his crib, the infant strangled them with his already prodigious 

J3 Smith, "Prolegomena," 181-84 lists numerous Greco-Roman figures said to be gods or 
demi-go&. 

First discussed by Emil Ackermann, "De Senecae Hercule Oetaeo," Philologus 
Srcpplementband 10 (1907): 323428. For an overview and critique of the literature see 
Marcel Simon, Hercule et le christianisme (Paris: Editions Orphrys, 1955). 49-74; and, 
more brïefly, David E. Aune, "Heracles and Christ: Heracles Imagery in the ChristoIogy 
of Early Christianity," in Greeks, Romans, and Christiuns: Essays in Honor of Abraham 
J.  Malherbe (eds. David L. Balch, Everen Ferguson, and Wayne A. Meeks, Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1990),11-13. Gregory J. Riley made much use of the Hellenistic Hem 
myth in his misleadingly titled book One Jesus, Many Chrisrs: How Jesus lnrpired not 
One True Christianity but Many (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1997). Here he argues 
that the Jesus story, as well as the stoties of the martyrs and saints, was told in imitation 
of the Hem myth. Charles H. Taibert ( m a t  is a Gospel? The Genre of the Canonicd 
Gospels philadelphia. Fortress Press, 1971, 26-43) makes a siniilar daim of the 
Spoptic gospels in his discussion of gospel genre. 
35 This summary of Heracles' career, taken h m  Ludwig PreUer, Griechische &thologie 
(3 vols.; 1854; repr., Zûrich: Weidmann, 1967), 2.2:422-675, is admittedly simplistic. 
The story of Heractes was retold and reinterpreted over the centuries by various groups 
who ofien focused only on particular myths and particular aspects of bis character. For a 
discussion of the dianging role of Heracles see G. Karl Galinsky, The Herakles Theme: 
The Adaptutions of the Hero in Literatwefiom Homer to the Twentieth Centuty (Word: 
Basil Blackwell, 1972) and Simon, Hercule et le christiankme, ch. 3. 
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s t~ength ,~~ and, as a boy, he killed bis tutor, Linos, for an unjust chasti~ernent?~ The 

scholars who worked most extensively with the Jesus-Heracles parallels were Pfister?' 

who found twenty-one points of cornparison, and ~ o ~ n b e e : ~  who found hventy-four. 

Both believed early Christians were infiuenced in their poctrayals of Jesus by the 

Heracles rnyths. Indeed, even in antiquity, Christians were forced to defend theü leader 

against such cornparisons (Justin, 1 âpol. 21.1; Origen, Ceis. 3.22); one Christian, the 

gnostic Justin, went so far as to incorporate Heracles into a Iine of prophets which 

culrninated in Jesus (Hippolytus, Haer. 5.2629). Subsequent scholars, including Rose, 

Knox, and Aune, saw the influence of the rnyths more as an indirect assirniIation of 

themes and motifs culled fiom the numerous tales of Hellenistic saviour figures.M The 

correspondences between the lives of Jesus and Heracles, therefore, are not significant 

enough to indicate that it is specifically the Hellenistic Hero upon which the Jesus of the 

NT is pattemed, nor do the sirnilarities with IGT's childhood stories make the connection 

any more secure. Heracles and Jesus are not the only figures of antiquity to display their 

talents as youths. 

By the time of Sesus, the Hellenistic Hero pattern was modified for use with a 

variety of figures. The type of figure that most closely resembles Jesus is the 8G0s &vip, 

-- 

36 A p l l o d o ~ ~  2.4.8 and others. 
31 Apollodonis 2.4.9 and others. 
'' Friedrich Pfister, "Herakies und Christus," AR 34 (1937): 4240. 
39 Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History (6 vols.; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1939), 6:376-539. 
* Aune, "Heracles and Christ", W ï d  L. Knox, "The 'Divine Hem' ChristoIogy in the 
New Testament," HTR 41 (1948): 22949; Herbert J. Rose, "Herakles and the Gospels," 
H7R 3 1 (1938): 11342. For applications of the Hellenistic Hero myth in non-gospel 
Iiterature see Adela Yarbro CoUins, The Combat Mjdz in the Book of Revelation 
(Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1976); and Leonard L. Thompson, "Lamentation for 
Christ as a Hero: Revelation 1 :7," JBL 1 19 (2000): 683-703. 
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or Divine  an." Like the national Heroes, the Divine Men were elevated fiom the statu 

of human to something near or identical to that of the immortals. Their divine kinship, 

demonstrated through marvelous teachings and the miraculous abilities to heal and 

exorcise, is best described in the words of Philostratus, a devotee of the Divine Man 

Apollonius. 

d e y  [those who c l a h  Apollonius is a god] felt that there is a kind of 
affi~lity between god and man, which enables us alone among the animais 
to know gods and speculate on their own nature and its communications 
with the divine. Nay, our very form asserts a likeness to G d ,  as sculpture 
and painting do express; and we are persuaded that our virtues corne to us 
tkom the godward, and that such as partake in them are near to go& and 
godlike (Vit. Apoll. 8.7, Phillimore). 

Other often-cited exmples of the Divine Man include Alexander of Abonoteichus, 

Peregrinus Proteus, and Pythagoras. ParaIlels between the careers of these figures and 

Jesus have been noted often. But perhaps the most well-known, and rnuch criticized, 

'" The groundwork for the theory was laid by Richard Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen 
Mysterienreligionem: Ihren Gmndgedanken und Wirkungen (Leipzig: Teubner, 19 10); 
Gilles Wetter, "Der Sohn Gottes": Ehe üntersuchung über den Charakter und die 
Tendenz des Johannes-Evangeliums. Zugleich ein Beiîrag m r  Kenntnis der 
Heilandsgesralten der Antike (Gattingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprechq 1916); Otto 
Weinreich, "Antikes Gottmenschenturn," NJahrb 2 (1926)- 633-51; Hans Windisch, 
Paulus und Christus: Ein biblisch-religio~~geschichtlicher Vergleich (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 
1934); and Ludwig Bieler, Theios aner: Das Bild des "G6ttlichen Menschen " in 
Spütantike und Frzlhchristentum (2 vols.; Vienna: Oskar HUfels, 1935-1936). The theory 
was lent support by Rudoif Bultmann (Theologiié des Neuen Testaments [Tübingen: J. C. 
B. Mohr, 1953), 127-32) and thereafter gained prominence in the work of his students 
Helmut Koester (Eijuhmng in rias N e w  Testament im Rahmen der Reli&$onsgeschichte 
und Kulturgeschichte der hellenistrScFzen wrd romischen Zeit perlin/New York: de 
Gmyter, 19801) and Vielhauer (Geschichte). For an overview of the various formulations 
of the Divine Man hypothesis see Car1 B. HoIladay, Theios Aner in Hellenistic-J&rSm: 
A Critique of the Use of This Category in N i  Testament Christology (Missoula, Mont.: 
Scholars Press, 1977), 1-45; Smith, "Prolegomenq" 18û-95; David L. Tiede, The 
Chadmatic Figure as Miracle Worker (Mkoula, Mont.; Scholars Press, 1972), 241-92; 
and the ment  article by Etkki KoskeMiemi, "Apollonius of Tyana: A Typical 
Gfip?" JBL 117 (1998): 45640. A more detailed overview of scholarship can be found . 

in idem, Apollonios von Tyana in der neutestamentlichen Exegese: Forschungsbericht 
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treatment of the sirnilarities is that of Hadas and srnith.J2 Believing the biographies ofthe 

Divine Men to conform to a common pattern, the authors ûaced the pattern's origin to the 

aretalogy, a developed form of the Hellenistic Hero myth directed toward moral 

instruction and used as a defense for the views of its protagonist's followers. Hadas and 

Smith defmed the pattern as: 

... a forma1 account of the cemarkable career of an impressive teacher that 
was used as a buis for moral instruction. The preternatural gifts of the 
teacher often included power to work wonders; often his teaching brought 
hirn the hostility of the tyrant, whom he confionted with courage and at 
whose hands he suffered martyrdom. Often the circumstances of his birih 
or his death involve elements of the mira cul ou^!^ 

To support their discussion of the developrnent of the areralogy, Hadas and Smith 

presented four examples of the genre: Porphyry's Lllfe of fithgoras, Philo's Life of 

Moses, the Gospel of Luke (selected because "aretalogical traits are more prominent in 

~ u k e ' ~ ) ,  and the L i$e of Hpolloniu.s, the only text in which, they admit, the pattern in al1 

its details is found JS 

Of ail the alleged Divine Men, Apollonius is the one most oAea compared to 

~esus." Like Jesus, Apollonius' birth was prophesied, he had both divine (Zeus) and 

human parentage (his earthly parents), miracles attended his birth, from his youth he was 

an authoritative teacher and healer, he was irnprisoned, tried and executed (as a sorcerer), 

und WeiterflShrung der Dishsion ( W T  2.61; Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1994), 18- 
168. 
'= See Smith, "Prolegomena," and Moses Hadas and Morton Smith, Heroes and Go&: 
Spiritual Biographies in Antiquiîy (Reiigious Perspectives 13; London: Routledge Br 
Kegan Paul, 1965). 
'3 Hadas and Smith, Heroes and Gods, 3. 
"Ibid, 103. 
" Ibid, 72. 
* The pi01 of such tigures as ApoiIonius have been employed also in the search for the 
gente of the NT gospels. For a cecent ovewiew of the schotarship, as welI as an example 
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and he was said to have cisen h m  the grave. The sllnilarities between the L$e of 

Apollonius and the NT gospels have been explained by scholars as the result of attempts 

made by early Christians to present to Gentiles a Jesus who possessed al1 of the qualities 

and abilities valued in the typical Greco-Roman wonderworker. The entry point for the 

Divine Man model into Christianity is believed to be Hellenistic Judaism. Greek Jewish 

writers such as Philo, Josephus, and A.rtapand7 are said to bave used the model to 

reinterpret Moses for their audiences." in this context, IGT could be perceived as an 

attempt to make the tie behveen the NT Jesus and the Divine Men more explicit. The 

young Jesus shares the abilities artributed to ail these figures and his miracles are n m t e d  

in similar literary forms. Most of all, the taies' augmentation of Jesus' intelligence raises 

his cognitive abilities to the level of the pmnnially wise Divine  en:^ 

Unfortunately, there are major problems with the Divine Man theory. For one, 

there is tmly only one figure, Apollonius, whose biography conforms to the fiil1 birth to 

death model. Scholars have been accused, therefore, of using the L@ of Apollonius 

uncritically; they constnicted a pattern of the Helieninic Divine Man fiom the gospels 

of the practice, see Richard A. Bunidge, f i t  are the Gospekr? A Comparison with 
Graeco-Roman Biography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 
47 Philo, Moses; idem, Hypoth 8, 11, 14; Josephus, Ant. 2.28M8,339; 3.35-38, 179-80; 
and Artapanus, fig. 3. ûther Jewish writers who expand the Moses story include 
Aristobulus, Eupolemus (fig. l), Ben Sira (44:2345:5), and Pseudo-Philo (L.A.B. 6). 
Oniy the latter two portray Moses as a rniracleworker but not to a degree any greater than 
the biblical tales. 
" This formulation of the hypothesis is that of Ferdinand Hahn, Chktologiwhe 
Hoheitstitel: Ihre Geschichte im m e n  ChrrStentum (FRLANT 83; Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1963), 292-308. Koskennierni ("Apollonius of Tyana," 459) 
characterized it as the rnost common fonn today. 
" Helmut Koester ("One Jesus and Four Primitive Gospels," in Trajectories riuough 
Eariy Christianity [eds. James M. Robinson and Helmut Koester; Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 19711, 192) and Cameron (The ûther GospeIs, 123) made pcecisely this argument 
when claiming IGT promotes a Divine Man christology. 



and Apollonius and then compared the gospels to this pattern.' The relatively late date of 

Apollonius' career (late second-century) and his biography (ca. 220) m e r  hurts the 

chances of influence on the gospel writers?' as does the failure to prove Hellenistic 

Judaism a transmitter of the pattern.s' Philo, Joseph,  and Artapanus actuaily tend to 

minimize the miraculous deeds of the Biblical Moses and portray him more as a 

philosopher.53 Apparently, if fmt-century Chnstians wanted to depict Iesus in a manner 

attractive to Gentiles, they would be better off to follow theù Jewish contemporaries and 

present Jesus as a philosopher not a rnirac~eworker.~~ And this is precisely the approach 

used by the second-century apologists to confiont claims that Jesus was rnerely a 

magician or ~harlatan.~' It cannot be denied that there are similarities between the stories 

See Koske~ierni, "Apollonius of Tyana," 462. The concept of aretalogy also has 
received criticism, in part because no text survives fiom antiquity which uses that 
designation (see Tiede, The Charismatic Figurev 1 4  3). 
" Other figures associated with the Divine Man theory-such as Alexander of 
Abonoteichus, Peregrinus Proteus, Arnuphis, Julianos, Apsethos, and Neryllinos-dso 
hail fiom the latter half of the second century. Koskenniemi found onIy one non-Jewish 
miracleworker of this type closer to the tirne of Jesus: the Syrian slave Eunus who led a 
revolt of slaves in Sicily Ca. 1361135-132 B.C.E. ("Apollonius," 463). Tiede (The 
Charismatic Figure, 98-99) also noted the chronological gap between Jesus and the 
Divine Men, and concluded that the teacher/rniracleworker figure was born in the late 
second-cenniry. Prior to that tirne, a penon's divinity was measured by his teaching 
alone. 
$' The exaggerated role of Hellenistic Judaism as transmitter of the partern forms the basis 
of critiques by Holladay (Theios Aner) and Barry L. Blackburn, "MUacIe Working 
THE101 ANDRES in Hellenism (and HeIlenistic Judaism)" in Gospel Perspectives 6: 
The Miracles of Jesus (eds. David Wenham and Craig Blomberg; Shefield: JSOT Press, 
1986). 

Holladay, Theios Aner, 238; Tiede, The Charisrnatic Figure, 19-20. 
" Philo's Moses is a virtuous d e r  and philosopher, Josephus' is a general and a 
philosopher. Artapuius may portray Moses more as a nüracleworker but not to present 
him as a Divine Man. His intent was to make Moses fàvourable to Egyptians (Hoiiaday, 
Theios Aner, 2 1 9-20). 
" See Justin, I Apol. 21-27; 54; Origen, Cek 2.49fE, 3.3, 42E; 6-8-11; 7.9, 53; etc, 
(noted in Smith, "Prolegomena," 188). For a discussion see Paul L Achtemeier, "'Jesus 
and the Disciples as Miracle Workers in the Apoccghal New Testameni," in Aspects of 
Religiour Propaganria in Judaism and Eariy Christianity (ed. Elisabeth Schiissler 
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of Jesus and those told of ottier Helleaistic philosopher-miracleworkecs, but a better 

parallel to the NT lesus, and IGT's lesus, cm be found cioser to Jesus' geographical 

roots. 

6.4 Jesus the Jewish Holy Man. 

The search for Greco-Roman models for the career of Jesus h3s left neglected 

the miractcworken in his own &y and land.'6 A numbet of Jewish figures are said to 

have perfoned healings/exorcisms~7 nature miracles)' and accomplished, or at least 

promiseci, "signs and won der^.'^^^ One such figure, Hanina ben Dosa, could do all of 

Fiorenza; Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1976), 15H1.  HolIaday 
(Theios Aner, 239) mentions also that, when the sermons in Acts become more 
"hellenistic" in texture, their portrayal of Jesus as miracle-worker diminishes-miracle- 
working is present in Acts 222 and 10:38 but absent in Acts 17. In Acts, too, the 
traveling apostIes refuse to be worshipped as gods (1026; 14:15). 
'' See, generaliy, Koskenniemi, "Apollonius of Tyana," 464-66, and the works by 
Richard A. Horsley and John S. Hanson, Bandits, Prophets, and Messiuhs: Popular 
Movemenrs in the Time of Jesus (Minneapolis: Winston Press, 1 N ) ,  13689; and Geza 
Vennes, Jesus the Jèw: A Hisrurian's Reading of the Gospels (New York: Macmillan 
Publishg Co., 1973), 58-85. Against tbis position see Smith, "Prolegomena," 194. 
~7 The anonymous man in Mark 9:3û-40 (tuke 9:49-50), the sons of Skeva in Acts 
19:13-16, Jesus' disciples (Mark 6:7 par; Luke 10:9; Gos. Thom. 14), Rabbi S'meon ben 
Yohai and Rabbi Eleazar ben Yose (6, Me'il. 17b), and in conternporary Iiterature, David 
is recast as an exorcist by Pseudo-PhiIo (LA-B. 60.1-3), as are Solomon and Abraham 
(lQupGenm 20), and Daniel (4QPrNab ar), and Tobias is taught a technique ofexorcism 
by the angel Raphaei (Tob 3:16-8:9, 1G11). On Jewish "magic," including talismans 
and potions for healing, see Achtemeier, "Jesus and the Disciples," 152-56. 

Honi the chie drawer (m. Ta'an. 33; Josephus, Ant. 14-22-24}, and two of Honi's 
grandsous, Hanan and Abba Hiikiah (b. Ta'un. 23ab). For more on ffoni see William 
Scott Green, "Paleshian Holy Men: Chansmatic Leadership and Rabbinic Tradition," 
AhFR W 2.19.2: 6 l M 7 ;  Vennes, Jesus the Jw, 69-72. 

Theudas (Josephus, Anr. 20.97-98; Aca 536), the JMsh prophet h m  Egypt (Ac& 
2138; Josephus, Ani. 20.169-71; J.K 2261-63), Paul (1 Cor 2 : H ;  2 Cor 1212; Acts 
14:&11; 19:11-16; 283-6,7-91, Peter (Ac& 32-9; 5:l-11; 93243)  other followers of 
Jesus (in Acts by Stephen, 63; PhiIip, 8:67, 13; the apostfes as a group, 2:43; 912; Paul 
with Barnabas, 14:3; 1512; Heb 2:4), the faIse prophets wamed of in Mark 13:22 (Matt 
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thesesa The Biblical figures of Moses, Elijah and loshua provided the mode1 for many of 

the fmt-century Jewish wonderworkers. For some Jews, including the eady Christians, 

Elijah was held in particularly high esteem6' Bofh Eiijah and his successor Elisha were 

credited with many of the abilities associatecl with the later holy men, including powers 

of healing (2 Kgs 5:&14; 13:20-21), resuscitation (1 Kgs 17:17-24; 2 Kgs 4:1&36), 

miraculous feeding (1 Kgs 17:8-16; 2 Kgs 4:42-44), and power over nature (they bring 

min in 1 Kgs 17:45 and 2 Kgs 3:13-20; the hvo part the Jordan in 2 Kgs 2:7-8, 14; and 

Elisha purifies water in 2 Kgs 19-22). Significantly, these deeds are accomplished not 

with incantations or potions but solely h m  speech and touch. The power, of course, 

cornes h m  God, but it is embodied in the holy man. Furthenore, such power is not 

always demonstrated with mercy; kings (I  Kgs 21:17-29; 2 Kgs l), prophets (1 Kgs 

18:40; 2 Kgs 5:20-27), messengers (2 Kgs 19-12), and others (2 Kgs 223-24; 5:2&27; 

6:18) faIl before the curses of Elijah and ~iisha." 

24:24), the Samaritans Simon (Acts 8:9-24) and Dositheus (Eusebius, Hist eccl. 4.22.J), 
and the court "magicians" Atomos (Josephus, Ani. 22.141-44) and Bar-Jesus Elymas 
Acts 13:4-12). ' Vernes, Jerus the Jeu. 72-78. Of particular interest for the study of IGT is the 

tradition that daims Hanina ben Dosa was Yohanan ben Zakkai's pupii, and that credits 
hiun with curïng Zakkai's son (6. Ber. 346). Aiso, several miracles attributed to Hanina 
recall tbe stones of Jesus Stretches a Beam and Jesus Heals James (6. Ta 'an 2%; t. Ber. 
3.30; b. Ber. 33a). 
6L For more on Elijah in the gospel tradition see Moms M. Faiemein, "Why do the 
Scribes say Elijah Must Come First?,, JBL 100 (198L): 75-86 and the responses by Dale 
C. Allison, "Elijah Must Come Firsî," 3BL 103 (1984): 256-58 and Joseph A. Fitzmyer, 
"More About Elijah Cornhg Fw JBL 104 (1985): 295-96- Craig A. Evans ("Luke's 
Use of the ElijahtElisha Narratives and the Ethics of Election," JBL 106 119871: 75-83) 
made a particular claim for Luke's interest m these prophets. 
'' Cast in a similar light are Elijah's contemporaries Miaiah, who predicts King 
lehoshaphat's undoing (1 Kgs 225-28), an unnamed prophet who pcedicts the downfall 
of King Jeroboam and who is later killed by a lion for having disobeyed God (1 Kgs 13), 
and another unnamed prophet who, through God, sends a lion to kiU a man who refised 
the prophet's order to strike him (1 Kgs 20:35-36). 
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Both aspects of Elijah's and Elisba's characters, the blessings and the curses, 

contribute to the image of the rustic holy man that was known in Jesus' day. As 

apocalyptic expectations intensified, certain Jewisti groups looked to these figures as men 

appointed by God to combat the forces of evil. The prophet in the style of Elijah and 

Elisha is applauded by Micah (3:I-13; 4:4-6) and Ben Sira (48: 1-14), and Elijah's retum 

was expected by eschatological Jews who followed John the Baptist and Jesus. Indeed, a 

number of Jesus' contempocaries are associated with Elijah on account of theù sirnilar 

abilities including Hanina ben Dosa (6. Ber. 6 1 b), Honi (Gen Rab. 13:7), John the 

Baptist (Mark 6: 15; Luke 9:8), and Jesus himseif (Mark 8:28 par; Josephus, Ant. 18.63).63 

As for curses, Artapanus credits Moses with a curse and subsequent revivification (hg. 

3). and though he refused, Honi was expected by the men of Hyrcanus to place a curse on 

Aristobulus (Josephus, rlnt. 14.22-24). In Iater times, the holy men of the hilis 

surroundhg Antioch also perionned punitive miracles as displays of their power and 

a~ thor i ty .~  The more irascible qualities in the holy man's personality excited alarm in 

those around him, but the divine authority behind the saint's power to curse apparently 

was not questioned.6s 

63 Josephus describes Jesus as a performer of "marvelous deeds," the same phrase he uses 
for Elijah (Ant. 9.182) (Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 78). 
* The stories of the fourth/fiîlh century holy men are recorded by Theodoret in Phil. hfst. 
Cursing miracles are here attributed to lames of Nisibis, Julian, Peter the Galatian, 
Maêsymas, and Acepsirnas. 
65 The Pharisees were not favourable to these figures k a u s e  they refirsed to canfonn in 
mattes of behaviour and religious obsewance and because they posed a threat to the 
upholdes of the estabiished religious ocder. NevertheIess, they accepted the relationship 
between the saint and God. See William Scott Green, "Palestinian Holy Men: 
Charisrnatic Leadership and Rabbinic Tradition," ANR W 19.2 (1979): 625; Hotsley and 
Hanson, Bandits, Prophets, and Messiah, 15340; Vernes, Jesu the Jew, 8&8 1 .  in a 
similar fashion, Theodoret was uncornfortable with some of the actions of his holy men 
but he justified the imprecatians with refetence to the canonical stories of the cursing of 
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It is precisely the image of the eschatotogical holy man in the style of Elijah that 

influenced some pomyals of Christian wonderworkers. This c l a h  is not new. The 

similarities between the mhck cycles of Jesus and those of Elijah have been noted 

ofien; the impcecations, however, are rarely discussed Yet even in the NT, Jesus curses 

the fÏg tree (Mark 1 1 : 12-22; Matt 2 1 : 1 8-19) and disbelieving towns (Luke 10: 13-1 5), 

and prrnits the disciples to curse cities aad individuals (Matt 10:ll-15; Luke 95 ;  10:1& 

12). In addition, the Christians in Egypt responsible for the Magical Papyri had no 

hesitation about uivoking Jesus' name in curses against their neighbo~rs.~~ Still, Jesus' 

punitive acts are mild compared to those of his followers. In Acts, Peter engineers the 

deaths of Ananias and Sapphira { Acts 5: 1-1 l), and Paul blinds the false prophet Elymas 

(Acts 1 3 : H  1):' The apodes are responsible for fwther punitive miracks in their non- 

canonical adventures: an unworthy woman is paralyzed when she receives the Eucharist 

at Paul's han& (Acrs Pet. 2); Paul destroys the Temple of Apollo in Sidon (Acrs Paul 5) 

and blinds a greedy son (Acrs Paul 4); Peter prays and the flying Simon falls and breaks 

his legs (Acrs Pet. 33); Peter heals his daughter only to return her to her afflicted state so 

that he can again use her to demonstrate God's power (Act oifPeter h m  Berlin Coptic 

Papyrus 8502); an unworthy boy's hands wither when he cakes the elements Erorn 

Thomas (Acrs Thom. SI), and a man dies as a result of slapping Thomas just as the 

apostle predicted (Acts 77tom. 8). In Acrs John the unrepentant are biiten by snakes (7& 

80) and John threatens the worshippes of Artemis with death, destroys their temple, and 

Ananias and Sapphh (Acts 5:I-11) and Elisha's sending of a she-bear to maul the 
children who tamted him (2 Kgs 223-25) (Phil. ha?. 1.5; 1.8). 
66 See the texts in Marvin Meyer and Richard Smith, Ancien? Chriitian Mugi": Coptic 
Texts of Rima1 Power (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1994), 183-225. 
67 Acts also features the pesome death of Agrippa 1, whose demise is attributed to the 
vengeance of God (12:2&23). 
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then testores life to a priest who perished in the destruction (37-47). The Apocryphal 

Acts take the discussion of the Jewish-style Holy Man outside îhe ctironological period of 

the NT, and given their resemblances to Greco-Roman Romance Iiteratute, perhaps even 

outside the Jewish thoughtw~rld.~~ The conflict at the mot of the Apocryphal Acts is 

between Christian faith and the belief in magic, which grew in popularity at the end of 

the second century. Nevertheless, the apostles are still presented in this literature as holy 

men who demonstrate the greater power of God over the forces of e ~ i 1 . ~ ~  As in the tales 

of the lewish rniracleworkers and the apostles in Acts, punitive miracles in the 

Apocryphal Acts serve as warnings against thosc who would oppose God and his 

agents .'O 

It is in the thoughtworld of the eschatoiogical prophet that IGT belongs. 

Commentators on the text have long been troubled over the enfant terrible of the taies but 

seldom has a connection been made with the Jewish holy men. Yet the fit is natucal. Like 

Elijah and Elisha, IGT's lesus purifies water, resuscitates the dead, and displays 

prophetic howledge. And like the two prophets, he also curses those who would oppose 

him, and murders those who would simply annoy him. As with tfie Jewish and Christian 

holy men, the Jesus of IGT perfonns his mirades to demonstrate the power and authority 

of Gd, which, in the case of ?GT and the other Christian texts, are embodied in Jesus 

himself. But uniilce Acts and the Apocryphai Acts, ET has no iiterary affiities with the 

Greco-Roman romances. 

" Achtemeier ("Jesus and the Disciples," 168) characterizes the worId of the Apocryphal 
Acts as "in many ways, the Heiienistic world in which magic and sorçery were quite at 
home." 
" Ibid, 171. 
" See Kee, Miracle, 220, 28546. The author c o ~ e c t s  IGT to the thoughtworld of the 
Apocryphal Acts by their common use of punitive mirades. 
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IGT's Jesus, like the NT Jesus, appears to have much more in commun with 

Jewish miracleworkers than with other Heroes of the Greco-Roman and wider wortd. 

Even the creation of Jesus' childhood stories parallels similar efforts by Jews to 

embroider the lives of the Biblical figures with omens at birth and tales h m  chi ldhd.  

Philo and Josephus add such materiai to the life of Moses (Moses 1.5.2&24; 1.6.25-29; 

Ant. 2-9.2-3, 6, 7; 2.10.1-2)- 1 Enoch records omens and childhood prodigies for Noah 

(106: 11-29), and Jubilees for Abraham (1 1:14-24), and m e r  haggadic infancy and 

childhood stories are known of Isaac, Samson, Samuel, Elijah, and  na.^' However, 

childhood prodigies have little to do with assigning a figure to any pariicular biographical 

model. Childhood tales are told of numerous types of beings in the ancient wodd-gods 

and demi-go&, heroes and humans, great leaders and viiiainous tyrants, saints and 

saviours-and for a variety of reasons. 

This realization helps to dispel the iI1-conceived notions that IGT's Jesus is rneant 

to be understood as a gnostic Redeemer or young Divine Man. hdeed, there is no reason 

to associate IGT with Gnosticism at all, nor for that matter with Divine Men, For the 

entire Divine Man theocy rests on shaky foundations. Most impoctantly, it has ken 

shawn that any assessrnent of the christology behind the text must be made without 

thought to the fact that Jesus is here presented as a child. Previous scholats, incensed by 

what they saw as IGT's portrayal of Jesus as an enfant terrible, eagerly, and hastily, 

attributed the text either to pious yet gullible cornmoners or to clever yet deludeci 

heretics. They failed to understand that the young Iesus appears to us as a disagreeable 

" For sources see Charles Perrot, ''Les récits d'enfance dans la haggada antérieure au Ir 
siècIe de notre ère," RSR 55 (1967): 481-518 and Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 
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child because the author believed the adult Jesus displayed these &ne qualities. In some 

ways, such a portraya1 is not wholly inconsistent w i h  the Jesus of the NT, perhaps even 

the Jesus of history. Admittedly, the text couM be used to support anti-adoptionist 

views-a feature of the gospel that accounts in part for its continued transmission-but 

that is not the motive behind its creation. 

What is that motive? Why did the author of IGT feel compelled or inspired to 

compile or compose tales of Jesus as a child? Part of the answer to these questions has 

been hinted at already: to show, following convention, that Jesus' character, and with it 

his abilities. was already apparent at birth. But there is more to it than that. The complete 

answer cannot be ascertauied without an understanding of how children were viewed in 

the ancient world and a complete evaluation of how these views are reflected in the 

works of adults. That is where we turn next. 

(Abraham 1:189; Noah 1:1M7;  Samuel 45960). A childhood story of Elijah is 
recorded in Liv. Pro. 21: 1-3. 



A Child's Lfe in Roman Antiquiîy 

IGT is the story of an extraordinary childhood Its subject is an extraordinary 

person. Previous attempts at tracing the origins of the gospel's tales have noted parallels 

in taIes of similarly extraordinary people-immortals, cultural heroes, gods, emperors, 

and philosophers. Little attention has been paid, however, to understanding why 

childhood tales were told of any of these figures, Jesus included, and what forces shaped 

their characterization of chifdhood. Surveys of the literature tend to emphasize the 

subjects' connection to the divine as the origin of their adultlike qualities. But not a11 

chiidren in antiquity who were celebrated for their wisdom and rnaturity were divine. 

Such character traits are not, therefore, identifiers of divinity, though they are traits that a 

divine being, indeed any revered person, apparently must possess. Al1 portrayals of 

esteemed children, it seems, contain qualities which the author or artist feels are 

appropriate for praising his or her subject They are qualities which firnction to raise the 

subject above normal children. What is it, then, about childhood in antiquity that created 

an ideal in which al1 childlike characteristics are absent? 

The portrayai of children by addts in antiqyity (the ideal) cannot be understood 

without some knowledge of these chikiren's lives (the real).' The tsvo extrema, of 

A similar endeavour is atternpted by Margaret Y. MacDonald, Eariy Christian Women 
and Pagan Opinion: The Power of the Hysterical iVoman (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996). MacDonaId's subjects are the church women who are slandered 
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course, are not so far apart fiom one another, as children rarely were able to record their 

own experiences, beliefs, and emotions. Al1 that we know about children, therefore, is 

filtered through the literary and artifactual remains left by adults-more specificaliy, 

male adults, Nevertheless, the study of the family in antiquity has itself grown and 

m a m d  in ment years to the point where some aspects of life for a Mediterranean child 

cm be recanstnicted with contidence. 

7.1 Methodological issues. 

Recovenng the lives of children in the ancient Christian worid is an exercise 

hught with methodological problems. Of these problerns, several are associated with the 

wider study of the farnily.' Historians in this field struggle, as al1 do, with the typical 

investigative tasks of acquiring sources and determining their rneaning. Here, hoivever, 

the literary sources-be they philosophica1, theological, biographical, epistolary, or 

by non-Christian writers. In trying to learn more about these women, she considers "how 
the lives of early Christian women were shaped by the stereotypical perceptions about 
women's roles in religion and society" (ibid, 7). 
' Some general challenges are outlined by Suzanne Dixon (Tire Roman Morher bondon 
and Sydney: Crwm Helm, 1988],7-8; idem, The Roman Family PaItimore and London: 
John Hopkins University Press, 19921, 17-18), as well as Miriam Peskowitz 
('"Family/ies' in Antiquity: Evidence fkom Tannaitic Literature," in The Jewish Family in 
Anriquity [eb Shaye J. D. Cohen; BJS 289; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 19931, 14-13). Keith 
Hopkins' "Seven Missing Papersn (in Parenté et stratégies fimilioles d m  I'onriquité 
romaine: Actes de la table ronde des 2-4 octobre 1986 [Paris, Maison de sciences de 
l'homme] [eds. Jean Andreau and Hinnerk Bnihns; Palais Faniése: École Française de 
Rome, 19901,623-30) offers a wry indictment of some typical approaches to the primary 
sources. Methodologicai problems associated with studying Christian families in 
gmticdar are discussed by Halvor Mornes ("What is Family? Problems in Constructing 
Eariy Christian Families," in Constructing Earij Christian Families: Fami4 as Social 
Reafiry and Metaphor [d Haivor Mornes; LondonhJew York: RoutIedge, 199q, 13-41) 
and by CaroIyn Osiek "The Family in Early Chnstianity: 'Family Values' Re~isited,~ 
CBQ 58.1 119962: 8-9). 
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fictional-must be viewed with suspicion as they view family life through a particularly 

narrow lens: from the position of the male, literate, sometimes even celibate, elite. 

Therefore, the authors' notions of the family and family members' individual roles reflect 

their own limited interests and are likely to be idealized Even legal texts are prone to 

misinterpretation, for they often p r l y  ceflect practice. They uphold outdated institutions 

or prescribe ideals. They ako tend to discuss extraordinary cases3 No source is immune 

from such difficulties. Even funerary archaeology, which offers a wealth of information 

on such issues as mortality rates, family relationships, and commemorative practice,' is 

dificult to evaluate as the data provided by epitaphs is incomplete. 

Al1 of the sources for the history of the farnily, though plentiful, echo with 

uncornfortable silences. Most of them speak only for uppr-class h a n  life.' Slaves, ex- 

slaves, and Creedpesons find their own voices, via epitaphs, only in death. The truly poor 

leave no record at all. Historical investigation is limited also in its capacity to report 

Wavid Kraemer ("images of Childhood and Adolescence in Talmudic Literature," in The 
Jewish Famriy= Meraphor and bfemory [ed. David Kraemer, New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 19891, 65-66) raises this point in comection with rabbinic 
texts; Beryl Rawson ("AduIt-ChiId Relationships in Roman Society," in Marriage, 
Divorce, and Children in Ancient Rome [ed Beryl Rawson; Odord: Clarendon Press, 
19911,25-27) has similar cautions with regard to Roman law. 

See Richard P. Saller, Patriarchy, Property, and Death in the Roman Family 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 12-42, for a review of various scholars' 
use of epitaphs to determine mortality rates. 
' This unfortunate circumstance is continually mentioned as a caveat in the secondary 
literature. See Saller, Pafriarchy, 4; Rawson, "Adult-Child Relationships," 29; Dixon, 
The Roman Family, IO; Richard Q. Bell and Lawrence V- Harper, Child Effecfs on Adults 
(Hillsdale, NJ.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, L977), 5; Hugh Cunningham, 'The 
History of Childhood," in Images of Childhod(eds. C. Philip Hwang, Michael E. Lamb, 
and Irving E. Segal Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19961, 29. Not al1 
litetature, however, is strictly the province of the eiite. The Bible (suggested by Ake 
Sander, "%nages of the C h i l u  in Hwang et al., Images of ChiIdhood, 16), proverbs 
(Jesh PaIacios, "Proverbs as Images of Children and Childrea"ng" in Hwang et al., 
Images of Childhood, 75-98), or play (Bell and Harper, Child Efects on Adults, 51, may 
reflect, as well as influence, the expiences of ordinary people. 
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regional differences in family Me. The majority of studies focus on Rome with the hope 

that the occupants of the capitol are representative of the entire €mpire! There is reason 

to believe that there was considerable homogeneity between households, be they 

Christian, Jewish, or The differences, however, should not be obscwed Given 

the difficulties involved in reconstructing the '?ypicai" family, the historian must be 

content with generalities. As Saller writes, "the Roman social historian must settle for 

painting with a broàder bnishA 

Studying the lives of children in Roman antiquity presents its own particular set 

of problemc Children never speak for themselves in the sources. Their pomayals, by 

parents and other adults, are often highly idealized; and cfiildhood itself is viewed with 

disdain by those who lived to \Mite about it. Fortunately, it is the ideal that particularly 

Peskowitz ('"Familylies' in Antiquity," 15) notes that the Tannaitic Sages seemed to 
recognize regional culturai differences when discussing roles within the farnily. Modem 
historians should do no less. 
' Several recent studies of the Jewish family have reached this conclusion See James S. 
Jeffers, "Jewish and Christian Families in First-Century Rome," in Judaism und 
Chrisrian@ in Firsr-Century Rome (eds. by Karl P. Donfried and Peter Richardson; 
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1998), 129; Shaye J. D. Cohen, introduction to T/ie 
JewisA Family in Antiquify (BJS 289; Atlanta. Scholars Press, 1993), 2-3; Adele 
Reinhartz, "Parents and Children: A PhiIonic Perspective," in Cohen, The Jewish Furniiy 
in Antiquity, 87; Ross S. Kraemer, "Jewish Mothers and Daughters in the Greco-Roman 
World," in Cohen, The Jewish Famiij in Antiquity, 99. Classics scholars such as SaIler 
(see ZWria;chy, 232 and the discussion in Cunningham, 'The History of Childhood," 
28-29) have made efforts to distance themselves fiom nineteenth-century evolutionary 
theorizing that credited Christianity with bnnging morality to a depraved Roman f a y .  
This overly negative assessment of the ancient family still bds support in late twentieth- 
century studies such as Lloyd de Mause, "The Evolution of Childhood" in The HÏstory of 
Chitdhoud (ed Lloyd de Mause; New York: Psychohistory Press, 1974), 1-73, and Paul 
Veyne, T h e  Roman Empire," in A History of Private Lfe I: Frorn Pagan Rome [O 

&mim (ed. Paul Veyne; tram. Arthur Goldhammer, Cambridge and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1987), 5-233. 
Sdler, Patriarchy, 2. 
Wiedemann (Adulrs and Children, 2-31, one of few writers to discuss extensively 

chiIdren in antiquity, believes the evidence for the Roman chiid's view of the world is 
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concerns us here. IGT reveals Iittie, if anything, about the real experiences of children in 

the second century, but it can show how an idealized view of the child functioned in 

Christian thought. 

The following s w e y  endeavours to illustraie the forces thai shaped the portrayd 

of the idealized child It draws upon the major studies of recent decades that focus on the 

"Roman fa mi^^,"'^ a terni refemng as in Bradley's usage "not merely to the city of Rome 

and its inhabitants but to any place and people imbued with Roman culture in a broad 

sense."" Little work has been done on specifically Christian families,12 less still on 

'-insufflcient" He does, however, believe some aspects of their lives are recoverable, 
particularly in how adults see their place in the social wodd. 
'%cluding, but not limited to: Keith R. Bracüey, Discovering the Roman Fami1.v: Studies 
in Roman Social History (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 199 1); Dixon, The Roman Family; 
idem, The Roman Mother; John EL Evans, !Var, Women, und Children in ..lncient Home 
(LondonINew York: Routledge, 1991), 166209; Saller, Patriarchy; Veyne, 'The Roman 
Empire"; Wiedemann, Adu/ts and ChiIdren; and essays collected in David J. Kertzer and 
Richard P. Salier, eds., The Famiiy in I t a ~ f i o m  Antiquily ro the Presenr (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1991); Beryl Rawson, ed., The Family in Ancient Rome: 
New Perspectives (New York: Comell University Press, 1986); idem, Marriage, Divorce, 
and Children in Ancient Rome (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991); and Beryl Rawson and 
Paul Weaver, eds., The Roman Family in Ituly: Stam, Sentiment, S p c e  (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997). 
'' Bradley, Discovering the Roman Famiiy, 4. "Roman family," in the present study is 
distinct fiom the Jewish family, which is treated separately. When the two correspond 
significantly in practice, the term b'Meditenanean family" is used The one hesitation in 
following the approach of the ciassicists arises when studying families in the outer 
regions of the Empire where Roman culture had made Iittle impact in the period In 
Syrian Edessa, for example, the household reflected Parthian customs (see J. B. Segal, 
Edessa: "The Blessed City" [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19701). And Egypt too had some 
notable regional differences (see Naphtaii Lewis, Lije in Egypt Under Roman Rule 
[Ordord: Clarendon Press, 19831). Mention will be made where such differences affected 
the lives of children. 
l2 Works include: Kevin Coyle, "Empire and Eschaton: The Early Church and the 
Quesiion of Domestic Relations," EgT 12 (1981): 35-94; leffers, "Jewish and Christian 
Families"; Osiek, "The Family in Early Christianity"; Carolyn Osiek and David L. Balch, 
Families in the New Testament World: Households and House Chutches (Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox, 1997); 0. Lay Yarbniugh, "Parents and Children in the Letters 
of Paul," in The Social World of the Firsr ChrL~tim: E m s  in Honor of W-e A. 
Meeh (eds- L. Michael White and O. Lany Yatbrough, Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 



Jewish; nevertheless, their conclusions are significant and also contribute much to the 

disc~ssion.'~ Special attention wilI be paid here to the time period of nascent Christianity 

(the first two centuries of the era), to differences between Jewish and "pagan" family life 

and how they interact with one another, and to the lower classes to which Diaspora Jews 

and Christians primarily belonged14 Given that IGT dmws upon a wide variety of 

sources (Jewish and non-Jewish) and influences (lower-class "folK' stories given upper- 

class literary form), the entire spectrum of views on children must be brought to bear in 

determining the roots of its porcraya1 ofthe young Jesus. 

7.2 The World of Mediterranean Families. 

Roman, Jewish, and Christian families in the Meditemean lived in a traditional 

preindustrial society.15 At the economic and adminisûative head rat the aristocratie 

families who constituted three percent of the population. Serving their needs were a small 

1995), 12641 (which deals with a time pied too early for the present study); essays 
collected in Moxnes, Consmcting Emly Christian Families; and ûeofiey S. Nathan, 
The Family in Late Antiquiîy: The Rise of Christianity and the Endurance of Tradition 
(LondodNew York: Routledge, 2000), particdariy p p  15-54. 
l3 Iewish studies are lirnited to the essays in Cohen (The Jewish Family), individual 
essays by D. Kraemer ("Images of Childhood") and Ieffers ("Jewish and Christian 
Families"), and the earlier surveys in Moore (JudaUm, 2:L 19-40) and S a h i  and Stem, 
The Jewish People, 2728-92. 
'' Jeffers characterizes this "lower class" as noncitizens, Greek-speaking slaves, former 
slaves, and freeborn non-Romans (Yewish and Cbnstian Families," 129; see also Osiek 
and Balch, Fornilies in the New Testament World, 97; Wayne A. Meeks, Tite FirH Urban 
Christians= The Social World of the Apostie Paul mew Haven and London: Yale 
University Ptess, 1983],5 1-73). 
'' See the description in Osiek and Balch, Families in the New Testament World, 36-37. 
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class of cetainers: slaves and freedpersons occupying positions as govemmental and 

religious functionaries and bureaucrats. Below these were the merchants and artisans. 

Outside the cities there lived the peasants who comprised the vast rnajority of the society 

at 93 percent of the population.'6 Between the elites and nonelites there stretched an 

enonnous econornic gulf; the two groups essentialiy represent the upper and lower 

classes of the society. There was no "middle" class to speak of" However, 

Mediterranean society separated itself more by status than by class. Those with 

citizenship could take part in civic life, be legaily married, cetain properiy, and receive 

the protections of the law. Those without-slaves and tieedpersons and those in abject 

poverty-had none of these privileges, though they aspired to acquire them. Hardes 

affected by the distinction between the two groups were the slaves, who constituted 35 

percent of the population.'s They were routinely beaten, seztually exploited, and 

exchanged between masters without thought for the disruption of slave families. The 

master-slave relationship was one of power, and the slaveowner was always quick to 

remind the slave of his or her place. As can be expected, the quality of Iife for a child in 

this society was greatly affected by the class into which he or she was bom 

But there were far wme times and places for children to have lived. Indeed, the 

first few centuries of the Common Era were a dynamic age for parent-child relations. The 

peace brought by Augustus ushered in an eca when family and children were featured 

prominently in legislation and propaganda Beryl Rawçoq among others, relates this 

positive revaluation of famïiy life to efforts of the emperors to increase citizen birth rates, 

'"id, 37. 
l7 Ibid, 9 1-94; Meeks, The First Urbm Christim, 53-55. 
'' Osiek and Baich, FamilÏes in the New Testamem World, 76. 



and to promote stability in the empire.'' These efforts are ~presented in imprial  art and 

iconogaphy-for example, the prominence of children in the Ara Pacis (see fig. 7-11, 

and the placement of images of Augumis' cbildren on coinslO-and are put into operation 

in such legislation as Augustus' rewards for childrearing, Trajan's alimenta scheme in aid 

of poor children (with accompanying cornmernorative coins), and various Iegal efforts in 

the second-century to relax status restrictions." The cumulative effect was a comection 

of children to the good of the country. And it appears to have had some efiect. From 

around the time of Augustus, children and family were increasingly represented in 

funerary reliefs. Actual positive change in the matment and valuanon of children, 

hoivever, does not match the fiequency of their iconographie representation,'' [t is not 

until closer to the fourth wntury that children start to be seen as sornething more than 

adults-in-the-making Nevertheless, Augustus and his successors brought the need for and 

the needs of children into discussion, thereby paving the way for the changes that were to 

corne. 

I9 Beryi Rawson, "The Iconography of Roman Childhood (in Rawson and Weaver, The 
Roman Family in Italy, 205-32). For more information see D. E. E. Kleiner, The Great 
Friezes of the Ara Pacis Augustae: Greek Sources, Roman Derivatives and Augustan 
Social Policy," h.IEFR 90 (1978): 772-76. 
?D The Jewish king Agnppa 1 du, placed the young Agrippa II's image on several coins. 
See Ya'akov Meshoter, Ancient Jewish Coinage, Vol. 2, Herud the Great Through Bar 
Cochba (New York: Amphora Books, 1982), 52-54. 
l1 Rawson brings secondentury devdopments into the discussion in 'The Iconography 
of Roman ChiIdùaod," 334-32. For more on alimenta see Elawson, "Adutt-Child 
Relationships," 23-24, 

Janet Huskinson's response to Rawson, "Tconography: Another Perspectiven (in 
Rawson and Weaver, The Roman Family in Ifdy, 233-38), points out some of the 
difficdties in assessïng representaîions of chiidren, See M e r  section 8.2.1 below- 
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Fig. 7.1:  eta ail h m  the Am Pacis. 
~&roduced from Wiedcmann, A h I r  mid 
Chiltùen, pL 2- 

7.3 Mediterranean Families. 

The Roman fàmily was stmcturaliy far different from modern fmilies in the 

West. A typical tvealthy household comprised much more than the nuclear family. At the 

head stood the pater famdim, the oldest surviving male ascendant He heId power over 

al1 those within the howho1d includrng his wife and children as well as those 

freedpersons or slaves and their chikiren who dwelled therein. Mamed children livîng 

outside the household aiso remained under his authority." These marriages were 

arrangeci by prents? but a spouse would not be chosen from among the chilci's owo Lin. 

BeryI Rawson, 'The Roman FamiIy," in Rawson, The Famiiy in Ancient Rome, 7-8. 
" Legally, the pater familias chose his chiIdrens' mates. Sailer (Patriarchy, 127-291, 
however, points out that these decisions more likely were made with the consent of the 
chiid's mother as weil as the child Also, daughters who remany and sons, who normaily 
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Udike Greeks and Egyptians, Romans opposed endogamous ~nar r ia~es .~  Couples who 

were not compatible could easily divorce at either spouse's ioitiaii~e.?~ Incidentally, 

marital affection was not expected in the Roman family; most couples were content with 

a measure of concordia." The frequency of divorce and remarriage in Roman timesZ8 

meant that the home couid be populated by the products of a nwnkr of rela~onshi~s.~~ In 

marry later than daughters, may have had no surviving parents to Oictate their marital 
decisions. See fkther Susan Treggiari, "Ideals and Practicalities in Matchmaking in 
Ancient Rome," in Kecîzer and Saller, The Family in Itaiy, 9699; Dixon, The Roman 
Family, 50. 
'' Lewis, Lrfe in Egypt, 4314. Endogamy was usefiil as it preserved the family7s statu 
and prevented the splintering of inheritances. 

Bradley (Discovering the Roman Family, 127) States that "to marry for love at Rome 
LW to engage in a sociaIly deviant form of behaviour." Husbands desinng sexual 
satisfaction would find it outside of the marital relationship. Wives, however, were 
expected to tolerate such conduct and were forbidden to enter into addterous affairs of 
their own (ibid, 128-29; see also Osiek and Balch, Families in the New Testament World, 
60-64). 
" Bradley, Discovering the Roman Family, 18; Treggiari, "Ideah and Practicalities," 
104-8; Emiel Eyben, Resrless Youth in Ancienr Rome (LondonMew York: Routledge, 
1993), 23840. Many epitaphs applaud the deceased by stating, rather dispassionately, 
that the person lived with her or his spouse "without cornplaint" (Bradley, Discovering 
the Roman Famify, 18). For a look at some of these epitaphs see Jane F. Gardner and 
Thomas Wiedemann, The Roman Household: A Sourcebook (LondonNew York: 
Routledge, 199 11, 47-55. Marriages between Roman soldiers and provincial women 
break the stereotype of the loveless Roman maniage. These kinds of unions were made 
without concem for family alIiances and citizenship. For a took at their family 
relationships see Dixon, The Roman Family, 55-58. 
" Bradley (Discovering the Roman Fami&, 160) proposes a remamage rate of39 percent 

See Bradley (Discovering the Roman Fmiiy, 15676; idem, "Remarciage and the 
Structure of the Upper-Class Roman Family" in Rawson, Marriage, Divorce, and 
Children, 79-98) for some elcamples of extremely complicated h i I y  structures. See 
m e r  Susan TreggiarÏ, "Divorce Roman Style: How Easy and How Frequent was it?" in 
Rawson, hfmiage, Divorce, and Children, 3 146; and Mireille Corbier, "Divorce and 
Adoption as Roman Familia1 Strategies (le Divorce et L'adoption 'en plus')," in Rawson, 
Mmiage, Divorce. and C h i l h  in Anczeni Rome, 47-78. in her discussion, Corbier 
notes the efforts of the upper cIasses to engïneer divorces for political strategy and 
kinship alliances (60-63; see also idem, "Constructing Kinship in Rome: Maniage and 
Divorce, Filiation and Adoption," in Kertzer and Saller, The Family in Icaly, 113639; 
Treggiari, "IdeaIs and Pmticalities," 102-4). 
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citizen marnages, the chikiren remai-ned with the fathn? Some children, thedon .  

rarely saw their mothers and may not have fonned strong bonds with their stepmothers 

and stepsiblings. Among the household slaves and fieedpersons, mamages were not 

ncognùed by law. Unions were made:' sometimes against siaves' wishes," but these 

could be broken at the whim of the slaveowner to sel1 his property. Even slave children 

could be taken fiom their parents at an early age and ~016'~ When noncith couples 

sepmted, their children remained with the mother." High mortality, partïcularty among 

the tower classes, also contributed to the creation of blended fa mi lie^.^* 

Despite the evidence for considerable vacïety of structure in the Roman 

household, a number of sources promote an ideal forrn of the famiIy consonant with the 

modem conception of the nuclear family. Examining images corn [iterature, art and 

epitaphs, Dixon sees in them the promotion of a farnily madel in which the young 

mamed couple is bound by sexual attraction, supports each other's wishes, and cemains 

parniers throughout life. The sources also show parents detighting in their children and 

" Rawson, 'The Roman Farnily," 3 M6. 
'' Dixon, fie Roman Famiiy, 53. 
'' Note the case of Josephus who was forced to marry by his master Vespasian (L@ 4 14- 
15). 
l3 Beryl Rawson ("Family Life Among the Lower Classes at Rome in the First Two 
Centuries of the Empire," Clmsicd Philology 61.2 [L966]: 79; alsri Dixon, The Roman 
Fantily, 10) notes that citizenship codd be awded to a sIave woman who breeds new 
slaves for her master- Paul Weaver (The Status of Childcen in Mixd Mariages," in 
Rawson, The Family in Ancielv Rome, 155-56)- however, beiieves the rnajority of 
chiidren boni to slaves were boni prior to the rnother's manumission. 
.U Lower-cfass mamages beh~een couples of varying status made for complications in 
detemining the status of their childrea See further Weaver, 'The Status of Chilhn*; 
idem, "Children of Freedmen (and Freedwomen)" in Rawson, Marriage, Divorce, and 
Children, 16690; and idem, "Chiidren of h i a n  Latins" in Rawson and Weaver, The 
Roman Fmiiy  in ItaZy7 55-72; aisa Jane F. Gardner, "Legai Stumbling-BIocks Cor 
Lower-Class Families in Rome," in Rawson and Weaver, The Roman Family in Itaiy7 35- 
54; on srildiers' offspring see Dixon, The Romun FamiZy, 55-58- 
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deeply mouming their d e a t h ~ . ~ ~  Though aware of the large distance between this ideal 

and reality, Dkon does find some evidence for the actualization of the model, 

particuiatiy in Cicero's letters and in epitaphs celebtating univirae, women who spent 

their entire lives with one husbd3' For the ideal ta have maintained meaning, Dixon 

writes, it must have been achieved on occasion. 

Though the number of people dwelling in the Roman household could be quite 

large, the nuclear family was relativeIy smaI1. Two or three children seems to have been 

the nom. High infant mortality contributed to this pattern, but families of al1 classes also 

consciously sought to limit the number of children in their household The reasons were 

primariiy eeonomic: the wealthy had to be carefbl about splitting the family fortunes." 

whilr the poor had to be able to feed and house their progeny,"g Slaves, however, had 

litîle choice in the mattér-a slaveowner may have required the production of new 

property, or, if not, could simpiy kill unwanted newborns. Nevertheless, having children 

was important in Roman culture; indeed, it is Frequently cited in ancient sources as the 

very purpose of mamage."' Children were necessary also for continuing the family 

name," and for ensuring the proper care and burial for their parents.J' Yet, as important 

'' Rawson, 'The Roman Family," 37. See m e r  the discussion in Dixon, The Roman 
Mother, 20-34. 
fi Suzanne Dixon, "The Sentimental IdeaI of the Roman Family," in Rawson, ibfurriage, 
Divorce, and Children, 9%113. See dso Corbier, "Divorce and Adoption," 49. 
" Dixon, The Roman Family, 84-89. 
l8 Sdler, Patriarchy, 16 1. 
39 The accommodations of the lower-classes were typically quite humble, crowded, and 
vuinerable to disease- For a description of such homes in Rome see Jeffm, "'Jewish and 
Christian FamiIies," 13 1-33 and Osiek and Batch, Families in the New Testament Wodd, 
3 1-32; in Galilee, see Santiago Guijarro, "fhe Famiiy in First-Centrrry Galilee," in 
Mornes, Construcring Euriy Christian Families, 4265. 
a Rawson, 'The Roman Family," 9. 
" fiid, 4213. 
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as these considerations were, they did not seern to be strong enough incentive for the 

citizen-class; their declining populations led legislators to actively encourage them to rear 

children" These efforts were cnticized at the time out of fear that couples may try to 

have children specifically to gain rewardsU But the critics need not have worrïed. The 

birthrate of the senatonal and equestn'an class saw little change, and a century afler 

Augusîus' first Iegislative efforts, it was a literary commonplace that childlessness was 

rewarded socially, regardless of the penalties.'5 Those concemed about the endurance of 

the family name could simply adopt an adult male. That way a couple could avoid the 

"messiness" of childhood, and the parents knew exactly what they were getting as an 

hekJ6 

" See funher section 7.6 below. Other factors beyond simple choice, however, couid 
impact birth rates. Osiek and Balch (Families in the New Testament IYorld, 65) point to 
the case of Herculaneum where water was brought into the luxurious houses by pipes 
made of lead. 
" For details on the legislation see Richard 1. Frank, "Augustus' Legislation on Marriage 
and Chiidren," Culfurnia Studies in Classical Antiquify 8 (1976): 41-52; and Dixon, The 
Roman hlorher, 71-103. Rewards were offered for providing the state with three 
children; punishrnents or chastisements were meted out for refusing to have children or 
for not having enough. Romans were fiee aIso to limit their family size through 
contraception and abortion (see J. Boswell, The Kindness of Strangers: The Abadonment 
of Children in Western Europe j9om Lirre Antiquiy tu the Renaissance [New York: 
Pantheon, 1988],58 n. 8) though a wornan could encounter disappmval if these rnethods 
were perceived to be used to deprive her husband of a potential heir (see Rawson, "Adult- 
Chiid Relationships," 9; Wiedemann, Adults and Children, 35; Dixon, The Romun 
Moiher, 62). 
a Boswell, The Kindness of Strangers, 58. 
'' Dixon, The Romn Family, 12û-2 1; idem, The Roman Morher, 97. 

Wiedemann, Adults and Children, 34-35. if an outlet for either parental affection oc 
abuse was desired, a child could be adopted aiso fiom the slave pool (Dixon, The Roman 
Family, 112-13). Such relationships often terminated when the child reached maturity or 
achieved manumission For a discussion of almni and verne-lower-class foster 
children raised (typicaliy) by upper-class couples to pass on the famiiy name and fortune, 
and by the Iower-cIasses to leam a tcade-see Beryl Rawson, "Chiidren in the Roman 
Familia," in Rawson The Famify in Ancient Rome, 170-200. On adoption as politicai 
strategy see Corbier, "Divorce and Adoption,'' 63-76. 
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The structure and size of the Camily was not appraiably different among Jews. 

The role played by the puter familias was evident also in Judaism, both in Biblical 

traditions and in the Roman e d 7  Jews owned slaves and were  slave^^^ the latter 

situation king more common d e r  the revolts of the the.  As in Roman families, 

rnamage was considered the sole legitimate goal of the marital relatiomhip (note Philo 

Spec. Luws 3.1 13; 3.36, 1.112, 1.138)F and the motives for rearing children included the 

production of legitimate heirs, the protection of a kind of geneological puity, and the 

perpetuation of the family line.'O Childbearing received further encouragement through 

religious obligation Scripture continually urges Jews to "be fmitfùl and rnultiply, and fil[ 

the earth ..." (Gen 127-28), it portrays couples striving to overcome the wretchedness of 

childlessness (Gen 30:l-22;l Sam 1; Deut 255-IO), and in the Psalms (127:3-5; 1 2 8 5  

6) and apocalyptic literature (e.g. Mal 45-6; 1 En. 100:l-2; Zech 85) a hannonious, 

abundant family life is held up as an ideal." Adoption was a h  practiced but Jews seem 

" For a survey of biblical practice see Tikva Frymer-Kensky, "Families in Ancient 
Israel," in The Famiiy Handbook jed. Herbert Anderson et al.; Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox, 1998), 27û-80. In comection with Philo, see Reinhartz, 
"Parents and Children," 77. 

Dale B. Martin, "Slavery and the Ancient Jewish Family," in Cohen, The Jewish 
Family in Antiquiîy, 1 13; Peskowitz, '"FamiIy/ies7 in Antiquity," 14-1 5); Moore, 
Judaism, 2: 13540; S a h i  and Stern, The Jewish People, 2% 1-52; Osiek and Balch, 
Families in the New Testumetu Wurld, 76. Jeffers ("jewish and Christian Families," 147- 
49) lists primary sources on Jews as slaves. He notes also that slave Jem tended to 
ernulate the practices of their host families, in part because their religio-cultural activities 
were restricted in the Roman household. 
* On the divine ordinance of marriage see Moore, J & h ,  2319-20; Safrai and Stem, 
The Jewish People, 2:750. For more on Philo see Reuihartz, "Parents and Children," 69, 
'O Peskowitz, "'Family/ies' in Antiquiquity," 20. 
'' See the concise ovewiew of scripture refemces in Judith M Gundry-Volt "The Least 
and the Greatest: Children in The New Testament,'' in The Child m Christian Thought 
(d Marcia J. Bunge; Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 2000), 34-36. 0. Larry 
Yarbrough ("Parents and Children in the Jewish Family of Antiquity," in Cohen, The 
Jewish Famiiy in Antiquity, 59) suggests looking fiirther at apocalyptic literature for hints 
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to have required less incentive than upper-cIass Romans to bear their own childret~~' The 

typical number of children in the Jewish family was also three, though two is prescribed 

in tabbinic literature as the fulfillment of the commandment (m Yebam 6.6 and m 'Ed 

1.13).j3 Divorce mis legal among Jews, but not as readily entered into. In the event of 

dissolution, fathers always retained guardianship? though polygamous marriages may 

have provided an avenue for Jewish mothers to stay with their childiens5 Again, if 

slaves, Jews would have had little choice as to how many children they would conceive 

OC rear. 

Judged by modern standards, the Mediterranean household was a iess than ideal 

environment for raising children.' The household was a dynarnic, complex unit, with 

various comings and goings among siaves and slaveowners. Motives for chilkaring 

appear solely seif-serving, either for the individual or the statelcommunity; there is little 

evidence that couples desired children purely for the joy of the experience, though 

affective considerations are unlikely to be discussed in the sources. Children were 

apparently valued by their parents, but most oflen, it seems, as a means of providing for 

the funire care and perpetuation of the family. 

at ideal parent-child relationships. A similar description of filial impiety in anarchic times 
can lx found in Hesiod, Op. 174-89, and Mark 13: 12 par. 

Contraception was dowed in certain cases, though primarily for the health of a 
pregnant woman (Safiai and Stern, The Jwish People, 2:764). 
" Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 41. 

R. berner, "Jewish Mothers and Daughters," 104. 
'' Though legd according to Mosaic taw, polygamy was not common among Palestinian 
Jews in this period (see Moore, Juduim, 2:122; safiai and Stem, The Jewish PeqCe, 
2:749-50). The Babatha archive, however, provides sume evidence for the practice at the 
time of Bar Kochba Accordïng to Jeffers (Yewish and Christian Families, I36), there is 
no evidence of any pdygamy among Jews in Rome. 
'6 Saller (Patriarchy, 95-96} acknowledges the fi uidity of îhe wealthy Roman family but 
questions the ability to measure how these circumstances affected bonds between parents 
and children 
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7.4 Birth and Mancy. 

Infancy in Roman times was a pend in a child's Iife fiaught with danger. Many 

children did not survive childbirth, nor did their mothers; others were lucky simply to 

survive the precarious first week of life. Those who did then had to pass through a 

perilous gauntiet of disease, inadequate parenting skills, physical and sexual abuse, and 

long days of rigorous Iabour. 

Childbirth came early in a world where girls were beuothed as children. in both 

lewish and non-Jewish societies, a girl couid many at the onset of puberty; betrothal 

could take place earlier, even at binh for irnpen'al fmilies?' Two Jewish inscriptions 

From Rome, for e.umple, record marriages of girls at 12 years of age (CU 69, 105). 

Another fCIJ 141) illustrates the potential proximity in age between a mother and her 

daughter, In it Dulciaa memoridizes her mother Melitiurn, who died at the age of 29. 

Typically, however, the average age of first mamage €or girls was in the late teens." 

Men, on the other band, tended to marry at an age closer to 30!' The young age at which 

women gave birth conmbuted to high infant mortatity already made dangerous by disease 

and inadequate medical k u ~ w l e d ~ e . ~  In the k t  months of life, 23-30 percent of infants 

57 Rawson, "The Roman Family," 2 1. 
" SaIler, Patriarchy, 4 1. 
l9 ibid 

For an overview of living conditions and k i r  effect on infant mortality see SaIler, 
Patriarchy, 21. Robert Etienne m c i e n t  Medical Conscience and the Life of Children," 
J o m I  of Psychohisiory 4.2 [197q: 152-53) notes the lack of interest in infants shown 
by the medical writers. "No doctor," he writes, "seems to have been thoroughly uiteresieci 
in it-..one cm also wonder whether the sick child was not, as the weak infmt, cunsidered 
as not deserviag to live." See also Rawson, "Adult-Child Relationships," 15; Peter 
Garnsey, "Child Rearing in Ancient Italy," in Kertzer and Sder, The Fumiiy in Itab, 5 6  
59; Jean-Pierre Nérauday Être eIlfànr ri Rome (Paris: Société d'Édition Les BeIIes 
Lettres, 1984), 74-83. 
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died (as opposed to one percent today in the developed world); 50 percent did not reach 

the age of 10.~' With such a high incidence of infant death, parents were cautious about 

foming attachments to their offspting. As a result, children were not named until the 

eighth day (for girls) or ninth day (for boys) of life? and the death of newboms was 

rarely ~ommernorated~~ 

Just as epitaphs seldom record the deaths of infants, they are silent also about the 

incidence of infant e ~ ~ o s u r e . ~  It was perfëctly legal in the Empire for fathers to expose a 

child deemed unfit or inconvenient to l i~e.~'  Many of the victims were fiom For families 

who could not afford to feed another m o ~ t h . ~ ~  Slave children were exposed at the whim 

6' Saller, Patriarchy, 25. See also the discussions in Wiedemann, AduIts and Children, 
1 1-1 7;  and Garnsey, "Child Rearing," 5 1-51. 
62 AugusfllSt l a  Zulia et Papia did not consider parents eligible to receive the benefits of 
the legislation until they had three children who survived to their naming ceremonies 
(Ramon, "Adult-Child Relationships," 14). 
* Note Cicero's reflection on infant mortality: "the same gnimblers think that if a mal1 
child dies, the loss must be borne calmly; if an infant in the craâle, there must not even be 
a lament" (Tm. 1.93 [King, LCL]). And consider also the gravestone of Julia Pothousa 
(IG 5.2.413), an Arcadian girl of 12 whose parents wished she had died younger, before 
they had gram so attached to her. For representative infant commemoration statistics 
and fûneraq customs see Garnsey, "Child Rearing," 52-53 and Brent Shaw, "The 
Cdhiral Meaning of Death,"in Kertzer and Saller, The Fumily in ftdy, 770-71. Scholars 
debate the effect of high infant mortality on the emotional investment which parents 
placed in their newborn children (see Mark Golden, "Did the Ancients Care When Their 
Children Died?" GR 35 [1988]: 152-63 for an o v e ~ e w  of the discussion). For her part, 
Dixon (The Roman Family, 99-100) believes high infant mortality did Iead to parental 
detachment but the lack of commemoration need not imply that the children were not 
moumed; parents may have neglected to mark thcir child's death for such reasons as 
social pressure or lack of money. 

For a thorough discussion of exposure see Boswell, The Kihzess of S~rmgers, 53-179. 
65 Veyne ('The Roman Empire," 11) adds politicai factors: "when the well-loved prince 
Germanicus die& the plebs indicated their displeasure with the god's govenunent by 
smashing their temples, and some parents apparently exposed their infants." 
66 Some peasants gave extra offsprïng to others (Veyne, "ï'he Roman Empire," IO), some 
sold them to slave-traffickers (ibid, 59,  or lost them in a pledge against a debt (Osiek and 
Balch, Family in the New Testament Worid, 78). Ancient commentators, even Jewish and 
Christian writers, are more f o r g a g  of exposure committed by the p r ,  Pseudo- 
Quintilian distinguishes between exposure by the rich, who hoped never to see their chiid 
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of the head of the household. Even the nch abandoned children, though for more selfish 

reasons: if the child was discovered to be iliegitimate, or was likely to affect the 

distribution of the family property-new males could spiit inhentances, or break a willt7 

new females required costly d~wries.~' Exposed children either died or, as hoped, were 

picked up by mangers. in such cases they might be adopted6' or raised for profit as 

slaves, prostitutes, or beggars." Though the practice of exposure was legal and 

widespread, ancient writen seem uneasy about the issue. In fiction and myth," 

abandonment tums out happily, indicating, on the one han& acknowledgment of the 

practice, and on the other, a desire for these children to survive and prosper." Roman law 

even provides some avenues for the parents or relatives to reclaim an abandoned or sold 

child. By preserving the real father's rights, the laws allowed an enslaved child to regain 

- -- - -- -- . -- 

again, and the poor, ~ h o ,  compelled only by poverty, did al1 t h e ~  could to ensure that the 
infant might someday be reclaimed (see Veyne, "The Roman Empire," 1 1); Aelian (Vur. 
hist. 2.7) writes against abandonment but is sympathetic to the sale of children by the 
poor; and Plutarch (Mor. 497E) claims the poor considered their lives so miserable that 
they chose not to rear children out of love for them. 

Rawon ("Adult-Child Relationships," 10) believes there is little explicit evidence that 
children were aborted or kiiled for this reason. 

Given the lower social value, and high cost, of females in antiquity, girls were more 
likely to be exposed. However, evidence for higher female eqosure is dificult to find 
The notorious letter of Hifarion (P. Oxy. 4.744), with the witer's cavalier command to 
his wife to cast out their newbom child if it is female, points in that direction, as does 
Augustus' ailowance for any citizen who was not a senator to many tieedwomen because 
"among the nobility there were far more males than females" (Dio, Hist. 54.16.2 [Cary, 
LCL]). Yet, Rawson fin& no clear evidence of a serious imbalance of the sexes in the 
Roman population ("The Roman Family," 18; idem, "Adult-Child Relationships," 1 1; see 
also Veyne, "The Roman Empire," 9). 
69 In Egypt it was illegal to adopt foundlings (Lewis, Life in Egypt, 58). 
" Dixon, The Romcm Famziy, 129; Veyne, "The Roman Empire," 9; Evans, Wm, Women 
and Children, 169 
" Boswell tists among the prominent victims of exposure the twin sons who founded 
Rome, Oedipus, Ion (founder of the Iooians), Cyrus (founder of the Persian empire), 
Jupiter, and a number of other members of the Greco-Roman pantheon (The Kindness of 
Strangers, 7677; see also Néraudeau, Être enfanr, 192-202). 
TL BoswelI, The Kindness of Srrangers, 76-79. 
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W o m .  These laws, however, reflect more of an anxiety over status than affection or 

r e m ~ r s e . ~ ~  They also reinforce the difference in value behveen a w t e d  and an uwanted 

child. Indeed, the acceptance of abandonment in Roman and other preindhal societies 

appears to have no conneciion to the quatity of care for hose children who su~ved. ' l  

Stringent penalties for kidnapping,75 but not abandonmeni, W e r  prove that the state 

was prepmd to support parents' choices CO rear or not to rear their children. 

kwish children were far fess likely to faIl victim to exposure. Though the biblicai 

record of the practice is not ~nblemished,'~ Jews in the Roman period were known for, 

and even ridiculed for, their reluctance to expose unwanted çhildren," Philo wites 

against it (Spec. Laws 3.1 16; and note his changes to the Moses story in Moses 1.10-1 l), 

and Josephus (Ag. Ap. 233) daims Jewish Iaw prohibited it. Nevertheles, there is some 

evidence for infanticide among ~ews." The M s h n ~ h  (Ketub. 4.6) tm reports that a father 

is not required to maintain a daughter." Subsequent cornmentary in the Talmud srates 

that there is no legal obligation IO maintain either sons or àaughters, but there is a moral 

IJ bià, 65-48. See furthet Rawson "Children in the Roman Familia," 172-73. The same 
anxiety over status is reflected in laws against suppositio, the p i n g  off of foundlings as 
biological hein (Boswell, The Kindness of Strungers, 74). 
" Gamsey, "Child Rearing," 50-51; Golden, "Did the Ancients Cm," 158. 
'' See 0oswe!l, The Kindness of Sirangers, 74. Kidnapping was a capital crime. 
" BoswelI (The Kidness of Sfrungers, 139) cites nurnerous examples of, or 
acknowledgment of, abandonment (e.g. Moses in Exod 2; Ezekiel's extended metaphor 
of Israel as an abandoned cMd in 164-5), parental sacrifice ( e . ~  Gen 22; Judg 9 5 ;  
11 :3MO; 2 Kgs 1 1; 2 Chr 32: t&I2), the execution of children (Lev 2629; h u t  2853- 
56; 2 Kgs 6:28-29; Jer 19:9; Ezek S:l0; Lam 2:20), infanticide (2 Kg 8:12; Ps 137:9; 
Hos 13:16 [f4:1]; Emd 1:22), and the selling of  children (Gen 19,37; Exod 21:7; 2 Kgs 
4:l; Neh [S Esd] 5:1,2,5; Amos 2:6,8:6). 
" R Kraemer, "Jewish Mothers and Daughtm," 108 n, 50 Lia the p- sources. 
78 AS evidence, h Kraemer (Yewish Mothers and Daughters," 108) cites CPJ 421, a tax 
tegister from Arsinoe (Egypt) dated to 73 C.E. The register mentions a 20-year-old 
Jewish mohr of two, and two 22-year-oId mothers each with one cMd The CPJ editors 
adduce the difference, among other reasons, to the possïbility of exposure. 
" See the discussion in Boswell, The Kinciiiess of Smngers, 15û-52. 
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one, The poor are exempte4 however. And, as in Roman law, the Talmud makes rulings 

on marriage rights of foundlings and the parents' rights to reclaim the child. In Taimudic 

times, at least, îhe reaiity of abandonment amng Jews is far removed ûom the ideal. 

id&ized representation of the chaogiug k l i  of the farher with his son. Reproduced 
h m  Janet Huskinson, Roman Chifdien 's Smcophagi, pl. 2.1 .m 

Even those parents who chose to rear their offspring may have had iittk interest in 

affective bonding with their chilchen. Within upper-class households, weaiurses 

commody took charge of nurturing ne~borns.~' The wetnurse, or nutrix, was the child's 

primary caregiver for the first three years and was even charged with teaching the child tu 

sPeak8' Wealthier households may have employed also a male assistant.83 However, the 

practice of wemursing need not impIy indifference to the M d ' s  care; as today, some 

- - - - - - - - 

Janet Huskinson, Roman Children's Sarcophclgi*: Theii Decorution and ils Social 
Signrjr;cunce (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996). 
'' For a detailed study of wet-nursing see Bradley, Discovering the Roman Famiiy, 13-36 
(="Wet-nursing at Rome: a Study in Social Relations," 201-29 in Rawson, The Fmily in 
Ancient Rome); a h  Diion, The Romun Mother, 120-29; and Evans, Wàr, Women und 
Children, 127-30 For infiormation on the immediate care of newborns, includmg 
swaddling cradles, Iength of nursing, see Etienne, "Ancient Medical Conscience," 144- 
48; for tbe rituah that atte~ded birth see b o n ,  "Aduit-CMd Relationships," 13-14; 
Gamsey, "Child Rearing," 52-53; Dixon, The Roman Fumily, 101; and Osiek and Balch, 
Fmilies in the New Testament WorId, 883. 
82 Bradley, Dhcoveritzg the Roman Fumily, 26. To this end, Quintilian recommends 
selecihg servants who can speak well (Im. 1.1.5). 
" Bradley, Dhcovering the Romm FamiZy, 50. 
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women died in childbirth, and some mothers were either unable or unwilling to nurse.w 

Furthemore, the lower classes sometimes used wetnurses to avoid disruption in Ml-time 

employment or servitude, and the upper classes to space children closer together." The 

quality of care could Vary with the ability of the nurse;86 for instance, infants were 

susceptible to mainourishment if the nwx fed her own children tintm The slave nurse 

could even resent suckling her masterYs children-a Nevertheless, affective ties between 

children and their nurses could and did last throughout their ~ifetimes?~ perhaps to the 

detriment of the relationship between the children and their mothers." Wetnming was 

also a practice in Jewish families, though certainly it was not as widespread The Hebrew 

prophets and the bfishnah oblige mothers to nurse; however, when sickness or death 

rendered the mother unavailable, the family had no choice but to employ a wemurse." 

" Ibid, 26. 
Garnsey, "Child Rearing" 5 1. 
Etienne ("Ancient Medical Conscience," 14849) cites a number of writers (Soranus, 

Aristophanes, Sextus Empiricus, Tacitus, Aulus Gellius) who point out the inadequacies 
of nurses and the haphazard way a nurse typically \vas selected. Soranus and Oribasius 
each detail criteria for choosing a wemurse. 
" Given the inadequate advice given to rnothers on weaning strategîes and the erroneous 
devaluation of colostnrm, mainourishment \vas common no matter who nursed the child 
(see Garnsey, "Child Rearing," 62-65). 
" The wemurse's own loss of an infant, a siniation that rnakes her capable of nursing, also 
may affect her emotional well-king (Garnsey, "Child Rearing," 6 1). 
a9 Bradley, Diseovering the Roman Family, 220; Wiedemann, Adults and Chiidren, 1 4 L  

45; Dixon, The Roman Mother, 32-33, However, the disciplined child, Martial writes 
(1 1.29), is expected to assert his or her social superiority as an adult and cut the ties to 
low-status caregivers. 

A popular saying has it that the grief of a nurse was second only to that of a mother 
(Publilius Sym, Mmims 659). Rawson ("Adult-Child Relationships," 29) and 
Wiedemann (Adults and Children, 16-17) admit the possïbility that physical distancing 
brought with it emotional distancing. This is precisely why Favorinus (Aulus GeIlius, 
NOCL art. 12.1.23) spoke against wetnursing. Consider also the comment by Gillian CIark 
("The Fathers and the Children," ïa The Chureh and Childhood [ed. Diane Wood; SCH 
31; Cambridge: BIackwelI, 1994],9) that a mother aiready may have felt distanced fiom 
her child since she could choose neither her partner nor the time of her ptegnancy. 
9' Safiai and Stem, The Jewi3h People, 2768. 
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In many cases, the nutrix would have provided far better c m  for the infant than 

its own parents. With giris rnarrying and k i n g  children as young as twelve, their 

parenting abilities would scarcely have been adequate. Unlike today, fathers wuld have 

felt no responsibiiity to assist their parniers a .  wen may have k n  absent from the 

home for long stretches of time due to state business abroad or forced separaiion by the 

slaveownecgf The connection between the nurx and infant, therefore, was likely the 

most rneaningfid relationstùp of the child's early years. 

To many Mediterranean infants parents were virtuai strangers, in some cases even 

assassins. The chiId chosen to be reared would spend most of her or his first years in the 

Company of a surrogate parent; the child lucky to be saved afier e.uposure codd spend life 

in a heIl of his or her "benefactor's" making, or, in rare cases, a life of luxury as a 

weaIthy citizen's pet; the rest either died in a midwife's warm arms or on a cold garbage 

heap. In al1 cases, a distinction is made between the wanted and the unwanted child. The 

former is given the protection of the law; for the latter, that same law allows the chiid to 

be killed, enslaved, or prostituted. 

At the age of three infants entered chiidhood, a perd  stretching from inFincy to 

the onset of puberty. Throughuut these youthful years, the child was p r e w  for addt 

Iife. For many, chiIdhood was fieeting. While the wealthy males could çpend several 

more years in ptayful adolescence, gkIs were rushed into early marriage, and the p r  

* kffers, "Jewish and Christian Families," 141- 
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into a lifetime of labour. Most chilken in antiquity, therefore, had little opportunity to be 

children 

As in their infancy, Romans spent much of their childhood with sunogate parents. 

Children only grew closer to their parents the nearer they approached addthood. The wet 

nurse who suckied the upper-class infant girl could continue her nurturing role and 

become eàrcairü orpuedagoga to the ck1dg3 Upper-class, and some lowerclass? boys 

would be taken under the wing of a puedogogus- Zt was expected that the paedagogus, 

though a slave, would have great moral influence on the child, and so wodd have to be 

choxn wïth cari:' The nune or puedagogus was expected to socidize the child, to teach 

her or him to be w1I-mannered and polite, to provide mord discipline, and to intsoduce 

him or her to culture, including the myths and legends of the gods.96 Nunes were charged 

particularly with teaching girls about the private world (running the household), and the 

pedogogur with teaching boys about the public world?' Upper-class children also may 

have h g e d  strong bonds rvith amther type of surrogate parent: the guardian. This 

figure's role was to guard the minor child's fortune. With over one-third of children 

having lost their fathers before the age of hventy-five, guardianship was relatively 

Bradley, Discovering the Roman Fmily, 20. See a h  Wiedemann, Aduits and 
Chiidren, 14445; Dixon, The Roman Mother, 149-55. 
9.L Bradley, Dixovering the R o m  Famiiy, 62. 
95 Rawson, "The Roman Family," 39; Bradley, Discovering the Roman Family, 53; H 1. 
Manou, A History ofEduc~lion in Antiquity (üans. George Lamb; New York: Sheed & 
Ward, t 9561, 14344. De Mause ('The Evotution of Chiidhood," 4345)  accuses some 
pedagogues of sexuaily abusing their charges. For M e r  evidence of fieebom and 
upper-class incest and pederasty see Evans, Wlu. Women and Children, 170. 
% M m u ,  A History of Edtcccrion, 142. The entire family codd join in the sociaüzation 
of the chiid during festivals, at the theatre, and on otùer social occasions (see Rawson, 
"'Aduit-Chiid Relationships" 17-19), 

Upper-class girls also couid be assigneci male nurses who would introduce them to the 
public world (Bradley, Discovernig the Roman Family, 6 t ), 
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c o r n m ~ n . ~ ~  ï'hough these caregivers-the nurse. the paedagop, the guardian-may 

seem inadequate parents by today's standards, they provided the young upper-class child 

with a sîability soreiy needed given the chaos of the Roman h~usehold.~ As parents, 

stepparents, and stepsiblings came and went, the sunogate parent may have been the 

child's only constant cornpanion.'* 

Before formai education began, the child's years were rnarked primarily by 

play.''' Much of the play, however, even at this young age, was intended as preparation 

for adult life. A girl's dolls were not infants but young women of mamageable age, 

illustrating again that upper-class women were not expected to k child minden.'" Boys 

played games of statu differentiation, with one of them appointed leader or winner and 

another picked as loser. Games of later childhood, such as chariot racing and giadiatorial 

contests, show further efforts of the young to imitate adult life. 

The early instruction of children receives panicular emphasis in luda~srn.~~' 

Twice daily the Jewish father \vas reminded of his duty to teach his children when he 

recited the Sherna' (Deut 6:4-71.'~ According to Philo, this b e p  in infancy ~ 4 t h  the 

acknowIedgment of the one God (Spec. Laws 115). Sosephus essentially agrees, writing 

Saller, Parriarc&, 181-203. Mothers could also function as guardians (Dixon, The 
Roman Mother, 6 3 4 4 )  though this practice invites controversy in the sources. 
* BradIey, Discovering the Roman Famiiy, 57. 
'* The importance of surrogate parents to their charges is reflected in the flexible use of 
the aff~tionate t e m  mammue and rattae (mummy and daddy) which are applied by 
addt children in cornmernorations to various types of caregivers, as well as to parents 
and grandparents See m e r  Bradley, Discovering the Roman Fumily, 76L02; Dixon, 
The Roman Morher, 14tW9. 
'O' See the discussions of play in Wiedemann, ridults and Children, L4653; and Rawson, 
"Adult-Child Rdationships," 19-20. 

Wiedemann, Aduits and Children, 149. 
'* A detaiied o v e ~ e w  of education in Judaism can be found in Saflai* and Stem, The 
Jewish People, 2:945-70. 
lW Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 48; S a h i  and Stem, The Jëwish People, 2947. 
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that Jewish children leam the Law as sooa as they are able to understand anything (Ag. 

iip. 2. 18).lo5 Such instniction was passed on typicaily From father to son and,'06 judging 

from 4 Maccabees (18:lO-19; see also Tob 45-19), would include '?the law and the 

prophets," as well as the Psalms, Proverbs and tales of legendary Jewish figures. The 

sening was the home and the synagogue, particularly during festival tir ne^.'^' 

Presumably, enshed Jews would have as much ability to teach their chiIdren the Law as 

interaction with their children allowed The survival of Judaism in the Diaspora is 

testament to the ability ofkwish families to pass on these traditi~qs.'~~ 

Children of the lower-classes would not have had as rnuch opponunity to enjoy 

play as the upper-class children. Instead, they entered early the fieId of work in which 

they wodd spend their [ives. Some were at work by the age of five and became experts in 

their cmtt by ~ v e l v e . ~ ~ ~  Typically this meant waking up to a long &y's labour that began 

at sunrise and ended at s u n ~ e t " ~  Other children's Iives, however, were worse still. They 

were forced into prostitution by their poor parents, or rescued fiorn eqosure ody to be 

inientionally disfigured as a way to enhance their appeal as beggars, or they became 

cleficiae, the handsome little boys whose job was to cater to the sexual whirns of theù 

s~aveowners. " ' 

'O5 Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 44. 
IM There are indications that a mother or grandmother could also provide instruction (Tob 
1:8), and that a daughter wodd be taught "according to the law of Moses" (Sus 3; see 
also the debate over teachuig a &&ter in m Sotah 3.4). See M e r  the discussions in 
Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 42; Moore, Judaism, 12û-29; and Safrai and Stem, 
The Jewish People, 955. 
'07 Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 42. 
'oVarbrough, "Parents and Children," 49. The continuation of lewisti traditions is so 
important to Philo that he advocates the execution of apostate sons (S'c. Leg, t.54-56). 
IW Bradley, Discovering the Roman Famiiy, 115. 
'la ibici 
"' Evans, War, Women and Children, 141,168-69; Dixon, The Roman Morher, 1 12- 
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Young children also had ieligious ~ t i o n ~ - " ~  The h@lity of children, 

particularly in birth and infancy, made necessary the creation of numerous deities to 

protect botb the young and their rn~thers.''~ Children were considered atso ta be in closer 

contact to the spirihial wortd than adults as they have only recently entered the earthly 

world. This liminality, coupled with their marginality in adult male society, made 

chikiren prime objects of religious power, 'Iheir words, behaviuur, and antics at play 

could be interpreted as prophetic or portentous; their body parts could be used for rnagic. 

Even their presence was considered auspicious: misshapen births were taken as omens, 

children had important roies at religious functions, a deceased newborn could be buried 

beneath the home,"" and a child's ghost could be invoked against an enemy. The spiritual 

powers amibuted to children illustrate how they were regarded by the adult males who 

heId true p o w r  in ancient society; that is, children's sexual and intellectual purity 

rendered them nonhuman, and though therefore special, they could becorne rnerely 

objects to be read or used. 

''* See the discussions in Wiedemann, Aduls and Chiiden, I7&86; Néraudeay Ëtre 
en@, 229-42; for Christianity see Cunie, "Childhood and Chrïstianity," 193-20 1. 
"' Wiedemann, Adülrs and Clrildren, 176. Augustine (Ck. 7,2) scuffs at the number of 
deities assigned to the protection of the infant. 
'[' For further discussion of infant burial pradces see Gamsey, T k l d  Rearing," 52-53. 
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Fig. 73: A school s c m  from Haailanmm shows the 
beating of a pupil by his teacher. Reproduccd fiom 
Wiedemann. Aaitlfs cmd Chilahn, pi. 4. 

At the age of seven most chiIdren, Jewish and non-Jewish began primary 

~chool.'~' The interpiay between an upper-cias child's home and xbool life cm be xen, 

albed through an aduit's eyes, in the pages of a Roman school-book: 

1 go out of my bedrwm with my tutor [paedugogd and my nurse to greet my 
father and my mother. 1 greet them both and kiss them both. 1 go find my writing 
kit and my exercise book and give them to my slave. Then everything is ready. 
Followed by my tutor, I go out of the house and set off to school. 1 make my 
way through the portico which leads to school. My s c h d  feiiows come to meet 
me. 1 greet them and they greet me back E come to the staircase. i go up the 
stain quietly. I the curtain and greet the assistant teachers. 1 greet the 
master and he lisses me."6 

AU Ievels of society codd be represented in the schoolhouse: upper and lower ciasses, 

boys and girls."' The wealthiest families, however, wodd educate their children at home 

with a parent or puedagogus seMng as instructor; ' l8 wme partiparticularly large households 

"' On Greco-Roman education see Marrou's ciassic A Hktoy of Educution in Antiquiry, 
95-3 13 (especidiy 2 2 S 3  13); a h ,  the overviews in Wiedemann, A a t s  and Children, 
i6e70; and Osiek and Balch, ForniZia in the New Testament World, 68-74 For the age 
of entry into Iewisb prirnary schools see D. Kraemer, "Images of Chiidhood," 69- 

From Keith Hopkins, "Everyday Life for the Roman ~chwlbo~," Hirrros, T o d q  43 
(1993): 26. 
Il7 Rawsoq "Aduit-Child Relationships," 20. 
"'Marroy A Hisror- of Ehcution, 266. 
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had their own schools (paedagogium) for the mdimentary education of slave childret~'~~ 

Neither schools nor their teachers were held in much regard in antiquitr, classrooms were 

noisy and crowded, teachers were untrained, poocly paid and of Iow  statu^.''^ The 

classroom oilen was remembered in adulthood also as the scene of bmtaiity and sexual 

abuse. indeed, the words used for education, disciplina or the Hebrew mûsar, can also be 

transiatea as upunislunent."'2L References to beatings by schoolteachers in classical and 

antique literature are numerous;'" some writers give voice to their childhood fears of the 

teacher in their stones of children retuming the abuse.'" Anecdotes of sexual abuse are 

less common but no Iess compelling.12' By the end of the first century there was some 

rela'ration of brutal teaching practices. M e a d  of beatings, rewards were offered as 

incentives to leam; however, this practice was criticized by the severer moralists of the 

old school.lz Primary school nudies appear to have been of low quality. With no state 

ibid The education of slaves was typically lirnited to the skilis they would need for 
their tasks, though this could include discussing literature with their owners. 
Iz0 Ibid, 14546 and 267; Rawson, 'The Roman Family," 39. 
L21 Wiedemann, Adufts and Children, 28; Manou, A History of Education, 1 59. 
'* References to beating by schoolteachets in classicai and antique literanire are legion. 
For prirnary sources see Wiedemann, Aduh and Children, 28-29; and Evans, War. 
Women and Children, 169-70. Evans (ibid, 201 n. 23) notes also a grafito from Pompeii 
that makes it clear that students who neglected their lessons could expect a flogging (CI. 
4.4208). 
'* Wiedemann, Adults and Children, 29, 179. An ancient fable relates the story of a fifth- 
c e n t -  B.C.E. schoolteacher of Falerii who, during a siege of his city by the Romans, 
kidnapped hs pupils and surrendemi them to the enemy. To his alarm, the Romans 
handed the schaolteacher over to the same children to be beaten to death (Livy 5.27.9). In 
a simi lar story, Cassian of Imola, a third-century C.E. Christian schoolteacher, was said 
to have ken handed over to his own non-Christian pupils for execution; they killed him 
with their styluses (Prudetitius, Perist. 9 [PL 60:432]). 
12' Marroy A History of Educorion, 268; Evans, War, Women and Chiidren, 169-70- 
Evans lists evidence Eom Jwenal, Suetonius, and graffiti fiom Herculaneum (where the 
termsfellatur and cinaedus appeac on wails in three different places). Wiedemann (AJuIts 
and Children, 3&3 1) quickly dismisses accusatioas of pederasty against the Romans. His 
position is countered by Eykn  (Restless Youth, 24 146). 
L25 Marrou, A History of Education, 272-73. 
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support or replation, the schools followed no standard curriculum and accomplished 

Little more than teaching the child to cead, write, count, and perform simple arithmeti~."~ 

At twelve most children's schooling was over. Only children of wealthy households, few 

of hem girls, continued on into secondary and higher education, 

Primary education in the Jewish homeland was different in many respects corn 

Roman schooling. Education was considered vital for the continuation of Jewish culture. 

Therefore, it received state sponsorship, with schools nin in every town in the first 

cenniry.'" Boys, both rich and p r ,  could attend, but girls could not The tacher too 

was heid in much higher regard,"' though teaching methods, including hmh discipline, 

were much the same as e~srwhere.'~~ The skills taught in the Roman classroom, reading 

and writing, were no different in Jewish pnmary education, but great emphasis was 

placed on reciting scripture and leaming about Jewish 

Along with education, Roman and Jewish fathers were obliged to discipline their 

children. It is in this regard that young children seemed to have had most of their contact 

with parents. Proverbial references to mothers are not as nurturers but as 

disciplinarians."' As for fathers, Roman and Jewish law gave hem the power to take 

their chiIdrenrs lives."' However, in the Roman fathers7 case, SaIler has k e n  vocal in 

Iz6 Ibid, 147-58. 
'" Saçai and Stern, The Jewish People, 2:946. 
"' Ibid, 2:957; Moore, Judaism, 1:3 17. 

Safrai and Stem, The Jewish People, 2354. Movements to curb harsh discipline are 
discussed p. 955. 

See ibid, 2950-52 and Moore, Judaism, 1:3 18 on the classrmm content. 
UL Dkon, The Roman Mortier, 13 1. 

in Judaism, Deut 21:lû-21 recomends capital punishrnent for the failuse of 
disobeying parents, an injunction which Philo (Spc. Law 2247-48) still found 
acceptable in his day, For other biblical references to discipline see the discussion in 
Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 4546. On Philo, see Reinhartt, "Parents and 
Children," 74-77. 
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showhg that such actions were rare."' Fathers who acted cnielly to their children were 

condemned and paternai moderation was praised as a virtue.13' Filial relations in the late 

Republic household, Saller writes, were govemed more by pietus, mutual affection and 

devotion: "fathers were morally bound bypietus to care for the interests of their children, 

as much as chiIdren were bound to respect and to obey their parents, mothers as weil as 

father~.""~ Children also were not disciplined by their fathers as harshly as the household 

slaves. "6 The whip was slaves' constant reminder of their inferior status. It would not do 

for a freeborn to be placed in such a submissive position.'37 Corpocal punishment was 

used mostly for the young child, though wvriters of the time advised cesiraint in this 

practice; older children would be reprimanded."s In al1 cases, a child's behaviour was 

seen as a reflection on the household The parents' honour rested on their ability to 

control their child~en.'~' 

The sources for the family in antiquity depict the parent-child relationship as coId, 

distant, and pragmatic. This depiction, however, is inevitable given that the rnajority of 

the evidence is derived from tex& which show little interest in everyday life. For a 

window into more intimate interactions between parents and their children we rnust Iook 

I33 Salier, Patriarchy, 102-132 and idem, "Corporal Punishment, Authority, and 
Obedience in the Roman Household" in Rawson, A4arriage. Divorce, and Children, 1 4 4  
65. The sarne position is taken up by Erniel Eyben in his copiously noted essay "Fathers 
and Sons'' (in Rawson, Marriage. Divorce, and Children, 1 1443). 
IM Saller, Patriarchy, 120. Some fathers, however, wete criticized for king tw 
accornmodating with their children (see Eyben, Restless Youth, 207). 
13' SalIer, Putriarc@, 227. 
IJ6 Female slaves could be both physicaily and sexualiy abused (ibid, 152). 
137 &id, 143. 
""id, 147. 
U9 Eyben, Resrless Youth, 203. A lack of respect for elders was considered by some a 
hallmark of youth. Piiay (Ep- 8.23) praises Junîus Avitus for being an exception to this 
stereotype. A second-fthitd-century ietter from the child Theon (P. Ov-  1.1 19), in which 
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to ancient letters and funerary inscriptions. Cicero h t e s  often in his letters of his 

children and grandchildren, and takes ppleasure in their activities.'" He syrnpathizes with 

his nephew, Quintus junior, on his parents' divorce (Art. 6.3.8) and includes various 

affectionate greetings to childre-for example: "Ptease give Attica a kiss fiom me for 

king such a merry Iittle thing. It is what one iikes to see in chilcisen" (An 16.11.8 

[Bailey, LCL]). Cicero's speeches to juries also refer to the particular love Fathers bore 

their daughten (e.g. Verr. 2.1.1 12; Mur. 23).*."' Fronto's conespondence with his student 

Marcus Aurelius reveals the writer's sympathy in the face of child illness and death, and 

his delight in watching the behaviour of his grandchildren (Amie., l.12)."' Several other 

figures are said to have spent considerable time with their children: Cato Censor regularIy 

attended his infant son's bath udess public duty called him away (Plutarch, Car. h j .  

20.4); Aulus Gellius placed attending to his children's education above his studies (Nucr. 

utt. Pruef: 23; sec also Symmachus, Ep. 13.20);'" and Augustus and Livia greatly 

mourned the death, in childhood, of one particulariy endearing grandson (Suetonius, Gui. 

7).Iu Children appear also in fiction and poetry. Dixon cites several literary allusions to 

small children which celebrate the typical characteristics of a child (Lucretius 3.895-96; 

CatuUus, Epirh., 6 1.209-13; Martial 5.34:7-8). '" Another source for affective 

descriptions of children is tombstones. Typically the dead were remembered using stock 

- pp -- - - - -- -- - 

he expresses anger at his father for not taking him dong on a trip to Alexandria, shows 
that spoiled chiidren were just as common in the past as they are today. 
'" See the discussion in Wiedemann, ArhJts and Children, 8&89. 
''' Mentioned in Dixoa, The Roman Motiier, 28. 
la See Wiedemann, Aduits and Chifden, 9697. 

Mentioned in Dixon, The Roman Motkr, 27. 
l u  ibid, 112. 
'" ibid See also Mark Golden, Chiihen and Chiidhood in Classicai M e n s  (Baltimore, 
M d :  John Hopkins University Press, 1990)' û-9. 
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phrases. Cornmernorations such as that of the infant Anteis Chrysostom (CIL 4.34421),Ia 

however, break ftom the stereotypes: 

Her most unhappy parents, Faenornenus and Helpis, set up the dedication 
to Anteis Chrysostom-sweet prattier and chatterbox-who Iived three 
years, five months and three days, our deariy beloved, well behaved 
daughter, with her piping voice. Porcius Maximus and Porcia Charita and 
Porcia Helias and Sardonyx and Menophilus who tended her to the &y of 
her death also cornmernorate her. 

The very existence of funerary inscriptions for young chilciren, though not representative 

of the number of the deceased, show that their parents thought enough of them to pay for 

a tombstone and to publicly m o m  their 1 0 ~ s . ' ~ ~  

Jewish sources also tell of parental love and the pleasure of children (see 

particularly J Macc 15:J and Sir 25:7).14' Philo writes that a parent's love and atrection 

are innate and reguires no staternent of law (Spec. Laws 1.?40).''~ And, a second-cenhiry 

rabbinic tradition recounts a tale of a rabbi who, when observed crawling on his han& 

and feet following his son, explained his behavior by saying: "You see that when a man 

loves to have children, he acts Iike a fool" (ltfiJrush Ps. 92, 14.206b §13).'5G Though 

references to the joys of children in the various sources are few, their paucity shouid not 

be taken as proof that the ancients did not care about their offspring or that they viewed 

them merely as an investrnent in theu own future. While it is t w  presurnptuous to think 

that the parent-child relationship is always an affective on-in antiquity or today-this 

aspect of parent-child dynamics may ùe sotnethhg that can be taken for granted 

La Cited in Dixon, The Roman Mother, 24-75. 
14' Wiedemam, AduIts and Children, 42; Bradley, Discovering the Roman FamtIy, 139- 
JO- 
'* Yarbrough, "Parents and Children," 46; Gmdty-Volt 'The Least and the Greatest,," 
34. 
'49 See furthet Reinhartz, "Parents and Children," 8 1-85. 

Cited in Gundry-Volf, "The Least and the Greatest," 34-35. 
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Unfortunately, the full nature of parental love and affection in this period is something 

that cannot be determined from the sources. 

These anecdotes of parental affection do not change the characterization of the 

parent-child relationship as distanced. Even the most involved parents seem to have 

viewed their childrens' behaviour only from afar. When financially viable, the raising of 

children, like the care of infants, was a task for servants. And the objective of childcare- 

through directing play, activities, and education-was to bnng children into adulthood 

the sooner, it seems, the better. 

7.6 Adolescence and Adulthood. 

Upon the completion of primary education an individual is virtually an adult in 

Roman and Jewïsh society. But adolescence, as a stage of development begiming at the 

onset of puberty to the age at which a person takes on the full responsibilities of an adult, 

was a luvury enjoyed only by wealthy males. Girls and al1 members of the lower classes 

entered early into the adult worlds of childbearing, servitude, and work Yet, even as 

aduIts, they would always be the children of their parents, with al1 the obligations that 

that relationship entailecl 

Roman boys became full citizens in the political sense at the age of 15 or 16. At 

this time they exchanged the garb of boyhood (the b u k  and toga praetara) for that of 

manhood (the roga virilis). Now able to enter into the adult world, sons were aiiowed 

greater contact with their fathers. But the relationship could have been strained, as fathers 
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would subject their sons to stem discipline in preparation for the ordeals to Boys 

still had much to leam about king men, so full adult responsibility, including compIete 

financial autonomy, a major political position, and marriage, would wait d l  they were 

closer to the age of 2 ~ . ' ~ *  This between-state of adult, yet not quite ad* was potentially 

a time of crisis for young men, precisely the kind of crisis that typifies adole~cence.'~~ 

The picture for young men was much the same in ~udaism.'~ The rabbis detennined that 

a child's legal responsibility began at puberty; but marriage for a male was not expected 

until the age of 30, and even at 20 a young man was considered naïve, rebellious, and not 

"full-bearded." One additional avenue was open to both Jewish and non-Jewish men 

anxious to delay full adult responsibility. If gifted, they could have been chosen to 

continue their education, this time at the k t  of teachers and philosophers.'5s 

Upper-çlass girls could neither continue in education nor delay marriage. They 

could never acquire political power, and rately controlled their own tinan~es.'~~ But, as 

wives and mothers, they took on great adult responsibility at a much younger age than 

their male peers. Even at 12 years of age, a young girl, Jewish and non-Jewish, was 

expected to bear children and run a ho~sehoid '~ 

"' Osiek and Balch, Families in the New Testamenr Wortd, 43. 
Marc Kleijwegi, Ancient Youth: The Ambrguity of Youth and the Absence of 

Adolescence in Greco-Roman Society (Amsterdam: J- C. Gieben, 1991), 72. Laws were 
instituted to delay a young man's entry into politics because adults feared the rashness of 
youth (Eyben, Restless Youth, 27) 
"' Kieijwegî, Ancient Youth, 5 1 ; Rawwn, "Adult-Child Relationships," 28. 
'" See D. Kraemer, "Images of ChiIdhood,n 71-76. 
'" Manou, A History of EducatÏan, 160-2 16; Safiai and Stem, The Jewish People, 2:953; 
Moore, Judaism, 1 :3 19. 
lm See Rawson, "Adult-Child Relationships," 28 on restrictions on women's financiai 
autonomy. 
ln On a young girl's training for adulthood see Moore, Jzhism, 2928; Bradley, 
Discovering the Roman Family, 108; Dkon, The Roman Mother, 120. 
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Children of the lower-classes-boys and girls-went directly from primary 

school to the labour force. This urgency was due to poor families' need to supplement 

their income. In the case of slaves, it was due to their masters' eagemess to realize the 

r e t m  on their in~estment.'~~ Children who did not attend primary sctiool would have 

entered the workplace even earlier, particularly in agricdtural environments where 

simple iasks couid be undertaken by the very It was expected that children 

would follow in the fmily trade, inheriting the tools, techniques, customers and 

repufation of their parents.'60 If they wished, parents could choose for their children 

another trade, in which case they were apprenticed to someone outside the family. The 

work was long and hard but working children were certainly better off than children who 

were beggars and prostitutes.'61 Some apprenticed children also formed affraive bonds 

with their masiers thereby easing their entry into the adult world'" The ciremstances 

were again similar in Jewish families where, upon completion of primary education, 

f a ü m  were religiously obligated to teach their sons a trade.16' In slave conditions, 

however, the trade and the age at which apprenticeship began were detemined by the 

needs of the çlaveowner. 

Bradley, Discovering the Roman Famzly, 1 16-17. 
IS9 %id, 114. 
IM Rawson, "The Roman Family," 40; Bradley, Discovering the Roman F m i f y ,  1û9. 
Some chiIdren were aven names at birth in anticipation of the job they would perfom as 
addts (Sarah B. Pomeroy, "Some Greek Farniiies: Production and Reproductioa," in 
Cohen, The Jewish Famiiy in ,eztiquiry, 163). 
16' Bradley, Discovering the Roman Famiiy, 112. 

Ibid, 1 16, 
'" Moore, Juduism, 2127-28; Safiai and Stem, The Jmkh People, 2958. 
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ï'he nemr chïldren came to the aze of adulthaod, the more their parents look an 

active interest in their lives.Ia Nurses and paedagogi were cast aside as parents now took 

on the role of parenting. It is at this point also tbat children in Mediterranean families had 

to begin iùifiiling their obligations to their parents. A motherys obligation was to ensure 

her àaughten were adequately educated and to find them husbands.'" But even after 

their daughters had le& to begin their own families, mothers continued to assist their 

daughtea, particularly during childbirth and ernergencies.166 Throughout their [ives, 

daughten were e-d to follow their mothers' wishes, and to continue the parent-child 

reiationship by providing their mothen with support and c~mpanionship.~~' Yet for al1 

their contact with their daughters, Roman mothers forged stronger bonds with their 

sons.'" Girls were a constant wony for mothen who had to guard their daughters' 

~ h a s t i t ~ ' ~ ~  and girls also left home just as the parent-child relationship was begiming; 

boys, however, remained at home longer and represented the family's hopes for the 

future. Some mothers were deeply involved in overseeing their sons' cducation and 

 aree en."^ in retum, sons were expected to respect their mothers, defer to their wishes, 

and visit them regularly, even if separated by divorce and remamage.17' 

'& A child who dies at this age is moumed most oflen in epitaphs (Diuon, The Roman 
Famify, 1 15)- 
'" ibid, 215. 
'66 ibid, 2 17-20. 
'O Dixon, The R o m  Mother, 222. 
'" For an overview of mother-son relations throughout Meditemean cultures see Osiek 
and Balcb, Forniles in the New Testament fi5rld, 4243- 
'69 R Kraemer, "Jewish Mothers and Daughters," 105; Osiek and Balch, Families in the 
New Te~t~!?tenf Worid, 39. 
lm Dixon, The Roman Mother, 171-76, 
"' ibid, 176. 



The greatest obligation of children to their parents was to provide thern with 

support in their old age.17' This du@ is expressed in the literature as a debt owed ro 

parents by their children for king reared.'" OAen it is offeced to couples as an incentive 

to have chilâren in a society without social programs for the infirm, people dreaded old 

age. The poor had to ensure their needs would be met when they could no longer work 

Without children, they would have to rely on a spouse to tend to hem, or resort to 

begging.17' The wealthy, however, worried only about care, companionship, and burial. 

The importance of this obligation looms large in the sources. Epitaphs commoniy rnourn 

the loss of support entailed by a child who predeceases his or her parents and lament 

those who died childles~. '~~ Conversely, epitaphs to parents written by their adult 

children congratulate themselves for fulfilling their obligation.'" 

The need for support in old age accounts for much of the childrearing views and 

methods observed in the sources: it is given as a major reason to bear children, accounts 

for the physical and emotional distance benveen parent and child in the pre-adult years, 

as weU as the rush to put children to work and the youth at which pirls becorne mothers. 

The wholiy-pragmatic obligations of parents and children are mandated in Mediterranean 

cuIture, and whiIe love, as Philo writes, needs no statement of law, it seems to bave had 

littIe bearing on parent-child relationships. This pattern of behaviour was passed f?om 

See particularly Wiedemann, Adults and Children, 3942; and T h  Parkin, "Out of 
Sight, Out of Mind: Elderly Members of the Roman Farnily," in Rawson and Weaver, 
The Roman Famify in Itafy, 123-48. For Judaism, see Yarbrough, "Parents and 
Children," 49-56; and Reinhartz, "Parents and Children," 72-73, 

Parkin, "Out of Sighî," 1%; Wiedemann, Adulrs and Children, 39. 
17' Parkin, "Out of Sighcn 136 and 138 n, 54. 

ibid, 125; R Kraemer, "lewish Mothers," 96; Wiedemann, Adults and Chikiien, 40. 
Note particdarly CIL 6.18086 where the deceased two-yearsld Flavius Hermes is 
reproached for failing to Iive up to his daim that he would be his grandmother's support 
in old age. 
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one generation to the next and would continue until the social institutions of the Roman 

world met :vith significant change. And change was in the air. 

7.7 The Child in Christian Families. 

In her article on children in medieval Christianity Giliian Clark asks, "what 

différence did Chn'stianity make?" By the time the Empire became Christian, much had 

changed for the vduation of children, but little of this change can be amibuteci to a 

perceived higher standard in morality among Christians. As recent writers on Jewish and 

Christian families have noted, there is little that separates early Christian family 

structures in the Greco-Roman world fiom those of their non-Christian neighbours.ln 

This is especially tnie of the time of IGT's composition, when Christianity was still 

struggling to assert itself. Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that Christian family 

life was, at times, significantly different fiom the nom, not because Christianity brought 

rnodity to the Roman family, but because it brought disruption and discord 

Early Chnstians inherited a Iegacy of counter-culnital statements abut  the 

family. The NT gospels record occasions where Jesus denies his own filial ties (Mark 

3:3 1-35 par; Luke 1 1 :27-28),'78 shows disrespect to his mother (John 7:4), tells would- 

be discipIes to separate fiom their families (Mark 10:29-30 par; Matt 10:37; Luke 14%) 

Wiedemann, Adufts and ChiIdren, JO. 
ln See Jeffers, "Jewish and Christian Families," 129; Curie, ''ChiIdhood and 
Chn~tia~ty," 192; and in a more narrow context see Peter Garnsey, "Sons, Slaves-and 
Chrîstians," in Rawson and Weaver, The Roman Famiiy in Itaiy, 120; and Michel 
Desjardins, "Reconstructing Vaientinian Families," Religionnuissenschafi in 
Konsequem: Beitrüge im Amchlws an Impulse von K m  Rudolph (ab. Rainer Flasche, 
Friiz Keinrich, and Carsten Koch; Münster/Hamburg Lïï, 2001), 1 15-26. 
ln Though, at the same t h e ,  Jesus upholds the fourth cornmanciment (Mark 7: 10-13 par). 
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and to not bury their dead (Matt 8:21-22; Luke 9:59-60), and announces he has come to 

bring division to the howhold (Mm 10:3&36; Luke 12:51-53)."~ Furthemore, both 

Jesus and Paul advocate the ascetic lifestyle (Ma# 19:12; Mark 1219 par; 1 Cor 7:7-8, 

2627). But, along with these wtitings, Christians also had texts advocating the stability 

of the household (1 Pet; the Deuteropaulines; I CZem 21:6-8). The perspective of these 

texts likely touched Christians the most, for, aside fiom staunchly-ascetic groups such as 

the Marcionites, the majority of Christians had homelives that were not unlike their non- 

Christian neighbours, so much that Aristides can characterize his fellow Christians in 

tems that wvould be f i i l i a r  to his non-Christian audience: they honour father and 

mother, their women are pure, their daughters are modest, they continue to hold slaves, 

and they practice hospitality (rlpol. 15). Average second-century Christians continued to 

Iive in readiness for the kingdom, but they did so within the structures of the present 

wvorid. 

Nevertheless, early critics of the "new superstition" of Christianity saw in it an 

instrument of society's destruction. Entire families of Chnstians stopped, or were said to 

have stopped, attending cultural and religious gathenngs;'gO they no longer worshipped 

the traditional Roman deities; some refused to have chi~dren'~' Such behaviour Ied to the 

charge of hatred of humanity, or more generdly, impietas, for in tuming away frorn the 

'" Early Christian staternents such as these on the family may reflect the conflicts which 
occurred when a non-Christian family rnernber adopted Christian beliefs. 
l m  Tertuilian says Christians did not fiequent games, the circus, theaire, or gymnasium 
(Apol. 38.4-5). if that were truiy so, he wodd have had no need to wrîte De spectaculis 
to tell Christians to cease these practices. 
la' Celibate Christian groups, such as the Marcionites or Encratites, have Iittle bearing on 
this discussion as they wodd have had no cbldren to raise. But the existence of such 
groups, as well as individual Christians who chose ceiibcy as an expression of heroic 
piety, wouid add to the Empire's distnrst of the movemeat As Coyle wtites, "any who 
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gods of the empire, they showed littie regard for the areas over which these deities 

watchedLg2 Such behaviour also demonstratted disloyaIty to family traditions.lg3 Christian 

disdain for the boundaries of age, gender, and statu drew further suspicion.'s4 ûther 

aspects of theu beûaviour-Jewish monotheism and the refûsai to abort or expose 

unwanted newbom+just seemed ~dd.'~' 

The majority of the invective against Christians, however, was reserved for those 

who would bring contlict into the household. The disruption tbat occurred upon 

individual conversion of those under the authority of a non-Christian paterfamilias- 

wives, slaves, even young adult sons-became the focus of much anti-Christian 

writing.'% With the entire household, including children and slaves, expected to perform 

daily, monthly, and other reguiar sacrifices to the family deities, a Christian family 

member's refusal to participate threatened the uniy of the h~usehold'*~ Cclibate 

Christian wives posed a particular problem as early as New Testament times (1 Cor 7:13- 

advocated ceiibacy at the time the empire was trying to add to its nurnbers would not be 
regarded weli" ("Empire and Eschaton," 41). 
'" ibid, 37. 
lS3 John M G. Barclay, "The Family as the Bearer of Religion in Judaisrn and Early 
Christianity," in Mo.mes, Co~tmctrng Early Chrisriun Families, 73. 
la' Osiek, "The Family in Early Christianity," 16. 
"' For Christian rejections of e.xposure see Dxd. 2.1; 5.2; Barn. 19.5; 70.1-2; ( E h )  Apoc. 
Pet. 8; Justin, I Apol. 1.27; Diogn. 5.6; Minucius Felix, Ocr, 30.2. C d e  ("Childhood 
and Christianity," 25) attributes this position to an unwillingness to interfere in God's 
role as puferfamilias rather than a championkg of the rights of the newly born. Several 
of the Christian writers caution against exposure strictly because those who visit brothels 
could inadvertently commit incest, 
Is6 ii C .  Freud, Martyrdom und Persendion Vi the Early C ' c h :  A Stuày of Conjlict 
fiom the Maccabees to Donurus (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), 258. The same concem is 
raised by Tacitus (Hisi. 5.5) about Jew-sh proselytism, 

Plutarch (Conj. pruec. 19) counsels that at marriage a bride shouid cease to worship 
any other gods than those of her husband so that there will be unit- and coaformity in 
worship. To avoid such conflict, Tertuiiiaa triai to convince North Afncan Christian 
women to marry Chnstians (Ux 2.4, 6). For a recent discussion of the issue see M 
MacDonald, Early Christian Women, 183-248. 
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16 and 1 Pet 3:1-6; and tater in the Ap~cryphai Acts). Not ody did they withhold 

woship to non-Christian deities, they threatened the family's hture by refusing to bear 

children Slaves were expected to persevere in their Chrisban behaviour, even if it invited 

punishment ( I  Pet 21845; Hippolytus, Trad ap. 15; CIern. AI., Sirom. 48.6768; 

Terîullian, Nat. 1.4.12-13; Amobius, A& nat. 2, 5; D i d m  1. 10.1).18% Adult children 

could disnipt parentchiid relations by rehsing to marry non-~hnstians'~~ and by faailing 

to fu l f iU  their obligation to support their parents by either removing themselves from 

nomChristian householdsLw or by embracing martyrdom. According to Crlsus, Christians 

encouraged young children to disrupt the home: 

But whenever [Christian propagandists] get hold of ctiildren in private, and 
some stupid women with hem, they tet out some astounding statements as, for 
emple ,  that they must not pay any attention to their father and school-teachers, 
but must obey hem [...I. But they alone, they Say, know the right ivay to [ive, 
and if the children would believe them, they would become happy and make 
their home happy as well. And if just as they are speaiung they see one of the 
school-teachers coming, or some intelligent person, or even the Either hiniseIf, 
the more cautious of hem flee in al1 directions; but the more reckless urge the 
children on to rekl (Origen, Cels. 3.55, ~hadwick).'~' 

See Coyle, "Empire and Eschaton," 53. Jennifer A Glancy ("Obstacles to Slaves' 
participation in the Connthian Churcb," JBL 117.3 [1988]: 481-501) notes that slaves 
would have had particular pmblems pticipating in Christian life because thcy were 
required by their masters to provide for their s e x d  needs. The mirang of slaves with 
freeboms and fieedpersons in house churches could also cause problems with the~r non- 
Christian slaveowners. Though lower-statu household members Iike women and slaves 
codd face problems as Chn'stians in a non-lhrisban home, they also codd use their 
infiuence to bring in new members to the Church Libanius, a Iate fourth-century 
Antiochene orator, reports that those of high status hie himself who became Christians 
Ieamed the tenets of the faith fiom women of the f'amiry or h m  the domestic slaves (Or. 
16.47). 
'" Coyle, "Empire and E s c h a t o ~ ~  53. 

Ibid, 54. Px-CZem (1 l.I9:3-20:1), Eusebius ( M a  PaL 4:5), and Cyprian's 
biographer Pontius (Vit- Cypr. 1 II) advocate leaving the home if one's parents are not 
Christian. 
19' See furthet Barclay, "The Family as the Bearer of ReIigion," 73-74. 
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Celsus appeals here to parental fears of an insubordination that could have devastating 

results for the future of the household 

Despite the motivation for celibacy, Christians continued to rear children These 

children would lead lives in rome ways very different from k i r  peen.'* Within the 

househoId, the Christian aversion to divorce, as well as adultery, may have led to more 

stability.lg3 But the structure of the household would be otherwise unrwiarkable; the 

roles of husbands, wives, children, and slaves (if present) remained the same. However, 

depending on the political and social climate, the entire family could face ostracism, 

persecution, or even martyrdom for their beliefs.'" Children rnay have been expected to 

practice a certain amount of subterfuge in more dangerous times, even while among their 

schoolmates, for there were no Christian-nin schools at the time. Specifically-Christian 

education took place in the home (Col 320; Eph 6:1-2; 1 C h .  21.8; 21.6; Did 4.9; 

lg2 It must be cautioned that a Christian's involvement in Christian and non-Christian 
religious practices couid have varied considerably from person to person. Harold Remus 
(-'Unknown and Yet Well-known.' The Multiform Formation of Early Christianity," in A 
~tfuItlform Hentage: Studies on Eurb Judaism and Christiunity in Honor of Robert A. 
Kr@ [ed Benjamin G. Wright; Atlanta: Schoiars Press, 19991, 89-90) suggests that 
fertilityçhallenged Christian women, for exarnple, may have prayed to God in addition to 
their former household deities for assistance. Such a situation questions both the rigidity 
of religious boundaries and the conviction of those in the household forced to embrace 
Christianity by a Christian paterfamilias. 
'* Injunctions against divorce in the NT (Mark 10: 1-1 2 pat, 1 Cor 7: 1 6 1  1) continue into 
the second century with Tertullian (Apof. 6-1-10). 
'% Major persecutions against Chnstians were initiated under Nero (641, Domitian (93- 
96), Decius (250), Valenan (257-60), and Diocletian (303-13), though individual 
executions could take place at any tirne (as under Trajan; see Pliny, Ep. 10, 9697)- 
Children had parts to play in these events. Eusebius, reporthg martyrdoms in Gad under 
the emperor Antoninus Pius, mentions Young ones" who died in prison (Hist. eccl. 1.33) 
and, in paaicuiar, the torture of fiReen-yeardld Ponticus (1.5344). Cypriads De Lapsis, 
witten d e r  the Decian persecution, mses the young people who endured the 
oppression (2), and bernoans the children, Chtistians since i n f i ,  who were brought to 
sacrifice at the pagan altars with their lapsed parents (9). Consider also the compIications 
that wodd arise in households where non-lhristian slaves were tortured to extract 
information about their Christian mastes (Justin, 1 Apol. 2.12.4). 
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Barn 19~7; Polycarp, Phil. 4.2), just as it did for Diaspora Jews. Discipline, either at 

rhool or at home, was no less brutal for ~hristians.'~~ The household still wonhipped as 

one, but outside the home in festivals and other non-christian socio- 

religïous events would have been limited'" Instead, Christian children participated in 

Christian wonhip in local house churches, perhaps with their own home or apartment 

s e ~ n g  as host. Here they would interact with individuals who referred to them in kinship 

terms derived from the notion of the church as an extended family; in a culture where 

family \.vas already extensive, the Christian child's kinship ties were wider still. As they 

grew older, career mobility may have been denied young Christian men, and 

apprenticeship relationships, as well as other associations, would have been complicated. 

When the time came most addt Christians likely fdfilled their obligations to their 

parents.1g' Therefore, children remained an investment in parents' funires whether they 

were Christian or not. 

Some scholars have made much of Christianity's apparent positive revaluation of 

children. They credit the transformation to Jesus' promise of salvation to those who 

"become like children" (Matt 1834 ;  Mark 10:13-16 par) and those who will be 

sphïtuaily reborn (John 3:3-6).198 Retuming to childhood is not something that the 

ancients would have readily embraced; in classical thinking, the idea of the old 

lg5 The Drdache instnicts parents in the discipline of their children: "You wil1 not keep 
your hand fiom your son or your daughter, but fiom their youth you shalI teach hem the 
f eu  of Gd" (Did 4.9, tram Homes; see also Barn. 19.7). For M e r  discussion see 
Osiek and Balch, Families in the Nau Testament World, 156-67. 
'% Barclay, 'The Family as the Bearer of Religion," 76. 
'" The author of 1 Timothy (53-16) needs to tell his audience that the church will not 
support needy mothers and grandmothers if their sons have the resources to do it 
themselves; however, this was likely no longer an issue by the late second century. 
'" See, for example, Mornes, "What is Family," 33-34, and Gundry-VoIf, "The Least 
and the Greatest," 60. 
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experiencing a second childhood was considered a degenerationl" Thus, early pmnie 

witers display a certain amount of anxiety over how to interpret Jesus' promise.2w 

Origen related the childlike state to sexual innocence (Cornm. Mau. 13.16) and castrated 

himself in order to achieve it. John Chrysostom related it to a rejection of worldly pride, 

living without passions, and showing passivity in the face of oppression (Hom Matt. 

62.4). Combating Gnosticism, Clement of Alexandria characterized the Christian "child" 

as always learning, rather than complete in laiowledge (Paed.). For each of these writers 

"becoming like a child" entails a transformation in adult behaviour, not an elevation in 

the lowly status of and regard for children. These same writers still attack their enemies 

by attributing to them negative qualities associated with ~hildren.~' Even the notion of 

rebirth worked only to devalue carnal birth as one of necessity and ignorance against 

spiritual binh as one of choice and know~ed~e.~'  Infant baptism, however, could be 

considered evidence that Christians in later centuries saw chiIdren as spiritual equals to 

adults. In a sense, baptism made Christians of d l  ages "citizens." But Christianity was 

not aIone in this development; Jews began infant baptism in the third century, and 

Romans also began a this time to gndually lower the age requirement for c i t i~ensh i~ .?~~  

At rnost, Christian infant baptism indicates a concem by parents for the spiritual fate of 

children who could, and ofien did, die before they codd make their own choice to join 

the faith. Christianity adopted imagery related to childhood to represent salvation, 

Ig9 Curie, "Childhood and Christianity," 16; Wiedemann, Adtrlts and Children, 26-27. 
Cunie, "Childhood and Christianity," 39-42. 

"' Ibid, 46. 
'02 %id, 37. See, for example, Justin, I A p d  61. 

Wiedemann, Adulrs and Children, 19 1. Wiedemann uses child citizenship as part of a 
sustained argument for the m w i n g  of the gap between aduits and children. The 
catalyst for the change, he writes, is the child emperor. For critiques of Wiedemaan's 
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paradise, and even themselves in relation to others, but this practice, in itself, seems not 

to have had an effect on childrens' lives. 

As Christianity grew in power and prestige its household practices becme 

refiected in public policy. Before long, many of the forces that affected children's lives 

were ttansfocmed for the better: putria potestus was diminished, and women's powers 

increased; support was provided to the poor who felt forced to expose their children, and 

child abandonment ultimately outlawed; other laws were enacted to ensure the proper 

care and burial of parents, and the state made efforts to curb adultery and divorce. None 

of these efforts, however, came as a result of Christianis., in fact, legislation in these 

areas was introduced before Constantine, and was even reversed, though ternporarily, 

when Christians took over administration of the ~ r n ~ i r e . ~  Christianity7s ngorous 

support of traditional household structures, begun in order to prove its loyaky to the state, 

now put the Church at variance with its lessconservative non-Christian neighboursm 

Instead of bringing positive change in children's lives, Christianity slowed that change 

down. Of couse a late fourth-century Christian child's life was considerably more 

relaxed than that of his or her second- or third-century counterpart-there was no longer 

the looming threat of persecution But, the Churcfi's accession to power merely redresseci 

the imbalance that existed between the Lives of its children and the lives of their non- 

chnstiall peers. 

- - 

argument see Eyben, Restfess Yowh, 37-39; and Nathan, The Family in Lute Antiqu@, 
134, 
lm See the discussions in CoyIe, "Empire and Eschaton," 68-79; and Nathan, The Famzfy 
in Late Antiquity, 13740. Chnstianity aiso cornmineci its own crimes against children 
including the practices of leaving behind one's offsprîng in order to Iive as an ascetic, and 
CO-tting them to a religious tife without their consultation, For primary sources see 
Clark, 'The Fathers and the Chikiren," 1-7. 

Coyle, "Empire and Eschaton," 79. 
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Retuming to Clark's question of Chnstianity's impact on children's lives, Clark 

answen her quety by concluding that Chnstianity made no difference.'06 But being a 

Christian in pre-Constantinian times made living turbulent if not dangerous. Children 

would have had to deal with ostracism, dienation, and sometimes persecution on a daily 

basis, with the really young likely not even fully aware of what separated them fiom 

others, nor why. They looked the same-they, tao, had a father, a rnother, siblings, 

slaves, or they were slaves; they worshipped, attended schaol, marrie& went to work- 

but they were not the same. Household structures, however, rernained as they had always 

been: aduIts were adults, children were children, and slaves were slaves. 

7.8 A Child's Life in Roman Antiquity: An Assessment. 

To describe the conditions of Iife for a child in the second-/third-century 

Mediterranean world is an endeavour fraught with methodological quandarîes. The 

sources are less than ideal-they are often incomplete, oflen dificult to interpret, and 

always coloured by adults' perception+and the very subject is elusive and prey to 

oversimplification Furthemore, some aspects of family life, particularly the private 

moments within the home, cannot be recovered. Nevertheless, scholars of the family are 

confident in their abilities to describe, however generally, what life was like for children 

in the Roman household 

Clark, 'The Fathers and the Children," 27, 
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The wealthy were boni into what now would be considered a chaotic 

environment. The Eequency of divorce and remarriage gave rise to cornplex famity 

structures. in such a home, entnisting the care of children to nurses and paedagogi would 

have been'a blessing, as it provided the young with stable parent figures. Still, one can 

imagine the confusion a chiId would have felt knowùlg that, or even watching as, theu 

caregiver was king physically or semalIy abused by the same petson who the child was 

to cal1 "father." Adulthood always lwmed dose, with play king directed toward training 

for their future roles. Children too may have been anxious to grow up so that they could 

enter the world of their parents. Once they di4  lower-status caregivers were lefi behind 

and adolescents began to mode1 the activities of their fathers and mothers. By the age of 

25, young men would be established in careers and Iikely manied; young women would 

have long since begun to rear chiidren, and likely have watched at least one of their 

infants die. Only boys could delay full adutt responsibility; for girls, the duties and the 

tragedies of adulthood came early. 

Wealthy children shared their homes with the offspring of the household slaves. 

In their early years, both groups would have nursed and played together, but there was 

much that separated the two groups. Children of slave statu would have had their lives 

directed by the needs of the slaveowner: they could be taken away fiom their parents at 

an early age and sold, or watch as one of their parents was sold; they, like their parents, 

could be physically and sexually abused or exploiteci; and their educatïon would entail 

training for menial household tasks with the sole intention of putting them to work as 

early as possible. Again, adultIiood wouId be hastened, but pnmacily so that the 

slaveowner could enjoy the retuni on his investment. But as terrible as the slave's life 
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might have been, it wouid have pied in cornparison to that of the tnily poor: the 

handicapped, the beggacs, the prostitutes. Having lefi littie mark in the historical record, 

these childrens7 lives can never be reconsEnicted. 

Somewhere between slave and citizen there stood a variegated "middle" ciass. 

Children of these merchants, craftspeople, freedpersons, and former slaves would have 

enjoyed most of the tieedoms of the wealthy, but wouid have suffered fiom financial 

conditions that barely separated them fiom the poor. Lacking the cesources of the 

wealthy, most parents would have had little choice but to raise their children themselves; 

slightly more prosperous parents, however, couId hire a nurse andior a paedagogue. As 

with upper status and slave children, training and education would be directed to the roles 

cxpected of them in adulthood. For "middle" class children, this would mean 

apprenticing in the family business or another trade. ïhere were no avenues for these 

young men to delay a d u l t h h  indeed, there was no option The need to supplement their 

families' income requiced entering the work force at puberty. This financial support 

continued into aduithood at which time children would provide for the needs of their aged 

parents. The quality of life for "middle" class childm was far superior to that of slave 

children-only death or abduction could take them from their parents, they were less 

likely to suffer abuse, and the entire family enjoyed as much freedom of association as 

the law wouid allow. In some ways, it was even superior to that of their more wealthy 

peers-divorce was less common (though some blending of families was an inevitable 

corollary of high mortality rates), and the discipline of the paterfamifius could be l es  

harsh due to the Iack of legal support for the institution among the lower classes. 
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The Christian writer, or compiler, of IGT likely belonged to this "middle" class 

group. His howledge of children's experiences, however, could have k e n  infonned also 

by contact with upper and lower status families. Even so, actual intimate acquaintance 

with ctiildren is not expected of the author, for it is an idealized representation of youth 

that inspires his work, and that ideal likely cuts across statu baniers. 

When assessing the lives of children in Roman antiquity it is tempting to focus on 

the negative aspects. Confionted with the prevalence of exposure, sexual exploitation, 

and slavery, how can we be expected to suppress our moral outrage? But modem 

Western soçiety is guilty of many of the same injustices. We too make decisions about 

whether or not to tea. children, and, in rare cases, even murder ow own offspring; we 

often employ caregivers for infants, and send ow children to schools where, until only 

recently, the principal's cane was an everpresent source of fex, we delight when our 

children dispiay adultlike qualities in their youth; and we expect them to care for us in 

our old age. The differences between then and now are a matter of degree. 

Of al1 the aspects of childhood in antiquity here surveyed the one that is most 

characteristic of a child's life is the push toward aduIthood With no guarantee of care in 

old age it was necessary for one's survival and proper buriai to conceive enough children 

to ensure that at least one male would survive to adulthood And, since roughly a quarter 

of the population died by the age of twenty-five, the sooner one's offspring became seif- 

sutlïcient the better. The suMval urge would be l es  pronounced among the wealthy, but 

their womes about immortality, about carrying on the famiiy name, produced anxiety 

enough to hasten their sons on to be their successors These anxieties infiuenced how 

adults in ancient societies viewed children As the following chapter wili illustrate, 
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parents' desires for their offspring to quickly reach aduitt id led to the creation of an 

idealized representation of praiseworthy children as possessing a rnaturity that belied 

their years. For sorne witers, this fed into portraying the heroes of their narratives as 

already manifesting, or at least foreshadowing, in childhood the abiiities for which they 

would be known as adults. IGT's Jesus could do no les. 



CHAPTER8 

Children as Adults Saw Them 

IGT was composai in an era when childhood was a fleeting period in human 

development. Fi@ per cent of the population never even survived to the age of ten; most 

of those who did began work or marriage at an age that is considered far too young by 

modem standards. For the most part, parents seem to have held their offspring at a 

distance until they reached "adulthood." Their perceptions of childhood, then, are 

unlikely to reflect accurately the reality of children's eqeriences in antiquity. Instead, 

their representations of children tend toward an ideal that is far closer to aduithood than 

childhood. The quaiities one would expect to see associated with children-playfulness, 

innocence, irnpulsiveness, disobedience-are al1 absent, replaced with those qualities 

valued in adults-wisdom, rnaturity, confotmity, composure. Such attributes are 

prevalent in children's h e n r y  inscriptions and reliefs, and in childhood stories of 

venerated figures. They are aiso integral to the characterization of Jesus in IGT. 

This find chapter of the dissertation weaves together the threads of the 

discussions on the origins of IGT and the overview of children's lives in antiquity. 

Writers like IGT's author/compiler were infiuenced by culturai expectations for children 

that grew out of perceptions of a child's place in society. It became convention to portray 

deceased chiIdren as îhey would have been had they lived to addthood, and to portray 

important historic figures as addtIike in chiIdh006 IGT's Jesus, therefore, is no 

perennidly-wise gnostic Redeemer or godîhild, as mauy scholars on the text maintain, 

366 
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but an ideal chiM presented in much the same way as othet honoured figures or rnoumed 

oflspring in antiquity. 

Zn a cuiture where many chldren were relegated to the care of sIaves or rushed 

into a lifetime of labour, it shoutd corne as no surprise to leam that chiIdhood was not 

regarded well by ancient ~vriters. Cicero, for example, ascribes to Cato the Elder the view 

that if the gods were to offer him the gift of retuming to the crade and s&ng Iife over 

again as a child, he wvould refiise (Sn. 83). For Cicero and his peers, the idea of 

rejuvenation Iooks back to young aduIthoo& the tirne when children were FulIy admitted 

into the world of their parents, not to celiving the experiences of childhood.' The Romans 

undervalued childhood, in part, because chiIdren, Iike women, Iacked the important vittue 

of reason. Since reason was required to participate in the rationai world of the Roman 

citizen, those who lacked this virtue were perceived as standing outside the nom.? The 

qualities of children thus were considered negative in relation to those of adults. They 

were ignorant, capricious, f'iish, and quarrelsome. They spoke nonsense, lacked 

judgement, were physically fiail, and easiIy fnghtened3 Adolescence, tw, was often 

denounceci Fearing y o u W  rashness, cruelty, audacity, and ambition, Iawmakers 

' Wiedemam, Adirlis and Children, 26-27. In Christian thedogy, however, the child 
ofien was seen as a symbol of a Iost, yet desireci, pre-fallen state (Cunie, "Childhood and 
Chnhnstianity*" 17). 

Wiedemann, Adults and Chddren, 22-23; Nerauday Être mfm, 9 1 _ 
' Wiedemann, Addts and ChiIriien, 17-19,24; see ais0 Golden, Children and Chiidhood, 
4-7; and Curie, "Cbildhood and Christianity," 15-16. 
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excluded wealthy males from important political positions until the age of twenty-five.' 

The adolescent emperor, therefore, was n a d y  a source of great anxiety for such 

writers as Herodian and the authors of the Scriptores Historiue ~ugustue.~ The 

dichotomy between child and adult was resolved by characterinng childhood as a 

training ground for adult Me. As Cicero writes, "the thing itself cannot be praised, only 

its potentiai" (Rep. 137.3 [Keyes, LCLJ). Jewish literanire aiso ofien portrays childhood 

negatively.6 Children are here characterizai as ignorant, çapricious, and in need of strict 

discipline (see 2 Kgs 2:23-24; Isa 3:4; Wis 12:24-25; 15: 14; Prov 22:15; Sir 30:l-13). 

Rabbinic te.m associate the young with the deaf and durnb and the weak-minded, 

indicating that children, too, lack their full facdties ('Erub. 3 2 ;  h p l .  1.3; Sukkah 2.8; 

3-10. etc.). Set against thîs background, the injunction of Jesus to receive the kingdom of 

God "as a linle child" (Mark 10: 13-16 par) assumes its intended shock vaiue. Only 

through considerable theological acrobatics were Christian writers able to reconcile 

Jesus' words with their culnirallyderived negative vaiuan'on of childhood.' 

The adult writers and artists who included children in their works seem to have 

had little interest in the well-king of their tiny subjects. Children are present but often 

oniy as esensions of their guardians. h u s  Aurelius, for example, wrote of the effect 

the deaths of his children had on hun, but did not seem to consider untimely death a 

' Eyben, Restless Youth, 37-39. 
Tbid, 67-68. 
The following references are taken fiom Gundry-Volt 'The Least and the Greatest," 35. 
' See the lengthy discussion of the issue in Curie, "Childhood and Christianity." To this 
day the injunction continues to arouse the interesîs of Christian theology where most 
often it is taken, as with the ancient writers, far too literallyy As John Dominic Crossan 
states in The Historieal J e s m  The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant (San 
Francisco: Harper Collins, 1991). 269, Jesus used chiIdreu merely as a metaphor for the 
powerless in socieiy not because he had any s p i a l  regard for them. 
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tragedy for hem.' Similarly, many epitaphs lament only the loss to the future of the 

mortificant's f a ~ n i l ~ . ~  in art, children are featured prominently. particularly rince the 

kginning of the Augustan Period, yet, the images of childm found therein are 

subordinate to adult politicai needs." The Ara Pucis, for example, features evocative 

family scenes, but the reliefwork is intended to promote citizen reproduction, not to 

celebrate the experiences of parenting." Even the charming images of children at play 

found on sarwphagi may represent mythical figures rather than the human child who lies 

Though al1 writers in antiquity passed through childhood they seldom reflect upon 

it. When they do, it is only to recount stones of the schoolroom, and even then the aim is 

to celebrate the education that allowed them to compose their works." In attempting to 

e.qlain the virtual absence of autobiographical childhood anecdotes, Currie appeals to 

Freud's observation that maturation entails a significant degree of amnesia about 

childhood. The silences should come as no surprise, Cunie adds, for "it seerns 

indisputable that adults in many conte- and in many societies appear to ttrink and 

behave as if they had never k e n  children."" Augustine is a notable exception to this 

trend in the Confissions he devotes a considerable amount of space to his own 

* Wiedernann, Addts and Children, 9. 
See m e r  section 7.6 above. 

'O See Huskinsou, "Iconography: Another Perspective," 235, responding here to Rawson, 
"The lconography of Roman Childhocd," 213-17. See also Huskinson, Roman 
Children 's Surcophagi, 2. 
I L  Section 7.2 above includes a reproduction of one section of the Ara Pucis. 
" For examples and discussion see Huskinson, Roman Children S Sarcophagi, 9-24. 
'' See Pebg, "Childhood and Personaiity," 220-23. Among the examples Pelling cites 
are Nicolaus of Damasçus' account of Augustus' chiidhood in Vit. Caes. 4-6; Josephus 
(Life 7-9), tucian (Somn, 1-3); Galen (Libr. Ord., p. 88; Libr. Propr., p. t 16); Horace 
(Sur. 1 -6.67-92), and Ovid (Trist. 4.10.23-6). 
'* Cu-&, "Childhood and Christianityt" 6 7 .  
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childhood, though again this is merely to demonstrate how far he has progresseci fiom the 

follies of his youth. " Writen can hardly be expected to see much value in their childhood 

when they belong to a society that barely acknowledges pre-pubescent children, Even 

those who lived a life of privilege like Marcus Aurelius and Cicero were anxious to erase 

their pasts. Christian writers fiom the lower classes could only be more eager to escape 

the memories of their youth. 

8.3 Idealized Children 

As reluctant as ancient wn'ters may have been to discuss their own childhoods or 

to show much interest in the children around them, they had no such hesitation in 

irnagining what childhood was like for their heroes. It would not do, hoivever, for heroes 

to suffer fiom the limitations of irrational children. Childhood tales, therefore, are denved 

fom an idealized view of children not fiom the writers' own childhood experiences, or 

perhaps, if only subconsciously, as a result of those experiences. The image of the 

idealized child is seen also, and most profoundly, in the art and Iiterature created to 

gtori@ the dead: funerary artifacts and biographies. The exemplary childhoods of the 

great men and women of antiquity have received much attention in scholarship, 

particuiariy in co~ection with the canonical infancy narratives. Wiedemann's discussion 

of such biographical material found in classical texts begins with the statement that their 

subjects are 'hot ordinary citizens," that they were "abnormal, s u p e r h m " 1 6  Yet the 

funerary artifacts indicate that even "ordinary" children could have a s c n i  to them the 

" fiid, 6-9. 
'' Wiedemann, Adults und Children, 551. 
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same praiseworthy attniutes as those bestowed upon emperors. philosophers, and other 

heroic figures. The ideal, it seems, is so ingrained in Mediterranean culture that even the 

common person can be stnpped of the childlike qualities that society scoms. 

8.2.1. Funefary Art and Inscriptions 

Funeraty artifacts are evidence of a singular kind. Not ody are they abundant in 

information on expectations for the here and the hereafter, but they bear witness to the 

views and livts of people fiam al1 sociai levels, genden, and ages.17 Funerary altars and 

life-cycle reliefs fiom sarcophagi and tùnerary couches are particularly valuable in this 

regard for they are believed to hail from the same social level as the early Christians: the 

"middle c~ass."'~ There is no better place to look for evidence of the qualities that non- 

elite parents valued in their children and, in particular, the ivay that they wanted their 

children to be remembered. 

As noted previously, the Augustan period was rnarked by an increase in artistic 

representations of child life. In the area of funerary art, the increase was dramati~.'~ The 

fim and second centuries appear to have been a time of intense creativity for the crafting 

of funerary altars and sarcophagi. In addition, new subjects and motifs were designed 

specifically for depicting children? However, a heightened number of depictions does 

not necessarily mean an increased sensitivity to their subject matter. in his much 

l7 Unfortunately, Jewish funerary artifacts rarely include images. The inscriptions and 
epitaphs, however, share the same views on childhood as their non-Jewish counterparts. 
" On the sociaI ori@ of sarcophagi see Rawson, "The Iconography of Roman 
Childhcmd," 232; on funerary couches &id, 227-30; on aitars see D. E. E. Kleiner, 
"Women and Family Life on Roman Imperia1 Funerary Aitars," Latomus 46 (1987): 553. 
l9 Rawson, The Iconography of Roman Childhood," 2 17. 

Huskiason, Roman Ctrildren S Sarcophagi, 123; Kieiner, "Wonten and Family Life," 
547- 
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criticized work L 'Enfant et la viefimiliale sous f 'ancien régime (iïnglish trans. Centuries 

of Childhood), Philippe Ariès cites examples ffom art in which children are represented 

as small adults-'' Based on this material he d e s  the claim that childhood was not 

invented untiI the seventeenth century- Subsequent scholars have cited numerous 

examples which contradict Ariès' position and encourage viewers to consider the 

symbolic nature of the aduitlike depictions.u Roman-pend art, too, is both realistic and 

symbolic in its depictions of children, Huskinson cautions that the size of figures in art 

may be representative of their statu. Size also couid be based on practical 

considerations-adults appear squat and childlike in the reduced space of a funerary attar, 

while children appear ta11 and adultlike in îaller spaces." And, given that children's 

pieces were not specially comrnissioned, customers often would have to choose fkom 

stock; indeed, it wvas not uncommon for a child's portrait to be placed on an adult body?' 

Mythoiogical imagery, prevalent in children's reliefs, also complicates the identification 

'' Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History ofFamily L@ (trans. Robert 
Baldick; New York: Alfred A. Knopf', 1962 (=L 'Enfant et la viefamilide sous l'uncien 
régime [Paris: Librairie Pion, 19601). See particulariy pp. 33-35. 
'' Cunningham, 'The History of Childhod," 37; Bell and Harper, Child Effects, 5; Janet 
t. Nelson, "Parents, Children, and the Church in the Earlier Middle Ages (Presidential 
Address)," Pages 81-1 14 in The Church und Childhood (ed Diane Wood; SCH 31; 
Cambridge: Blackwell, 1994), 81-82. François B o ~ e y ,  however, remains a supporter of 
Ariès. His essay, ''Enfance Divine et Enfance Humaine," in L 'Edânt ou Moyen-Age (ed 
Centre universitaire d'études et de recherches médiévales d'Aix-en-Provence; Senefiance 
9. Paris: diffusion H. Champion, 1980), %24, examines adultlike images of children in 
iconography of the Middle Ages. 
r, Huskinson, "Iconography: Another Perspective," 237-38; idem, R o m  Children 's 
Sàrcophagi, 80. 
24 Huskinsoa, Roman Children 's Sarcophagi, 80. Kleiner notes the chiid Procula whose 
face looks tike that of a five-year-old but it is placed on a body of Diana which has 
developed breasts ("Women and FamiIy Life," 552). Susan Walker (Mernorials to rhe 
Roman Dead bondon: Bntish Museum Publications Limited, 19851, 4233) ad& two 
further examples including the one-year-old boy ûctavius isochrysus whose image is 
placed on a figure intended to be a woman (see fig. 8-1)- 
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of childrea in these wotksf it is di£ncuit, for example, to distinguish between mortals 

and nonmorîais in cupid scenes." AU of these considerations, Huskimoa writes, make 

"spotting the child" a ris@ venture?' 

Fig. 8.1: The sarcophagus of one-year-old 
Octavius Isochrysus. Late 3dtearly 4th c. 
Repmduced h m  Huskinson, Roman 
~ ~ e n ' s S m c o p ~ ,  piate 15.3. 

Nevertheless, fimerary artifacts that cm be identified through their accompanying 

epitaphs as belonging to chiIdren çertainly do betray a tendency to advance the age of the 

chiId beyond her or his years. Huskinson labels this form of depiction "proleptic"-Le., 

the reliefs either present the children as they would have appeared had they not met an 

untimely death, or feature symboiic representations of the qualities which tfiey (allegedly) 

Kleiner, 'Women and Family Life," 552; Huskillson, "Iconography: Another 
Perspective," 23 5. 
'6 HuskiZISOu, R o m  Chilakt 's Surcophagi, 42. 

Huskinson, "Iconography: Another Perspective," 238. See also the discussion in idem, 
Roman Chiidren 's Siwcopitagi, 2- 
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possessed'B For example, the N'ne-year-old Florentius had the s t a t u  of eques but not the 

fine figure of the adult military man in the image on his sarcophagus (see fig. 8.2);" five- 

year-old A Egnlius Magnus is pictured distically on an aitar h m  Osia ca. S M  C.E. 

but he lwks much older than five1° and the late first-century altv of Q. Sulpicius 

Marimus depicts the eleven-yersid as a much older budduig ~rator.~'  Typical also was 

the practice of depicting children as adherents of religious cd&, even though they would 

have been too young to be practicing rnember~.~' 

2S Huskinson, Roman Children 's Sarcophagi, 2. Kieiner ("Women and Family Life," 553) 
discusses the Elrst of these categories under the term "prospective." Chitdren are not 
always depicted as older than their tme age. One exception to this tendency is the 
sarcophagus of Gavius Mius Fadinus who looks much younger than the seven years 
indicated in the accom panying inscription (see Huskinson, Roman Children 3 
Sarcophagi, 88). 

Hukinson, Roman Children's Sarcophogi, 93 plate 16.3. See also the funerary altar of 
Quintus Fabius Proculus who was too young to serve in the Roman anny but is 
represented in military guise (KIeiner, Roman lmperial F i m e r q  Rlms, no. 62). 

Repduced in Rawson, "The Iconography of Roman Chilcihoai," 22 1. 
3 t  Repmduced in ibid, 222. Even boys who codd not read, like Aulus Egri1iu.s Magnus, 
were given scrolls and scroll holders @. E. E. Kieiner, Romn ImpïaI Funeray M a r s  
with Pomaits Borna: Bretschneider, 19873, 12). 

Huskinson, Roman Children's Sarcophugi, 30. Noie, for example, Fiocus, who was 
represented as a "son of Isis" with a Hom lock (KIeiner* Roman Ihpertai Funerq 
Altars, 126) and Hateria Superh, with the hairstyle of an Isis worshipper (Kieiner, 
"Women and Farniiy Life," 553). 
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Reprodud from Huskinson, R o m  
Chilrlirn 's SarcopCwrgr, piate 16.3. 

The syrnbolic imagery used to represent the deceased's alleged qualities was 

derived fiom the world of myth, Kleiner notes a number of aitars which depict the 

mortificant as a divinity. On them, girls are identified with the chaste and young Diana or 

with Venus. The latter figure was used in both senses of "proleptic," for the young girls 

associateci with her would never grow into their own b e a ~ t y . ~ ~  On the sarcophagi, the acts 

of Achnies, Meleager, and Dionysus figure prorninently.3J The childhood stories of these 

figures provide a mythological mode1 for the children's experiences, including, in 

Meleager's case, dying young. Perhaps the parents of the kceased derived some cornfort 

fiom the association of their child with a deified hero. 

Kieiner, "Women and Family Life," 552. Walker, Mernorials to the Roman Deaà, 3 6  
40. See m e r  D. E. E. Kleiner, "Second-Century Mythologicd Portraiture: Mars and 
Venus," Latomzrs 40 (198 1):  533-36, 

Huskinson, Roman Children's S'cophagi, 25-35; idem, "Iconography: Another 
Perspective," 235. For the use of Meleager imagery on adult sarcophagi see Richard 
Brilliant, VisrroI NmatNes: Storytellmg in Etruscm d Roman Art (Ithaca, NY: Comeli 
University Press, 1984), 134-52. 
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For Huskinson the tendency to porttay the child as older than the years specified 

on the epitaph cannot be explained merely by the use of stock images or, as per Ariès, by 

an inability to portray young children instead, she attributes this phenomenon to "social 

This would mean that discrepancies which seem to us gIaring were 
acceptable (invisible, perhaps) to Roman viewers, and that the portrayai of 
children with the physical characteristics and attributes of adults was 
related to social concept rather than actuai 

Children's reliefs were cornrnissioned, or simply purchased, by their parents or guardians. 

The images found therein reflect, therefore, their expectations, or at Least their culture's 

expectations, for their offspring. These children, too young to enter the adult world of 

their parents, are depicted as the young adults their parents wanted them to be. 

And parents wanted their children to be educated. Through education children 

acquired reason, the requisite virtue required to enter the world of adults. Unfortunately, 

the untimely deceased would never achieve that goai in life, but they could, in a sense, in 

death. Huskinson calls the orator "the proleptic figure par excellence."jb The image 

appears regularly on sarcophagi of infants and young children and in life cycle reliefs 

generaliy (sec figs. 8.34).)' In adult life cycles, however, it appears as an initiation into 

adulthood; for children, it is the culmination of their biographies, though many of them 

35 Huskinson, Roman Children 's Satcophagi, 8 1. 
" ibid, 93. 
" Faced with this evidence, K 1. Marrou concludes that the education scenes and images 
were intended to portray these children, not as they really were, but in Iight of a certain 
goal: "le conférencier, l'orateur reste sous l'Empire le type idéal, la forme la plus 
complète de l'homme cultivé" (Mousikos anér: Étude sur les scènes ùe fa vie 
intéllectuelle figurant sur les monuments funéraires romains [pome: Brettschneider, 
19641,200)- In essence, these children becorne human through such represenâation (ibid, 
20 1). 
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Fig. 83: Youth with smii standing in h n t  of parupetusma (cumin). 3d c. 
Repmduced fiotn Huskimu, Roman Children 's Sumaphagi, pl. 12.1). 

&, on the ri& is a young ptiilosoph& se&& Aading h m  a scroll to 
cornpanions with a woman (orans) standing behind, The figure on the far left is a 
phil&opher with scroU. ~ e ~ r o d u c e d  k m  ~usk inso i  Roman Children 3 
Sarcophagi, pl. 16.2). 

a philosopher- ïhe  figures sumunding him are nine child-like figures of Muses. 
The lid has the same (?) boy reclining with scrok and codices, Reproduced h m  
Huskinson, Roman ~hiidrei 's kco&gf, pl. 102). 
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never even reached school age18 Ln death, however, children codd receive an education 

directly fiom the Muses. Some reliefs explicitly express this hope by placing the child in 

the Company of the Muses in the afterlife (see fig 83."  Education is also mentioned 

often in inscriptions. Here young men on the brink of attaining political prominence are 

praised for their paideia.a Such praise is also a topos in the epitaphs of experienced 

politicians. By making the same ctaim for their sons, the parents proclaim that they were 

deserving of the prestigious position that they may have held had they lived to 

adulth~od.~' 

Like the education scenes, numerous inscriptions ascribe to children a wisdom 

that Mies their age. Manou, Néraudau, and Kleijwegt each provide copious emples  of 

the practice,"2 but two are particularly noteworthy. An inscription fiom Rome mentions 

Kritiès who died at the age of two and a ha i t  for his inteliigence, it is said, he should be 

- 

'Wuskinson, Roman Children 's Sarcophagi, 93-94; idem, "lconoptaphy: Another 
Perspective," 237. 
l9 Huskinson, Roman Chitdren's SarC~ph~gi, 94; Nirau&u, Être enfint, L22-23. Se 
m e r  the lengthy discussions in Marrou, ~Mousikos an&, 231-57; and Franz Cumont, 
Recherches sur le symbolisme funéraire cles Romam (1942; repr., New York: Arno 
Press, 1975), 253-350. 
" Kleijwegt, Ancient Youth, 8485. 
'' Similar also are several epitaphs noted by Harry I. Leon (The Jews of Ancienf Rome 
(updated ed; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1995) to children who were set to inherit 
important positions. The twelve-year-old Marcus Cv)ntus Alexus is described as 
"Archon-to-be of the Augestesians" (Leon no. 284). Two others, the eight-yearsld 
Annianus (no. 88) and the young Iocathinus (no. 120; no age is given but the sarcophagus 
is small), name the children as archons. Leon connects these instances to the conferring 
of the title as a mark of honour for the famiIy (ibid, p. 179)- The same phenomenon is 
obsewed in the position of demion in ancient Italian toms conferred to children (the 
age in the inscriptions ranges fiom 4 to 17 years) in recognition of the high distinction or 
wealth of their families, and in the position of lector in Christian communities to children 
Iike VitaIis (CIL Vm, 453) who, at five years old, couid scarcely read (hi4 p. 179-80; 
see also Wiedemann. Aduits and Chtldren, 137; Eyben, Restless Youth, 68-71), 

Kleijwegt, Ancien[ Youth, 12&30; Néraudau, Être enfm, 124-28; Manou, Mousikos 
anér, 20 1-7- 
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compared to someone of gray ~ i s d o m ~ ~  A n o k  inscription for a four-year-old f'rotn 

Isauria declares: 

... he was very bright in leaming, ciever in understanding things. He has 
exercised himself in the finesses of excellence. The god had given al1 
these qualities to hm because of his short life. He has bestowed upon a 
mortal boy an immortal monument (SEG 30.1539)." 

The idealized intelligent, mature child, or puer sena (rials TÉAEIO~) as the image is 

commonly how" appears also in Pliny's panegyric for Minicia Marcella 

She had not yet reached the age of fourteen, and yet she combined the 
wisdom of age and dignity of womanhood with the sweetness and 
modesty of youth and innocence. She would cling to her father7s neck, and 
embrace us, his fiiends, with rnodest affection; she loved her nurses, her 
attendants and her teachers, each one for the service given her, she applied 
herself intelligently to her books and was moderate and restrained in her 
play (Ep. 5,16 [Radice, L C L ] ) . ~  

The same qualities are praised by Quintilian in his own deceased children (Insr. 6.7, 10 

and the proemium). Beauty in children is ceIebratec! too by Pliny, Quintilian, and other 

writers. This virtue is apparent also in the reliefs associating the deceased child with 

Venus. It relates to the belief that one's outward appearance is a reflection of the inner 

soul. Beauty, therefore, was considered a sign of promising character and was valued for 

how it aroused tendemess (see Pliny, Ep- 3, 3; 3, 16). It wvas seen also as an indication 

that a child had acquired the virtues of his or her parents.47 Augustus' speech encouraging 

childrearing illustrates the weight of this expectation: "is it not a delight to acknowledge a 

" This example is provided by Kieijwegt (Ancienf Youth, 126). Unfortunately, he does 
not provide his source. 

English translation fiom Kleijwegt, Ancrent Yiourh, 128. 
" See Teresa C. Carp, "Puer sena in Roman and Medieval Thought," Latomus 39 
(1980): 73639. Eyben, Restless Youth, IO; Kleijwegt, Ancient Youth, 124-35. 

Marcella was actuaiiy twelve years old at her death. 1030 records her epitapb 
" Physical resemblance was important also 'ciecause it served as proof of the mother7s 
chastity. See Catuilus 6 1.2 16-25. 
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child who shows the endowments of both parents, to nurture and educate it, at once the 

physical and the spiritual rninor of yourself, so that, in its growth another self lives 

again?" (Dio, Hisr. 56.3 [Cary, LCL]). Beauty alone, however, does not promise success 

in Life. The imer beauty reflected in the body must be cuitivated t h u g h  education." 

Education was so integral to what defined a man in Roman society that the 

parents of the prematurely deceased exaggerated their children's intellectuai abilities so 

that they would not be cheated of the distinction which it affords. h death they received 

the education that they shouid have received in life." Though al1 classes appear to have 

valued and employed the puer senex motif, the lower classes may have vaiued it most of 

all. For them education was significant because it was the family's only avenue for 

u p w d  mobility in society." A son's untimely death, therefore, forestalled attempts to 

improve the family's standing in the next generation. Little wonder, then, that the 

sarcophagi and fùnerary altars commissioned by the lower classes make ample use of 

educational imagery. 

Such imagery is found also on Christian sarcophagi. Naturalistic reiiefivork, 

however, is not. For al1 the bravado of sorne scholars that Christianity improved the lot of 

children, the visual representation of "real" chitdren's expience suffered with its 

ascendancy. Naturalistic depictions of the chiid at play waned as Christian reiiefivork 

moved away nom commemorating activities or asphîions that relate to this worldsl in 

Néraudau, Être enjànt, 122-23. 
Ibid, 126-28; Currie, "Childhood and Christianity," 30. 

'O Rawson, 'The Iconography of Roman Childhocd," 223- 
" Huskinson, Roman Childrenk Sarcophgi, 119. The depiction of Jesus on early 
Christian sarcophagï may have some beariag on the present subject in the popdar 
representation of his baptism, Jesus is shown as a naked boy before a larger, adult John 
the Baptist (see Graydon F, Snyder, Ante Pacem: Archaeological Evidence of Church 
Life Before Constantine Macon, Ga: Mercer University Press, 19851, 57-58,23 pl. 9). 
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theü place, Christianity tended to convey the images of what the child would receive in 

the hereafker rather than what he or she missed by dying.52 Educational themes, however, 

remained popular (see fig. 8.4).'3 So too did the puer senex motif. For example, a 

Christian girl named Apollonia is remembered for king "of outstanding goodness, 

marvelous modesty and wise beyond her years" (ILCV 3.36). 

The enduring popularity of the "proleptic" portrayai of the untimely deceased can 

be attributed to the general unease that Romans felt about commemorating the deaths of 

their children. The theme that childrea were not supposed to predecease parents is very 

common in epitaphs.5" In part, this is due to the fear of entering old age without support, 

but there seems also to be something irnproper about a child not swiving to adulthood. 

Indeed, a person who does not [ive to complete an education is considered by Romans not 

a person at dl. Fortunately for the parents of these children the image of the puer senex 

could be employed to elevate them to adulthood after death Nowhere is the ideal of the 

puer s e n a  better demonstriited than in these reliefs and epitaphs, for they demonstrate 

that the ideai is not rnerely a literary motif to be applied to the great men of history, but 

that it penetrates down to the lower classes and lies at the very root of the culture. 

8.2.2 Idealized Children in Biography 

The child in antiquity is defined by its powerlessness. Such ternis as infins 

(literally, not speakmg) or nais (which also denotes a slave) are indicative of children's 

Also, early depictions of Jesus as a miracle-worker portray him as a beardless youth (ibid, 
56). 

S e  the discussion in Cume. "Childhood and Chrisbanity," 93-95. 
Huskinson, Roman Children 's Sarcophagi, 68. 
See Richmond iattimore, Themes in Greek and Latin Epitaphs (Urbana: University of 

iiIinois Press, l962), 187-9 1. 
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status in the adult world.js But what of the child who holds power? Can the child 

emperor, young philosopher, or infant miracleworker still be considered a child at all? 

These are the questions Currie poses at the start of her dissertation when defining 

children." They are worth considering when examining accounts of venerated figures, 

for these men and women of power, when children, display none of the characteristics 

one would expect to see in a child 

Several factors contributed to the construction of the childhood stories. First, 

recall from chapter six the discussion on notions of character and personality in antiquity. 

The qualities for which the adult was known were believed to be present in the individual 

from birth, Childhood tales, therefore, tend to foreshadow the subjects' Iater 

accomplistunents, or even offenses. Second, common to many of the protagonists in the 

tales is some connection to the divine. The association is due to the role of the subject. 

The Greek Heroes, for exampie, achieve irnmortality after their death, emperors may also 

become gods, and writers or philosophers are connected to the gods through their 

association with the Muses. If a writer wished to indicate a link between his subject and 

the go&, infancy and childhood provided an ideai setting for revelations of divine favour 

for children were considered Iiminal, that is, they were still connected to the supernaturai 

world through their tender age and their precocious spirit (see section 7.5 above). Omens 

and drearns before or at birth and portentous childhood actions or speech were prime 

vehicles to illusirate the intrusion of the divine p w r s  into the wodd below. 

Chïldhood and infancy tales of the great men, and sometimes women, of history 

are plentiful As noted in chapter six above (section 6.3), such taies are found not only 

'' For a more detailed discussion of etymology see Golden, Children and Chifdhoud, 12- 
17- 
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among Mediterranean cultures but throughout the world Those who study the so-called 

Hero myth note the similanties in the biographies of some of these figures and pay close 

attention to the events that surround their origins. The typical pattern hcludes omens 

before birth, exposure, and an atternp on the child's life. Though ch i ldhd  stories are 

also told of these figures, the absence of formal corcespondence between the various 

episodes precludes the addition of "childhood" to the narrative pattern of the Hero myth 

What is conunon, however, is the tendency to pomy these figures as aduits even in 

youth, to have them exhibit as children the abilities and wisdom that would define their 

adult accompiishments. Theseus, for example, discovers his future destiny by using his 

already prodigious strength to move the çtone which hid the sword and sandals left for 

him by his father (Plutarch, T'es, 3). Heracles demonstrates his strength and charmer as 

an infant by strangling the two s~akes sent by Hem to kill him (Apollodom 2.4.8)' and 

displays his temperament as a child when he kills his tutor for an unjust chastisement 

(Apollodonis 2.4.9). Also, the Iegends of Cyrus recorded by Herodotus portray the 

Persian king as a typical Hero. After his rescue From exposure, the ten-year-old Cyrus is 

chosen king in a game played with other children Engrossed in his role, the boy scourges 

a noble and then defends his actions in an ekquence that belies his age (Hist. 114-15). 

The inspiration behind these episodes may lie in tales of the gods. They, too, occasionalIy 

peifonned dado while still infantss7 Hernies, the patron deity of thieves, steals Apollo's 

% Currie, "Childhood and Chrïstianity," 3-5. 
In Greek iconography, however, only male gods are ever portrayeci as children, 

Goddesses appear at their youngest as young adults. Lesley Beaumont c o ~ e c t s  this 
convention to the social reality of women's lives in Athens: "Heroic and mortal fernale 
tife begins, therefore, in the sense of king sociaiiy recognizable, ody once the state of 
potentiai sexual receptivity to the maIe is aîîainedn ("Mythologicai Childhood: A Male 
Preserve?" The Annuai of the British School ut Athens 90 [1995]: 360). 
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cade while a n e h m  (Hymn. Herm 17);' and Apollo kills Python while nestled in bis 

mother's arms (Apollodom 1.4.1). in Egypt, Si-Osin outwits bis teacher, and at twelve 

his widom is said to be greater than ail in ~emphis!~ 'ïwelve is also the age tbat a 

young Buddha enters his first trame, and both the young Buddha and Krishna display 

great knowledge and humble their tea~hers.~' 

Arguably, the heroes and gods perfonn wondrous deeds as children because they 

are not tmiy human; yet, the childhood tales of the Greek pets prove that a figure need 

not be superhuman to be afforded adultlike qualities in his or her youth. As with the 

stories of the gods, the biographies of pets depict childhood as a tirne in which future 

promise is revealed. Typically, this is demonstrated with a story in which bees sit andjor 

make honey on the young poet's lips." They also may encounter the Muses. In a story of 

Archilochus as a boy recorded by Mnesiepes, the poet is sent by his father to bring a cow 

to marke~ He is greeted by some women who offer to buy the cow, but before he can 

reply both the women and the cow vanish. In their place he fin& a lyre. He then realizes 

the women were the   us es.'' The same tale is told of Hesiod by Tzetzes (Theog. 3 LE), 

whereas Pindar (Vit. Pind. 1.1.1 l), Homer @'S.-Herodotus, Vit. Hom. S), Sophocles (Vit. 

Soph. 3), Euripedes (Diogenes Laertius M), and Aeschylus (Pausanias 1.21.2) are 

" Cited in Waiter Burkert, Greek Religion (trans. John Raffan; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1985), 156. 

The primary texts are found in Griffith, Stories of the High Priesis of Memphis, 44,50. 
°O The stories are excerpted in Thundy, "Intertextuality," 51, 55; and idem, Buddha and 
Christ, 1 1 û-22. 
61 The motif is found in tales of Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Sophocles, Plato, Menander, 
Virgil, and Lucan. For sources see Alice Swift Riginos, Platonica: The Anecdotes 
Conceming the Life und Writings of PIato (Columbia Studies in the Classical Tradition 3; 
Leiden: E. I. Brill, I976), 17, 19 CL 39. Cbrisaans also ma& use of the motif. Paulinus 
employs it in a tale of Ambrose (Vit. Ambr. 3.2-5). 
aThe inscription is cited in Mary R Lefkowitz, The Lives of ihe Greek Poets (Baltimore: 
John Hopkins University Press, 198 1 ), 27-28, 
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provided other means of demonstrating theu talents in c h i l d h ~ o d ~ ~  Homer and Hesiod, 

the pets of the heroic age, receive additional approval From the gods in stories of their 

divine pternity.' In the case of Homer, at least, this development may have its origin in 

the pet's work His character Demodocus was taught either by a Muse or Apollo 

himself. 

The divine again breaks into history in the [ives of the emperors.6' As with many 

cultures in antiquity, Greco-Roman socieîy was intimately co~ec ted  to the gods 

worshipped by its people. As miers, emperors were naturally identified with the Empire 

itself and consequentiy also with its deities. Therefore, any major changes in the 

governing of the Empire were said to be accompanied by dreams, portents, and cosrnic 

signs, al1 of which indicated the direction and interest of the gods. Over tirne, as the 

Empire came into contact with cultures who deified their leaden, the Roman emperors 

took on the statu of gods, first at their deaths, a d  Iater during life.% Few of them, 

howvever, are said to have perforrned miracles-Pyrrhos kvas a heaier (Plutasch, Pyrrh. 

3 3 4 )  and Vespasian performed a heaiing in Alexandria at the shrine of Serapis, the 

Hellenistic deity famed for healings and working mirades (Tacitus, Hist. 4.81; Dio, Hisr. 

63 The matenal is d e s m i  briefly by Lefkowitz (ibid, 9 1). 
Homer was said to be the son of a Muse and of Apollo, or a direct descendent of Apollo 

through Orpheus or Musaeus (Lefkowtiz, The Lives of the Greek Poets, 12-13). in the 
second-century C.E. anonymous work On Homer and Hesiod nteir Origin and Their 
Contest, a genealogy of Hesiod has him descended on his father's side fiom Linos, son of 
Apollo, and h m  Orpheus, and on his mother's side dimtiy h m  Apollo (hici, 7). 
'' Chilcihocd stories in the various imperid biographies are discussed in considerable 
detail in Wiedemann, Adults and ChiZ&en, 49-83. 

ROSS Tylor, The Divinity of rhe Roman Emperor (Middletown, Conn.: A&can 
Philological Association, 1931) details the Egyptian and Persian background of the 
deifkation of Alexander and other Heilenistic ruiers and the efforts to establish Links 
between the luli&laudian miers and the traditional go&. 
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65.8; Suetonius, Vesp. 7)? The ch i tdhd  stories of emperors, therefore, rarely feature 

their protagonisîs accomplishing wondrous feats but they do follow conventions intended 

to illustrate that their subjects are greater than the average person. 

The mode1 for the tales of the emperors was created by those who nanated 

legends of Alexander the Great Pseudo-CalIisthenes' Alexander Romance, a late 

collection of the tales. f eams  divine pternity (Irom ~mmon)"mens at b i a W  and 

wisdom in ~hildhood'~ The latter two motifs b e r n e  so customary that Quintiiian 

recommended they be used in panegyrics (Inst. 3.7). Suetonius heeded this advice when 

he composed his biographies of the emperors. He reports omens attending the births of 

Augustus (94), Tiberius (14), Nero (6). Titus (2 and 5). and Galba (4), and tales of 

childhood eloquence for Tiberius (9), Claudius (j), and Titus (3). Even the cruel 

emperors-Vitellius (3), Caligula (9). Otho, and Tiberius (57bhave childhood tales that 

foretell their future crimes. Of them all, the popular Augustus is granted the most divine 

honours. Augusnis wished to be compred with ~lexander." and Suetonius' tales of 

divine patemity (through Apollo), and miracles in infancy and childhood (hg. 94) reflect 

that desire. The more sober Life of Augustus by Nicolaus of Damascus eschews 

childhood miracles. It does, however, relate a tale of adultlike wisdom. The nine-year old 

Augustu is said to have amazed the crowd with a eulogy at his grandmother's h e r a l  

(Vit. Caes. 3.4). 

67 See the discussion in Kee, Miracie, 174-83. 
68 Ps.-Callisthenes 9; see aiso Plutarch, Alex. 3:l-2. Riginos sees divine patemity as a 
common motif which, after the fourth century B.C.E., "became one of the stock stories 
told of eminent philosophers and statesrnen alike" (Plutonica, 15). 
69 Ps.-Callisthenes 27; see also Plutarch, Alex, 3. 

Ps.-CalIisthenes 3062; see also PIutarch, Aiex. 4-7. 
" Wiedemann, Aduits und Children, 58. 
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Emperors were not the only Greco-Roman statesmea to whom omens at birth 

andfor wisdorn in childhood were ascri id Plutarch attnbutes such honours to Cicero 

(2:2), Themistocles (2:1), Pericles (6:2-3), Caius Marius (3:2-4:1), Lycurgus (9, Solon 

(2). and Dion (42). For notorious figures, such as Alcbiades and Cato the Younger, 

Ptutarch records early signs of their negative character. A century earlier, Nepos 

composeci a Latin collection of Lives similar to that of Plutarch. Though not as attracted 

to miracles as his literary antecedents, Nepos does atûibute to Epaminondas an 

intelligence superior to his fellow pupils (Epam 2.2) and to the equestrian Caecilius 

Atticus such a great capacity for leaming and popularity among his peers that he "shone 

forth more brightly than his noble-spirited tîiends could bear with equanimity" (Att. 1.3, 

Hors fa Il). 

The lives of the later emperors recorded in the Scriprores Hisrortue Augusrae 

continue, and at times ampli@, the motifs employed to great effect by Suetonius and 

Plutarch. By the time of S.H.A's composition, childhood stocies had becorne 

commonpIace in imperid biographies.'l- Menander, writing around 300 C.E. on how to 

construct panegyrics for emperors, advises orators to invent such tales. He recommends 

also to praise the subject's beauty and to emphasize his excellence at school: 

Then you must speak of his love of learning, his quickness, his enthusiasm 
for study, his easy grasp of what is taught him. If he excels in literature, 
philosophy, and knowledge of letters, you must praise this. if' it was 
practice of war and arms, you m u t  admire him for having been bom 
luckily, wiîh Fortune to woo the friture for him. Again: "in his education, 
he stood out among his contemporarïes, like Achilles, like Heracles, like 
the DiOSCUnn (Treatise II 371.26-372.2, Russe11 and Wilson). 

" Wiedemann (ibid, 11342) atüiiutes this increased interest in childhood taies to the 
kt that the existence of child emperors was breaking down the distinction benVeen child 
and adult citizen, For responses see Eyben, Resfless Pourh, 28-68 and Nathan, The 
Fumiiy in Lute Antxquity, 134. 
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The writers of S.H.A., folIowing convention, record omens at birth for Clodius Albinus 

(5.4-IO), Commodus Antoninus (1.34), Pertinax (1.2-3), Geta Antoninus (1.3-5; 

foretelling his eventual death), Gordian (20.1-6), Maximus (5.3-4, Aurelian (4.4-5:3), 

and Diadumenus Antoninus (4)' and prophetic childhood tales of Septimus Severus (1.4), 

Clodius Albinus (5.2-3), Commodus Antoninus' cruelty (1.8-IO), and Diadumenus 

Antoninus who was a child emperor " k u e l  beyond his years" (8.4. Magie). Praiseworthy 

are the childhood talents of Marcus Antoninus (2-1, 6), Lucius Verus (2.6-7), Pertinax 

(1.4), Septimus Severus (l.4), Severus Aiexander (3.1-3), Aurelian (4.1). Probus (3.5-7), 

Numenan (1 1.1-?), and, most of ai[, Antoninus Caracallus who is presented as a 

particularly ideal model: "in his boyhood, [he] was winsome and clever, respectfil to his 

parents and courteous to his parents' friends, beloved by the people, popular pith the 

senate, and well able to further his own interests in winning affection" (1.34, Magie). As 

with Suetonius and Plutarch, the more notorious figures of S.H-A are portrayed 

negatively. Instead of emphasizing their intelligence, stories of Pescennius Niger (1.4), 

Clodius Albinus (5. l), and Commodus Antoninus (1.6-7) tell of their failures to excel in 

schwl. MI of these childhood tale motifs are further amplified in the works of other 

fourth-century imperiai biographen such as N d u s  and Claudian, Nazarius, for 

example, writes of a the-  or four-yearsld son of Constantine that he "already 

overcomes his age with his spirit" (Pan Lai, J/IO,3.5, Nixon and Rodgers). 

For philosophers, childhood taies are rdatively rare. The most important pre- 

adulthood event for the typicai philosopher, it se-, cornes as a youig adult at whîch 

time he chooses a paaicular phi1osopùÏcai sctiool. Diogenes Laertius, wnting in the early 

third century, records very little childhood material in his Lives of Eminent Philosophers. 
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Of Heraclitus he writes that he was "exceptional fiom his boyhoai" and that "he was 

nobody's pupii, but he declared that he 'inquired of himself,' and learned everything 

fiom himself' (9.5, Hicks). Epicunis (10,14) is said to have devoted himseIf to 

phiIosophy at  the age of twelve. The only philosopher to receive divine honours by 

Diogenes Laertius is Plato. Diogenes reports an anecdote which ascriis to him divine 

paternity and virginal conception through Apollo (3.2)? And like other esteemeci 

philosophen and pets, Plato begins to distinguish himseif when a young aduk7' The 

same motif of youtbl  promise is used by Philostratus in his Lives of the Sophis~s. 

Several of his subjects, however, including Polemo (530). Philagrius of Cilicia (5781, 

Athenadonis, and Proclus of Naucratis (603), are descnbed as beginning their 

philosophical careers while still "mere boys." Lucian, too, wvrites of Demonay &-the best 

of al1 philosophers" (Demon. 2, Hannon), that, though he studied with wise men, he was 

not enlisted to this profession by them, rather "even from his boyhood [he] felt the 

stirring of an individual impulse toward the higher life and an inbom love for 

philosophy" (3, Harmon). In childhood also Demonax led his life as an example to others 

and trained his body ascetically ( 3 4 ) .  

See Riginos, Platonica, 10 for other primary texts. Plato m y  be the fim figue in 
antiquity to be the progeny of a mortal woman and divine father outside of th Greek 
heroes of Homer and Hesiod The concept rnay have its origin in Plato's own works. 
According to Lefkowtk and Riginos, the missing details of both Plaîo's life and the lives 
of the pets  were filled in with information frorn the very works for which the witers 
would becorne known: T h e  lives of archaic poets derive h m  the 'autobiography' of 
their fim-person statements, supplemented by 'facts' gathered h m  their poetry. The 
prhary source matenal for the lives of the -c poets are the dramas themsdves; but 
since tragic poets do not speak directiy in theü own petsons, stories about the tragic poets 
derive fiom impressions about their style and 'representative' verses in their poetry" 
(Lefkowitz, The Lives of the Greek Poets, 67; see also Riginos, PIatonica, 49). if SO, it is 
easy to see how the motif of divine paternity became associateci wiîh Plato, for in Phaedo 
(ME-833) PIato d e s c n i  the philosopher as the true servant of Apollo. 
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Childhood stories appear more regularly in works which portray the philosopher 

as a wonderworker. Eunapius' Lives of the Philosophers and Sophists contains aduit 

miracle accounts of Chrysanthius (474), Maximus (479-80), and Prophaeresius (487). As 

for childhood taies, an omen at birth is reported for Ablabius (463) and a lengthy story is 

told of the wornan Sosipaîra, who "even as a srnall child..seemed to bring a blessing on 

eveqthing, such beauty and decorum illumined her infant years" (466, Wright), 

Realizing Sosipatra's potentiai, a group of Chaldeans adopt her when she is only five 

years old and bain her to develop oracular powers (466-70). Another philosopher said to 

display oracular abitities is the son of Chrysanthius. Like Sosipatra, he too displayed 

promise even as a child, 

From his childhood this boy was a creature winged for every excellence, 
and of the two horses as Plato describes them, his soul possessed only the 
good steed, nor did his intellect ever sink; but he was a devoted student, 
keenwitteâ, and assiduous in the worship of the gods; and so completely 
was he emancipated fiom human weakneçses, that though a mortal man he 
was al1 soul (Eunapius, Vit. soph 504, Wright). 

The nvo paradigrnatic Divine Men, Apollonius and Pythagoras, are both given divine 

patemity by their biographers (Porphyry, Vit. Pyth. 28; Iamblichus, Vit. Pyth 2.3-5; 

Philostratus, Vit. A p I L  1-44). One story of Pythagoras is particulariy infused with 

supernaturai motifs. In it Pythagoras' father discovers the boy as a baby Iying under a 

uee, gzing up at the sky with a flute in his mouth, and k i n g  murished by the dew fiom 

the tree (Porphysr, Vit. Pyrh 10). Apolionius' childhood is more typical. Omens attend 

his birth (Philostratus, Vit. A p l l .  1-44) and, when he reaches xhool-age, he soon 

surpasses his teacher (1.7). Apollonius aiso demonstrates his pwers of healing and 

oracuiar wisdom d e n  only a youth (1.8-1 1). 

ï h e  taies of PIato e x c e h g  as a champion d e r ,  a painter, and pet are, again, likely 
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At the same time as Nepos, Plutarch, Suetonius, and others were writing their 

biographies, Jewish w-citen used the same childhood motifs to embroider the stoties of 

several prominent Jewish figures. Taking as their start the biblical tales of Moses (Exod 

1-2), Isaac (Gen 2 1 ), Jacob (Gen 25: 19-27), and the annunciations of Isaac (Gen 17-1 8), 

Samuel (1 Sam l), and Samson (Judg 13), writers h m  as early as the tint century 

B.C.E. filled in such details as omens at birth, uncanny beauty, and both infancy and 

childhood prodigies.75 The most weii-hown stories are those told of Moses by Philo 

(Moses 1.5-1.24) and Josephus (Ant. 2.9.2-3, 6, 7 ;  2.10.1-2). Additional tales can be 

found of Moses (L.A.B. 9:10), ~saac:~ Samson (An!. 5.8.1-4; L.A.B. 42.1-IO), Noah (1 

En. 106: 1 1-19; IQapGen" 2), Abraham (Jub. 1 1: 14-24), Malachi (Liv. Pro. 16: l), and 

Elijah (Liv. Pro. 21:2)2)- Additional tales of Jewish luminaries include early Christian and 

Jewish references to Solomon beginning his career at the age of t ~ e l v e ' ~  and an oRen- 

repeated story in which the twelve-year-old Daniel displays wisdom and spiritual 

mat~ri ty .~~ The motif of adultlike wisdom in youth is so commonplace in antique 

biographies that Josephus even bestows it upon bmself (Life 9). 

inspired by the educational theory of the Repu6lic (Riginos, Platonica, 4 149). 
'' Material fiom the first century B.C.E. to the second century C.E. is discussed in Perrot, 
"Les récits d'enfance," 481-504. Medieval tales can be found in Ginzberg, Legends of 
the Jews (Abraham 1:189; Noah k146-47; Samuel 4:5%0), and throughout Angeio 
Solornon Rappoport, Wh and Legend of Ancient Israel (3  vols.; New York: KTAV 
Publishing House, inc., 1966). 

For the primary sources see Penot, "Les récits d'enfance," 488-93. 
In the Elijah tale, the angels who a p d  to the prophet's father at the boy's birth 

"wrapped him in swaddling clothes of fire and gave him a Bame of fire to eat" (Liv. Pro. 
212, Hare). The Oracle in Jerusalem sees this as a portent of his future m e r .  
" Josephus, Ant. 5.10.4. SoIornun is said to have asçended the throne at the age of 12 in 
Eupolemus, fig. 2 and a LXX passage not in the Masoretic text (de Jonge, "Sonshîp," 
322). A h ,  in the fourtù-century Epistle of Maria of Cassobola, Solomon is said to have 
been only 12 when he delivered his famous judgernent on the two women (ibid). 
" See de Jonge, "Sonship," 323 for the p- literafure. 
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In Chnstianity, childhood tales both predate and antedate IGT. Matthew and Luke 

each featuce the motifs of divine paternity, mens  before and after birth, and early 

recognition of Jesus' future role. Stones later incorporated into Ps.-Mt. (chs. 1û-24) 

feature an infant Jesus who speaks eloquently and perfonns miracles. Mary, too, is the 

product of a divine conception in Prot. Jas. (1-5) and, when dedicated to the Temple at 

the age of three, she acts with a maturity beyond her years (Prot. Jar. 719-8:L). In the 

taies of Origen's childhood reprted by Eusebius (Hist. eccl. 6),80 the theologian 

demonstrates a longing for martyrdom when a child, and begins early his search for 

alIegoricai meaning in the scriptures. Such passion for study pleases his father who, 

Eusebius writes, "rejoiced greatly, and gave profound thanks to God, the Author of ail 

good things, that he had deemed him wonhy to be the father of such a boy" (6.2.10, 

Lake). The same motifs continue into Fadinus' Lfe of rlmbrose, which has the future 

bishop instnict his family to kiss his hand (Vit. Ambr. 2.4), in Rufinus' stoq of 

Ahnasius playing at performing baptisms (Hisr. 1. lJ), and in the Life of Caesariw of 

Arles who, at the age of seven would confound his parents by giving his clothes away to 

the poor (ch. 3)." Some of the early saints are said to have dedicated themselves to God 

at an early age. Rumwold, for example, lived only three days, but before he died he 

professed his faith in a lengthy sermon to his family." Pmdentius (Perist. 10) and 

Eupraxia (Perist. 3) did the same at seven years of age, Assela w a s  ten, and Eulalia and 

These stories may predate Eusebius (se Hisr. eccl. 6.33) though they were likely given 
modified form by Eusebius who uses them to counter the charge by Porphyry that Ongen 
used Greek ideas and methods to aaalyze Jewish traditions (see 6.19 on Porphm). in 
response, Eusebius maintains that Ongen read onIy the scriptures and avoided other 
wor ks. 
*' Clark, The Fathers und the ChiIdren, 1415. 
" Cited in Carp, 'Puer senex," 737. 
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Macrina were t~elve.~ '  The holiness and precocity which these saints display grows out 

of a notion that the typical behaviours associated with chiIdren by the hagiographers- 

t h e t  sexual exploration, quarreling, lack of control in speaking-were sinful; holy 

children, therefore, must display none of these qualities." ïhese rame motives lie behind 

Greek, Roman, and, likely, Jewish tales-namely, venerable figures are too special to 

have suffered the indignignities of childhood 

The foregoing list of childhood tales is extensive but by no means complete. Their 

enurneration is intended to iilustrate how widespread such stories were in antiquity and 

why they were written. The primary purpose behind the tales appears to be to 

demonstrate a consistency of character, an esteemed figure, therefore, would have 

ascnbed to him or her stories of beneficence, or signs of inteiligence, military skill, or 

whatever quaIity for which they were known in adulthood, while notorious figures were 

portrayed as cruel, calculating, or coddled, even as children. Childhood thus becomes a 

choice time in a person's life for exploitation in proPaganda." 

Those tales designed to elevate their subject tend to include a close relationship 

with the divine realm, though ttris motif is more a function of the connection between 

their particular role and the interests of the gods than it is a staternent about the subject's 

See Clark, The Fathers and the Children, 14-16. Though fancifiii, the stories reflect the 
reality that a child's profession of virginity could be taken senously. B a d  allowed such 
declarations to be firm fiom adulthood (age 12), though he preferred 16 or 17 (ibid, 1 6  
17). Later examples of the puer senex in hagiography are mentioued in Nelson, "Parents, 
Children and the Church," 88-89. 
84 Nelson, "Parents, Children and the Church," 85-86. 
" On biographies as propaganda see Talben, mat is a Gospel, 992-109; Burrïdge, Whar 
are the Gospels, 76; David E. Aune, The Nw Testament in ifs Litermy Environment 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987), 35; Cox, Biography in Antiquiry, xiv-xv; as negative 
propaganda, ibid, 1612, and PeUing, "Childhood and Pecsonaiity," 217. Pelling 
mentions in this context Aeschines who helped his father in the schooIroom and his 
mother in her initiation rites (Dem. 18-258-59, 19.199). 
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own dunity. Scholars intetested in parallels between the canonical gospels and Greco- 

Roman biography have tended to r a d  too much into early signs of divinity. They have 

made distinctions between how "nonnai" people are presented in the literature and those 

who are granted divine or near-divine statu. Cox, for example, in attempting to isolate 

fiom Greco-Roman biography a sketch of the "Holy Man," separates philosophers said to 

be "sons of gods" from those merely "godlike" by the former's divine paterni&% in 

addition, "son of god" philosophers are distinguished tiom the "godlike" by the miracles 

they perform, But such strict distinctions cannot be sustained. Cox fails to take into 

account the use of the motif of divine paternity for emperors and pets, neither of which, 

except in rare exceptions, are portrayed as miracleworkers. The misunderstanding stems 

from seeing a motif used to describe a person's close relationship to the divine as having 

a limited and definitive function. But by the time of Jesus, the distinction between the 

supematurally-conceived and the supematurally-endorsed has been los< making divineIy- 

sanctioned emperors divine, the philosopher or poet loved by Apollo an actual son of 

ApolIo, and the holy man dedicated to godliness a god incamate. A similar problem 

anses when an attempt is made to separate figures by the ascription of childhood 

prodigies. Cox and Talben both distinguish Divine Men fiom everyday people by their 

displays of great childhood wisdom;' yet this distinction is difficult to maintain given the 

prevalence of the puer senex image both in literature and in epitaphs. 

Superhuman or not, the one common quality in the childhoods of aH these figures 

is theü youthful promise. They al1 demonstrate wisdom and matunty that beiie their age. 

They excel at school, sometùnes surpassing even the abilities of their teactiers. They are 

96 COX, Biography in Antiquiîy, 34. 
ibid, 22-23; Taibert, W7mt is a Gospel, 136. 
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praised for their seriousness. When they play, it is only in games that prophesy their 

future roles. The origin of these motifs may be traced in part to the blurring of boundaries 

between gods and humans, Fed on nectar and ambrosia, the gods grew and developed at 

an abnormally rapid rate and passed quickly through childhood (see Hymn. iIpoll. 123- 

25; Hesiod, Theog. 492-93; Sophocles, Ichn 271-72).' But the rame ability to transcend 

childhood is ascnid to any outstanding person by Nazarius, for many "a vigorous talent 

has burst through the envelopment of infancy" (Pan. Lat. 4/10, 3.5, Nixon and Rodgers). 

It is also prevalent in the funerary artifacts. Adultlike wisdom and excellence at learning 

clearly are not reserved for the superhuman. 

8.3 lesus and the Idealized Child 

IGT is rarely mentioned in discussions of ancient biographical literature. 

Classicists likely see it as lying outside their domain; NT scholars, however, simply fail 

to see tts connection with the other tem. This is not because they cannot see parallels 

between Christian and non-Christian literature. Much has been made of the parallels 

between the twelve-yearsld Jesus in Luke and similar stories of other figures.8' In 

addition, the mdy ofboth Luke's and Matthew's infancy narratives has k e n  enriched by 

camparisons with other litemture which feature such motifs as divine paternit., and 

omens and dreams at birth. For IGT, however, scholars have allowed theones of gnostic 

" Beaumont, "Mythological Childhood," 360. 
SP See particularly de longe, "Sonship," and Charles H- Talbert, "Prophecies of Future 
Greatness: The Conûïïution of Greco-Roman Biographies to an Understanding of Luke 
1:5-4:15," in The Divine Helmsman: Studies on Gad's Control of Humcm Events, 
Presented to Lou S i l b e m  (eds. James L. Crenshaw and Samuel Sandmel; New York: 
KTAV Pubiisbing House, inc., 1980), 129-4 1. 
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origins and expurgation to overshadow the obvious parallels to non-Christian childhood 

stories. For example, Curie, though well-vesed in childhood tales from hagiographical 

Literature, sees IGT only as a vehicle for docetism. The text's enhancement of Jesus' 

intellect in the Temple story, she writes, is at variance with Luke, which "could be 

interpreted as evidence of Christ's precociousness, but nothing m~re. ' '~  In reality, 

however, IGT merely brings Luke's story into accord with the non-Christian parallels 

which typically have their protagonists surpass the teachers just as IGT's Jesus does. 

Luke seems to "'dumb down" Jesus, whereas IGT is more tme to the pattern. The punitive 

miracles and antisocial behaviour erdiibited by Jesus in IGT have similarly obscured the 

paralIels. NT scholars have seized upon these aspects of the text and characterized the 

young Jesus as a gnostic Redeemer or precocious god-child. Focusing on these elements 

of the trxt alone results in a neglect of parallels with hurnan figures. But Jesus performs 

miracles as a child only because that is what his adult counterpart does, not simply 

because he is divine; and he curses those around him because the author of the taies sees 

the adult Jesus as a prophet like Elijah, not because of docetic christology or postic 

contempt for the world. Once IGT is divorced from the idea that its portraya1 of Jesus is 

heretical-gnostic or docetic-the parailels with other figures corne more into fwus. 

8.3.1 Generic Similarities 

For IGT's Jesus to be compared with the protagonists of other childhood stories 

the texts containïng the tales must share certain recognizable generic features, The 

criteria by which texts are grouped together as genres entail significant agreement in 

* Cunie, "Childhood and Chrïstianity," 207. 
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three areas: form, content, and fÙnction9' ET'S stories do indeed show significant 

enough overlap with other childhood tales to satisfi the criteria of content. In general, 

they fit into the pattern of the childhood prodigy, a type of story which indicates, here as 

ebewtiere, the subject's comection with the divine, and hints at his future venerated 

status. Like the Jesus of the NT gospels, IGT's Jesus raises a boy fiom death (Gs 9), 

curses his opponents (Gs 3:2-3; 4:2; 5:l; 13:2), and perfonns a variety of supematural 

acts including animating birds (Gs 2:4), purifying water (Gs 2:1), stretching wood (Gs 

1 2 3 ,  and canying water in a permeable gannent (Gs 10:2). Other tales recall specific 

episodes from Jesus' adult years: the commissioning of the twelve aposties (Gs 2:4), and 

the conflicts with Pharisees over Sabbath observance (Gs 2-3). Even his encourtter with 

the son of Annas reflects the eventual conflict between Jesus and the High Pries [n IGT, 

however, it is Annas (represented by his son) who suffers, not Jesus. The few sayings of 

Jesus incorporated into the text portray the boy, like the adult, as the teacher of obscure 

tessons. One saying in particular features farniliar salvific, eschatological Iangmge; 

restoring sight to his accusers, Jesus declares: "Now let the bmen bear fruit and the bIind 

see and the fmlish in hart  find wisdom" (Gs 8:l). Though the tenor of the tales is 

miking, presumably there is nothing about them that would have alarmed eariy readers of 

the stories. Indeed, the earliest church writers to comment on the text object to the stories 

not because they are offensive but because they contradict John's daim that Jesus 

performed no miracles before his first sign in Cana (see above 2.1.2.1, 2-1.2-3, 2.1.3.3, 

and 2.1.3.~).~' If the tales were not consistent with the author's and audience's view of 

9' Aune, ne New Testament in its Literary Environment, 13; Talbert, CVIiat is a Gospel, 
6 7 ;  Bunidge, CYhat are the Gospels, 109-27. 
" Epipbanius may be an exception. He neither appears offended at the tales nor at the 
idea that Jesus performed miracles as a child (see above 2.1.2-4). Of al1 the early writers 
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Jesus, the text would have had had no resonance-neither then nor during its eighteen 

centuries of transmission. 

Some of the IGT stories have particularly strong parailels in content with other 

c h i l d h d  tales. The teacher episodes, including aiso Jesus in the Temple (Gs 171, show 

Jesus surpassing his teachers just as Philo's Moses, the Buddha, Krishna, the poets, the 

philosophen, and others do. Hercules even strikes his teacher, just like Jesus. All of these 

children, be they gods, pets, emperors, statesmen, or Holy Men, are celebrated for their 

skill at Iearning. Indeed, displays of superhuman or adultlike wisdom are the hallmark of 

al1 idealized representations ofchildren. 

On a formal level, however, IGT is rnuch unlike the other literature, Individual 

episodes certainIy evoke the forms typicaily ernployed for miracles and hedings in the 

NT and other accounts of wondenvorkers, so readen would doubtiess make the intended 

connection between IGT's Jesus and these other figures. But the overall text is a self- 

contained narrative, not a series of episodes placed between the subject's birth and 

adulthood. No other teM like this survives fiom antiquity, though Onesicritus' Iost work 

How Alexander was Brought upg3 may have been similar. Even Prot. Jas. is more 

appropriately considered a biography of Mary, fiom conception to adulthood, than a true 

"infancy gospel" of Jesus. That said, the disceming reader of IGT would have been aware 

of its relation to other Christian literature and traditions. It appears to have been wiiten 

with the awareness tbat it is to be understood, indeed can only be undxstood, when 

only the inteplator of Tunothy of Constantinople (see above 2.1.3.2) associates IGT 
with docetic or adoptionist christology. 
* This lost text is noted in Pelling, "Chilcihoad and Pe~naiity," 21 8. Similar aIso are the 
biographies of child emperors who perished befote they reached adulthood However, 
these texts fonn a class apart fiom the other literature as their activities cannot anticipate 
fllNe accomplishments. 
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p k e d  in connection with other Merature, particularly Luke. The inchsion of Luke's 

Temple stoty anticipates a continuation into Jesus' adult weer  and must ptesuppose a h  

an account, perhaps Luke's account, of Jesus' birth and infancy. IGTs audience, then, 

would be aware of Jesus' divine paternity, of dreams/visions/portents that attend his 

conception and birth, and of prophetic recognitions of his futwe greainess. 

The final category for generic cornprison is function. The biographicat material 

surveyed above fünctioned in several interrelateci ways: to praise and elevate the subject, 

to show that the subject's praiseworthy characteristics were present fiom birth, and to 

make a case for the approval of the subject's accomplishments, teachings, andor 

supporters. The negative stories function somewhat in reverse. Their inversion of the 

motifs reflect a transformation in the genre into the territory of burlesque or satire. Such 

transformation is consistent with genre t h e ~ r ~ . ~ ~  IGT fiils the same funciions as the other 

biographical texts. The author has done more than simply collect fomerly independent, 

orally-circulating tales of the young wonderworker, he has used them to present a picture 

of the Christian leader as a powerfut Ligure much in the same way as the various 

philosophicd schools do for their leaders, or as biographes or panegyric witers do for 

emperors and statesmen. More specific prupagandistic motives may lie behind the text as 

weL1. By deveIoping Jesus' childhoud, IGT helps to combat adoptionism. An4 by kaving 

Jesus curse and humiliate Jews, the author may be engaghg in anti-Jewish poiemic. The 

curse on the son of Armas, for e x a ~ n p t ~ ~ ' Y o u r  fnut (shaii be) without root and your 

shoot dned up like a branch carrïed out by a strong wind" (Gs 3:2+may be intended as 

a historiai allegory of post-70 CE- Jerusalem or a threat directed against the entire 

Jewish people. The saying aga& the Law (Gs 63) also may have a polemical intent, as 
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could any reference to the wisdom of Jesus as superior to Jewish Ieaming. Each, if not 

d l ,  of these motives can be read out of IGT. What is clear is that the text is more than a 

collection of puerile tales recorded for the sheer amusement of the increddous masses. 

If "meanhg is ge~e-bound,*g5 then readers of IGT would be able to wmprehend 

the aims of this text Its connections with other biographical literature in fonn, content, 

and fùnction sati* the criteria for genre association. Early Christian and non-Christian 

readers, therefore, would recognize IGT as a collection of tales similar to other stories of 

venerated figures in their youth. 

8.3.2 IdeaIized Elements 

A third function of the childhood stories remains to be discussed for ET. It has 

been shown above that both the figures in the childhood stories and the subjects of the 

fimerary artifacts are portrayed in an idealized way-that is, as aduits in children's 

bodies. Al1 of these artists and ivriters intended to portray their subjects this way, and by 

doing so, they elevated their protagonists above normal children. However, this practice 

may not be quite as conscious as the other hctions behind the texts. The adultlike 

characterizations of their subjects may be more a reflection of "social viewing" than an 

explicit effon to stnp these figures of their childIike qualities, Nevertheless, that is 

precisely what they have done. And IGT is a prime example of this process. 

EGT's idealized Jesus is set in a narrative worId where parentchild dynamics 

reflect those of the authoriaudience's day-to-day reality. Jesus, his parents, and his 

- - - 

'H See the discussion of Aiistair Fowier's work in Burridge, GYhot are the Gospels, 46. 
9s William G. Doty, 'The Concept of Genre in Literary Analysis," in SBL Proceedings 
1972: Book of Seminar Papers for 108th Annuai Meeting (ed Lane C. McGaughy; 
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1972), 2:430. 
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neighbours interact in ways much similar to the reconstruction of children's lives offered 

in chapter seven Like other parents in antiquity, Joseph is held accountable for the 

conduct of his son (Gs 23; 4:2). He reacts to this, as wodd be expected, by trying to 

discipline the boy (Gs 5:l-2). And, it is incumbent on him to have the child educated (Gs 

6:l; 13: l), as well as to have him leam a trade (Gs 11, 12). The age at which Jesus begins 

leaming a trade and letters is consistent with what is knowa about education and rural 

apprenticeships, and even the content of Jesus' iesson-the rote learning of letters- 

reflects the activities of the ancient schoolmm. In later additions to the text (Gs 102; 

123,  Jesus is rewarded with affection iind praise for king a dutifùl, obedient son, ïhese 

reactions to Jesus' beneficent miracles are lacking in the earliest witnesses to the te% 

nevertheless, the versions' silences in these chapters are still a marked difference from 

the reactions to Jesus' curses. The candi4 everyday moments captured in the text 

conmbute to the charrn of the narrative. They also indicate that the author is aware of the 

roles and behaviour expected of parents and children in his enviroment 

Of course, IGT's Jesus is no ordinary chilb He has a matunw and wisdom that 

belie his age. Even at five years old, Jesus responds to those around him with cryptic 

sayings and obscure teachings. The first hint of this cornes in Jesus' reply to his father's 

reprïmand in Gs 53. "It is enough for you to seek me and not fincl," Jesus says, "but do 

not be distressed at his for you have a naturai ignorance. And you do not see with light 

why I belong to you Behold! You know not how to cause me grief. For I am yours, and I 

became your captive." Soon foiiows the revelation discourse of chapter six which reduces 

those Iistening to silence (Gs 65). Additional manifestations of his superior knowledge 

arise fiom encounters with teachers and elders (Gs 6:û-10; 8:l; 132; 1424; 17:2-4). In 
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ail cases, these manifestations prove to onlwkers that Jesus is somehow special, "either a 

god or an angel" (Gs 7:4), or something else entirely. Some scholars have seen these 

displays of wisdom as evidence of Divine Man or gnostic Redeerner chn'stology. But 

despite assertions to the conûary, IGT would make a poor representative of gnostic Jesus 

literature. It contains no hints of adoptionist chnstology or gnostic cosmogogicai myths, 

no extended monologues or dialogues with Jesus reveaiing the key to liberation fiom 

matter, and no hint of duaiistic views of creation. As for Divine Men, IGT's Jesus does 

bear some similarity to Moses and Apollonius in their youth. They ail seem to draw on 

supernatual knowledge, and the source of their wisdom is never explicitly revealed. 

However, the soîdled "Divine Man" is a problematic category not lest  because 

displays of wisdom in youth are common to ail kinds of figures in ancient biographicd 

literature as well as funerary artifacts. Indeed, there is little distinction to be made 

beniveen the five-yearsld Jesus and the epitaph for the two-and-a-half-yea+ld Kritiès, 

who shouid be compared to sorneone of gray wisdom, or Pliny's nvelve-yearsld Minicia 

Marcella, who read rmch and played Iittie (Ep. 5,16). Of course the mots of Jesus' 

adulthke intelligence are found also in NT representations of Jesus as a \vise man. 

Following convention, the author of IGT bas retrojected this characterization into Jesus' 

childhood. But al1 of the childhood figures in the sources are af5orded the same cognitive 

abilities, whether they actuaiiy were skilled at learning or their parents jus hoped they 

would be, IGTs Jesus merely follows a prevalent ideal in this regard 

Comected to Jesus' clevemess is the theme of teaching, a theme which plays a 

leading role in this text. Indeed, the story of Jesus and the Teacher foms the backbone of 

IGT. Its first occurrence occupies about a third of the text, and together with the two 
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additional tacher epides,  it forms a narrative triad that points to the lesson of the 

gospel-narnely, that Jesus is the one who teaches. Al1 of the other tales in IGT reflect 

this same theme; they each fiinction as demonstrations of Jesus' power and authority. 

And when the townspeople understand his lesson, Jesus turns fiom cursing to blessing. 

Tales fiom education appear regularly in the biographies, as do educational iconographie 

motifs in funerary reliefs. Most of their subjects are celebrated for their intelligence, 

some are said even to have surpassed the abilities of their teachers. Jesus, however, is 

different. From the moment he enters the schwlrwm, the boy is already full of 

knowledge. He is never taught, yet he can amaze crowds and elders with his teachings. 

The difference is striking. Education, the very thing that humanizes a person in Greco- 

Roman culture, is revalued in the text, outstripped by the othenvorldly knowledge of 

Jesus. Teachers expected to instruct the young rniracleworker, to tame his uncontrollable 

nature, instead find themselves exasperated by his defiance or defeated by his superior 

wisdom. IGT's Jesus and perhaps Christians along with him have no need for eanhly 

schooling; their knowledge cornes From a heavenly source.% One can imagine the appeal 

such a theme would have for Christians fnistrated with the curriculum of the "pagan" 

schoolroom. 

Read in this light, the story of Jesus a d  the Teacher becomes almost comic. 

Zacchaeus and his peers, representanve of worldly knowledge, see the boy's cIevemess 

and wish to have him taught Ietters. Perhaps they even consider this an opportunity to 

attain glory for themselves-a bright boy like Jesus would make a great disciple. in 

antiquity, the leaming of letten represented the beginning of a child's induction into the 

% Later wtitings of the saints refiect this same theme. They do not have education stories 
old of them because the rnonks who wrote the texts rejected secular learning as inelevant 
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rational, adult world. As Zacchaeus says, Jesus should be brought into the schoolrwm 

"so that he rnay know al1 knowledge, and leam to love those his own age, and respect old 

age and please elders, so that he may in tuni teach them to acquire a desire to be like unto 

chiIdren" (Gs 6 9 ) .  Such motives likely reflect socicty's expectations of and 

apprehensions about children. They seem to lie behind Pliny's praise of Junius Avitus: 

This is rare in the young people of today, few of whom will yield to age or 
authority as k ing  their superior. They are bom with knowledge and 
understanding of everything; they neither respect nor desire to imitate, and 
set their own standards (Ep. 8,23 [Radice, LCL]). 

Zacchaeus' efforts, then, seem directed toward taming Jesus to the needs of the temporal 

world. Ultimately, however, the teacher is humiiiated. His lengthy lament can be read as 

the funeral dirge of the outdated, earthly lore which Jesus means to supplant, '-1 pnder, 

my fnends, about my shame," Zacchaeus wails, "because I am an old man and I have 

been overcome by a child" (Gs 7:;). The original readers of the tale likely would have 

been amused at the teacher's downfall, as they would by Jesus' murder of the abusive 

teacher in the second version of the episode. Every primary-school ducated aduit, 

Christian and non-Christian, would identiS with Jesus, and cheer as the tacher is repaid 

for his offense in kind 

IGT's apparent revaluing of the education motifs only makes more explicit the 

connecaon b e ~ n  portrayals of childhood and societal expectations of children To the 

non-Christian authors, achievement in leaniing is desired of children because it brings 

them into the duit world and Quarantees them success later in life. More Fundamentaily, 

it makes theni human. For IGT's author and audience, the attainment of intelligence and 

wisdorn remain the goal, but earthly education is insuffcient for realüing i t  

to their salvation (Wiedemann, Adulrs and ChiIdren, 199). 
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8.4 Concluding Remarks. 

The aim of both this and the previous chapter was to identi@ the influences 

behind IGT's characterization of Jesus as a child The christological propensities of the 

text-Jesus as a pre-existent, perhps anti-adoptionistic, Saviour and cantankerous 

eschatalogical prophet-were identified in chapter six; but tkse show only what the 

author thought of the adult Jesus. The remaining elernents of his character-adultlike 

wisdom and rnaturity-are derived fiom expectations placed upon children throughout 

Mediterranean culture, and perhaps beyond. The same characteristics appear in childhood 

tales of ernperors, statesmen, poets, philosophers, and Holy Men. These extraordinary 

people are praised for their beauty, their fine (sometimes even divine) lineage, and for not 

playing, acting, or speaking like a cbiid. Indeed, to do so would be an indignity, for in 

these authors' view, childhood wvas a time of powerlessness, of irrationality, and, for 

many, of abuse. Such praiseworthy qualities were not solely bestowed upon e-vtraordinary 

tigures, however. Their use in funerary reliefs and epitaphs, as well as epistolary 

literature, prove that any child of any cIass codd be pomayed in this manner. A11 

segments of the culture appear to have valued and supported, though perhaps not 

consciously, the portraya1 of the puer senex. But this is not what children were like. This 

is what adults and parents wanted their children to be like. 

IGT's Jesus is consistent with the idealized prtrayals of children in the other 

biographical sources. He does not pIay, speak or act iike chiIdren do. His every action is 

charged with meaning, his every t o r d  offers a lesson to be Ieamed. His advanced 

inteiiectual abilities confound and amaze his teachers a d  ueighbours. And his deeds 
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foreshadow his future greatness. IGT depicts the young Jesus as mature and wise not 

because he is not really human-neither gnostic Redeerner nor god-chiltSbut because in 

the eyes of the text's author and audience, these things make him human 



Conclusion 

This study began by mouming the lack of progress in scholarship on IGT. More 

thm three hundred pars  have passed since the recovery of the first MS of the te* In that 

time numerous additionai MSS have been found, but not ail of them pubtished. As a 

resdt several branches of the MS tradition remain relatively unexplored, including Erh, 

Lm, LI,  and Svr. And until now a large portion of the Greek tradition aiso had been sorely 

neglected. As the number of wimesses to IGT increased, scholan exrused their 

reluctance to work extensively wvith the gospel by claiming that the MS tradition was too 

cornplex. The physical evidence for IGT thus became a monolith that few were wiliing to 

approach. Some chipped away at this stone by editing individual representatives of one 

branch or another, and some endeavoured to sketch the transmission history of the text. 

But rarely did the study of IGT progress much beyond telrtcriticai rnatters. When it did, 

the bulk of the scholarship focused on determining the text's origins. Most oflen, this 

meant asswiating the text with Gnosticism. As for the proclivities of the chitdhood tales 

themselves, they have been almost u~versally characterized as puerile or crude. This 

characterization has led to a discriminatory treatment of the text No other e'rplanation 

accounts for scholars' refusal to subject IGT to the kind of thorough investigation 

typicaily empIoyed in the study of the NT gospels. 

But there is much to discover in this grossly overlwked text. This study has 

endeavoured to advance scholarship on IGT in severai ways. The first entaileci tracing the 

development of the theory of gnostic composition, Section one's overview of scholanhip 
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indicated that the theory rests on the identification of IGT with the "Gospel of Thomas" 

of many of the ancient citations. The recovery of the m e  Gos. Thom should have 

brought an end to the theory, but it continues to influence discussions of the text, 

particularly with regard to the notion that IGT was once a longer text now expurgated of 

gnostic elements. Once scholars finally sever the tie between IGT and the citations, the 

text can be assessed on its own merits. No longer will it be assurned that material has 

been removed fiom the text, and no longer should IGT's Jesus be associated with gnostic 

christolog. The second advance occasioned by the dissertation âeals directly with the 

Greek MS tradition. Since Tischendorf's &y, nine additional Greek MSS of IGT have 

bcen discovered, but only one of these has been published Now al1 known Greek MSS of 

the text have been coilated and ptaced in a schema of transmission. The four-column 

synopsis of chapter four presented al[ of the evidence of the wimesses and should prove 

an effective tool in subsequent scholarship. The synopsis is also reiatively neutral with 

regards to transmission theories; therefore, anyone could use the information regardless 

of which recension is believed to be primary. 

One particular MS of IGT, of course, is considered here to be the most important 

of ail. tt \vas instrumental in irnplementing the dissertation's third advance in 

scholarship-namely, the establishment of an early, stable text in IGT's Ianguage of 

origin. This MS is Saba 259, the eleventh-century representative of Gs. Sever Voicu's 

vital work on IGT proved convincingiy that Gs stands in an ïntermediary position 

between the short recension of the eariy versions and the long recension of the later 

Greek MSS- Voicu was far too pessimistic in his evaiuation of Gs, however. Its readings 

are very close to those of the versions-in some cases they may even be better-and, 
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with the removal of chapters 1, 10, 17, 18, and several minor additions, Gs virtuaHy 

becomes the Gr& text that lies behind the versions. Since KT likely was composed in 

Gteek, scholars should be qui& to embrace Gs as an excellent witness to the original 

text. The hegemony of Tischendorfs edition may finatly be at an end. 

Having a stable text in hand assisted in the next step f o d  in the study of KT: 

a detailed determination of its origùis and titerary prociivities. Through analysis of the 

mie IGT citafions and a few pieces of interna1 evidence, it was shown that IGT was likely 

composed pnor to the ame of Irenaeus, perhaps even in the same circles as Luke-Acts- 

Luke's gospel is the onIy Christian text the author appears to know, and both IGT and 

Luke appear to have ben composed by non-Jews steeped in Jewish traditions. 

Christologically, IGT has affinities with eschatological prophets in the styte of Elijah 

who are as Likely to curse as they are to bIess. This connection becornes apparent once 

one reakes that the actions, words, and behaviour of the young Jesus are meant to reflect 

the author's views of the adult lesus. 

The behaviour of the young Jesus bnngs the discussion to the final advance in 

IGT scholarship occasioned by the dissertation Reacting tu theuries that ET'S all-wise, 

fuily mature Jesus repnsents either Divine Man or gnostic Redeemer christology, the 

third section of the dissertation h k e d  at ways children were viewed in the ancient world 

as a key to understanding portrayals of Jesus as a child. The reconstruction of a typical 

child's life indicated that adults desired their young to grow to addthood quickiy. 

Depictions of children by ad& reflect this desire: their subjects are praised for their 

early signs of inteiligence and solemnity- Compared to other accounts of velierated 
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figures in their youth, and to images fiom epitaphs and funerary reliefs, IGT's Jesus 

appears more ordinary than a modem reader would expect. 

The key to unlocking the secrets of IGT involves breaking the narrative d o m  to 

its constituent parts, The cruelty in Jesus' behaviour must be considered in light of the 

notion that character and personality are set at birth. Therefore, the boy curses his 

opponents because the author believes that the adult Jesus would do the sarne. The lack of 

development in Jesus' c h c t e r  that has been fiequently observed in the text is 

attributable to the same motives; indeeà, the very idea that Jesus should alter his 

behaviour reflects modem, not ancient, readers' uneasiness with IGT. And last, the 

apparently supernaml wisdom and ma t . t y  of the young Jesus has to be evaluated in 

the context of other examples of texts and artwork in which children are afforded the 

same qualities. In the finai resuit, IGT may appear somewhat drab compared to more 

dramatic portrayals of Jesus in such texts as Gos. Thom and other so-called "hereticai" 

~~ospels, but given its proper place, the text has much to offer discussions of early 

Christian piety, social history, and biography. 

This dissertation, weighty though it is, is reaily just a begiming for the study of 

ET. There is still so much that remains to be done. A complete cnticai edition of the text 

wiII not be possibte until ail of the branches of the tradition have been fully evaiuated. 

The editions of Eth and Lm used here are based on MSS that may not be representative of 

their individual traditions, and several witnesses to Syr have yet to be evaluated. Lt t w  is 

still relatively uneqlored, though admittedly this iate Latin translation represents a 

tertiaq development in the text's history. As for IGT's content, the relative neglect of 

IGT has 1efi it untouched by many of the methods employed in the anaiysis of eariy 
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Christian literature. This dissertation has touched on some of these-principally, literary 

criticism and socio-historical criticism-but there are numerous other approaches that 

could be applied fiuitfiilly to IGT. 

Progress can oniy be made, however, if scholars put aside anachronistic 

judgements of the stories. Even in Gs, Jesus is still precocious and cruel. And for some 

scholars, no explanation for this portraya1 wili make the text any more attractive. IGT 

may be doomed to neglect Like children in antiquity, biographies of Jesus becorne 

interesting to adults only when they reach adulthood. And like the adults who 

transformed children according to their cultures' view of the idal child, scholars are far 

more cornfortable with their own idealized vision of Jesus than the Jesus of the childhood 

tales. 
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